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Τ Η Ε

P R E F A C E.

MAN

ANY find much fault with the calling

profeſſing Chriſtians, that differ one

from another in ſomematters of opinion , by

diſtinct names ; eſpecially calling them by the

names of particular men who have diſtina

guiſhed themſelves as maintainers and pro

moters of thoſe opinions ; as the calling fome

profeſſing Chriſtians Arminians; fromA mio

nius ; others Arians, from Arius ; others Socie

nians, from Socinus, and the like. They think

it unjuſt in itſelf ; as it feems to ſuppoſe and

ſuggeſt, that the perfons marked out by theſe

names, received thoſe doctrines which they

entertain , out of regard to , and reliance on

thoſe men after whom they are named ; as

though they made them their rule ; in the

ſamemanner, as the followers of Christ

are called Chriſtians, after his name, whom

they regard and depend upon , as their great

Head and Rule. Whereas, this is an unjuſt

and groundleſs imputation on thoſe that go

under the fore-mentioned denominations.

Thus ( ſay they) there is not the leaſt ground
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iv The PREFACE.

to ſuppoſe, that the chief Divines, who em

brace the ſcheme of doctrine which is , by

niany, called . Arminianiſm , believe it the

more, becauſe Arminius believed it : and

that there is no reaſon to think any other,

than that they fincerely and impartially

ſtudy the holy Scriptures, and enquire

after the mind of Chriſt, with as much

judgment and fincerity, as any of thoſe that

call them by theſe names ; that they ſeek

after truth , and are not careful whether they

think exactly as Arminius did ; yea , that , inz

ſome things, they actually differ from him.

This practice is alſo eſteemed actually inju

rious on this account, that it is ſuppoſed na

turally to lead the multitude to imagine the

difference between perfons thus named and

others , to be greater than it is ; yea, as tho'

it were ſo great, that they muſt be, as it were,

another ſpecies of beings . And they object

againft it as ariſing from an uncharitable,

narrow , contracted ſpirit ; which , they ſay,

commonly inclines perſons to confine ali

that is good to themſelves, and their own

party , and to make a wide diſtinction be

tween themſelves and others , and ſtigma

tize thoſe that differ from them with odious

names. They fay, moreover, that the keep

ing up ſueh a diſtinction of names hasa

direct tendency to uphold diſtance and dif

affection , and keep alive mutual hatred

among Chriſtians, who ought all to be

united in friendſhip and charity, however

they cannot, in all things, think alike.

I CONFESS,
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I Confess , theſe things are very plauſible,

And I will not deny, that there are foine un

happy conſequences of this diſtinction of

names , and that men's infirmities and evil

diſpoſitions often make an ill improvement

of it . But yet, I humbly conceive, theſe ob

jections are carried far beyond reaſon . The

generality of mankind are diſpoſed enough ,

and a great deal too much, to uncharitable

neſs, and to be cenforious and bitter towards

thoſe that differ from them in religious opi

nions : which evil temper of mind will take

occaſion to exert itſelf from many things in

theinſelves innocent, uſeful and neceflary.

But
yet there is no neceflity to ſuppoſe , that

the thus diſtinguiſhing perſons of different

opinions by different names, ariſes mainly

from an uncharitable ſpirit. It may ariſe

from the diſpoſition there is in mankind

(whomGod has diſtinguiſhed with an ability

and inclination for ſpeech) to improve the

benefit of language, in the proper uſe and

deſign of names, given to things which they

have often occaſion to ſpeak of, or ſignify

their minds about ; which is to enable them

to expreſs their ideas with eaſe and expedi

tion, without being incumbered with an

obfcure and difficult circumloqution. And

the thus diſtinguiſhing of perſons of different

opinions in religious matters may not imply,

nor infer, any more than that there is a dit

ference, and that the difference is ſuch as we

find wehave often occaſion to take notice

of, and make mention of. That which we

haveA 3
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1

have fequent occaſion to ſpeak of (whatever

it be , that gives the occaſion ) this wants à

name: and it is always a defect in language,

in ſuch caſes, to be obliged to make uſe of

a deſcription , inſtead of a name,

Thus we

have often occaſion to ſpeak of thoſe who

are the deſcendants
of the ancient inhabi

tants of France, who were ſubjects or heads

of the government
of that land, and ſpake

the language
peculiar

to it ; in diſtinction

from the deſcendants
of the inhabitants.o

Spain, who belonged
to that community

, and

ſpake the language
of that country. And

therefore
we find the great need of diſtinct

names.to ſignify theſe different
ſorts of peo

ple, and the great convenience
of thoſe dif

tinguiſhing
, words, French and Spaniards

;

by which the ſignification
of our minds is

quick and eaſy , and our ſpeech is delivered

from the burden of a continual
reiteration

of diffuſe defcriptions
, with which it muſt

otherwiſe
be embarraſſed

,

That the difference of the opinions of

thoſe, who in their general ſcheme of divi

nity agree with thete two noted men , Calvin

and Arminius, is a thing there is often oc

cafion to ſpeak of, is what the practice of

the latter itſelf confeffes ; who are often , in

their diſcourles and writings, taking notice

of the ſuppoſed abſurd and pernicious, opi.

nions of the former fort. And therefore the

making uſe of different names in this caſe

çannot reaſonably be objected againſt, or

con:
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things which they have frequent occaſion

condemned, as a thing which muſt come

from ſo bad a cauſe as they afſign . It is eaſy

to be accounted for, without ſuppoſing it to

ariſe from any other ſource, than the exi

gence and natural tendency of the ſtate of

things; conſidering the faculty and diſpofi

tion God has given to mankind, to expreſs

to mention , by certain diftinguiſhing names.

It is an effect that is ſimilar to what we ſee

ariſe, in innumerable caſes which are parallel,

where the cauſe is not at all blame-worthy.

NEVERTHELESS, at firſt, I had thoughts of

carefully avoiding the uſe oftheappellation ,

Arminian, in thisTreatiſe. But I foon found

I ſhould be put to great difficulty by it ; and

that my Diſcourſe would be fo encumbered

with an often repeated circumlocution , in

ſtead of a name, which would expreſs the

thing intended, as well and better, that I al

tered mypurpoſe. And therefore I muſt alk

theexcuſe of ſuch as are apt to be offended

with things of this nature, that I have ſo

freely uſed the term Arminian in the follow

ing Diſcourſe. I profeſs it to be without any

deſign, to ſtigmatize perſons of any ſort with

a name of reproach , or at all to make them

appear more odious. If, when I had occa

fion to ſpeak of thoſe Divines who are com

monly called by this name, I had, inſtead of

ſtyling them Arminians, called them theſe

men, as Dr. Whitby does Calviniſtic Divines ;

it probably would not have been taken any

better,
A4
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1

better , or thought to ſhew a bet : er temper,

or more good manners.
I have done as I

would be doneby , in this matter. However

the term Calviniſtic is , in theſe days , among

moſt, a term of greater reproach than the

term Arminian ; yet I ſhould not take it at all

amiſs, to be cailed a Calviniſt, for diſtinction's

fake : though I utterly diſclaim a dependence

on Calvin, or believing the doctrines which

I hold , becauſe he believed and taught them ;

and cannot juſtly be charged with believing

in every thing juſt as he taught.

But , leſt I ſhould really be an occaſion of

injury to ſome perſon , I would here give

notice, that though I generally ſpeak of that

doctrine, concerning Free-will and moral

Agency , which I oppoſe, as an Arminian

doctrine ; yet I would not be underſtood,

as aſſerting, that every Divine or Author,

whom I have occaſion to mention as main

taining that doctrine , was properly an Ar

minian, or one of that fort which is com

monly called by that name. Some of them

went far beyond the Arminians : and I

would , by no means charge Arminians in

general with all the corrupt doctrine, which

theſe maintained. Thus, for inſtance, it

would be very injurious, if I ſhould rank

Arminian Divines, in general, with ſuch

Authors as ilir . Chubb. I doubt not, many

of them have ſome of his doctrines in

abhorrence : though he agrees , for the moft

part, with Arminians, in his notion of the

Freedorn

1
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1

Freedom of the Will. And, on the other

hand, though I fuppoſe this notion to be a

leading article in the Arminian ſcheme, that

which , if purſued in its conſequences, will

truly infer, or naturally lead to all the reſt ;

yet I do not charge all that have held this

doctrine, with being Arminians. For what

ever may be the conſequences of the doctrine

really , yet fome that hold this doctrine, may

not own nor ſee theſe conſequences; and it

would be unjuſt, in many inſtances, to charge

every Author with believing and maintain

ing all the real conſequences of his avowed

doctrines . And I defire it may be particu

larly noted , that though I have occaſion, in

the following Diſcourſe, often to mention

the Author ofthe book, entitled, AnElay on

the Freedom of the Will, in Godand the Crea

ture, as holding that notion of Freedom of

Will , which I oppoſe ; yet I do not mean

to call him an Arminian : however, in that

doctrine he agrees with Arminians, and de

parts from the current and general opinion

of Calviniſts. If the Author of that Effay

be the ſame as it is commonly aſcribed to,

he, doubtleſs was not one that ought to bear

that name. But however good a Divine

he was in many reſpects, yet that particu

lar Arminian doctrine which he maintained,

is never the better for being held by ſuch an

one : nor is there leſs need of oppoſing it on

that account ; but rather is there the more

need of it ; as it will be likely to have the

more perniciousinfluence, for being taughtby

a Divine
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a Divine ofhisname and character; ſuppoſing

the doctrine to be wrong, and in itſelf to be

of an ill tendency ,

I have nothing further to ſay by way of

preface, but only to beſpeak the Reader's

candor, and calm attention to what I have

written. The ſubject is of fuch importance,

as to demand attention, and the moſt thorough

conſideration . Of all kinds of knowledge

that we can ever obtain , the knowledge of

God, and the knowledge of ourſelves, are the

moſt important. As religion is the great

buſineſs, for which we are created , and on

which our happineſs depends ; and as reli

gion conſiſts in an intercourſe between out

ſelves and our Maker ; and ſo has its foun

dation in God's nature and ours, and in the

relation that God and we ſtand in to each

other ; therefore a true knowledge of both

muſt be needful, in order to true religion.

Buttheknowledge ofourſelves conſiſts chiefly

in right apprehenſions concerning thoſe two

chieffaculties of our nature, the underſtanding

and will. Both are very important : yet the

ſcience of the latter muſt be confeſſed to be of

greateſt moment ; inaſmuch as all virtue and

religion have their ſeat more immediately in

the will, conſiſting more eſpecially in right

acts and habits of this faculty. And the grand

queſtion about the Freedom of the wil, is

the main point that belongs to the ſcience of

the Will. Therefore, I lay, the importance

of this ſubject greatly demands the attention

ot
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1

ofChriſtians; and eſpecially of Divines. But

as to my manner of handling the fubject, I

will be far from preſuming to ſay, that it is

ſuch as demands the attention of the Reader to

what I have written. I am ready to own ,

that in this matter I depend on the Reader's

courteſy . But only thus far I may have ſome

colour for putting in a claim ; that if the

Reader bediſpoſed to paſs his cenſure on what

I have written , I may be fully and patiently

heard , and well attended to , before I am con

demned. However, this is what I would

humbly aſk of my Readers ; together with

the prayers of all ſincere lovers of truth , that

have nuch of that ſpirit which Chriſt

promiled his diſciples, which guides into all

truth; and that t ebleſſed and powerful in

fluences of this Spirit would make truth vic

torious in the world ,

Imiy
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PART I.

WHEREIN ARE EXPLAINED AND STATED

VARIOUS TERMS AND THINGS BELONGING

TO THE SUBJECT OF THE ENSUING DIS.

COURSE

SECTION 1.

Concerning the Nature of the Will .

T may poſſibly be thought, that there is no great

need of going about to define or deſcribe the

Will; this word being generally as well under

ſtood as any other words we can uſe to explain it ;

and ſo perhaps it would be, had not philoſophers,

metaphyſicians, and polemic divines brought the

matter into obfcurity by the things they have

ſaid of it . But ſince it is ſo , I think it

of ſome uſe, and will tend to the greater clearneſs

in the following diſcourſe, to ſay a few things con

cerning it.

may be

And therefore I obſerve, that the Will (without

any metaphyſical refining) is plainly, Thatby which

themind chuſes any thing. The faculty of the Will

is that faculty, or power, or principle of mind by

which it is capable of chuſing : an act of the Will

is the ſame asan act of chuſing or choice.

B Ir



The Nature of the Will. Part 1 :

If any think it is a more perfect definition of

the Will, to ſay, that it is that by which the ſoul

either chufes or refuſes ; I am content with it ;

though I think that it is enough to ſay , It is that

by which the ſoul chuſes : for in every act of Will

whatſoever, the mind chuſes one thing rather than

another ; it chuſes ſomething rather than the con.

trary, or rather than the want or non exiſtence of

that thing. So in every act of refuſal, the mind

chuſes the abſence of the thing refufed ; the poſi

tive and the negative are ſet before the mind for

its choice, and it chuſes the negative ; and the

mind's making its choice in that caſe is properly

the act of the Will : the Will's determining be

tween the two is a voluntary determining ; but

that is the ſame thing as making a choice. So

that whatever names we call the act of the Will

by chuſing, refuſing, approving, diſapproving, liking,

diſliking, embraning, rejetting , determining, directing,

commanding, forbidding, inclining or being averſe, a

being pleaſed or diſpleaſed with ; all may be reduced

to this of chuâng. For the ſoul to act voluntarily,

is evermore to act ele&tively.

Mr. Locke* ſays, “ The Will ſignifies nothing

but a power or ability to prefer or chuſe.' And in

the foregoing page ſays , “ The word preferring

ſeems beſt to expreſs the act of volition ;" Buc

adds, that “ it does not preciſely ; for ( ſays he )

though a man would prefer Aying to walking, yec

who can ſay he ever wills it ? " But the inſtance he

mentions does not prove that there is any thing

elſe in willing , but merely preferring : for it ſhould

be conſidered what is the next and immediate

object of the Will, with reſpect to a man's walk

ing, or any other external action ; which is not

* Human Underſtanding. Edit. 7. vol . i. p. 1976

being
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being reimoved from one place to another ; on the

earth, or through the air ; theſe are remoter objects

of preference; but ſuch or ſuch an immediate

exertion of himſelf. The thing nextly choſen or

preferred when a man wills to walk , is not his

being removed to ſuch a place where he would

be, but ſuch an exertion and motion of his legs

and feet, &c . in order to it . And his willing

ſuch an alteration in his body in the preſent

moment, is nothing elſe but his chuſing or pre

ferring ſuch an alteration in his body at ſuch a

moment, or his liking it better than the forbear.

ance of it . And God has ſo made and eſtabliſhed

the human nature, the ſoul being united to a

body in proper ftate, that the foul preferring or

chuling ſuch an immediate exertion or alteration

of the body, ſuch an alteration inſtantaneouſly

follows. There is nothing elſe in the actions of

my mind, that I am conſcious of while I walk, but

only my preferring or chuſing, through ſucceſſive

moments, that there fhould be ſuch alterations of

my external ſenſations and motions , together with

a concurring habitual expectation that it will be

ſo ; having ever found by experience, that on

ſuch an immediate preference, ſuch ſenſations and

motions do actually inſtantaneouſly, and conſtantly

ariſe. But it is not ſo in the caſe of flying :

though a man may be ſaid remotely to chuſe or

prefer flying ; yet he does not_chuſe or prefer,

incline to or deſire, under circumſtances in view ,

any immediate exertion of the members of his

body in order to it ; becauſe he has no expectation

that he ſhould obtain the deſired end by any ſuch

exertion ; and he does not prefer or incline to any

bodily exertion or effort under this apprehended

circumſtance, of its being wholly in vain. So that

if we carefully diſtinguiſh the proper objects of

the ſeveral acts ofthe Will , it will not appear by

this,

1

B 2
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this, and ſuch - like inſtances, that there is any
dif .

ference between volition and preference ; or that a

man's chuſing, liking beft, or being beat pleaſed

with a thing, are not the ſame with his willing

that thing ; as they ſeein to be according to thoſe

general and more natural motions of men , accord

ing to which language is formed . Thus an act

of the Will is commonly expreſſed by its pleaſing a

man to do thus or thus ; and a man doing as he

wills, and doing as he pleaſes, are the ſame thing in

common speech .

Mr. Locke* ſays, “ The Will is perfectly dif

tinguiſhed from Deſire; which in the very fame

action may have a quite contrary tendency from

that which our Wills fet us upon . A man ( ſays

he) whom I cannot deny, may oblige me to ue

perſuaſions to another, which, at the ſame time I

am ſpeaking , I may wiſh may, not prevail on him ..

In this caſe it is plain the Will and Deſire run

counter.” I do not ſuppoſe, that Will and Deſire

are words of preciſely the ſame ſignification ; Will

ſeems to be a word of a more general ſignification ,

extending to things preſent and abſent. Deſira

reſpects ſomething ablene. I may prefer my pre

ſent ſituation and poſture, ſuppoſe ſitting ftill, or ·

having my eyes open, and ſo may will it. But

yet ' I cannot think they are ſo entirely diſtinct,

that they can ever be properly ſaid to run counter.

A man never, in any inſtance, wills any thing

contrary to his Deſires, or deſires any thing cons

trary to his Will . The forementioned inſtance,

which Mr. Locke produces , does not prove that he

ever does. He may, on ſome confideration or

other, will to utter ſpeeches which have a tendency

to perſuade another, and ſtill may deſire that they

may not perſuade him : but yet his Will and

Deſire

Ind. 1.;

1
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Deſire do not run counter at all : the thing

which he wills , the very fame he deſires ; and

he does not will a thing, and deſire the con

trary in any particular. In this inſtance, it

is not carefully obſerved , what is the thing

willed, and what is the thing deſired : if it were,

it would be found that Will and Deſire do not

claſh in the leaſt. The thing willed , on ſome con

ſideration, is to utter ſuch words; and certainly,

the ſame conſideration ſo influences him, that he

does not deſire the contrary ; all things conſidered ,

he chuſes to utter ſuch words, and does not deſire

not to utter them . And ſo as to the thing which

Mr. Locke ſpeaks of as deſired, viz . 1 hat the

words, though they tend to perſuade, ſhould not

be effectual to that end, his Will is not contrary

to this ; he does not will that they ſhould be ef

fectual, but rather wills that they ſhould not, as he

delires. In order to prove that the will and deſire

may run counter, it ſhould be ſhewn that they may

be contrary one to the other in the ſame thing, or

with reſpect to the very fame object of Will or

Deſire : but here the objects are two ; and in each,

taken by themſelves, the Will and Deſire agree.

And it is no wonder that they fhould not agree in

different things, however little diſtinguiſhed they

are in their nature. The Will may not agree with

the Will, nor Deſire agree with Deſire, in different

things. As in this very inſtance which Mr. Locke

mentions, ' a perſon may, on ſome conſideration,

deſire to uſe perſuaſions, and at the ſame time may

deſire they may not prevail; but yet no body will

fay, that Defire runs counter to Deſire; or that this

proves that Deſire is perfectly a diſtinct thing from

Defire. - The like might be obſerved of the other

inſtance Mr. Locke produces, of a man's deſiring

to be eafed of pain, &c.

A

1
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But not to dwell any longer on this, whether

Defire and Will, and whether Preference and Volition

be preciſely the ſame things or no ; yet, I truſt ie

will be allowed by all , that in every act of Will

there is an act of choice ; that in every volition

there is a preference, or a prevailing inclination of

the ſoul, whereby the ſoul, at that inſtance, is out

of a fate of perfect indifference, with reſpect to

the direct object of the volition . So that in every

act, or going forth of the Will , there is ſome pre

ponderation of the mind or inclination, one way

rather than another ; and the foul had rather bave

or do one thing than another, or than not to have

or do that thing; and that there, where there is

abſolutely no preferring or chuſing, but a perfect

continuing equilibrium , there is no volition.

SECTION II.

Concerning the Determination of the Will.

B

Y determining the Will, if the phraſe be uſed

with any meaning, muſt be intended, cauſing

that the Azt of the Will or Choice ſhould be thus, and

not otherwiſe ; and the Will is ſaid to be deter

mined, when , in conſequence of ſome action, or

influence, its choice is directed to, and fixed upon

a particular object. As when we ſpeak of the

Determination of motion , we mean cauſing the

motion of the body to be ſuch a way, or in ſuch

a direction , rather than another.

To talk of the Determination of the Will, fup :

poſes an effect, which muſt have a cauſe. If the

Will be determined, there is a determiner. This

muſt be ſuppoſed to be intended even by them that

ſay, the Will determines itſelf. If it be fo, the

Will
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Will is both Determiner and determined ; it is a

cauſe that acts and produces effects upon itſelf, and

is the object of its own influence and action .

With reſpect to that grand inquiry, Whet de

termines the Will, it would be very tedious and un

neceſſary at preſent to enumerate and examine all

the various opinions which have been advanced

concerning this matter ; nor is it needful that I

ſhould enter into a particular diſquiſition of all

points debated in diſputes on that queſtion, Whe

ther the Will always follows the laſt dielate of the

underſtanding. It is ſufficient to my preſent pur

poſe to ſay,--It is that motive, which, as it ſtands in

the view of the mind , is the ſtrongeſt that determines the

Will — but it may be neceſſary that I ſhould a

little explain my imeaning in this .

By Motive, I mean the whole of that which

moves, excites or invites the mind to volition,

whether thaä be one thing ſingly , or many things

conjunctly. Many particular things may concur

and unite their ſtrength to induce the mind ; and

when it is ſo, all together are as it were one com

plex motive. Andwhen I ſpeak of the ſtrongeſt

motive, I have reſpect to the ſtrength of the whole

that operates to induce to a particular act of voli

tion, whether that be the ſtrength of one thing .

alone, or of many together.

WHATEVER is a motive, in this ſenſe, muſt be

ſomething that is extant in the view or apprehenſion of

the underſtanding, or perceiving faculty . Nothing

can induce or invite the mind to will or act any

thing, anyfurther than it is perceived , or is ſome

way or other in the mind's view ; for what is

wholly unperceived, and perfectly out of the mind's

view, cannot effect the mind at all . It is moſt evi,

B 4 dent,
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dent, that nothing is in the mind, or reaches it, or

takes any hold of it, any otherwiſe than as it is

perceived or thought of.

And I think it muſt alſo be allowed by all , that

every thing that is properly called a motive, ex

citement or inducement to a perceiving willing

agent, has ſome ſort and degree of tendency, or

advantage to move or excite theWill , previous to

the effect, or to the act of the Will excited . This

previous tendency of the motive is what I call

the ſtrength of the motive. That motive which has

a leſs degree of previous advantage or tendency

to move the Will, or that appears leſs inviting, as

it ſtands in the view of the mind , is what I call a

" weaker motive. On the contrary , that which ap

pears moſt inviting, and has, by what appears

concerning it to the underſtanding or apprehen

ſion, the greateſt degree of previous tendency to

exci : e and induce the choice, is what I call the

ſtrongeſt motive. And in this ſenſe, I ſuppose the

Will is always determined by the ſtrongeſt mo

tive.

Things that exiſt in the view of the mind have

their ſtrength, tendency or advantage to move

or excite its Will, from many things appertain

ing to the nature and circumſtances of the thing

viewed, the nature and circumſtances of the mind

that views, and the degree and manner of its view ;

which it would perhaps be hard to make a perfect

enumeration of. But ſo much I think may be

determined in general , without room for contro

verſy, that whatever is perceived or apprehended

by an intelligent and voluntary agent, which has

the nature and influence of a motive to volition

or choice, is conſidered or viewed as good ; nor has

it any tendency to invite or engage the election of

the
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the ſoul in any further degree than it appears

fuch. For to ſay otherwiſe, would be to ſay, that

things that appear have a tendency by the appear

ance they make, to engage the mind to elect them ,

ſome other way than by their appearing eligible

to it ; which is abſurd. And therefore it muſt be

true, in ſome fenfe, that the Will always is as the

greateſt apparent good is. But only, for the right

underſtanding of this , two things muſt be well and

diſtinctly obſerved .

1

I. It muſt be obſerved in what ſenſe I uſe the

term good ; namely, as of the ſame import with

agreable. To appear good to the mind , as I uſe the

phraſe, is the ſame as to appear agreable, or ſeem

pleaſing to the mind. Certainly, nothing appears

inviting and eligible to the mind, or tending to

engage its inclinacion and choice, conſidered as

evil or diſagreable ; nor indeed , as indifferent, and

neither agreable nor diſag: cable . But if it tends

to draw the inclination, and move the vill , it muſt

be under the notion of that which ſuits the mind .

And therefore that muſt have the greateſt tendency

to attract and engage it , which , as it ſtands in the

mind's view, ſuits it belt, and pleaſes it molt ; and

in that ſenſe, is the greatest apparent good : to ſay

otherwiſe, is little, if any thing, ſhort of a direct

and plain contradiction .

The word good, in this ſenſe, includes in its

ſignification, the removal or avoiding of evil , or

of that which is diſagreable and uneaſy. It is

agreable and pleaſing, to avoid what is diſagreable

and diſpleaſing, and to have uneaſineſs removed.

So that here is included what Mr. Locke ſuppoſes

determines the Will For when he ſpeaks of un

eaſineſs as determining the Will, he muſt be un

derſtood as ſuppoſingthat the end or aim which

governs
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governs in the volitionor act of preference, is the

avoiding or removal of that uneaſineſs ; and that is

the fame thing as chuſing and ſecking what is more

eaſy and agreable.

1

2. When I ſay, the Will is as the greateſt ap

parent goed is, or (as I have explained it ) thac

volition has always for its object the thing which

appears moſt agreable ; it muſt be carefully ob

ferved , to avoid confuſion and needleſs objection,

that I ſpeak of the direct and immediate object of

the act of volition ; and not ſome object that the

act of Will has not an immediate, but only an

indirect and remote reſpect to. Many acts of vo

lition have ſome remote relation to an object, that

is different from the thing moſt immediately willed

and choſen . Thus, when a drunkard has his

liquor before him , and he has to chuſe whether to

drink it or no ; the proper and immediate objects,

about which his prefent volition is converſant,

and between which his choice now decides, are

his own acts, in drinking the liquor, or letting

it alone ; and this will certainly be done according

to what, in the preſent view of his mind, taken in

the whole of it, is moſt agreable to him . If he

chufes or wills to drink it, and not to let it alone ;

then this action , as it ſtands in the view of his

mind, with all that belongs to its appearance

there, is more agreable and pleaſing than letting it

alone.

But the objects to which this act of volition

may relate more remotely , and between which his

choice may determine more indirectly, are the pre

fent pleature the man expects by drinking, and

the future miſery which he judges will be the

conſequence of it : he may judge that this future

miſery, when it comes , will be more diſagreable

and
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and unpleaſant, than refraining from drinking -

now would be. But theſe two things are not the

proper objects that the act of volition ſpoken of

is nextly converſant about. For the act of Will

fpoken of is concerning preſent drinking or for

bearing to drink . .If he wills to drink , then

drinking is the proper object of the act of his

Will ; and drinking, on ſome account or other,

now appears moſt agreable to him , and ſuits him

beſt. If he chufes to refrain , then refraining is

the immediate object of his Will, and is moſt

pleaſing to him. If in the choice he makes in

the caſe, he prefers a preſent pleaſure to a future

advantage, which he judges will be greater when

it comes; then a lefſer present pleaſure appears

more agreable to him than a greater advantage

at a diſtance, If , on the contrary, a future ad

vantage is preferred, then that appears moſt agre

able, and ſuits him beſt. And ſo ſtill the preſent

volition is as the greateſt apparent good at pre

fent is ,

I have rather choſen to expreſs myſelf thus, that

the Will always is as the greateſt apparent good, or

as what appears moſt agreacle, is, than to ſay that

the Will is determined by thegreateſt apparent good,

or by what feems moſt agreable ; becauſe an ap

pearing moſt agreable or pleaſing to the mind, and

the mi.d's preferring and chuſing, ſeem hardly to

be properly and perfectly diſtinct. If ſtrict pro.

priety of ſpeech be inſiſted on, it may more pro .

perly be ſaid , that the voluntary action which is the

immediate confequence and fruit of the mind's

volition or choice, is determined by that which ap

pears moſt agreable, than the preference or choice

itſelf ; but that the act of volition ittelf is always

determined by that in or about the mind's view

of the object, which cauſes it to appear molt agreable,

I ſay ,
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I ſay , in or about the mind's view of the object,

becauſe what has influence to render an object

in vitw agreable, is not only what appears inthe

object viewed , but alſo the manner of the view,

and the fate and circumſtances of the mind that

views.- Particularly to enumerate all things per

taining to the mind's view of the objects of vo

lition, which have influence in their appearing

agreable to the mind , would be a matter of no

ſmall difficulty, and might require a treatiſe by

itfelf, and is not neceffary to my preſent purpoſe.

I fhall therefore only mention ſome things in

general.

I. One thing that makes an object propoſed to

choice agreable, is the apparent nature and circum

Stances of the object. And there are various things

of this fort , that have an hand in rendering the

object more or leſs agreable ; as,

1. That which appears in the object, which

renders it beautiful and pleaſant, or defcrmed and

irkſome to the mind ; viewing it as it is in itſelf.

2. The apparent degree of pleaſure or trouble

attending the object, or the conſequence of it . Such

concomitants and conſequents being viewed as cir

cumſtances of the objects, are to be conſidered as

belonging to it, and, as it were, parts of it ; as it

ſtands in the mind's view, as a propoſed object of

choice .

1

3. The apparent ſtate of the pleaſure or trouble

that appears, with reſpect to diſtance of time ;

being either nearer or farther off. It is a thing

in itſelf agreable to the mind , to have pleaſure

ſpeedily ; and diſagreable, to have it delayed : ſo

that if there be two equal degrees of pleaſure fet

in
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in the mind's view, and all other things are equal,

but only one is beheld as near, and the other far

off ; the nearer will appear molt agreable, and ſo

will be choſen. Becauſe, though the agreableneſs

of the objects be exactly equal, as viewed in them

ſelves, yet not as viewed in their circumſtances ;

· one of them having the additional agreableneſs of

the circumſtance of nearneſs.

2

II . Another thing that contributes to the agre

ableneſs of an otject of choice, as it ſtands in the

mind's view, is the manner of the viety. If the ob

ject be ſomething which appears connected with

future pleaſure, not only will the degree of ap.

parent pleaſure have influence, but alſo the man

ner of the view , eſpecially in two reſpects.

1. With reſpect to the degree of judgment, or

firmneſs of aſſent, with which the mind judges

the pleaſure to be future. Becauſe it is more

agreable to have a certain happineſs, than an un

certain one , and a pleaſure viewed as more pro

bable, all other things being equal , is more agro

able to the mind, than that which is viewed as

leſs probable,

2. With reſpect to the degree of the idea of the

future pleaſure. With regard to things which

are the ſubject of our thoughts, either paſt, pre

ſent, or future, we have much more of an idea or

apprehenſion of ſome things than others; that is,

our idea is much more clear, lively and ſtrong.

Thus the ideas we have of ſenſible things by imme

diate ſenſation, are uſually much more lively than

thoſe we have by mere imagination, or by con

templationof them when ablent. My idea of the

ſur, when I look upon it , is more vivid , than when

j : sv think of it. Our idea of the ſweet reliſh of

a del .
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a delicious fruit is uſually ſtronger when we taſte

it, that when we only imagine it. And ſometimes

the idea we have of things by contempiation, are

much ſtronger and clearer than at other times.

Thus, a man at one time has a much ſtronger

idea of the pleaſure which is to be enjoyed in eat

ing ſome fort of food that he loves , than at ano

ther. Now the degree, or ſtrength of the idea or

fenſe that men have of future good or evil , is one

thing that has great influence on their minds to

excite choice or volition . When of two kinds of

future pleaſure, which the mind conſiders of, and

are preſented for choice, both are ſuppoſed exactly

equal by the judgment, and both equally certain,

and all other things are equal but only one of them

is what the mind has a far more lively ſenſe of,

than of the other ; this has the greateſt advantage

by far to affect and attract the mind, and move

the Will . It is now more agreable to the mind ,

to take the pleaſure it has a ſtrong and lively fenſe

of, than that which it has only a faint idea of.

The view of the former is attended with the

ſtrongeſt appetite, and the greateit uneaſineſs ac

tends the want of it; and it is agreable to the

mind to have uneaſineſs removed , and its appetite

gratified . And if ſeveral future enjoyments are

prefenced together, as competitors for the choice

of the mind, ſome of them judged to be greater ,

and others lefs ; the mind alſo having a greater

ſenſe and more lively idea of the good of ſome

of them , and of others a leſs ; and ſome are view.

ed as of greater certainty or probability than

others ; and thoſe enjoyments that appear moft

agreable in one of theie reſpects, appear leaſt fo

in others : in this caſe , all other things being

equal, the agreableneſs of a propoſed object of

choice will be in a degree ſome way compounded

of the degree of good ſuppoſed by the judgment,

the
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the degree of apparent probability or certainty of

that good , and the degree of the view, or ſenſe,

or livelineſs of the idea the mind has , of that

good ; becauſe all together concur to conſtitute

the degree in which the object appears at preſent

agreable ; and accordingly volition will be de

termined .

I MIGHT further obſerve, the ſtate of the mind

that views a propoſed object of choice, is another

thing that contributes to the agreableneſs or dif

agreableneſs of that object; the particular temper

which the mind has by nature, or that has been

introduced and eſtabliſhed by education , example,

cuſtom , or ſome other means ; or the frame or

ſtate that the mind is in on a particular occaſion .

That object which appears agreable to one, does

not fo to another. And the ſame object does not

always appear alike agreable to the ſame perſon,

at different times . It is moſt agreable to fome

men , to follow their reaſon ; and to others, to

follow their appetites : to ſome men it is more

agreable to deny a vicious inclination , than to

gratify it : others it ſuits beſt to gratify the vileft

appetites. It is more diſagreable to ſome men

than others, to counteract a former reſolution .,

In theſe reſpects, and many others which might

be mentioned , different things will be moſt agre

able to different perſons; and not only ſo, but to

the ſame perſons at different times ,

But poſſibly it is needleſs and improper, to

mencion the frame and ſtate of the mind, as a dif

tinct ground of the agreableneſs of objects from the

other two mentioned before ; viz . The apparent

nature and circumſtances of the objects viewed,

and the manner of the view : perhaps if we ſtrictly

conſider the matter, the different temper and itate

of
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of the mind makes no alteration as to the agre

ableneſs of objects, any other way, than as it

makes the objects themſelves appear differently

beautiful or deformed, having apparent pleaſure

or pain attending them : and as it occaſions the

manner of the view , to be different, cauſes the

idea of beaury or deformity, pleaſure or uneaſineſs

to be more or leſs lively.

However , I think ſo much is certain, that vo

Jition , in no one inſtance that can be mentioned,

is otherwiſe than the greateſt apparent good is , in

the manner which has been explained . The choice

of the mind never departs from that which, at

that time, and with reſpect to the direct and ima

mediate objects of that deciſion of the mind, ap

pears molt agreable and pleaſing, all things con

ſidered. If the immediate objects of the will are

a man's own actions, then thoſe actions which

appear inoſt agreable to him he wills. If it be

now moſt agreable to him, all things conſidered ,

to walk , then he now wills to walk . If it be now,

upon the whole of what at preſent appears to him,

moſt agreable to ſpeak , then he chuſes to ſpeak :

if it ſuits him beft to keep ſilence, then he chuſes

to keep ſilence. There is ſcarcely a plainer and

more univerſal dictate of the ſenſe and experience

of mankind, than that, when men açt voluntarily,

and do what they pleaſe, then they do what ſuits

them beft, or what is moſt agreable to them . To

ſay, that they do what they pleaſe, or what pleaſes

them , but yet do not do what is agreable to them,

is the ſame thing as to ſay, they do what they

pleaſe, but do not act their pleaſure ; and that is

to ſay, that they do what they pleate, and yet do

not do what they pleaſe.

3

IT
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It appears from theſe things, that in ſome ſenſe,

the Will always follows the lajt dietate of the under

ſtanding. But then the underſtanding muſtbe taken

in a large ſenſe, as including the whole faculty of

perception or apprehenſion , and nor meerly what

is called reaſon or judgment. If by the dictate of

the underſtanding is meant what reaſon declares

to be belt or moſt for the perſon's happineſs, taking

in the whole of its duration , it is not true, that

the Will always follows the laſt dictate of the un.

derſtanding. Such a dictate of reaſon is quite a

different matter from things appearing now moſt

agreable; all things being put together which pera

tain to the mind's preſent perceptions , apprehen

ſions or ideas , in any reſpect. Altho' that dictate

of reaſon when it takes place, is one thing that

is put into the ſcales, and is to be conſidered as

a thing that has concetn in the compound influ .

ence which moves and induces the Will ; and is

one thing that is to be conſidered in eſtimating the

degree of that appearance of good which the

Will always follows ; either as having its influence

added to other things, or ſubducted from them .

When it concurs with other things , then its weight

is added to them , as put into the ſameſcale; but

when it is againſt them , it is as a weight in the

oppoſite ſcale, where it reſiſts the influence of other

things : yet its reſiſtance is often overcome by their

greater weight, and ſo the act of the Will 'is de

termined in oppoſition to it.

The things which I have ſaid, may, I hope,

ferve, in ſome meaſure to illuſtrate and confirm

the poſition 1 laid down in the beginning of this

ſection, viz . That the Will is always determined by

the ſtrongeſt motive, or by that view of the mind

which has the greateſt degree ofprevious tendency

to excite volition . But whether I have been fo

happy
с
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ipoken of, which is overcom
e
, or proves in vain

happy as rightly to explain the thing wherein con

fiſts the ſtrength of motives, or not, yet my fail .

ing in this will not overthrow the poſition itſelf ;

which carries much of its own evidence with it,

and is the thing of chief importance to the pur.

poſe of the enſuing diſcourſe: And the truth of it,

I hope, will appear with great clearneſs, before I

have finiſhed what I have to ſay on the ſubject of

human liberty.

SECTION III.

Concerning the Meaning of the Terms Neceſſity, Im.

poſſibility, Inability, &c . and of Contingence.

THE words neceſſary, impoſſible , &c. are abun.

dantly uſed in controverſies about Free. Will

and moral agency ; and therefore the ſenſe in which

they are uſed, ſhould be clearly underſtood .

Here I might ſay, that a thing is then ſaid to

be neceſſary, when it muſt be, and cannot be other

wiſe. But this would not properly be a definition

of Neceſfity , or an explanation of the word , any

more than if I explained the word muſt, by there be

ing a Neceſſity. The words muſt, can, and cannot,

need explication as much as thewords neceſſary, and

impoffible ; excepting that the former are words that

children commonly uſe , and know ſomething of

the meaning of earlier than the latter,

The word neceſſary, as uſed in common ſpeech,

is a relative term ; and relates to fome ſuppoſed

oppoſition made to the exiſtence of the thing

THI

to hinder or alter it. That is neceſſary , in the

original and proper ſenſe of the word , which is,

or will be, notwithſtanding all ſuppoſable oppo

ſition,
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fition . To ſay, that a thing is neceſſary, is the ſame

thing as to ſay, that it is impoſſible, it ſhould not

be : But the word impoſſible is manifeſtly a relative

term , and as reference to ſuppoſed power exerted

to bring a thing to paſs, which is inſufficient for

the effect ; as the word unable is relative, and has

relation to ability or endeavour which is infufii .

cient ; and as the word irreſiſtible is relative, and

has always reference to reſiſtance which is made,

or may be made to fome force or power tending to

an effect and is fufficient to withſtand the power,

or hinder the effect. The comnion notion ofNe

eflity and impoflibility implies ſomething that

fruſtrates endeavour or deſire.

Here ſeveral things are to be noted .

· 1. Things are ſaid to be neceſſary in general,

which are or will be notwithſtanding any ſuppo

ſable oppoſition from us or others , or from whatever

quarter. But things are ſaid to be neceſſary to us,

which are or will be notwithſtanding all oppoſition

ſuppoſable in the caſe from us . The ſame may be

obſerved of the word impoſſible, and other ſuch like

terms.

2. These terms neceſſary; impoſible, irreſiſtible, & c.

do eſpecially belong to controverſy about liberty

and moral agency, as uſed in the latter of the two

ſenſes now mentioned , viz . as neceſſary or impor

fible to us, and with relation to any ſuppoſable op

poſition or endeavour of ours .

3. As the word Neceflity, in its vulgar and coma

mon uſe, is relative , and has always reference to

fone ſuppoſable inſufficient oppoſition ; fo when

we ſpeakof any thing as neceffary to us, it is with

relation to ſome fuppofable oppoſition of our Wills,

C 2 or
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1

or ſome voluntary exertion or effort of ours to the

contrary. For wedo not properly make oppoſition

to an event, any otherwiſe than as we voluntarily

oppoſe it . Things are ſaid to be what muſt be,

or neceſſarily are, as to us, when they are, or will

be, though we deſire or endeavour the contrary,

or try to prevent or remove their exiſtence : buc

ſuch oppoſition of ours always either conſists in, or

implies oppoſition of our wills .

It is manifeſt that all ſuch like words and

phraſes , as vulgarly uſed , are uſed and accepted

in this manner. A thing is faid to be neceſſary,

when we cannot help it, let us do what we will. So

any thing is faid to be impoſible to us, when we

would do it , or would have it brought to paſs,

and endeavour it ; or at leaſt may be ſuppoſed to

deſire and ſeek it ; but all our deſires and endea

vours are, or would be vain . And that is ſaid to

be irreſiſtible, which overcomes all our oppoſition,

reſiltence, and endeavour to the contrary ,
And

'we are to be ſaid unable to do a thing, when our

ſuppoſable deſires and endeavours to do it are in

fufficient.

We are accuſtomed in the common uſe of lan

guage, to apply and underſtand theſe phraſes in

this ſenſe : we grow up with ſuch a habit ; which

by the daily uſe of theſe terms, in ſuch a ſenſe ,

from our childhood, becomes fixed and ſettled ;

ſo that the idea of a relation to a ſuppoſed will,

deſire and endeavour of ours, is ſtrongly con

nected with theſe terms, and naturally excited

in cur minds, whenever we hear the words uſed .

Such ideas, and theſe words, are ſo united and

aſſociated, that they unavoidably go together ;

one ſuggeſts the other, and carries the other with

it , and never can be ſeparated as long as we

live,
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live . And if we uſe the words, as terms of art,

in another ſenſe, yet, unleſs we are exceeding cir

cumſpect and wary , we ſhall inſenſibly Nide into

the vulgar uſe of them, and fo apply the words

in a very inconſiſtant' manner : this nabitual con

nection of ideas will deceive and confound us in

our reaſonings and diſcourſes, wherein we pre

tend to uſe theſe terms in that manner, as terms

of art .

4. It follows from what has been obſerved , that

when theſe terms neceſſary, impoſſible ,, irreſiſtible, uz

able, &c . are uſed in caſes wherein no oppoſition,

or inſufficient will or endeavour, is ſuppoſed, or

can be ſuppoſed, but the very nature of the ſup

poſed cafe itſelf excludes, and denies any ſuch op

poſition, will or endeavour, theſe termsare then not

uſed in their proper fignification, but quite beſide

their uſe in common ſpeech. The reaſon is manifeſt ;

namely, that in ſuch caſes we cannot uſe the words

with reference to a ſuppoſable oppoſition, will or

endeavour. And therefore if any man uſes theſe

terms in ſuch caſes, he either uſes them nonſenſi .

cally, or in ſome new ſenſe, diverſe from their ori.

ginal and proper meaning. As for inſtance ; if a

man ſhould affirm after this manner, That it is ne

ceſſary for a man , and what muſt be, that a man

ſhould chuſe virtue rather than vice, duringthe

time that he prefers virtue to vice ; and that it is

a thing impoſſible and irreſiſtible, that it ſhould be

otherwiſe than that he ſhould have this choice, ſo

long as this choice continues ; ſuch a man would

uſe the terms muft, irreſiſtible, &c . with perfect in

ſignificance and nonſenſe, or in ſome new ſenſe,

diverſe from their common uſe , which is with re

ference, as has been obſerved, to ſuppoſable op

poſition, unwillingneſs and reliſtance , whereas,

here, the very ſuppoſition excludes and denies any

C3
ſuch
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ſuch thing: for the caſe ſuppoſed is that of being

willing and chuling.

5. It appears from what has been ſaid, that theſe

terms neceſſary, impoſible, &c. are often uſed by

philoſophers and metaphyſicians in a ſenſe quite

diverſe from their common uſe and original ſigni

fication : For they apply them to many cafes in

which no oppoſition is ſuppoſed or ſuppoſable.

Thus they uſe them with reſpect to God's exiſt.

ence before the creation of the world, when there

was no other being but He : ſo with regard to ma

ny of the diſpoſitions and acts of the divine Being,

ſuch as his loving himſelf, his loving righteouſneſs,

hating ſin , &c . So they apply theſe terms to many

caſes of the inclinations and actions of created in

telligent beings, angels and men ; wherein all op

poſition of the Will is ſhut out and denied, in the

very ſuppoſition of the caſe.

Metaphiſical or Phi'oſiphical Neceſſity is nothing

different from their certainty. I ſpeak not now

of the certainty of knowledge, but the certainty

that is in things themſelves, which is the founda

tion of the certainty of the knowledge of them ;

or that wherein lies the ground of the infallibility

of the propoſition whichaffirms them.

What is ſometimes given as the definition of

philoſophical Neceſſity, namely, That by which a

thing cannot but be, or whereby it cannot be otherwiſe,

fails of being a proper explanation of it, on two

accounts ; Firſt, the words can , or cannot, need

explanation as much as the word Neceſſity ; and

the former may as well be explained by the lat

ter, as the latter by the former. Thus, if any

one aſked us what we mean, when we ſay, a thing

cannot but be, we might explain ourſelves by ſay

ing,
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ing, we mean , it muſt neceſſarily be ſo ; as well

as explain Neceſſity, by ſaying, it is that by which

a thing cannot but be. And Secondly, this de

finition is liable to the fore-mentioned great incon

venience : the words cannot or unable, are pro

perly relative, and have relation to power exerted,

or that may be exerted , in order to the thing

ſpoken of ; to which, as I have now obſerved, the

word Neceſſity, as uſed by philoſophers has no re

ference.

PhilosoPHICAL Neceſſity is really nothing elſe

than the full and fixed connection between the things

ſignified by the ſubject and predicate of a propo

fition , which affirms ſomething to be true. When

there is ſuch a connection, then the thing affirmed

in the propoſicion is neceſſary, in a philoſophical

ſenſe ; whether any oppoſition , or contrary effort

be ſuppoſed, or ſuppoſable in the caſe, or no.

When the ſubject and predicate of the propoſition,

which affirms the exiltence of any thing, either

ſubſtance, quality, act or circuinſtance, have a

full and certain connection, then the exiſtence or

being of that thing is ſaid to be neceffary in a

metaphiſical ſenſe. And in this ſenſe I uſe the

word Neceſty, in the following diſcourſe, when I

endeavour to prove that Neceſſity is not inconſiſtent

with liberty:

The ſubject and predicate of a propoſition,

which affirms exiſtence of ſomething, may have a

full, fixed, and certain connection ſeveral ways.

( 1.) They may have a full andperfect connection

in and of themſelves; becauſe it may imply a con

tradiction, orgroſs abſurdity, to ſuppoſe them not

connected. Thus many things are neceſſary in

their own nature. So the eternal exiſtence of

C 4 being
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being generally conſidered, is neceſſary in ilfelf

becauſe it would be in itſelf the greateſt abſurdity.

to deny the exiſtence of being in general, or to

ſay there was abſolute and univerſal nothing ; and

is as it were the ſum of all contradictions ; as

might be ſhewn, if this were a proper place for

it . So God's infinity , and other attributes are ne

ceffary. So it is neceffary in its own nature, that

two and two ſhould be four ; and it is neceſſary,

that all right lines drawn from the centre of a

circle to the circumference ſhould be equal . It

is neceſſary, fit and ſuitable, that men ſhould do

to others, as they would that they ſhould do to

them . So innumerable metaphyſical and mathe

matical truths are neceſſary in themſelves : the ſub

ject and predicate of the propoſition which affirms

them, are perfectly connected of themſelves.

2

( 2. ) The connection of the ſubject and predi

cate of a propoſition, which affirms the exiſtence

of ſomething, may be fixed and made certain, be

cauſe the exiſtence of that thing is already come

to paſs; and either now is, or has been ; and ſo

has as it were made ſure of exiſtence . And there

fore, the propoſition which affirms preſent and paſt

exiſtence of it , may by this means be made cer

tain , and neceſſarily and unalterably true ; the paſt

event has fixed and decided the matter, as to its

exiſtence ; and has made it impoffible but that ex

iſtence ſhould be truly predicated of it . Thus the

exiſtence of whatever is already come to paſs, is

now become neceſſary ; it is become impoſſible it

ſhould be otherwiſe than true, that ſuch a thing

has been .!

( 3. ) The ſubject and predicate of a propoſi

tion which affirms fomething to be, may
be, may have

a real and certain connection conſequential
ly

; and

fo
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ſo the exiſtence of the thing may be confequentially

neceſſary ; as it may be ſurely and firmly connected

with ſomething elſe, that is neceſſary in one of the

former reſpects. As it is either fully and thoroughly

connectedwith that which is abſolutely neceſſary

in its own nature, or with ſomething which has

already received and made ſure of exiſtence. This

Neceſſity lies in, or may be explained by the con

nection of two or more propoſitions one with an.

other. Things which are perfectly connected with

other things that are neceſſary, are neceſſary thern

ſelves, bya neceſſity of conſequence.

And here it may be obſerved, that all things

which are future, or which will hereafter begin to

be, which can be ſaid to be neceffary, are neceſſary

only in this laſt way. Their exiſtence is not necef

ſary in itſelf ; for if ſo, they always would have

exiited. Nor is their exiſtence become neceſſary

by being made ſure, by being already come to paſs.

Therefore, the only way that any thing that is to

come to paſs hereafter, is or can be neceſſary , is

by a connection with ſomething that is neceſſary

in its own nature, or ſomething that already is, or

has been ; fo that the one being ſuppoſed , the other

certainly follows. And this alſo is the only way

that all things paſt, excepting thoſe which were

from eternity , could be neceſſary before they came to

paſs, or could come to paſs neceſſarily ; and there .

fore the only way in which any effect or event, or

any thing whatſoever that ever has had, or will

have a beginning, has come into being neceſſarily,

or will hereafter neceſſarily exift. And therefore

this is the Neceſſity which eſpecially belongs to

controverſies about the acts of the will.

It may be of ſome uſe in theſe controverfies,

further to obſerve concerning metapbyfical Necefſity,

that
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that (agreable to the diſtinction before obſerved of

Neceſſity, as vulgarly underſtood things that exiſt

may be ſaid tobe neceſſary, either witha general

or particular Neceſity. 1 he exiſtence of a thing

may be ſaid to be neceſſary, with a general Necel

fity, when all things whatſoever being conſidered ,

there is a foundation for certainty oftheir exiſtence ;

or when in the moſt general and univerſal view of

things, the ſubject and predicate of the propoſi

tion, which affirms its exiſtence, would appear

with an infallible connection .

An event, or the exiſtence of a thing, may be

ſaid to be neceſſary with a particular Neceſſity, or

with regard to a particular perſon, thing or time,

when nothing that can be taken into conſidera

• tion, in or about that perſon , thing or time, alters,

the cafe at all , as to the certainty of that event,

or the exiſtence of that thing ; or can be of any

account at all, in determining the infallibility of

the connection of the ſubject and predicate in

the propoſition which affirms the exiſtence of the

thing; ſo that it is all one, as to that perfon, or

thing, at leaſt, at that time, as if the exiſtence

were neceſſary with a Neceſſity that is moſt univer

fal and abſolute. Thus there are many things that

happen to particular perſons, which they have no

hand in , and in the exiſtence of which no will

of theirs has any concern , at leaſt, at that time ;

which , whether they are neceſſary or not, with

regard to things in general, yet are neceſſary to

them, and with regard to any volition of theirs

at that time ; as they prevent all acts of the will

about the affair. I hall have occaſion to apply

this obſervation to particular inſtances in the fol

lowing diſcourſe. — Whether the ſame things that

are neceſſary ,with a particular Neceffity, be not alſo

neceſſary with a general Neceflity , may he a matter

of
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of future conſideration . Let that be as it will, it

alters not the caſe, as to the uſe of this diſtinction

of the kinds of Neceſſity.
!

These things may be ſufficient for the explain

ing of the terms neceſſary and Neceſity, as terms

of art, and as often uſed by metaphyſicians, and

controverſial writers in divinity, in a ſenſe diverſe

from , and more extenſive than their original meaning

in common language, which was before explained.

What has been ſaid to ſhew the meaning of the

terms neceſſary and Neceſſity, my be ſufficient for

the explaining of the oppoſite terms, impoſſible and

impoſſibility. For there is no difference, but only the

latter are negative, and the former poſitive. im

poſſibility is the ſame as negative Neceſſity, or a Ne

ceſſity that a thing ſhould not be . And it is uſed

as a term of art in a like diverſity from the origi

nal and vulgar meaning, with Neceſſity.

A

But as

The ſame may be obſerved concerning the

words unable and inability. It has been obſerved,

that theſe terms, in their original and common uſe,

have relation to willand endeavour, as ſuppolable;

in the caſe, and as inſufficient for the bringing to

paſs the thing willed and endeavoured.

theſe terms are often uſed by philofophers and di

vines, eſpeciaily writers on controverſies about

Free . Will , they are uſed in a quite different, and

far more extenſive ſenſe, and are applied to many

caſes wherein no will or endeavour for the bring

ing of the thing to paſs, is or can be ſuppoſed,

but is actually denied and excluded in the nature

of the caſe,

As the words neceſſary, impoſſible, unable, & c.

are uſed by polemicwriters, in a fenfe diverſe

from
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from their common ſignification, the like has hap

pened to the term contingent. Any thing is ſaid

to be contingent, or to come to paſs by chance or

accident, in the original meaning of ſuch words,

when its connection with its cauſes or antecedents,

according to the eſtabliſhed courſe of things, is

not diſcerned ; and ſo is what we have no means

of the foreſight of. And eſpecially is any thing

ſaid to be contingent or accidental with regard to

us, when any thing comes to paſs that we are con

cerned in, as occaſions or ſubjects, without our

foreknowledge, and beſide ourdeſign and ſcope.

But the word contingent is abundantly uſed in

a very different ſenſe ; not for that whuſe con

nection with the ſeries of things we cannot diſcern,

ſo as to foreſee the event, but for fomething which

has abſolutely no previous ground or reaſon, with

which its exiſtence has any fixed and certain con

nection.

SECTION IV.

Of the Diftin & tion of natural and moral Neceſſity ,

and Inability.

HAT Neceſſity which has been explained,

conſiſting in an infallible connection of the

things ſignified by the ſubject and predicate of a

propoſition , as intelligent beings are the ſubjects

ofit, is diſtinguiſhed into moral and natural Ne

ceſſity.

!

I SHALL not now ſtand to enquire whether this

diſtinction be a proper and perfect diſtinction ;

but ſhall only explain how thele two ſorts of Ne .

cellity are underſtood, as the terms are ſometimes

uſed ,
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uſed, and as they are uſed in the following dif- .

courſe.

The phraſe, moral Necefity, is uſed variouſly ;

ſometimes it is uſed for a Neceffity of moral obli

gation . So we ſay, a man is under Necefſity,

when he is under bonds of duty and conſcience ,

which he cannot be diſcharged from . So the word

Neceffity is often uſed for great obligation in point

of intereſt. Sometimes by moral Neceſſity is meant

that apparent connection of things, which is the

ground of moral evidence; and ſo is diſtinguiſhed

from abſolute Neceſity, or that ſure connection of

thirgs, that is a foundation for infallible certainly.

In this ſenſe , moral Neceffity ſignifies much the

ſame as that high degree of probability, which

is ordinarily ſufficient to ſatisfy , and be relied upon

by mankind, in their conduct and behaviour in

the world, as they would conſult their own ſafety

and intereſt, and treat others properly as members

of ſociety. And ſometimes by moral Neceffity is

meant that Neceſſity of connection and conſequence,

which ariſes from ſuch moral cauſes, as the ſtrength

of inclination , or motives, and the connection

which there is in many caſes between theſe, and

ſuch certain volitions and actions. And it is in

this ſenſe, that I uſe the phraſe, moral Neceffty, in

the following diſcourſe,

By natural Neceſity, as applied to men ,) I mean

ſuch Neceſſity as men are under through the force

of natural cauſes ; as diſtinguiſhed from what are

called moral cauſes, ſuch as habits and diſpo

fitions of the heart, and moral motives and in

ducements . Thus men placed in certain circum

ſtances, are the ſubjects of particular ſenſations

by Neceſſity ; they feel pain when their bodies

are wounded ; they ſee the objects preſented before

them
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them in a clear light, when their eyes are opened :

ſo they affent to the truth of certain propoſitions,

as ſoon as the terms are underſtood ; as that two

and two make four, that black is not white, that

two parallel lines can never croſs one ancther ; ſo

by a natural Neceſſity mens' bodies move down

wards, when there is nothing to ſupport them .

But here ſeveral things may be noted concerning

theſe two kinds of Neceſſity.

1. Moral Neceflity may be as abſolute, as natural

Neceſſity. That is , the effect may be as perfectly

connected with its moral cauſe, as a natural ne

ceffary effect is with its natural cauſe. Whether

the Will in every caſe is neceſſarily determined by

the ſtrongeſt motive, or whether the Will ever

makes any reſiſtance to ſuch a motive, or can ever

oppoſe the ſtrongeſt preſent inclination , or not ; if

that matter ſhould be controverted, yet I ſuppofe

none will deny, but that, in ſome caſes, a previous

bias and inclination, or the motive preſented, may

be ſo powerful, that the act of the Will may be

certainly and indiſſolubly connected therewith.

When motives or previous bias are very ſtrong, all

will allow that there is ſome difficulty in going

againſt them. And if they were yer ſtronger, the

difficulty would be ſtill greater. And therefore,

if more were ſtill added to their ſtrength, to a cer

tain degree, it would make the difficulty lo great,

that it would be wholly impoffible to ſurmount it ;

for this plain reaſon, becauſe whatever power men

may be ſuppoſed to have to ſurmount difficulties,

yet that power is not infinite ; and ſo goes not bee

yond certain limits. If a man can ſurmount ten

degrees of difficulty of this kind with twenty de

grees of ſtrength , becauſe the degrees of ſtrength

are beyond the degrees of difficulty : yet if the

difficulty
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difficulcy be increaſed to thirty, or an hundred

or a thouſand degrees, and his ſtrength not alſo

increaſed, his ſtrength will be whollý inſufficient

to ſurmount the difficulty. As therefore it muſt

be allowed , that there may be ſuch a thing as a

ſure and perfe &t connection between moral cauſes

and effects; fo this only is what I call by the

name of moral Ne:rjſity.

I do not

2. WHEN I uſe this diſtinction of moral and na

tural Necefily, I would not be underſtood to ſup

po'e, that if any thing comes to paſs by the for

mer kind of Neceſſity , the nature of things is not

concerned in it , as well as in the latter,

mean to determine, that when a moral habit or

motive is ſo ſtrong, that the act of the Will infal

libly follows, this is not owing to the nature of

things. But theſe are the names that theſe two

kinds of Neceſſity have ulually been called by ;

and they muſt be diſtinguiſhed by ſome names

or other ; for there is a diſtinction or difference

between them , that is very important in its conſe

quences. Which difference does not lie ſo much

in the nature of the conne &tion , as in the two terms

connected . The cauſe with which the effect is

connected, is a particular kind ; viz . that which

is of a moral nature ; either ſome previous habi

tual diſpoſition, or ſome motive exhibited to the

underſtanding. And the effect is alſo of a parti

cular kind ; being likewiſe of a moral nature ;

conſiſting in ſome inclination or volition of the

ſoul or voluntary action .

I SUPPOSE , that neceſſity which is called natural

in diſtinction from morci neceſſity, is ſo called ,

becauſe meer nature, as the word is vulgarly uſed ,

is concerned, without any thing of choice. The

word nature is often uſed in oppoſition to choice ;

not
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not becauſe nature has indeed never any hand in

our choice ; but this probably comes to paſs by

means that we firſt get our notion of nature from

that diſcernible and obvious courſe of events,

which we obſerve in many things that our choice

has no concern in ; and eſpecially in the material

world ; which , in very many parts ofit, we eaſily

perceive to be in a feteled courſe , the ſtated order

and manner of ſucceſſion being very apparent.

But where we do not readily diſcern the rule and

connection, ( though there be a connection , accord .

ing to an eſtabliſhed law, truly taking place) we

ſignify the manner of event by ſome other name,

Even in many things which are ſeen in the ma

terial and inanimate world, which do not diſcern

ibly and obviouſly come to paſs according to any

ſettled courſe, men do not call the manner of the

event by the name of nature, but by ſuch names

as accident, chance, contingent, &c. So men make

a diſtinction between nature and choice ; as though

they were compleatly and univerſally diſtinct.

Whereas, I ſuppoſe none will deny but that choice,

in many caſes, ariſes from nature, as truly as other

But the dependence and connection be

tween acts of volition or choice, and their cauſes ;

according to eſtabliſhed laws , is not ſo fenfi

ble and obvious. And we obſerve that choice

is as it were a new principle of motion and action ,

different from that eliabliſhed law and order of

things which is moſt obvious, that is ſeen eſpeci.

ally in corporeal and ſenſible things , and alſo the

choice often interpoſes, interrupts and alters the

chain of events in theſe external objects, andcauſes

them to proceed otherwiſe than they would do,

if let alone, and left to go on according to the

laws of motion among themſelves . Hence it is

ſpoken of as if it were a principle of motion en

tirely diſtinct from nature, and properly ſet in op

poſition

events.

+
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poſition to it . Names being commonly given to

things, according to what is moſt obvious, and is

fuggeſted by what appears to the ſenſes without

telection and reſearch ,

3 . It muſt be obſerved , that in what has been

explained , as ſignified by the name of moral Nea

celly, the word Neceſſity is not uſed according to

the original deſign and meaning of the word :

for, as as was obſerved before, ſuch terms, neceſſary;

impoſſible, irreſiſtible, & c. in common ſpeech, and

their molt proper fenſe, áre always relative ; hav

ing reference to ſome fuppofable voluntary op

poſition or endeavour, that is inſufficient. But no

ſuch oppoſition , or contrary will and endeavour,

is ſuppolable in the care of moral Neceſſity ; which

is a certainty of the inclination and will itſelf ;

which does 'not admit of the ſuppoſition of a

will to oppofe and reſiſt it . For it is abſurd, to

ſuppoſe the fame individual will to oppoſe itſelf;

in its preſent act ; or the preſent choice to be

oppoſite to , and reſiſting preſent choice : as ab.

ſurd as it is to talk of two contrary motions, ini

the ſame moving body, at the fame time. And

therefore the very caſe ſuppoſed never admits of

any trial , whether an oppoſing or reſiſting will

can overcome this Necefſity.

What has been ſaid of riatural and moral Ne

ceſſity, may ſerve to explain what is intended by

natural and moral inability. We are ſaid to be na

turally unable to do a thing; when we cannot do it

if we will , becaufe what is moſt commonly called

nature do not allow of it, or becauſe of ſome im .

peding defect or obſtacle that is extrinfic to the

will; either in the faculty of underſtanding, con

ftitution of body, or external objects. Moral In .

ability conſiſts not in any of theſe things ; but

eithec
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either in the want of inclination ; or the ſtrength

of a contrary inclinacion ; or the want of ſufficient

motives in view, to induce and excite the act of the

will , or the ſtrength of apparent motives to the

contrary. Or both theſe maybe reſolved into one ;

and it may be ſaid in one word, that moral Inabi.

Jity corfifts in the oppoſition or want of inclination .

For when a perſon is unable to will or chuſe ſuch

a thing, through a defect of motives, or prevalence

of contrary motives, it is the ſame thing as his be

ing unable through the want of an inclination, or

the prevalence of a contrary inclination , in ſuch

circumſtances, and under the influence of ſuch

views.

To give ſome inſtance of this moral Inability,

A woman of great honour and chaſticy may have a

moral Inability to proſtitute herſelf to her ſlave. A

child of great love and duty to his parents, may

be unable to be willing to kill his father. A very

laſcivious man , in cate of certain opportunities and

temptations, and in the abſence ofſuch and ſuch

reſtraints, may be unable to forbear gratifying his

luít. A drunkard , under ſuch and ſuch circum .

ſtances, may be unable to forbear taking of ſtrong

drink. A very malicious man may be unable to

exert benevolent acts to an enemy, or to deſire his

proſperity : yea, ſome may be ſo under the power

of a vile diſpoſition, that they may be unable to

love thoſe who are moſt worthy of their eſteem and

affection . A ſtrong habit of virtue, and great de

gree of holineſsmay cauſea moral Inabilityto love

wickneſs in general, may render a man unable

to take complacence in wicked perſons or things :

or to chuſe a wicked life, and prefer it to à virtų .

ous life. And on the other hand, a great degree of

habitual wickedneſs may lay a man under an Ina.

bility to love and chuſe holineſs ; and render him

utterly
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utterly unableto love an infinitely holy Being, or

to chule and cleave to him as his chief good.

Here it may be of uſe to obſerve this diſtinc

tion of moral Inability, vix of that which is ge

neral and babitual and that which is particular and

occaſional. By a general and habitual inoral Inabi

lity; I mean an Inability in the heart to all exer.

ciſes or acts of will of that nature or kind ;

through a fixed and habitual inclination, or an

habitual and ſtated defect; or want of a certain

kind of inclination . Thus a very ill - natured man

may be unable to exert ſuch acts of benevolence,

as another, who is full of good nature, com

monly exerts ; and a man, whoſe heart is habicu

ally void of gratitude, may be unable to exerc

ſuch and ſuch grateful acts, through that ſtated

defect of a grateful inclination . Byparticular and

occaſional moral Inability , I mean an Inability of

the will or heart to a particular act , through the

ſtrength or defect of preſent motives, or of in

ducements preſented to the view of the under

ſtanding, on this occaſion.-- If it be ſo, that the

will is always determined by the ſtrongeſt mo

tive, then it muſt always have an Inability, in

this latter fenle; to act otherwiſe than it does ; it

not being poſſible, in any caſe, that the will

ſhould, at preſent, go againſt the motive which

has now , all things conſidered, the greateft ſtrength

and advantage to excite and induce it.--The

former of theſe kinds of moral Inability, con

fiſting in that which is ſtated, habitual and ge

neral, is moſt commonly called by the nameof

Inability ; becauſe the word Inability, in its moſt

proper and original fignification; has reſpect to

ſome ſtated defect. And this efpecially obtains the

name of Inability alſo upon another account :

I before obſerved , that the word Inability in its

D2 original
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original and moſt common uſe , is a relative

term : and has reſpect to will and enteavour,

as ſuppoſable in the caſe and as inſuficient to

bring to paſs the thing deſired and endeavoured .

Now there may be more of an appearance and

ſhadow of this , with reſpect to the acts which

ariſe from a fixed and ſtrong habit, than others

that ariſe only from tranſient occaſions and cauſes.

Indeed will and endeavour againſt , or diverſe

from preſent acts of the will , are in no caſe fup

poſable, whether thoſe acts be occaſional or ha

bitual; for that would be to ſuppoſe the will,

at preſent, to be otherwiſe than, at preſent, it

is . But yet there may be will and endeavour

againſt future acts of the will , or volitions that

are likely to take place, as viewed at a diſtance.

It is no contradiction, to ſuppoſe that the acts of

the will at one time, may be againſt the acts of

the will at another time; and there may be de

fires and endeavours to prevent or excite future

acts of the will ; but ſuch deſires and endea

vours are, in many caſes, rendered inſufficient and

vain , through fixedneſs of habit ; when the oc

caſion returns, the ſtrength of habit overcomes

and baffles all ſuch oppoſition. In this reſpect, a

man may be in miſerable flavery and bondage to

a ſtrong habit. But it may be comparatively eaſy

to make an alteration with reſpect to ſuch future

acts, as are only occaſional and tranſient ; be

cauſe the occaſion or tranſient cauſe , if foreſeen ,

may often eaſily be prevented or avoided. On

this account, the moral Inability that attends fixed

habits, eſpecially obtains the name of Inability.

And then, as the will may remotely and indirectly

reſiſt itſelf, and do it in vain, in the caſe of ſtrong

habits ; fo reaſon may refift preſent acts of the

will, and its reſiſtance be inſufficient; and this is

more commonly the caſe alſo, when the acts arife

* from ſtrong habit.
Bur
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but the

But it muſt be obſerved concerning moral In

ability , in each kind of it, that the word Inability

is uſed in a ſenſe very diverſe from its original

import. The word ſignifies only a natural In

ability, in the proper uſe of it ; and is applied to

ſuch caſes only wherein a preſent will or incli

nation to the thing, with reſpect to which a per

ſon is ſaid to be unable, is ſuppoſable. It cannot

be truly ſaid, according to the ordinary uſe of

language, that a malicious man, let him be never

ſo malicious, cannot hold his hand from ſtriking,

or that he is not able to ſhew his neighbour kind

neſs; or that a drunkard , let his appetite be never

ſo ſtrong, cannot keep the cup from his mouth.

In the ſtricteft propriety of speech , a man has

a thing in his power, if he has it in his choice,

or at his election : and a man cannot be truly ſaid

to be unable to do a thing, when he can do it

if he will . It is improperly ſaid , that a perſon

cannot perform thoſe excernal actions, which are

dependent on the act of the will , and which

would be eaſily performed , if the act of the will

were preſent. And if it be improperly ſaid , that

he cannot perform thoſe external voluntary actions,

which depend on the will , it is in ſomereſpect

more improperly ſaid , that he is unable to exert

the acts of the will themſelves ; becauſe it is more

evidently falſe, with reſpect to theſe, that he can .

not if he will : for to ſay 10 , is a downright con

tradiction : it is eaſy to fay he cannot will , if he

does will . And in this caſe, not only is it true,

that it is eaſy for a man to do the thing if he will,

he has willed, the thing is performed ; and no

thing elſe remains to be done. Therefore, in theſe

things to aſcribe a non - performance to the want

of power or ability, is not juſt ; becauſe the

thing wanting is not a being able, but a being

D3 willing
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willing. There are faculties of mind, and capa

city of nature , and every thing elſe, fufficient,

but a diſpoſition : nothing is wanting but a will,

SECTION V.

Concerning the Notion of Liberty, and of moral

Agency .

HE plain and obvious meaning of the words

Freedom and Liberty, in common ſpeech , is

power, opportunity, or advantage, that any one bas,

to do as be pleaſes Or in other words, his being

free from hinderance or impediment in the way

of doing, or conducting in any reſpect, as he

wills . * And the contrary to liberty, whatever

name we call that by, is a perſon's being hindred

or unable to conduct as he will , or being necelli:

tated to do otherwiſe.

If this which I have mentioned be the meaning

of the word Liberty, in the ordinary uſe of lan

ĝuage ; as I truſt that none that has ever learned

to talk , and is unprejudiced, will deny : then it

will follow , that in propriety of ſpeech, neither

Liberty, nor its contrary, can properly be aſ.

cribed to any being or thing, but that which has

ſuch a faculty, power or property, as is called

will . For that which is poffeffed of no ſuch

thing as will, cannot have any power or opportu

nity of doing according to its will, nor be neceffi

tated to act contrary to its will, nor be reſtrained

from acting agreably to it. And therefore to talk

of

I ſay not only doing, but conducting ; becauſe a voluntary

forbearing to do, fitting ſtill, keeping filence, &c. are n .

ſtances ofperſons' conduct, about which Liberty is exerciſed

though they are not fu properly called doing,
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of Liberty , or the contrary, as belonging to the

very will itſelf, is not to ſpeak good ſenſe; if we

judge of ſenſe, and nonſenſe, by the original and

proper ſignification of words . For the will it

ſelf is not an Agent that has a will : the power

of chuſing, itſelf, has not a power of chuſing.

That which has the power of volition or choice

is the man or the ſoul, and not the power of vo

Jition itſelf. And he that has the liberty of doing

according to his will, is the Agent or doer who is

poffeffed of the will ; and not the will which he

is pofſeffed of. We ſay with propriety,
that a

bird let looſe has power and liberty to fly ; but not

that the bird's power of Aying has a power and

Liberty of flying. To be free is the property
of

an Agent, who is poſſeſſed of powers and faculties,

as much as to be cunning, valient, bountiful, or

zealous. But theſe qualities are the properties

of men or perſons; and not the properties of pro

perties .

THERE are two things that are contrary to this

which is called Liberty in common ſpeech. One is

conſtraint : the ſame is otherwiſe called force, cam

pulſion, and coaftion ; which is a perſon's being ne

ceflitated to do a thing contrary to his will. The

other is reſtraint; which is his being hindred, and

not having power to do according to his will. But

that which has no will, cannot be the ſubject of

theſe things. I need ſay the leſs on this head,

Mr. Locke having ſet the fame thing forth, with ſo

great clearneſs, in his Eſay on the Human Undera's

ſtanding

But one thing more I would obſerve concern

ing what is vulgarly called Liberty ; namely, that

power and opportunity for one to do and conduct

as he will, or according to his choice, is all that

D4 is
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is meant by it ; without taking into the meaning

of he word , any thing of the cauſe or original of

that choice ; or at all conſidering how the perſon

came to have ſuch a volition , whether it was

cauſed by ſome external inotive, or internal habi

tual bias ; whether it was determined by ſome in

ternal antecedent volition , or whether it happened

without a cauſe ; whether it was neceſſarily con

nected with ſomething foregoing, or not con

nected . Let the perſon come by his volition or

choice how he will, yet, if he is able, and there is

nothing in the way to hinder his purſuing and exe

cuting his will, the man is fully andperfectly

free, according to the primary and common no

tion of freedom .

What has been ſaid may be ſufficient to thew

what is meant by Liberty, according to the com

mon notions of mankind, and in the uſual and

primary acceptation of the word: but the word,

as uſed by Arminians, Pelagians and others, who

oppoſe the Calvinils, has an entirely different fig

nification. Theſe ſeveral things belong to their

notion of Liberty. 1. That it conſiſts in a ſelf

determining power in the will , or a certain fove.

reignty the will has over itſelf, and its own

acts, whereby it determines its own volitions ;

ſo as not to be dependent in its determinations,

on any cayle without itſelf, nor determined by

any thing prior to its own acts 2. Indifference

belongs to Liberty in their notion of it, or that

the mind, previous to the act of yolition be, in

eqilibrie. 3. Contingence is another thing that be

longs and is eſſential to it ; not in the common

acceptation of the word , as that as been already

explained , but as oppoſed to all neceſity, or any

fixed and certain connection with ſome previ

ous ground or reaſon of its exiſtence. They ſup

pole" the eſſence of Liberty ſo much to confift

in
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in theſe things, that unleſs the will of man be

free in this fenſe, he has no real freedom , how

much foever he may be a Liberty to act according

to his will.

A moralAgent is a being that is capable of thoſe

actions that have a moral quality, and which can

properly be denominated good or evil in a moral

fence, virtuous or vicious, commendable or faulty .

To moral Agency belongs a moral faculty, or ſenſe

of moral good and evil, or of ſuch a thing as de

ſert or worthineſs, of praiſe or blame, reward or

puniſhment; and a capacity which an Agent has

of being influenced in his actions by moral induce

ments or motives, exhibited to the view of under

ſtanding and reaſon, to engage to a conduct agre .

able to the moral faculty.

The ſun is very excellent and beneficial in its

action and influence on the earth, in warming

it, and cauſing it to bring forth its fruits ; but

it is not a moral Agent : its action , though good,

is not virtuous or meritorious. Fire that breaks

out in a city , and conſumes great part of it, is

very miſchievous in its operation ; but is not a

moral Agent : what it does is not faulty or ſinful,

or deſerving of any puniſhment. The brute crea .

tures are not inoral Agents : the actions of ſome

of them are very profitable and pleaſant; others

are very hurtful : yet, ſeeing they have no moral

faculty, or ſenſe of deſert , and do not act from

choice guided by underſtanding, or with a ca

pacity of reaſoning and reflecting, but only from

inſtinct, and are not capable of being influenced by

moral inducements, their actions are not properly

finful or virtuous; nor are they properly the ſub

jects of any ſuch moral treatment forwhat they do,

as moral Agents are for their faults or good deeds.

HERE
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Here it may be noted , that there is a cireum i

ftantial difference between the moral Agency of a

ruler and a ſubject. I call it circumftantial, becauſe :

it lies only in the difference of moral inducements

they are capable of being influenced by, ariſing

from the differrence of circumſtances. A ruler act

ing in that capacity only, is not capableof being

influenced by a moral law, and its ſanctions of

threatnings and promiſes, rewards and puniſhments,

as the ſubject is ; though both may be influenced

by a knowledge of moral good and evil. And

therefore the moral Agency of the ſupreme Being,

who acts only in the capacity of a ruler towards

his creatures, and never as a ſubject, differs in that

reſpect from the moral Agency of created intelli

gent beings. God's actions, and particularly thoſe

which he exerts as a moral governor, have moral

qualifications, are morally good in the higheſt de

gree. They are moſt perfectly holy and righteous;

and we muſt conceive of Him as influenced in the

higheſt degree, by that which , above all others, is

properly a moral inducement; viz . the moral

good which He fees in ſuch and ſuch things :

and therefere He is, in the moſt proper ſenſe,

a moral Agert, the ſource of all moral ablilty

and Agency, the fountain and rule of all virtue

and moral good ; though by reaſon of his being

fupreme over all , it is not poſſible He ſhould be

under the influence of law or command, promiſes

or threatnings, rewards or puniſhments, counſels

or warnings. The effential qualities of a moral

Agent are in God, in the greateſt poſſible perfec

tion ; ſuch as underſtanding, to perceive the diffe

rence between moral good and evil ; a capacity of

diſcerning that moral worthineſs and demerit, by

which ſome things are praiſe-worthy, others de

ferving of blame and puniſhment; and alſo a ca.

pacity of choice, and choice guided by underſtand

ing,
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ing, and power of acting according to his choice

or pleaſure, and being capable of doing thoſe

things which are in the higheſt ſenſe praiſe-worthy.

And herein does very much conſiſt that image of

God wherein he made man, ( which we read of

Gen. i . 26, 27 , and chap. ix. 6.) by which God

diſtinguiſhed man from the beaſts, viz. in thoſe

faculties and principles of nature , whereby He is

capable of moral Agency. Herein very much

conſiſts the natural image of God ; as his ſpiritual

and moral image, wherein man was made at firtt,

confifted in that moral excellency, that he was

endowed with

PART



P ART II.

Wherein it is conſidered whether there is

or can be any ſuch Sort of FREEDOM OF

Will, as that wherein ARMINIANS place

the Eſſence of the Liberty of all mural

Agents; and whether any ſuch Thing ever

was or can be conceived of.
3

SECTION 1.

Sbewing the manifest Inconſiſtence of the Arminian

Notion of Liberty of Will, confijiing in the Will's

felf-determining Power.

H May

AVING taken notice of thoſe things which

may be neceſſary to be obſerved , concern

ing the meaning of the principal terms and phraſes

made uſe of in controverſies concerning human

Liberty, and particularly obſerved what Liberty

is according to the common languageand gene

ral apprehenſion of mankind, and what it is as

underitood and maintained by Arminians; I pro

ceed to conſider the Arminian notion of the Free

dom of the Will, and the ſuppoſed ceceſſity of it

in order to moralagency, orin order to any one's

being capable of virtue or vice, and properly the

fubject of command or counſel, praiſe or blame,

proiniſes or threatnings, rewards or puniſhments ;

or whether that which has been deſcribed, as the

thing meant by liberty in common ſpeech , be not

ſufficient and the only Liberty , which makes, or

can
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can make any one a moral agent, and ſo pro

perly the ſubject of theſe things. In this Part,

Í mall cor.ſider whether any ſuch thing be pos

fible or conceivable, as that Freedom of Will

which Arminians inſiſt on ; and ſhall enquire, whe

ther
ary ſuch ſort of Liberty be necefſary to moral

agency, & c. in the next Part .

And firſt of all , I ſhall conſider the notion of a

ſelf -determining Power in the Will: wherein , ac

cording to the Arminians, does moſt eſſentially

confilt the Will's Freedom ; and Mall particularly

enquire , whether it be not plainly ablurd , and a

manifeſt inconſiſtence, to ſuppoſe that the will itſelf

determines all the free acts of the Will.

Here I ſhall not inſiſt on the great impropriety

of ſuch phraſes, and ways of 1peaking, as the

Will's determining il felf ; becauſe actions are to be

aſcribed to agents, and not properly to the pow

ers of agents ; which improper way of ſpeaking

leads to many miſtkaes, and much confufion,

as Mr. Locke obſerves. But I ſhall ſuppoſe that

the Arminians, when they ſpeak of the Will's de

termining itself, do by the Will mean the ſoul

willing. I hhalt take it for granted , that when they

ſpeak of the Will, as the determiner, they mean

the soill in the exerciſe of a power of willing, or

acting voluntarily. Í ihall ſuppoſe this to be their

meaning, becauſe nothing elſecan be meant, with

out the groffeſt and plaineſt abſurdity. In all

caſes when we ſpeak of the powers or principles

of acting, as doing ſuch things , we mean that

the agents which have theſe Powers of acting, do

them , in the exerciſe of thoſe Powers So when

we ſay, valour fights courageouſly, we mean, the

man who is under the influence of valour fights

courageouſly. When we fay, love feeks the ob

ject,
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ject loved, we mean , the perſon loving, ſeeks that

object. When we ſay, the underſtanding diſcern ,

we mean the ſoul in the exerciſe of that faculty.

So when it is ſaid , the will decides or determines,

the meaning muſt be, that the perſon in the exer

ciſe of a Power of willing and chuſing, or the ſoul

acting voluntarily , determines.

THEREFORE , if the Will determines all its own

free acts, the foul determines all the free acts of

the will in the exerciſe of a Power of willing

and chuſing ; or, which is the ſame thing, it

determines them ' of choice ; it determines its own

acts by chuſing its own acts. If the Will de

termines the Will, then choice orders and dete

mines the choice : and acts of choice are ſub

ject to the deciſion, and follow the conduct of

other acts of choice. And therefore if the Will

determines all its own free acts, then every free

act of choice is determined by a preceding act

of choice, chuſing that act. And if that pre

ceding act of the Will or choice be alſo a free

act, then by theſe pinciples , in this act too , the

Will is felf- determined : that is, this, in like

manner, is an act that the ſoul voluntary chuſes;

or , which is the ſame thing, it is an act deter

mined ſtill by a preceding act of the Will, chu

fing that. And the like may again be obferved

of the laſt mentioned act. Which brings us di

rectly to a contradiction : for it ſuppoſes an act

of the Will preceding the firſt act in the whole

train, directing and determining the reft; or 1

free act of the Will, before the firſt free act of

the Will. Or elſe we muſt come at laſt to an act

of the Will, determining the conſequent acts,

wherein the Will is not ſelf-determined , and ſo is

not a free act, in this notion of freedom : but if

the firſt act in the train, determining and fixing

the reſt, be not free, none of them all can be free ;

as
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as is manifeſt at firſt view, but ſhall be demon

ſtrated preſently.

If the Will , which we find governs the mem

bers of the body, and determines and commands

their motions and actions, does alſo govern itſelf,

and determine its own motions and actions, ic

doubtleſs determines then the ſame way , even by

antecedent volitions . The Will determines which

way the hands , and feet ſhall move, by an act

of volition or choice : and there is no other way

of the Will's deterinining, directing or command

ing any thing at all . · Whatſoever the will com .

mands, it commands by an act of the Will . And

if it has itſelf under its command , and determines

itſelf in its own actions, it doubtleſs does it the

fame way that it determines other things which

are under its command. So that if the freedom

of the Will conſiſts in this, that it has itſelf and

its own actions under its command and direc

tion, and its own volitions are determined by it

felf, it will follow , that every free volition ariſes

from another antecedent volition, directing and

commanding that : and if that direčting volition

be alſo free, in that alſo the will is determined ;

that is to ſay, that directing volition is determined

by another going before that ; and ſo on till

we come to the firſt volition in the whole ſeries :

and if that firſt volition be free , and the Will

ſelf-determined in it, then that is determined by

another volition preceding that. · Which is a

contradiction ; becauſe by the ſuppoſition , it can

have none before it, to direct or determine it , be

ing the firſt in the train . But if that firſt voli.

tion is not determined by any preceding act of the

Willy , then that act is not determined by the

Will, and ſo is not free in the Arminian notion

of freedom , which conſiſts in the Will's felf-de

termina

:
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termination. And if that firſt act of the Will,

which determines and fixes the ſubſequent acts,

be not free, none of the following acts, which

are determined by it, can be free.-- If we ſuppoſe

there are five acts in the train , the fifth and laſt

determined by the fourth , and the fourth by the

third , the third by the fecond, and the ſecond by

the firſt ; if the firſt is not determined by the

Will, and ſo not free, then rone of them are truly

determined by the Will : that is , that each of them

are as they are, and not otherwiſe, is not firſt

owing to the Will, but to the determination of

the firſt in the ſeries, which is not dependent ori

the Will, and is that which the Will has no hand

in the determination of. And this
And this being that

which decides what the reſt ſhall be, and deter:

mines their exiſtence ; therefore the firſt deter:

mination of their exiſtence is not from the Will.

The caſe is juſt the ſame, if inſtead of a chain

of five acts of the Will , we ſhould ſuppoſe a fuc

ceffion of ten , or an hundred , or ten thoufand.

If the firſt act be not free, being determined by

ſomething out of the Will , and this determines

the next to be agreable to itfelf, and that the

next, and ſo on ; they are none of them free, but

all originally depend on, and are determined by

ſome cauſe out of the Will : and ſo all freedom

in'the caſe is excluded , and no act of the With

can be free, according to this notion of freedom .

If we ſhould ſuppoſe a long chain of ten thou

ſand links, ſo connected, that if the firſt link

moves , it will move the next, and that the next ;

and ſo the whole chain muſt be determined to

motion, and in the direction of its motion by

the motion of the firſt link ; and that is moved

by ſomething elſe : in this cafe, though all the

links, but one, are moved by other parts of the

fame chain ; yet it appears that the motion of no

ong
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one, nor the direction of its motion, is from any

ſelf -moving or ſelf -determining Power in the

chain , anymore than if every link were imme-,

diately moved by ſomething that did not belong

to the chain . - If the will be not free in the firſt

act, which cauſes the next, chen neither is it free

in the next, which is cauſed by that firſt act :

for though indeed the will cauſed it, yet it did

not cauſe it freely ; becauſe the preceding act, by

which it was cauſed, was not free. And again,

if the will be not free in the ſecond act, ſo neither

can it be in the third , which is cauſed by that ;

becauſe in like manner, that third was deter

mined by an act of the will that was not free.

And ſo we may go on to the next act, and from

that to the next ; and how long foever the ſuce

ceſſion of acts is , it is all one ; if ihe firſt on which

the whole chain depends, and which determines

all the reſt, be not a free act ; the will is not free

in cauling or determining any one of thoſe acts ;

becauſe the act by which it determines them all,

is not a free act ; and therefore the will is no more

free in determining them , than if it did not cauſe

them at all. Thus, this Arminian notion of Li

berty of the Will, conſiſting in the Will's Self

determination, is repugnant to itſelf, and ſhuts itſelf

wholly out of theworld.

SE C T 1 o N II.

Several ſuppoſed Ways of evading the foregoing

Reaſoning, conſidered.

IE

F to evade the force of what has been obſerved ,

it ſhould be ſaid , that when the Arminians

1peak of the will's determining its own acts, they

do not mean that the will determines its acts by

E any
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any preceding act, or that one act of the will

determines another ; but only that the faculty or

power of will, or the ſoul in the uſe of that

power, determines its own volitions ; and that it

does it without any act going before the act de

termined ; ſuch an evaſion would be full of the

moſt groſs abſurdity.---- I confeſs, it is an Eva

ſion of my own inventing ; and I do not know

but I ſhould wrong the Arminians, in fuppoſing

that any of them would make uſe of it. But ic

being as good a one as I can invent, I would ob

ſerve upon it a few things .

9

First, If the faculty or power of the will de

termines an act of volition , or the ſoul in the

uſe or exerciſe of that power, determines it, that

is the ſame thing as for the ſoul to determine

volition by an act of will. For an exerciſe of the

power ofwill, and an act of that power, are the

Tame thing Therefore to ſay, that the power of

will, or the ſoul in the ule or exerciſe of that

power, determines volition , without an act of will

preceding the volition determined , is a contra

diction,

SECONDLY, If a power of will determines the act

of the will, then a power of chuſing determines

it . For, as was before obſerved, inevery act of

will, there is choice, and a power of willing is

a power of chuſing. But if a power of chuſing

determines the act of volition, it deterinines it by

chuſing it . For it is moſt abſurd to ſay , that a

power of chuſing determines one thing rather

than another, without chuſing any thing. But

if a power of chuling determines volition by chu

ſing it, then here is the act of volition detera

mined by an antecedent choice, chuſing that vo

Jicion.

Thirdly,
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THIRDLY, To ſay, the faculty, or the ſoul, dez

termines its own volition , but not by any act, is

a contradiccion . Becauſe for the ſoul to direct,

decides or determine any thing, is to -act ; and this

is ſuppoſed ; for the ſoul is here ſpoken of as be

ing a cauſe in this affair, bringing ſomething to

paſs , or doing ſomething ; or, which is the ſame

thing, exerting itſelf in order to an effect, which

effect is the decermination of volition , or the par

ticular kird and manner of an act of will . But

certainly , this exertion or action is not the ſame

with the effect, in order to the production of

which it is exerted ; but muſt be fomething prior

to it.

AGAIN, The advocates for this notion of the

freedom of the will , ſpeak of a certain ſovreignty

in the will, whereby it has power to determine its

own volitions. And therefore the determination

of volition muſt itſelf be an act of the will ; for

otherwiſe it can be no exerciſe of that ſuppoſed

power and ſovereignty.

AGAIN, If the will determines itſelf, then either

the will is active in determining its volitions , or

it is not . If it be active in it, then the determi

nation is an axt of the will ; and ſo there is one

act of the will determining another. But if the

will is not attive in the determination , then how

does it exerciſe any liberty in it ? Theſe gentle

men ſuppoſe that the thing wherein the will ex

erciſes liberty , is in its determining its own acts.

but how can this be, if it be not active in deter

mining ? Certainly the will , or the ſoul, cannot

exerciſe any liberty in that wherein ic doth not act, or

wherein it doth not exerciſe itſelf. So that if either

part of this dilemma be taken , this ſcheme of li

berty, conſiſting in ſelf-determining power, is overa

thrown .E 2
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thrown. If there be an act of the will in deter.

mining all its own free acts, then one free act

of the will is determined by another ; and ſo we

have the abſurdity of everyfree act, even the very

firſt, determined by a foregoing free act. But if

there be no act or exercite of the will in deter

mining its own acts, then no liberty is exerciſed

in determining them . From whence it follows,

that no liberty conſiſts in the will's power to

determine its own acts ; or, which is the ſame

thing, that there is no ſuch thing as liberty

conſiſting in a ſelf - determining power of the

will.

If it ſhould be ſaid, That although it be true ,

if the ſoul determines its own volitions, it muſt

be active in ſo doing, and the determination itſelf

muſt be an act ; yet there is no need of ſuppoſing

this act to be prior to the volition determined :

but the will or foul determines the act of the

will in willing ; it determines its own volition, in

the very act ofvolition ; it directs and limits the

act of the will , cauſing it be ſo and not other

wiſe, in exerting the act, without any preceding

act to exert , that. If any ſhould ſay after this

manner, they muſt mean one of theſe three things ;

Either, ( 1.) That the determining act, though ic

be before the act determined in the order of na.

ture, yet it is not before it in order of time.. Or,

(2.) That the determining act is not before the act

determined, either in the order of time or nature,

nor is truly diftinct from it ; but that the ſoul's

determining the act of volition is the ſame thing

with its exerting the act of volition : the mind's

exerting ſuch a particular act, is its cauſing and

determining the act. Or, (3.) That volition has

no cauſe, and is no effect ; but comes into exif

tence, with ſuch a particular determination, with

out
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out any ground or reaſon of its exiftence and deter

mination. , I ſhall conſider theſe diſtinctly.

( 1. ) If all that is meant, be; that the deter

mining act is not before the act deteršined in

order of time, it will not help thecaſe at all,

though it ſhould be allowed . If it bebefore the

determined act in the order of nature, being the

cauſe or ground of its exiſtence, 'this as much

proves it to be diſtinct from it, and independent

on it, as if it were before in the order of time.

Asthe cauſe of the particular motion of a natural

body in a certain direction, may have no diſtance

as to time, yet cannot be the ſame with the mo

tion effected by it, but muſt be as diſtinct from

it, as any other cauſe, that is before its effect in

the order of time : as the architect is diſtinct

from the houſe which he builds, or the father

diſtinct from the ſon which he begets. And if

the act of the will determining be diſtinctfrom

the act determined, and beforeit in the order of

nature, then we can go back from one to another,

till we come to the firſt in the ſeries, which has

no act of the will before it in the order of na

ture, determining it ; and conſequently is an act

not determined by the will, andſo not a free act,

in this notion of freedom . And thisAnd this being the

act which determines all the reſt, none of them

are free acts , As when there is a chain of many

links , the firſt of which only is taken hold of and

drawn by hand ; all the reſt may follow and be

moved at the ſame inftant, without any diſtance

of time , but yet the motion of one link is before

that of another in the order of nature ; the laſt is

moved by the next, and that by the next, and ſo

till we come to the firſt ; which not being moved

by any other, but by ſomething diſtinct from the

whole chain , this as much proves that no part
is

1

moved
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imoved by any ſelf-moving power in the chain, as

' f the motion of one link followed that of another

n the order of time.

( 2. ) If any ſhould ſay, that the determining

act is not before the determined act, either in

the order of time, or of nature, nor is diſtince

from it , but that the exertion of the act is the

determination of the act ; that for the ſoul to

exert a particular volition , is for it to cauſe and

determine that act of volition : I would on this

obſerve, that the thing in queſtion ſeems to be

forgotten , or kept out of ſight , in a darkneſs

and unintelligibleneſs of ſpeech ; unleſs ſuch an

objector would mean to contradict himſelf.-

The very act of volition itſelf is doubtleſs a de

termination of mind ; i. e . it is the mind's craw

ing up a concluſion, or coming to a choice, be

tween two things, or more, propoſed to it. But

determining among external objeets of choice, is

not the ſame with determining the act of choice

itſelf, among various poffible acts of choice.

The queſtion is , What influences, directs , or de

termines the mind or will to come to ſuch a

concluſion or choice as it does ? Or what is the

cauſe, ground, or reaſon, why it concludes thus,

and not otherwiſe ? Now it muſt be anſwered, ac

cording to the Arminian notion of freedom , that

the will infuences, orders and determines itſelf

thus to act. And if it does, I ſay, it muſt be

by fome antecedent act . To ſay, it is cauſed , in

Anencei and determined by ſomething, and yet

not determined by any thing antecedent, either in

order of time or nature, isa contradiction . For

that is what is meant by a thing's being prior in

the order of nature, that it is ſome way the cauſe

or reaſon of the thing, with reſpect to which it is

faid to.be prior.

IF
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If the particular act or exertion of will which

comes into exiſtence, be any thing properly de

termined at all , then it has ſome cauſe of its ex

iſting, and of its exiſting in ſuch a particular de

terminate manner, and not another ; fome cauſe,

whoſe influence decides the matter : which cauſe is

diſtinct from the effect, and prior to it. But to

ſay, that the will or mind orders, influences and

determines itſelf to exert ſuch an act as it does,

by the: very exertion itſelf, is to make the exertion

both caufe and effect ; or the exerting ſucn an act,

to be a cauſe of the exertionof ſuchan act. For

the queſtion is, What is the cauſe and reaſon of

the ſoul's exerting ſuch an act ? To which the an

ſwer is , The ſoul exerts ſuch an act, and that is

the cauſe of it . And ſo, by this , the exertion

muſt be prior in the order of nature to itſelf, and

diftinct from itſelf.

( 3. ) If the meaning be, that the ſoul's exer

tion of ſuch a particular act of will, is a thing

that comes to paſs of itſelf, without any cauſe ;

and that there is abſolutely no ground or reaſon

of the ſoul's being determined to exert ſuch a

volition, and make ſuch a choice, rather than

another, I ſay, if this be the meaning of Armi

kians, when they contend ſo earneſtly for the will's

determining its own acts, and for liberty of will

conſiſting in felf-determining power ; they do no

thing but confound themſelves and others with

words without a meaning. In the queſtion, What

determines the will ? and in their anſwer, that tbe

will determines itſelf, and in all the diſpute about

it, it ſeems to be taken for granted , that ſome

thing determines the will ; and the controverſy

on this head is not, whether any thing at all de

termines it, or whether its determination has any

cauſe or foundation at all ; but where the foun

dationE 4
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dation of it is, whether in the will itſelf, or ſome

where elſe. But if the thing intended be what

is above-mentioned , then allcomes to this, that

nothing at all determines the will ; volition hav

ing abſolutely no, cauſe or foundation of its exif

tence, either within, or without. There is a

great noiſe made about ſelf -determining power,

as the ſource of all free acts of the will : but when

the matter comes to be explained, the mean

ing is , that no power at all is the ſource of theſe

acts, neither ſelf-determining power, nor any other,

but they ariſe from nothing; no cauſe, no power,

no influence, being at all concerned in the inatter.

However , this very thing, even that the free

acts of the will are events which come to paſs

without a cauſe, is certainly implied in the Ar

minian notion of liberty of will ; though it be

very inconſiſtent with many other things in their

fcheme, and repuguant to ſome things implied

in their notion of liberty . Their opinion im

plies, that the particular determination of voli

tion is without any cauſe ; becauſe they hold the

free acts of the will to be contingent events ; and

contingence is eſſential to freedom in their no

tion of it. But certainly , thoſe things which have

a prior ground and reaſon of their particular

exiſtence, a cauſe which antecedently determines

them to be, and determines them to be juſt as

they are, do not happen contingently. If ſome

thing foregoing, by acauſal infuence and con

nection, determines and fixes preciſely their com

ing to paſs, and the manner of it, then it does not

remain a contingent thing whether they ſhall come

to paſs or no.

And becauſe it is a queſtion, in many reſpects,

very important in this controverſy about the free.

dom of will, whether the free acts of the will arc

events
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events which come to paſs without a cauſe ? I ſhall

be particular in examining this point in the two

following ſections.

SECTION III.

Whether any Event whatſoever, and Volition in

particular, can come to paſs without a Cauſe of

its exiſtence.

BВ I

1

EFORE I enter on any argument on this

ſubject how I

underſtood, when I uſe the word Cauſe in this

diſcourſe : ſince, for want of a better word, I

ſhall have occafion to uſe it in a ſenſe which is

more extenſive, than that in which it is ſometimes

uſed, The word is often uſed in ſo reſtrained a

ſenſe as to ſignify only that which has a poſitive

efficiency or influence to produce a thing, or bring it

to paſs. But there are many things which have

no ſuch poſitive productive influence; which yet

are cauſes in that reſpect, that they have truly

the nature of a ground or reaſon why ſome

things are , rather than others ; or why they are

as they are , rather than otherwiſe. Thus the

abſence of the ſun in the night, is not the Cauſe

of the falling of the dew at that time, in the

ſame manner as its beams are the Cauſe of the

aſcending of the vapours in the day -time; and

its withdrawment in the winter, is not in the

ſame manner the Cauſe of the freezing of the

waters , as its approach in the ſpring is the

cauſe of their thawing. But yet the withdraw

ment or abſence of the ſun is an antecedent,

with which theſe effects in the night and winter

are connected, and on which they depend ; and

is one thing that belongs to the ground and

reaſon why they come to paſs at that time, ra

ther than at other times ; though the abſence of

the
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the ſun is nothing poſitive, nor has any poſitive

influence.

It may be further obſerved, that when I ſpeak

of connection of Cauſes and Effects, I have reſpect

to moral Cautes, as well as thofe that are called

natural in diſtinction from them . Moral Cauſes

may be Cauſes in as proper ſenſe, as any Cauſes

whatſoever ; may have às real an influence, and

may as truly be the ground and reaſon of an

Event's coming to paſs.

Therefore I ſometimes uſe the word Cauſ , in

this enquiry, to ſignify any antecedent, either na.

tural or moral, poſitive or negative, on which an

Event, either a thing, or the manner and cir.

cumſtance of a thing, fo depends, that it is the

ground and reafon, either in whole, or in part,

why it is , rather than not ; or why it is as it is ,

rather than otherwiſe ; or, in other words, any

antecedent with which a conſequent Event is lo

connected, that it truly belongs to the reaſon why

the propoſition which affirms that Event, is true ;

whether it has any poſitive influence, or not. And

in an agreeableneſs to this, I ſometimes uſe the

word effect for the confequence of another thing,

which is perhaps rather an occaſion than a Cauſe,

moft properly Ipeaking.

I am the more careful thus to explain my mean

ing, that I may cut off occaſion , from any that

might ſeek occaſion to cavil and object againſt

ſome things which I may ſay concering the depen

dence of all things which come to paſs, on ſome

Caufe, and their connection with their Cauſe.

-HAVING thus explained what I meanby Cauſe,

I affert, that nothing ever comes to paſs without

a Cauſe .
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a Cauſe . What is felf -exiſtent muſt be from

eternity, and muſt be unchangeable : but as to

all things that begin to be, they are not ſelf-ex

iſtent, and therefore muſt have ſome foundation

of their exiſtence without themſelves. That

whatſoever begins to be, which before was not,

muſt have a Cauſe why it then begins to exiſt,

ſeems to be the firſt dictate of thecommon and

natural ſenſe which God hath implanted in the

minds of all mankind , and the main foundation

of all our reaſonings about the exiſtence of things,

paſt, preſent, or to come.

And this dictate of common ſenſe equally re

ſpects ſubſtances and modes, or things and the

manner and circumſtances of things. Thus,

if we ſee a body which has hitherto been at reſt,

ſtart out of a ſtate of reſt, and begin to move,

we do as naturally and neceſſarily ſuppoſe there is

ſome Cauſe or reaſon of this new mode of exif

tence, as of the exiſtence of a body itſelf which had

hitherto not exiſted. And ſo if a body, which

had hitherto moved in a certain direction , ſhould

ſuddenly change the direction of its motion ; or

if it ſhould put off its old figure, and take a new

one ; or change its colour : the beginning of theſe

new modes is a new Event, and the mind ofman

kind neceffarily ſuppoſes that there is ſome Cauſe

or reaſon of them .

If this grand principle of common ſenſe be

taken away, all arguing from effects to Cauſes

ceafcth , and ſo all knowledge of any exiſtence,

beſides what we have by the most direct and im

mediate intuition . Particularly all our proof of

the being of God ceaſes ; we argue His being

from our own being, and the being of other

things, which we areſenſible once were not, but

have begun to be ; and from the being of the ,

world,
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world , with all its conſtituent parts, and the

manner of their exiſtence ; all which we ſee plain

ly are not neceſſary in their own nature, and ſo

not felf-exiſtent, and therefore muſt have a Cauſe.

But if things, not in themſelves neceſſary, may

begin to be without a Cauſe, all this arguing is

vain,

INDEED , I will not affirm , that there is in the

nature of things no foundation for the know

ledge of the Being of God without any evidence

of it from His works . I do ſuppoſe there is a

great abſurdity, in the nature of things ſimply

conſidered, in ſuppoſing that there ſhould beno

God, or in denying Being in general , and ſup

poſing an eternal, abſolute , univerſal nothing :

and therefore that here would be foundation of

intuitive evidence that it cannot be, and that

eternal infinite moſt perfect Being 'muſt be ; ifwe

had ſtrength and comprehenſion of mind ſuffi .

cient, to have a clear idea of general and univer

fal Being, or, which is the ſame thing, of the

infinite, eternal, moſt perfect Divine Nature and

Effence. But then we ſhould not properly come

to the knowledge of the Being ofGod by arguing ;

but our evidence would be intuitive : we ſhould

fee it, as we fee other things that are neceſſary in

themfelves, the contraries of which are in their

own nature abfurd and contradictory ; as we ſee

that twice two is four ; and as we fee that a circle

has no angles. If we had as clear an idea of

univerſal infinite entity, as we have of theſe other

things, I ſuppoſe we ſhould moſt intuitively ſee

the abfurdity of ſuppoſing ſuch Being not to be ;

ſhould immediately ſee there is no room for the

queſtion, whether it is poſſible that Being, in the

moſt general abſtracted notion of it, ſhould not

be. But we have not that ſtrength and extent

of
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of mind, to know this certainly in this intuitive

independent manner : but the way that mankind

come to the knowledge of the Being of God, is

that which the apoſtle ſpeaks of, Rom . i . 20 .

The inviſible things of Him , from the creation of the

world, are clearly ſeen ; being underſtood by the things

that are made ; even bis eternal Power and Godhead.

We firſt aſcend, and prove à pofteriori ,, or from

effects, that there muſt be an eternal Cauſe ; and

then, fecondly, proved by argumentation, not in

tuition , that this Being muſt be neceſſarily exiftent;

and then , thirdly, from the proved neceſficy of his

exiſtence, we may deſcend, and prove many of his

perfections à priori.

But if once this grand principle of common

ſenſe begiven up, that what is not neceſſary in it

felf, muft bave'a Cauſe; and we begin to maintain ,

that things may come into exiſtence, and begin

to be, which heretofore have not been, of them .

ſelves, without any cauſe ; all our means of ar

cending in our arguing from the creature tothe

Creator, and all our evidence of the Being of God,

is cut off at one blow. In this caſe, we cannot

prove that there is a God, either from the Being

of the world, and the creatures in it, or from

the manner of their belng, their order, beauty

and uſe. For if things may come into exiſtence

without any Cauſe at all, then they doubtleſs may

without any Cauſe anſwerable to the effect. Our

minds do alike naturally ſuppoſe and determine

both theſe things ; namely, that whatbegins to

be as a Cauſe, and alſo that it has a Cauſe
pro

portionable and agreeable to the effect. The ſame

principle which leads us to determine, that there

cannot be any thing coming to paſs without a

Cauſe, leads us to determine that there cannot be

more in the effect than in the Cauſe.

YEAR
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Yes, if once it ſhould be allowed , that things

may come to paſs without a Cauſe, we ſhould not

only have no proof of the Being of God , but we

ſhould be without evidence of the exiſtence of

any thing whatſoever, but our own immediately

preſent ideas and confciouſneſs. For we have no

way to prove any thing elſe , but by arguing

from effects to Cauſes : from the ideas now im

mediately in view, we argue other things not

immediately in view : from ſenſations now ex.

cited in us, we infer the exilience of things with

out us , as the Cauſes of thele ſenſations : and

from the exiſtence of theſe things, we argue

other things, which they depend on , as effects

ou Cauſes. We infor the paſt exiſtence of our

ſelves, or any thing elſe, by memory ; only as

we argue, that the ideas, which are now in our

minds, are the conſequences of paſt ideas and

ſenſations. We immediately perceive nothing

elſe but the ideas which are this moment extant

in our minds . We perceive or know other things

only by means of theſe, as neceſſarily connected

with others, and dependent on them . But if

things may be without Cauſes, all this neceffary

connection and dependence is diſſolved, and ſo

all means of our knowledge is gone. If there be

no abſurdity or difficulty in ſuppoſing one thing

to ſtart out of non-exiſtence, into being, of itſelf

without a Cauſe ; then there is no abſurdity or

difficulty in ſuppoſing the fame of millions of 'mil.

lions. For nothing , or no difficuly multiplied,

ſtill is nothing, or no difficulty : nothing multi

plied by nothing, does not increaſe the ſum .

And indeed , according to the hypotheſis I am

oppoſing, of the acts of the will coming to paſs

without a Cauſe, it is the caſe in fact, that mil

lions of millions of Events are continually com

1
ing
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ing into exiſtence contingently without any Cauſe

or reaſon why they do ſo, all over the world , every

day and hour, through all ages . So it is in a

conſtant fucceffion, in every moral agent,

contingency, this efficient nothing, this effectual

No Cauſe , is always ready at hand , to produce

this ſort of effects, as long as the agent exiſts, and

as often as he has occalion .

agent, This

If it were ſo, that things only of one kind,

viz . acts of the will , ſeemed to conie to paſs of

themſelves ; but thoſe of this ſort in general

came into being thus ; and it were an event that

was continual , and that happened in a courſe,

wherever were capable ſubjects of ſuch events ;

this very thing would demonſtrate that there was

ſome Cauſe of them , which made ſuch a difference

between this event and others , and that they did

not really happen contingently. For contingence

is blind, and does not pick and chufe for a par

ticular fort of Events . Nothing has no choice .

This No.Cauſe, which cauſes no exiſtence, cannot

cauſe the exiſtence which comes to paſs , to be of

one particlar ſort only, diſtinguiſhed from all

others. Thus, that only one ſort of matter drops

out of the heavens, even water, and that this

comes ſo often, fo conſtantly and plentifully, all

over the world , in all ages, ſhows that ,there is

fome Cauſe or Reaſon of the falling of water out

of the heavens, and that fomething beſides mere

contingence has a hand in the matter.

If we ſhould ſuppoſe Non.entity to be about to

bring forth ; and things were coming into exiſ:

tence, without any Cauſe or Antecedent, on which

the exiſtence, or kind , or manner of exiſtence

depends; or which could at all deterınine whether

the things ſhould be ; ſtones, or ſtars, or beaſts,

or
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or angels, or human bodies, or ſouls, or only ſome

new motion or figure in natural bodies, or ſome

new ſenſations in animals, or new ideas in the hu

man underſtanding, or new volitions in the will ;

or any thing elſe of all the infinite number of poſ.

fibles; then certainly it would not be expected ,

although many millions of millions of things

are coming into exiſtence in this manner, all over

the face of the earth, that they ſhould all be only

of one particular kind, and that it ſhould be

thus in all ages, and that this ſort of exiſtences

ſhould never fail to come to paſs where there is

room for them , or a ſubject capable of them, and

that conſtantly, whenever there is occaſion for

them.

IF
any ſhould imagine, there is ſomething in the

ſort of Event that renders it poffible for it to

come into exiſtence without a Cauſe, and ſhould

ſay, that the free acts of the will are exiſtences of

an exceeding different nature from other things ;

by reaſon of which they may come into exiſtence.

without any previous ground or reaſon of it , though

other things cannot; if they make this objection

in good earneſt, it would be an evidence of their

ſtrangely forgetting themſelves : for they would

be giving an account of ſome ground of the ex

iſtence of a thing, when at the ſame time they

would maintain there is no ground of its ex

iſtence. Therefore I would obferve, that the

particular nature of exiſtence, be it never fo

diverſe from others, can lay no foundation for

that thing's coming into exiſtence without a

Cauſe ; becauſe to ſuppoſe this, would be to

ſuppoſe the particular nature of exiſtence to be

a thing prior to the exiſtence, and ſo a thing

which makes way for exiſtence, with ſuch a cir

cumſtance, namely, without a cauſe or reaſon of

exif
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exiſtence. But that which in any reſpect makes

way for a thing's coming into being,or for any

manner or circumſtance of its firſt exiſtence, must

be prior to the exiſtence . The diſtinguiſhed na

ture of the effect, which is ſomething belonging

to the effect, cannot have influence backward,

to act before it is . The peculiar nature of that

thing called volition , can do nothing, can have

no influence, while it is not , And afterwards it

is too late for its influence : for then the thing

has made ſure of exiſtence already, without its

help .

So that it is indeed as repugnant to reaſon, to

ſuppoſe that an act of the will ſhould come into

exiſtence without a cauſe , aś to ſuppoſe the hu

man ſoul, or an angel, or the globe of the

earth, or the whole univerſe, ſhould come into

exiſtence without a cauſe . And if once we allow ,

that ſuch a ſort of effect as a Volition may come

to paſs without a Cauſe, how do we know but

that many other ſorts of effects may do ſo too ?

It is not the particular kind of effect that makes

the abſurdity of ſuppoſing it has been without

a Caufe, but ſomething which is common to all

things that ever begin to be, viz . That they are

not ſelf-exiſtent, or neceſſary in the nature of

things.

3

SECTION IV.

Whether Volition can ariſe without a Cauſe, through

the Activity of the Nature of the Soul.

THE author of the Eſay on the Freedom of the

Will in God and the Creatures, in anſwer to

that objection againſt his doctrince of a ſelf -deter

mining

1
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mining power in the will , (p. 68, 69. ) That no

thing is, or comes to paſs, without a ſufficient reaſon

why it is, and why it is in this manner rather than

another, allows that it is thus in corporeal things,

wbich are properly and philoſopbicallySpeaking, paf

five. being ; but denies that it is thus in Spirits,

which are beings of an active nature, who have the

Spring of action within themſelves, and can determine

themſelves. By which it is plainly ſuppoſed, that

ſuch an event as an act of the will, may come to

paſs in a ſpirit, without a ſufficient reaſon why it

comes to paſs, or why it is after this manner,

rather than another ; by reaſon of the activity of

the nature of a ſpirit.---- But certainly this au

thor , in this matter, muſt be very unwary and

inadvertent. For,

1. The objection or difficulty propoſed by this

author, ſeems to be forgotten in his anſwer or.

ſolution . The very difficulty, as he himſelf pro

poſes it, is this ; How an event can come to paſs

without a ſufficent reaſon why it is, or why it is in

this manner rather than another ? Inſtead of foly

ing this difficulty, or anſwering this queſtion with

regard to Volition, as he propoſes, he forgets.

himſelf, and anſwers another queſtion quite di.

verſe, and wholly inconſiſtent with this, viz. What ,

is a ſufficient reaſon why it is, and why it is in

this manner rather than another ? And he aſſigns

the active being's own determination as the Cauſe,

and a Cauſe ſufficient for the effect ; and leaves

all the difficulty unreſolved , and the queftion un

anſwered, which yet returns, even, How the

Soul's own determination, which he ſpeaks of,

came to exiſt, and to be what it was without a

Cauſe ? The activity of the ſoul may enable it to

be the Cauſe of effects ; but it does not at all en

able or help it to be the ſubject of effects which

have

1
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have no cauſe ; which is the thing this íuthor

ſuppofes concerning acts of the will. Activity of

nature will no more enable á being to produce

effects, and determine the manner of their exif

tence, within itſelf, without a Cauſe, than out of

itſelf, in ſome other being. But if an active be

ing ſhould , through its activity, produce and de

termine an effect in ſome external object, how

abfurd would it be to ſay, that the effect was pro

duced without a Cauſe !

2. The queſtion is not ſo much, How a ſpirit

endowed with activity comes to act , as why it

exerts ſuch an act, and not another , or why it

acts with ſuch a particular determination ? If ac

tivity of nature be the Cauſe why a ſpirit ( the ſoul

of man for inſtance ) acts, and does not lie ſtill ;

yet that alone is not the Cauſe why its action is

thus and thus limited, directed and determined .

Active nature is a general thing, it is an ability

or tendency of nature to action , generally taken;

which may be a Cauſe why the ſoul acts as occa.

ſion or reaſon is given ; but this alone cannot be

a ſufficient Cauſe why the ſoul exerts ſuch a para

ticular act, at ſuch a time, rather than others .

In order to this, there muſt be fomething beſides,

a general tendency to action ; there muſt alſo be,

a particular tendency to that individual action.

If it ſhould be aſked, why the ſoul of man uſes

its activity in ſuch a manner as it does ; and it

ſhould be anſwered , that the ſoul uſes its activity

thus, rather than otherwiſe, becauſe it has acti

vity , would ſuch an anſwer fatisfy a rational

man ? Would it not rather be looked upon as a

very impertinent one ?

3. An active being can bring no effects to paſs

by his activity , but what are conſequent upon his

F 2 acting
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acting: he produces nothing by his activity, any

other way than by the exerciſe of his activity,

and ſo nothing but the fruits of its exerciſe :

he brings nothing to paſs by a dormant activity:

But the exerciſe of his activity is action ; and

to his action, or exerciſe of his activity, muſt

be prior to the effects of his activity, If an

active being produces an effect in another being,

about which his activity is converfant, the effect

being the fruit of his activity , his activity muſt

be firſt exerciſed or exerted , and the effect of it

muſt follow . So it muſt be, with equal reaſon,

if the active being is his own object, and his

activity is converſant about himſelf, to produce

änd determine ſome effect in himſelf ; ſtill the

exerciſe of his activity muſt go before the ef

fect, which he brings to paſs and determines by

it . And therefore his activity cannot be the

Cauſe of the determination of the firſt action, or

exerciſe of activity itfelf, whence the effects of

activity ariſe ; for that would imply a contra

diction ; it would be to fay , the firſt exerciſe of

activity is before the firſt excriſe of activity, and

is the Cauſe of it.

!
4. That the ſoul, though' an active ſubſtance,

cannot diverſify its own acts, but by firſt acting ;

or be a determining Cauſe of different acts, or any

different effects, ſometimes of one kind , and

ſometimes of another, any other way than in

conſequence of its own diverſe acts, is manifeſt

by this ; that if ſo, then the fame Cause, the ſame

cauſal Power, Force or Influence, without varia

tionin any reſpect, would produce different effects

at different times. For the ſame ſubſtance of the

foul before it acts, and the fame active nature of

the ſoul before it is exerted (i . e. before in the

order of nature) would be the cauſe of different

effects,
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effects, viz. Different Volitions at different times.

But the ſubſtance of the foul before it acts, and

its active nature before it is exerted , are the ſame

without variation . For it is ſome act that makes

the firſt variation in the Cauſe, as to any cauſal

exertion , force or influence, but if it be ſo,

that the ſoul has no different cauſality , or diverſe

caufal, force or influence, in producing theſe di

verſe effects ; then it is evideni, that the ſoul has

no influence, no hand in the diverſity of the ef

fect ; and that the difference of the effect cannot

be owing to any thing in the ſoul; or which is

the ſame thing, the ſoul does not determine the

diverſity of the effect , which is contrary to the

ſuppoſition. It is true, the ſubſtance of the ſoul

before it acts, and before there is any difference

in that reſpect, may be in a different ſtate and

circumſtances : but thoſe whom I oppoſe, will

not allow the different circumſtances of the ſoul

to be the determining Cauſes of the acts of the

will ; as being contrary to their notion of ſelf-de

termination and ſelf -motion .

5. Let us ſuppoſe, as theſe divines do, that

there are no acts of the foul, ſtrictly ſpeaking,

but free Volitions ; then it will follow , that the

ſoul is an active being in nothing further than it

is a voluntary or elective being ; and whenever it

produces effects actively, it produces effects vo

luntarily and electively. But to produce effects

thus , is the ſame thing as to produce effects in

conſequence of, and according to its own choice.

Andif ſo, then ſurely the ſoul does not by its ac

tivityproduce all its own acts of will or choice

themſelves : for this, by the fuppofition, is to

produce all its free acts of choice voluntarily and

electively, or in conſequence of its own free acts

of choice, which brings the matter directly to the

for
F 3
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fore-mentioned contradiction , of a free act of

choice before the firſt free act of choice. - AC

cording to theſe gentlemen's own notion of ac

tion, if there ariſes in the mind a Volition with

out a free act of the will or choice to determine

and produce it , the mind is not the active volun

tary Cauſe of that Volition ; becauſe it does not

ariſe from , nor is regulated by choice or deſign .

And therefore it cannot be, that the mind ſhould

be the active, voluntary, determining Cauſe of the

firſt and leading Volition that relates to the affair .

-The mind's being a deſigning Cauſe, only enables

it to produce effects in conſequence of its deſigns

it will not enable it to be the deſigning Cauſe of

all it's own deſigns. The mind's being an ele &tive

Cauſe, will only enable it to produce effects in

conſequence of its ele& tions, and according to them ;

but cannot enable it to be the elective Cauſe of

all its own elections ; becauſe that ſuppoſes an

election before the firſt election . So the mind's

being an active Cauſe enables it to produce effects

in conſequence of its own afts, but cannot enable

it to be the determining Cauſe of all its own afts ;

for that is ſtill in theſame manner a contradic

as it ſuppoſes a determining, act conver

fant about the firſt act, and prior to it, having a

cauſal influence on its exiftence, and manner of

exiſtence.

tion ;

I can conceive of nothing elſe that can be meant

by the foul'shaving power to cauſe and determine

its own Volitions, as a being to whom God has

given 4 power of action, but this ; that God has

given power to the ſoul, ſometimes at leaſt, to ex

cite Volitions at its pleaſure, or according as it

chuſes. " And this certainly ſuppoſes, in all ſuch

caſes, a choice preceding all Voliţions which are

thus
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1

thus cauſed, even the firſt of them. Which runs

into the fore-mentioned great ahſurdity.

THEREFORE the activity of the nature of the

foul affords no relief from the difficulties which

the notion of a ſelf-determining power in the will

is attended with, nor will it help, in the leaſt, its

abſurdities and inconſiſtences.

SECTION V.

Sbewing, that if the things aſſerted in theſe Evaſions

ſhould be ſuppoſed to be true, they are altogether

impertinent, andcannot help the cauſe of Arminian

Liberty ; and bow ( this being the state of the

cafe ) Arminian Writers are obliged to talk incon

ſiſtently.

WA

HAT was laſt obſerved in the preceding

ſection may ſhew , not only that the active

nature of the foul cannot be a reaſon why an act

of the will is , or why it is in this manner, rather

than another , but alſo that if it could be fo, and

it could be proved that volitions are contingent

events, in that ſenſe, that their being and man

ner of being is not fixed or determined by any

cauſe, or any thing antecedent ; it would not at

all ſerve the purpoſe of Arminians, to eſtabliſh the

Freedom of the Will, according to their notion

of its freedom , as conſiſting in the will's deter .

mination of itſelf; which ſuppoſes every free act

of the will to be determined by ſome act of the

will going before to determine it ; inaſmuch as

for the will to determine a thing, is the ſame as

for the ſoul to determine a thing by willing ; and

there is no way that the will can determine an

act of the will, than by willing that act of the

F4 will
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will, or, which is the ſame thing, chuſing it. ' So

that here muſt be two acts of the will in the

caſe , one going before another, one converſant

about the other, and the latter the object of the

former, and choſen by the former. If the will

does not cauſe and determine the act by choice, it

does not cauſe or determine it at all ; for thatwhich

is not determined by choice,is 'not determined

voluntarily or willingly : and to ſay, that the will

determines ſomething which the ſoul does not de

termine willingly , is as much as ' to ſay, that

ſomething is done by the will , which the ſoul doth

not with its will.

So that if Arminian liberty of will, conſiſting

in the will's determining its own acts, be main

tained , the old abſurdity and contradiction muſt

be maintained , that every free act of will is

cauſed and determined by a foregoing free act of

will . Which doth not conſiſt with the free acts

arifing without any cauſe, and being ſo contingent,

as not to be fixed by any thing foregoing. So

that this evaſion muſt be given up, as not at all

relieving, and as that which, inſtead of ſupport

ing this fort of liberty, directly deſtroys it.

And if it ſhould be ſuppoſed, that the foul de

terminęs its own acts of will ſome other way ,

than by a foregoing act of will ; ftill it will not

help the cauſe of their liberty of will. If it de

termines them by an act of the underftanding,

or ſome other power, then the will does not deter

mine itfelf"; and ſo the ſelf-determining power of

the will is given up. And what liberty is there

exerciſed according to their own opinion of li

berty , by the ſoul's being determined by ſome

thing beſides its own choice ? The acts of the will,

ịt is true, may be directed, and effectually deter

mined
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mined and fixed ; but it is not done by the foul's

own will and pleaſure : there is no exerciſe at all

of choice or will in producing the effect'; and if

will and choice are not exerciſed in it, how is

the liberty of the will exerciſed in it ?

So that let Arminians ' turn which way they

pleaſe with their notion of liberty, conſiſting in

the will's derermining its own acts, their no

tion deſtroys itſelf. If they hold every free act

of will to be determined by the ſoul's own free

choice, or foregoing free act of will ; foregoing,

either in the order of time, or ' narure ; it im

plies that grofs contradiction, that the firſt free

act belonging to the affair, is determined by a

free act which is before it. Or if they ſay that

the free acts of the will are determined by ſome

other act of the ſoul, and not an act of will or

choice. This alſo deſtroys their notion of li

berty conſiſting in the acts of the will be ng

determined by the will itſelf ; or if they hold that

the acts of the will are determined by nothing at

all that is prior to them , but that they are contin

gent in that ſenſe, that they are determined and

fixed by no cauſe 'at all ; this alſo deſtroys their

notion of liberty, conſiſting in the will's determin.

ing its own acts .

This being the true ſtate of the Arminian no

tion of liberty, it hence comes 10 pafs, chac the

writers that defend it are forced into groſs incon

fiftences, in what they ſay upon this ſubject. To

inſtance, in Dr. Wbitby ; he in his diſcourſe on the

freedom of the will * , oppoſes the opinion of

the Calviniſts, who place man's liberty only in a

power of doing what be will, as that wherein they

* In his Book on the five Points , Second Edit. p. 350

351 , 352 .

plainly
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plainly agree with Mr Hobbes. And yet ye him

ſelf mentions the very fame notion of liberty,

as the dictate of the ſenſe and common reaſon of

mankin ', and, a rule laid down by the light of na

ture ; viz that liberty is a power of atting from

ourſelves, or DOING WHAT WE WILL + . This

is indeed, as he ſays, a thing agreable to 'tbe

fenſe and common reaſon of mankind ; and theſefore

it is not ſo much to be wondered ar, that he un

awares acknowledges it againſt himſelf ; for if

liberty does not conſiſt in this, what elſe can be

deviſed that it ſhould conſiſt in ? if it be ſaid, as

Dr. W bitby elſewhere inſiſts, that it does not only

confift in liberty of doing what we will, but alſo

a liberty of willing without neceffity ; ſtill the

queſtion returns, what does that liberty of wil

ling without neceffity conſiſt in, but in a power

of willing as we pleaſe, without being impeded

by a contrary neceffity ? or in other words, a li

berty for the ſoul in its willing to act according to

its own choice ? Yea, this very thing the ſame

author ſeems to allow, and ſuppoſe again and

again, in the uſe he makes of ſayings of the

Fathers, whom he quotes as his vouchers. Thus

he cites the words of Origen, which he produces

as a teftimony on his lide I ; The foul aets by

HER OWN CHOICE, and it is free for ber to in

cline to whatever part SHE WILL. And thoſe

words of Juſtin Martyr $ ; the Doĉtrine of the

Chriſtinas is this, that nothing is done or ſuffered ac

cording to fate, but that every man doth good or evil

ACCORDING TO HIS OWN FREE CHOICE.

And from Eufebius, theſe words ; If fate be

etabliſhed, philoſophy and piety are " overibrown.

All thefe things depending upon ihe neceſſity introduced

by the stars, and not upon meditation and exerciſe

In his Books on the five Points, Second Edit. p . 325,

326. § ibid . p . 360 . ibid, 363 .

PRO

ibid. 3439
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PROCEEDING FROM OUR OWN FREE

CHOICE. And again, the words of Maccarius ;

+ God , to preſerve the liberty of man's will, ſuffered

Ibeir bodies to die, that it' might be IN THEIR

CHOICE to turn to good or evil.--They .who are

acted by the Holy Spirit, are not held under any ne

ceffity , but have liberty to turn themſelves,and DO

WHAT THEYWILL in this life.

Thus , the Doctor in effect comes into that very

notion of liberty, which the Calviniſts have;

which he at the ſame time condemns, as agree.

ing with the opinion of Mr. Hobbes, namely ,

ibe foul's a ting by its own choice, men's doing

good or evil according to their own free choice, their

being in that exerciſe which proceeds from their own

free choice, baving it in their choice to turn to good

or evil, and doing what they will. So that if men

exerciſe this liberty in the acts of the will them,

ſelves, it muſt be in exerting acts of will as they

will , or according to their own free choice; or exq

erting acts of will that proceed from their choice .

And if it be ſo, then let every one judge whether

this does not ſuppoſe a free choice going before

the free act of will, or whether an act of choice

does not go before that act of the will which pro .

ceeds from it. And if it be thus with all free acts

of the will, then let every one judge whether

it will not follow that there is a free choice or will

going before the firſt free act of the will exerted

in the caſe. And then let every one judge, whe

ther this be not a contradiction . And finally,

let every one judge whether in the ſcheme of theſe

writers there be any poſſibilty of avoiding theſe

abſurdities.

* In his Book on the five Points, Second Edit. 369,

370

le
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· If liberty conſiſts, as Dr. Wbitby himſelf ſays,

in a man's doing what he will ; and a man exer

ciſes this liberty, not only in external actions,

but in the acts of the will themſelves ; then fo

far as liberty is exerciſed in the latter, it confifts

in willing what he wills : and if any ſay fo, one

of theſetwo things muſt be meant, either, 1. That

a man has power to will, as he does will , becauſe

what he wills, he wills , and therefore has power

to will what he has power to will . If this be their

meaning, then all this mighty controverſy about

Freedom of the will and felf-determining power,

comes wholly to nothing ; all that is contended

for being no more than this, that the mind of

man does what it does , and is theſubject of what

it is the ſubject of, or that what is , is ; wherein

none has any controverſy with them . Or, 2. The

meaning muſt be, that a mñan has power to will

as he pleafes or chules to will: that is , he has

power by one act of choice,' to chuſe another ;

by an antecedent act of will to chuſe a conſequent

act ; and therein to execute his own choice.

And if this be their meaning, it is nothing but

thuming with thoſe they dipute with, and baffing

Their own reaſon. For ftill the queſtion returns,

wherein lies man's ' liberty in that antecedent act

6f will'which choſe the conſequent act. The an

fwer according to the ſame principles muſt be,

that his liberty in this alſo lies in his willing as

he would , or as he choſe, or agreable to another

act of choice preceding that. And ſothe queſtion

returns in infinitum , and the like anſwer muſt be

made in infinitum : 'in order to ſupport their opi.

nion, there muſt be nobeginning, but free acts

of will muſt have been choſen by foregoing free

acts of will in the foul of every man, without be

ginning', and 'fo before he had a being, from all

eternity.

SECA
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SECTION . VI.

Concerning the Will's determining in Tbings wbich ,

are perfeElly indifferent in the View of the

Mind.

A

Great argument for ſelf determining power ,

is the ſuppoſed experience we univerſally

have an ability to determine our Wills , in caſes

wherein no prevailing motive is preſented : the

Will ( as is ſuppoſed) has its choice to make

between two or more things, that are perfectly

equal in the view of the mind ; and the Will is

apparently altogether indifferent; and yet we find

no difficulty in coming to a choice ; the Will

can inſtantly determine itſelf to one, by a ſove

reign power which it has over itſelf, without bea.

ingmoved by any preponderating inducement.

Thus the fore mentioned author of an Elay on

the Freedom of the Will, &c . p . 25, 26, 27 fup

poſes, “ That there are many inſtances, wherein

the Will is determined neither by preſent un

eaſineſs, nor, by the greateſt apparent good, nor

by the laſt dictate of the underſtanding, nor

by anything elſe, but merely by itſelf, as a ..

ſovereign felf -determining power of the foul;

and that the foul does not will this or that

action, in fime caſes , by any other influence

but becauſe it will , Thus ( lavs ho) I can turn

my face to the South , or the North ; I can

point with my finger upward or downward. -

And thus , in ſome caſes, the Will determines

itſelf in a very ſovereign manner, becauſe it

will, without a reaſon borrowed from the 1.1

deritanding : and hereby it diſcovers its own

perfect power of choice, riſing from within ito

felf.
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ſelf and free from all influence or reſtraint of any

kind . " And in pages 66, 70, and 73, 74. this

auhor very expreſsly ſuppo !es the Will in many

caſes to be determined by no motive at all, and afts

altogether without motive, or ground of preference.

Here I would obferve,

1. The very ſuppoſition which is here made,

directly contradicts and overthrows itſelf. For

the thing ſuppoſed , wherein this grand argument

conſiſts, is, that among ſeveral things the Will

actually chufes one before another, at the ſame

time that it is perfectly indifferent ; which is the

very ſame thing as to ſay, the mind has a pre

ference, at the ſame time that it has no pre

ference. What is ineant cannot be, that the mind

is indifferent before it comes to have a choice, or

until it has a preference ; or, which is the fame

thing, that the mind is indifferent until it comes

to be not indifferent. For certainly this author

did not ſuppoſe he had a controverſy with any

perſon in ſuppoſing this. And then it is nothing

to his purpoſe, that the mind which chufes, was

indifferent once ; unleſs it chuſes, remaining in

different ; for otherwiſe, it does not chuſe at all

in that caſe of indifference, concerning which is

all the queſtion . Beſides, it appears in fact, that

the thing which this author ſuppoſes, is not that

the Will chuſes one thing before another, con

cérning which it is indifferent before it chuſes; but

alſo is indifferent when it cbuſes ; and that its be

ing otherwiſe than indifferent is not until after

wards, in conſequence of its choice ; that the cho.

ſen thing's appearingpreſerable and moreagreable

than another, ariſes from its choice alreadymade.

His words are (p. 30. ) « Where the objects

which are propoſed, appear equally fit or good,

the Will is left without a guide or director ;

and
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and therefore muſt take its own choice, by its

own determination ; il being properly a felf

determining power. And in ſuch caſes the will

does as it were make a good to itſelf by its own

choice, i. l. creates its own pleaſure or delight

in this ſelf.chofen good. Even as a man by

ſeizing upon a ſpot of unoccupied land, in an

uninhabited country, makes it his own poffeffion

and property, and as ſuch rejoices in it. Where

things were indifferent before, the will finds no

thing to make them more agreable, conſidered

merely in themſelves ; but the pleaſure it feels

ARISING FROM ITS OWN CHOICE, and

its perſeverance therein . We love many things

which we have choſen , AND PURELY BE .

CAUSE WE CHOSE THEM .”

This is as much as to ſay, that we firſt begin

to prefer many things, now ceaſing any longer

to be indifferent with reſpect to them, purely be

cauſe we have prefered and choſen them before.

- Theſe things muſt needs beſpoken inconſide

rately by this author. Choice or preference can

not be before itſelf in the ſame inſtance, either.

in the order of time or nature It cannot be tlae

foundation of itſelf, or the fruit or conſequence

of itſelf. The very act of chuling one thing ra

ther than another, is preferring that thing, and that

is ſetting a higher value on that thing. But that

the mind ſets an higher value on one thing than

another, is not, in the firſt place, the fruitof its

ſetting a higher value on that thing.

This author ſays, p. 36. “ The will may be

perfectly indifferent, and yet the will may de

termine itſelf to chuſe one or the other." And

again in the ſame page, I am entirely in

different
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different to either ; and yet my Will may de

termine itſelf to chufe.” And again , “ Which

I ſhall chuſe 'muſt be determined by the mere

act of my Will.” If the choice is determined

by a mere act of Will , then the choice is deter

mined by a mere act of choice . And concern

ing this matter, viz . That the act of the Will it

ſelf is determined by an act of choice, this wri

ter is expreſs, in page 72. Speaking of the caſe,

where there is no superior fitneſs in objects pre

ſented, he has theſe words : " There it muſt act

by its own CHOICE, and determine itſelf as

it PLEASES.” Where it is ſuppoſed that the

very determination, which is the ground and ſpring

of the Will's act, is an act of choice and pleaſure,

wherein one act is more agreable, and the mind

better pleaſed in it than another ; and this pre

ference and ſuperior pleaſedneſs is the ground of all

it does in the caſe. And if ſo, the mind is not

indifferent when it determines itſelf, but had ra

ther do one thing than another, had rather deter

mine itſelf one way than another. And therefore

the Will does not act at all in indifference ; not

ſo much as in the firſt ſtep it takes , or the first

riſe and beginning of its acting. If it be poffi

ble for the underſtanding to act in indifference,

yet to be ſure the Will never does ; becauſe the

Will's beginning to act is the very fame thing as

its beginning to chuſeor prefer. And if in the

very firſt actof the Will , the mind prefers ſome

thing, then the idea of that thing preferred, does

at that time preponderate, or prevail in the

mind : or, which is the ſame thing, the idea of

it has a prevailing influence on the . Will . So

that this wholly deſtroys the thing ſuppoſed, viz .

That the mind can by a ſovreign power chuſe

one of two or more things, which in the view

of the mind are, in every reſpect, perfectly

equal
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equal , one of which does not at all preponderate,

nor has any prevailing influence on the mind above

another.

So that this author, in his grand argument for

the ability of the Will to chuſe one of two, or

more things, concerning which it is perfectly in

different, does atthe ſame time, in effect,deny the

thing he ſuppoſes, and allows and afferts the

point he endeavours to overthrow , even that the

Will, in chuſing, is ſubject to no prevailingin

fluence of the idea, orview of the thing chofen .

And indeed it is impoffible to offer this argument

without overthrowing it ; the thing ſuppoſed in

it being inconſiſtent with itſelf, and that which

denies itſelf. To ſuppoſe the Will to act at all

in a ſtate of perfect indifference, either to deter

mine itſelf, or to do any thing elſe, is to aſſert

that tne mind chuſes without chuſing. To ſay

that when it is indifferent, it can do as it pleaſes,

is to ſay that it can follow its pleaſure, when it

has no pleaſure to follow . And therefore if there

be any difficulty in the inſtances of two cakes, or

two eggs, & c. which are exactly alike, one as

good as another ; concerning which this author

luppoſes the mind in fact has a choice, and ſo in

effect ſuppoſes that it has a preferences it as much

concerned himſelf to ſolve the difficulty, as it does

thoſe whom he oppoſes. For if theſe inſtances

prove any thing to his purpoſe, they prove that

a man chufes without choice. And yet this is

not to his purpoſe ; becauſe if this is what he

aſferts, his own words are as much againft him,

and do as much contradict him, as the words of

thoſe he diſputes againſt can do.

2. There iſ no great difficulty in ſhewing, in

fuch inſtances as are alledged , not only that it

must
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muſt needs befo, that the mind muſt be influenced

in its choice by ſomething that has a preponde

rating influence upon it, but alſo how it is Jo. A

little attention to our own experience, and a dif

tinct conſideration of the acts of our own minds,

in ſuch caſes, will be ſufficient to clear up the

matter.

Thus, ſuppoſing I have a cheſs-board before

me ; and becauſe I am required by a ſuperior, or

deſired by a friend, or to make ſome experiment

concerning my own ability and liberty, or on

ſome other conſideration, I. am determined to

touch ſome one of the ſpots or ſquares on the

board with my finger; not being limited or di

rected in the firſt propoſal, or my own firſt pur

poſe, which is general, to any one in particular;

and there being nothing in the ſquares in them

ſelves conſidered, that recommends any one of all

the ſixty- four, more than another,: in this caſe,

my mind determines to give itſelf up to what is

vulgarly called acccident* , by determining to touch

that ſquare which happens to be moſt in view,

which my eye is eſpecially upon at that moment,

or which happens to be then moſt in my mind, or

which I ſhall be directed to by ſome other fuch

like accident. Here are ſeveral ſteps of the

mind's proceeding, (though all may be done as it

were in a moment) the firft ſtep is its general de

"termination that it will touch one of the ſquares .

The next ſtep is another general determination to

give itſelf up to accident, in ſome certain way ;

as

* I have elſewhere obſerved what that is which is vulgarly

called accident ; that it is nothing akin to the Arminian meta

phyfical notion of contingence, ſomething not connected with

any thing foregoing ; but that it is fomething that comes to

país in the courſe of things, in ſome affair thatmen are con

cerned in, unforeſeen, and not owing to their defign.
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as to touch that which ſhall be moſt in the eye of

mind at that , time, or to fome other ſuch like

accident. The third and laſt ſtep is a particular

determination to touch a certain individual ſpot;

even that ſquare, which, by that ſort of accident

the mind has pitched upon , has actually offered

itſelf beyond others. Now it is apparent that in

none of theſe ſeveral ſteps does the mind proceed

in abſolute indifference, but in each of them is .

influenced by a preponderating inducement, So

it is in the firſt ſtep ; the mind's general deter

mination to touch one of the ſixty -four ſpots :

the mind is not abſolutely indifferent whether it

does ſo or no : it is induced to it, for the ſake of

making ſome experiment, or by the deſire of a

friend, or ſome other motive that prevails. So it

is in the ſecond ſtep, the mind's determining to

give itſelf up to accident, by touching that

which ſhall be moſt in the eye, or the idea of

which ſhall be moſt prevalent in the mind, &c.

The mind is not abſolutely indifferent whether it

proceeds by this rule or no ; but chufes it be

cauſe it appears at that time a convenient and

requiſite expedient in order to fulfil the general

purpoſe aforeſaid. And ſo it is in the third and

laſt ſtep , it is determining to touch that indivi .

dual ſpot which actually does prevail in the mind's

view . The mind is not indifferent concerning

this ; but is influenced by a prevailing induce

ment and reaſon ; , which is, that this is a profe

cution of the preceding determination, which ap

peared requiſite, and was fixed before in theſecond

step.

ACCIDENT will ever ſerve a man, without hin .

dering him a moment, in ſuch a cafe. It will al

ways be ſo among a number of objects in view,

one will prevail in the eye, or in idea beyond

others .G 2
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others. When we have our eyes open in the clear

ſun -ſhine, many objects ſtrike the eye'at once, and

innumerable images may be at once painted in

it by the rays of light ; but the attention of the

mind is not equal to ſeveral of them at once ;

or if it be, it does not continue ſo for any time.

And ſo it is with reſpect to the ideas of the mind

in general : ſeveral ideas are not in equal ſtrength

in the mind's view and notice at once, or at leaſt ,

does not remain ſo for any ſenſible continuance.

There is nothing in the world more conſtantly

varying, than the ideas of the mind : they do not

remain preciſely in the ſame ſtate for the leaft per

ceivable ſpace of time : as is evident by ihis.

That all perceivable time is judged and perceived

by the mind only by the ſucceſtion or the ſuccef

five changes of its own ideas. Therefore while

the views or perceptions of the mind remain pre

ciſely in the ſame ſtate, there is noperceivable

ſpace or length of time, becauſe no ſenſible fuc

ceffion at all.

As the acts of the Will, in each ſtep of the

fore mentioned procedure, does not come to paſs

without a particular cauſe, every act is owing to

a prevailing inducement: fo the accident, as I

have called it, or that which happens in the

unſearchable courſe of things, to which the mind

yields itſelf, and by which it is guided, is not any

thing that comes to paſs without a caufe ; and

the mind in determining to be guided by it, is

not determined by ſomething that has no cauſe ;

any more than if it determined to be guided by a

lot, or the caſting of a die. For though the die's

falling in ſuch a manner be accidental to him that

caſts it, yet none will ſuppoſe that there is no

cauſe why ic falls as it does. The involuntary

changes in the ſucceſſion of our ideas, though the

cauſe
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cauſe may not be obſerved, have as much a cauſe

as the changeable motions of the motes that float

in the air, or the continual, infinitely various,

ſucceſſive changes ofthe unevenneſſes on theſurface

of the water .

There are two things eſpecially, which are

probably the occaſions of confuſion in the minds

of them who infift upon it , that the will acts in a

proper indifference, and without being moved by

any inducement, in its determinations in ſuch caſes

as have been mentioned .

1. They ſeem to miſtake the point in queſtion,

or at leaſt not to keep it diftinctly in view . The

queſtion they diſputeabout, is, Whether the mind

be indifferent about the objets preſented, one of

which is to be taken, touched , pointed to , &c. as

two eggs, two cakes, which appear equally good .

Whereas the queſtion to be conſidered is, Whe

ther the perſon be indifferent with reſpect to his

own actions ; whether he does not, on ſome con

lideration or other, prefer one act with reſpect to

theſe objects beforeanother. The mind in its de

termination and choice, in theſe caſes, is not moſt

immediately and directly converſant about the obe

jeets preſented , butshe afts to be done concerning theſe

objects. The objectsmay appear equal, and the

mind may never properly makeany choice between

them: butthe next actof the Wili beiąg about the

external actions to be performed , taking, touch

ing, & c. theſe may notappear oqual, and one ac.

tion may properly be choſen before another. In

cach ſtep of the mind's progreſs, the determination

is not about the objects, unleſs indirealy and im.

properly, but about the actions, which it chuſes for

otherreaſons than any preference of the objects,

and for reaſons not taken at all from the objects.

3
THERE

1
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There is no neceffity offuppofing; that the

mind'does ever at all properly chuſe one of the

objects before another ; either before it has taken,

or afterwards. Indeed the man chuſes to take or

touch one rather than another , but not becauſe it

chufes the thing taken, or touched ; but from foreign

conſiderations. The caſe may be ſo, that of

two things offered, a man may, for certain rea

ſons, Chuſe and prefer the taking of that which

he undervalues, and chuſe to neglect to take that ?

which 'hís mind prefirs. In ſuch a caſe, chuſing

the thing taken , and chuſing to take, are diverſe :

and ſo they are in a caſe where the things pre

ſented are equal in the mind's eſteem , and neither

of them preferred. " All that fact and experience

makes evident,' is, that the mind chufes one

action rather than another . And therefore the

arguments which they bring, in order to be co

their purpoſe, ought to be to prove that the mind

chuſes the action in perfect indifference, with

refpecř to that action ; and not to prove that the

mind chuſes the action in perfect indifference with

reſpect to the object , which is very poſſible, and

yetthe will not act at all without prevalentinduce

ment,and proper preponderation :

2. ANOTHER' reaſon of confuſion and difficulty

in this matter, ſeems to be, not diſtinguiſhing

between a general indifference, or an indifference

with reſpect to what is to be done in a more difs

tant and generalview of it, and a particular indif

ference, or an indifference with reſpect to the next

immediate act, viewed with its particular and pre

ſent circumſtances. A man may be perfectly

indifferent with reſpect to his own actions, in the

former reſpect ; and yet not in the latter. Thus,

in the foregoing intance of touching one of the

ſquares of a cheſs -board ; -when it is firft pro

E
poſed
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poſed that I ſhould touch one of them, I may be

perfectly indifferent which I touch ; becauſe as

yet I view the matter remotely and generally, beo's

ing but in the firſt ſtep of the mind's progreſs in

the affair. But yet, when I am actually come to

the laſt ſtep , and the very next thing to be deter

mined is which is to be touched , having already

determined that I will touch that which happens

to be moſt in my eye or mind, and my mind be.

ing now fixed on a particular one, the actof touch

ing that, conſidered thus immediately, and in chefe

particular, preſent circumſtances, is not what my

mind is abſolutely indifferent about.

SECTION VII.

Concerning the notion of Liberty of Will, confifting

in Indifference.

WH
AT

HAT has been ſaid in the foregoing feca

tion , has a tendency in ſome meaſure to

evince the abſurdity of the opinion of ſuch as

place Liberty in Indifference, or in that equili

brium whereby the Will is without all antecedent

determination or bias, and left hitherto free from

any prepoffefling inclination to one ſide or the

other; that the determination of the Will to

either ſide may be entirely from itſelf, and that it

may be owing only to its own power, and that

ſovereignty which it has over itſelf, that it goes

this way rather than that. *

BUTIG4

* Dr. Whitby, and ſome other Arminians, make a diſtinction

of different kinds of freedom ; one ofGod, and perfect fpirits

above ; another of perſons in a ſtate of trial. The former

Dr. Whitby allows to conſiſt with neceffity ; the latter he holds

to be without neceffity : and this latter be ſuppoſes to be

requiſite
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But in as much as this has been of ſuch long

ſtanding, and has been ſo generally received , and

ſo much inliſted on by Pelagians, Semi- Pelagians,

Jeſuits, Socinians, Arminians, and others, it may

deferve a more full conſideration . And therefore

I ſhall now proceed to i more particular and

thorough enquiry into this notion .

Now left ſome ſhould ſuppoſe that I do not un

derſtand thoſe that place Liberty in Indifference,

or ſhould charge me with miſrepreſenting their

opinion, I would ſignity, that I am ſenſible, there

are fome, who when they talk of the Liberty of

the Will as conſiſting in Indifference, expreſs

themſelves as though they would not be underſtood

of the Indifference of the inclination or tendency

of the will, but of, I know not what, Indifference

of the ſoul's power of willing ; or that the Will,

with reſpect to its power or ability to chuſe, is

indifferent, can go either way indifferently, either

to the right hand or left, eitheract or forbear to

act, one as well as the other. Though this ſeems

to be a refining only of ſome particular writers,

and newly invented, and which will by no means

confift

requifite to our being the ſubjects of praiſe or difpraiſe, re

wards or puniſhments, precepts and prohibitions, promiſes

and threats, exhortations and dehortations, and a covenanta

treaty. And to this freedom he ſuppoſes Indifference to be

requifite. In hisDiſcourſe on the five points , p. 299, 300,

he ſays ; " It is a freedom ( ſpeaking of a freedom not only from

co -action, but from neceffity ) requiſite, as we conceive, to

reader us capable of trial or probation, and to render our

actions worthy ofpraiſe or difpraiſe, and our perſons of rewards

or puniſhments .s." And in the next page, ſpeaking of the

fame matter , he ſays, Excellent to this purpoſe, are the

words of Mr. Thorndike : We ſay not, that Indifference is requiſite

to all freedom , butto thefreedom of man alone in thisſtate oftiavail

and proficience : thegroundofwbich is God's tender of a treaty, and

conditions of peace and reconcilement to fallen man, together with

zbofe precepts andprobibitions, thoſe promifesand threats, theſe exbor ,

tationsanddehortation , it is enforcedwith ."
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confift with the manner of expreſſion uſed by the

defenders of Liberty of Indifference in general.

And I wiſh ſuch refiners would thoroughly con

ſider, whether they diſtinctly know their own

meaning, when they make a diſtinction between

Indifference of the foul as to its power or ability

of willing or chuſing, and the foui's Indifference

as to the preference or choice itſelf; and whether

they do not deceive themſelves in imagining that

they have any diſtinct meaning at all. The In .

difference of the ſoul as to its ability or power

to will, muſt be the ſame thing as the Indifference

of the ſtate of the power or faculty of the Will, or

the Indifference of the ſtate which the ſoul itſelf,

which has that power or faculty, hitherto remains

in , as to the exerciſe of that power, in the choice

it ſhall by and by make.

But not to inſiſt any longer on the abftrufenefs

and inexplicableneſs of this diſtinction ; let what

will be ſuppoſed concerning the meaning of them

that make uſe of it, thus much muſt at leaſt be

intended by Arminians when they talk of Indif

ference as effential to Liberty of Will, if they in

tend any thing, in any reſpect to their purpoſe,

viz . That it is fuch an Indifference as leaves the

Will not determined already ; but free from actual

poffeffion, and vacant of predetermination, ſo

far, that there may be room for the exerciſe of the

ſelf -determining power of the Will ; and that the

Will's freedom confifts in, or depends upon this

vacancy and opportunity that is left for the Will

itſelf to be the determiner of the act thac is to be

the free act .

And here I would obſerve in the first place, that

to make out this ſcheme of Liberty, the Indiffe

rence muſt be perfeet and abſolute ; there muſt be

a per
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a perfect freedom from all antecedent preponde

ration or inclination . Becauſe if the Will be al

ready inclined, before it exirts is own ſovereign

power on itſelf, then its inclination is not wholly

owing to uſelf : if, when two ppoſites are pro

poſed to the ſoul for its choice, the propoſal does

not find the ſoul wholly in a ſtate of Indifference,

then it is noc found in a ftate of Liberty for

mere ielf determination .-- The leaſt degree of an

antecedent bias muſt - be inconliſtent with their

notion of Liberty. For ſo long as prior inclina

tion poffeffcs the Will, and is not removed, it birds

the Will, ſo that iç, is utterly impoſſible that the

Will ſhould act otherwiſe than agreably to it.

Surely the Will cannot act or chuſe contrary to a

ren aining prevailing inclination of the Will. To

ſuppote otherwiſe, would be the ſame thing as to

ſuppoſe, that the Will is inclined contrary to its

preſent prevailing inclination , or contrary to what

it is inclined to . That which the Will chuſes and

prefers, that, all things conſidered, it prepon

derates and inclines to . It is equally impoſſible

for the Will to chuſe contrary to its own remain

ing and preſent preponderațing inclination, as it is

to prefer .contrary to its own preſent preference, or

cbufe contrary to its own preſent choice. The Will,

therefore, ſo long as it is under the influence of

an old preponderating inclination, is not at Liberty

for a new free act, or any act that ſhall nowbe

act of ſelf- determination . The act which

is a felf -determined free act, muſt be an act

which the will determines in the poffeffion and

uſe of ſuch a Liberty, as conſiſts in a freedom

from every thing , which, if it were there, would

make it impoſſible that the Will, at that time,

ſhould be.Otherwiſe than that way to which it

tends.

IF
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Įf any one ſhould ſay, there is no need that the

Indifference ſhould be perfect ; but although a

former inclination and preference ſtill remains, yet,

if it be not yery ſtrong and violent, poffibly the

ſtrength of the Will may oppoſe and overcome it :

This is groſsly abſurd , for the ſtrength of the

Will, let it be never ſo grear, does not at all

enable it to actone way, and not the contrary,way ,

both at the ſame time. It gives it no ſuch fove

reignty and command, as to cauſe itſelf to prefer

and not to prefer at the ſame time, or to chuſe con

trary to its own preſent choice.

THEREFORĖ, if there be the leaſt degree of ante

cedent preponderation of the Will , it muſt be per

fectly aboliſhed, before the Will can be at liberty

to determine itſelf the contrary ' way. And if

the Will deter :nines itſelf the ſame way, it was

not a free determination, becauſe the Will is not

wholly at Liberty in ſo doing its determination

is not alt, ger her from itſelf , but it was partly

determined before, in its prior inclination : and

all the freedom the Will exerciſes in the caſe , is

in an increaſe of inclination , which it gives itſelf,

over and above what it had by foregoing bias;

ſo much is from itſelf, and ſo much is fromperfect

Indifference. For though the Will had a pre

vious tendency that way , yet as to that additional

degree of inclination, it had no tendency . There

fore the previous tendency is of no confideration,

with reſpect to the act wherein the Will is free.

So that it comes to the ſame thing which was

ſaid at firſt , that as to the act of the Will , wherein

the Will is free, there muſt be perfect Indifference or

equilibriym . ...

To illuſtrate this ; if we ſhould ſuppoſe a ſove

reign ſelf -moving power in a natural body : but

chat
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that the body is in motion already, by an ante

cedent bias ; for inſtance, gravitation towards the

center of the earth ; and has one degree of motion

already, by virtue of that previous tendency ; but

by its fif moving power it adds one degree more

to its motion, and moves fo much more ſwiftly

towards the center of the earth than it would

do by its gravi y only : it is evident, that all

that is owing to a ſelf-moving power in this caſe,

is the addicional degree of motion ; and that the

other degree of motion which it had from gravity,

is of no conſideration in the caſe, does not help

the effect of the free . ſelf-moving power in the

leaſt ; the effect is juſt the ſame, as if the body

had received from itſelf one degree of motion

from a ſtate of perfect reft . So if we ſhould

ſuppoſe a ſelf moving power given to the ſcale of

a balance, which has a weight of one degree be

yond the oppoſite fcale ; and we aſcribe to it an

ability to add to itſelf another cegree of force the

ſame way, by its ſelf-moving power ; this is juſt

the ſame thing as to aſcribe to it a power to

give itfelf one degree of preponderation from a

perfect equilibrium ; and ſo much power as the

fcale has io giveitſelf an over-balance from a per.

fect equipoiſe, ſo much ſelf-moving ſelf-prepon

derating power it has, and no more. So that its

way is always to be meaſured from

perfect equilibrium.

I NEED ſay no more to prove, that if Indiffe

rence be effential to Liberty, it muſt be perfect

Indifference ; and that ſo far as the Will is defti

tute of this, ſo far it is deftitute of that freedom

by which it is its own maſter, and in a capacity

of being its own determiner, without being at

all paflive, or ſubject to the power and ſway of

fomes

freepuwe
r

this
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ſomething elſe, in its motions and determina.

cions.

HAVING obſerved theſe things, let us now try

whether this notion of the Liberty of Will con

lifting in Indiference and equilibrium , and the

Will's felf determination in ſuch a ſtate be not

abſurd and inconſiſtent.

And here I would lay down this as an axiom

of undoubted truth ; that every free a &t is done in

a ſtate of freedom , and not only after ſuch a fate.

If an act of the Will be an act wherein the foul

is free, it muſt be exerted in a ſtate of freedom ,

and in the time of freedom ." le will not fuffice, that

the act immediately follows a ſtate of Liberty ;

but Liberty muſt yet continue, and co - exiſt with

the act ; the ſoul remaining in poffeffion of Li

berty . Becauſe that is the notion of a free act of

the foul, even an act wherein the ſoul uſes or exerciſes

Liberty. But if the ſoul is not, in the very time

of the act, in the pollefion of Liberty, it cannot at

that time be in the uſe of it.

Now the queſtion is, whether ever the ſoul of

man puts forth an act of Will , while it yet remains

in a ſtate of Liberty, in that notion of a ſtate of

Liberty, viz. as implying a ſtate of Indifference ;

or whecher the ſoul ever exerts an act of choice or

preference, while at that very time the Will.is

in a perfect 'equilibrium , not inclining one way

more than another . The very putting of the

queſtion is ſufficient to thew the abſurdity of the

affirmative anſwer : for how ridiculous would it

be for any body to infift, that the foul chures one

thing before another, when at the very fame

inftant it is perfectly indifferent with relpect co

cach ! This is the ſame thing as to ſay, the

foul
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ſoul prefers one thing to another, at the very

ſame time that it has no preference.-Ch
oice

and preference can no more be in a ſtate of In

difference, than motion can be in a ſtate of reſt,

or than the preponderat
ion of the ſcale of a

balance can be in a ſtate of quilibrium . Motion

may be the next moment after reft ; but cannot

co -exiſt with it, in any, even the leaſt part of it.

So choice may be immediatel
y after a ſtate of In

difference, but has no co- existence with it : even

the very beginning of it is not in a ſtate of Indif

ference. And therefore if this be Liberty, no

' act of the Will, in any degree, is ever performed

in a ſtate of Liberty, or in the time of Liberty.

Volition and Liberty are ſo far from agreeing

together, and being eſſential one to another, that

they are contrary one to another, and one ex.

cludes and deſtroys the other, as much as motion

and reſt, light and darkneſs, or life and death.

So that the Will acts not at all , does not ſo much

as begin to act in thetime of ſuch Liberty : free

dom is perfectly at an end, and has ceaſed to be,

at the firſt moment of action ; and therefore

Liberty cannot reach the action , to affect, or

qualify it, or give it a denominati
on, or any

part of it, any more chan if it had ceaſed to be

twenty years before the action began . · The mo

ment that Liberty ceaſes to be, it ceaſes to be a

qualificati
on of any thing. If light and darkneſs

ſucceed one another inſtantaneo
uſly

, light quali

fies nothing after it is gone out; to make any thing

lightſome or bright, any more at the firſt momenc

of perfect darkneſs, than months or years after.

Life denominate
s nothing vital at the firſt moment

of perfect death . So freedom , if it conſiſts in,

or implies Indifferenc
e, can denominate nothing

free, at the firſt moment of preference or prepon

deration . Therefore it is manifeft, that no

Liberty
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Liberty which the ſoul is.poffeffed of, or ever

uſes, in any of its acts of volition, conſiſts in

Indifference; and that the opinion of ſuch as

ſuppoſe, that Indifference belongs to the very

eſſence of Liberty, is to the higheſt degree abſurd

and contradictory.

If any one ſhould imagine, that this manner

of arguing is nothing but a 'trick and deluſion ;

and to evade the reaſoning, ſhould ſay, that the

thing wherein the Will exerciſes its Liberty, is

not in the act of choice or preponderation itfelf,

but in determining itſelf to a certain choice or pre

ference ; that the act of the Will wherein it is

free, and uſes its own fovereignty, confiits in its

cauſing or determining the change or tranſition from

a ſtate of Indifference to a certain preference, or

determining to give a certain turn to the balance,

which has hitherto been even ; and that this act

the Will exerts in a ſtate of Liberty, or while the

Will yet remains in equilibrium , and perfect

maſter of itſelf. I ſay, if any one chuſes to expreſs

kis notion of Liberty after this, or fome ſuch man

ner, let us fee if he can make out his matters any

better than before.

What is afferted is, that the Will, while it yet

remains in perfectequilibrium , without preference,

determines to change itſeif from that ſtate, and

excite in itſelf a cercain choice or preference.

Now let us ſee whether this does not come to the

ſame abſurdity we had before. If it be ſo , that

the Will, while it vet remains perfectly indifferent,

determines to put itſelf out of that ſtate, and give

itſelf a certain preponderation ; then I would

enquire, whether the ſoul does not determine

this of choice ; or whether the Wil's coming to

a determination to do ſo, be not the ſame thing

as
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as the ſoul's coming to a choice to do ſo. If the

foul does not determine this of choice, or in the

exerciſe of choice, then it does not determine is

voluntarily. And if the ſoul does not determine

it voluntarily, or of its own will, then in what

fenſe does its will determine it ? And if the will

does not determine it, then how is the Liberty of the

Will exerciſed in the determination ? What fort

of Liberty is exerciſed by the ſoul in thoſe deter

minations, wherein there is no exerciſe of choice,

which are not voluntary, and wherein the will is

not concerned ? But if it be allowed, that this

determination is an act of choice, and it be inſiſted

on, that the ſoul, while it yet remains in a ſtate

of perfect Indifference, chuſes to put itſelf oue

of that ſtate, and to turn itſelf one way ; then the

ſoul is already come to a choice, and chufes that

way. And ſo we have the very fame abſurdity

which we had before . Here is the ſoul in a ſtate

of choice, and in a ſtate of equilibrium, both as

the ſame time: the foul already chuſing one way ,

while it remains in a ſtate of perfect Indifference,

and has no choice of one way more than the other.

And indeed this manner of talking, though it

may a little hide the abſurdity, in the obfcurity

of expreſſion, is more nonſenſical, and increaſes

the inconſiſtence. To ſay, the free act of the

will, or the act which the will exerts in a ſtate of

freedom and Indifference , does not imply pre

ference in it, but is what the will does inorder to

cauſing or producing a preference, is as much as

to ſay , theſoul chuſes (for to will and to chuſe are

the ſame thing) without choice, and prefers with

out preference, in order to cauſe or produce the

beginning of a preference, or the firſt choice. And

that is, that the firſt choice is exerted without

ghoice, in order to produce itſelf.

IF
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If any, to evade theſe things, ſhould own, that

a ſtate of Liberty, and a ſtate of indifference are

not the ſame, and that the former may be without

the latter ; but ſhould ſay, that indifference is ſtill

eſential to the freedom of an act of will, in ſome

fort, namely, as it is neceſſary to go immediately

before it ; it being eſſential to the freedom of an

act of will that it ſhould directly and immediately

ariſe out of a ſtate of indifference : ſtill this will

not help the cauſe of Arminian Liberty, or make

it conſiſtent with itſelf. For if the act ſprings

immediately out of a ſtate of Indifference, then it

does not ariſe from antecedent choice or preference.

But if the act ariſes directly out of a ſtate of In

difference, without any intervening choice to

chufe and determine it, then the act not being

determined by choice, is not determined by the

will ; the mind exerciſes no free choice in the

affair, and free choice and free will have no hand

in the determination of the act. Which is en

tirely inconſiſtent with their notion of the free

dom of Volition .

j

If any ſhould ſuppoſe, that theſe difficulties

and abſurdities maybe avoided, by ſaying, that

the Liberty of the mind conſiſts in a power to

Suſpend the act of the will, and ſo to keep it in a

ftate of Indifference, until there has been oppor

tunity for conſideration and fo ſhall ſay, that

however Indifference is not eſſential to Liberty in

Such a manner, that the mind muſt make its

choice in a ſtate of Indifference, which is an in

conſiſtency, or that the act of will muſt ſpring

immediately out of Indifference ; yet Indifference

maybe effential to the liberty of acts of the will

in this reſpect ; viz. That Liberty conſiſts in a

Power of the mind to forbear or ſuſpend the act

H of
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of Volition , and keep the mind in a ſtate of In

difference for the preſent, until there has been op

portunity for proper deliberation : I ſay, if any

one imagines that this helps the matter, it is a

great miſtake: it reconciles no inconſiſtency, and

relieves no difficulty which the affair is attended

with .-- For here the following things muſt be

obſerved ,

1. That this fufpending of Volition, if there be

properly any ſuch thing, is itſelf an act of Vo .

lition. If the mind determines to ſuſpend its

act, it determines it voluntarily ; it chuſes, on

ſome conſideration, to fuſpend it. And this

choice or determinacion , is an act of the will :

And indeed it is ſuppoſed to be ſo in the very

hypotheſis ; for it is ſuppoſed that the Liberty

of the will conſiſts in its Power to do this, and

that its doing it is the very thing wherein the

will exerciſes its Liberty. But how can the will

exerciſe Liberty in it, if it be not an act of the

will ? The Liberty of the will is not exerciſed in

any thing but what the will does.

2. This determining to ſuſpend acting is not

only an act of the will, but it is ſuppoſed to be

the only free act of the will ; becauſe it is ſaid ,

that this is the thing wherein the Liberty of the will

confifts. Now if this be ſo, then this is all the

act of will that we have to conſider in this

controverſy, about the Liberty of will, and in our

enquiries, wherein the Liberty of man confifts.

| And now the forementioned difficulties remain :

the former queſtion returns upon us ; viz . Where

in conſiſts the freedom of the will in thoſe afts

wherein it is free ? And if this act of determin

ing a ſuſpenſion be the only act in which the

4

will
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:

will is free, then wherein conſiſts the will's

freedom with reſpect to this act of ſuſpenſion ?

And how is indifference eſſential to this act? The

anſwer muſt be, according to what is ſuppoſed in

the evaſion under confideration, that the Liberty

of the will in this act of ſuſpenſion, conſiſts in a

Power to ſuſpend even this act, untilthere has

been opportunity for thorough deliberation . But

this will be to plunge directly into the groffeſt nona

fenſe : for it is theact of ſuſpenſion itſelf that we

are ſpeaking of ; and there is no room for a ſpace

of deliberation and ſuſpenſion in order to detera

mine whether we will ſuſpend or no. For that

fuppoſes, that even ſuſpenſion itſelf may be de

ferred : which is abſurd ; for the very deferring

the determination of fuſpenſion, to conſider whe

ther we will ſuſpend or no, will be actually fuf,

pending. For during the ſpace of ſuſpenſion,

to conuder whether toſuſpend, the act is ipfo fazlo

ſuſpended. There is no medium between ſuſpend

ing to act, and immediately acting ; and therefore

no poffibility of avoiding either the one or the

other one moment,

1

i

1

7

And beſides, this is attended with ridiculous

abſurdity another way : for now it is come to that,

that Liberty conſiſts wholly in the mind's hav

ing Power to ſuſpend its determination whether

to ſuſpend or no; that there may be time for

conſideration, whether it be beft to ſuſpend, And

if Liberty conſiſts in this only, then this is the

Liberty under confideration : we have to enquire

now , how Liberty with reſpect to this act of

fufpending a determination of ſuſpenſion, confifts

in Indifference, or how Indifference is eſſential to

it. The anſwer , according to the hypotheſis

we are upon, muſt be, that it conſiſts ina Power

H 2 of
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of ſuſpending even this laſt-mentioned act, to

have time to conſider whether to ſuſpend that.

And then the ſame difficulties and enquiries

return over again with reſpect to that ; and ſo on

for ever. Which, if it would ſhew any thing,

would ſhew only that there is no ſuch thing as a

free act. It drives the exerciſe of freedom back

in infinitum ; and that is to drive it out of the

world,

AND beſides all this, there it a Deluſion, and a.

latent groſs contradiction in the affair another

way ; in as much as in explaining how , or in

what reſpect the will is free with regard to a

particular act of Volition , it is ſaid , that :its Li

berty conſiſts in a Power to determine to ſuſpend

that act, which places Liberty not in that act of

Volition which the enquiry is about, but alto

gether in another antecedent act.
Which con

tradicts the thing ſuppoſed in both the queſtion

and anſwer. The queſtion is, wherein conſiſts

the mind's Liberty in any particular act of Voli

tion ? And the anſwer, in pretending to ſhew

wherein lies the mind's Liberty in that aft, in ef

féct ſays, it does not lie in that act at all , but in

another, viz. a Volition to ſuspend that aft . And

therefore the anſwer is both contradictory, and al

together impertinent and beſide the purpoſe. For

it does not Thew wherein the Liberty of the will

conſiſts in the act in queſtion ; inſtead of that, it

ſuppoſes it does not conſift in that act at all, but

in another diſtinct from it, even a Volition to ſuf.

pend that act , and take time to conſider of it.

And no account is pretended to be given wherein

the mind is free with reſpect to that act, wherein

this anſwer ſuppoſes the Liberty of the mind in.

deed
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deed conſiſts, viz. the act of ſuſpenſion, or of de

termining the ſuſpenſion.

On the whole, it is exceeding manifeſt, that the

Liberty of the mind does not confift in Indiffe ,

rence , and that Indifference is not eſſential or ne

ceſſary to it, or at all belonging to it, as the Ar

minians fuppoſe ; that opinion being full of nor

thing but abſurdity and ſelf - contradiction .

SECTION VIII.

Concerning theſuppoſed Libertyof the Will, as oppoſite

to all Neceſſity.

IT

T is a thing chiefly inſiſted on by Arminians,

in this controverſy, as a thing moſt impor

tant and effential in human Liberty, that voli

tions, or the acts of the will, are contingent

events ; underſtanding contingence as oppoſite

not only to conſtraint, but to all Neceflity . There

fore I would particularly conſider this matter,

And,

1. I WOULD enquire, whether there is, or can

be any ſuch thing, as a volition which is contin

gentsin ſuch a ſenſe, as not only to come to paſs

without any neceffity of conſtraint or co -action ,

but alſo without a Neceſſity of conſequence, or an in

fallible connection with anything foregoing.

2. Wether , if it were ſo, this would at all

help the cauſe of Liberty.

I. I would conſider whether volition is a thing

that ever does, or can come to paſs, in this man

ner , contingently AND
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And here it muſt be remembered , that it has,

been already ſhewn, that nothing can ever come

to paſs without a cauſe, or reaton why it exiſts

in this manner rather than another ; and the evi

dence of this has been particularly applied to the

acts of the will . Now if this be fo, it will de

monſtrably follow , that the acts of the will are

never contingent, or without neceflity in the ſenſe

ſpoken of; in as muchas thofe things which have

a cauſe, or reaſon of their exiſtence , muſt be con

nected with their cauſe. This appears by the fol

lowing confiderations.

1. For an event to have a cauſe and ground

of its exiſtence, and yet not to be connected with

its cauſe, is an inconſiſtence. For if the event

be not connected with the cauſe, it is not depen

dent on the cauſe its exiſtence is as it were

looſe from its influence, and may attend it, or

may not ; it, being a mere contingence, whether

it follows or attends the influence of the cauſe, or

not : And that is the ſame thing as not to be

dependent on it. And to fay, the event is not

dependent on its cauſe, is abſurd : It is the ſame

thing as to ſay, it is not its cauſe, nor the event

the effect of it : For dependence on the influ

ence of a cauſe is the very notion of an effect.

If there be no ſuch relation between one thing

and another, conſiſting in the connection and de

pendence of one thing on the influence of ano

ther, then it is certain there is no ſuch relation

between them as is ſignified by the terms cauſe

and effelt. So far aś, an event is dependent on a

cauſe and connected with it, ſo much cauſality

is there in the caſe, and no more. The cauſe

dots, or brings to paſs no more in any event,

than is dependent on it. If we ſay, theconnec

tion
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tion and dependence is not total, but partial, and

that the effect, though it has ſome connection and

dependence , yet is not entirely dependent on it ;

that is the ſame thing as to ſay, that not all that

is in the event is an effect of that cauſe, but that

only part of it ariſes from thence, and part ſome

other way .

2. If there are ſome events which are not ne

ceffarily connected with their cauſes, then it will

follow, that there are ſome things which come

to paſs without any cauſe, contrary to the fup

poſition. For if there be any event which was

not neceſſarily connected with the influence of the

cauſe under ſuch circumſtances, then it was con

tingent whether it would attend or follow the in

fluence of the cauſe, or no ; it might have fol

lowed , and it might not, when the cauſe was the

fame, its influence the ſame, and under the ſame

circumſtances. And if ſo , why did it follow , ra

ther than not follow ? There is no cauſe or rea

ſon of this . Therefore here is ſomething without

any cauſe or reaſon why it is , viz. the following

of the effect on the influence of the cauſe, with

which it was not neceſſarily connected. If there

be a neceſſary connection of the effect on any

thing antecedent, then we may ſuppoſe that

ſometimes the event will follow the cauſe, and

ſometimes not, when the cauſe is the ſame, and

in every reſpect in the ſame ſtate and circum .

ftances. And what can be the cauſe and reaſon

of this ſtrange phenomenon, even this diverſity,

that in one inſtance, the effect ſhould follow , in

another not ? It is evident by the ſup; ofirion,

that this is wholly without any cauſe or ground.

Here is ſomething in the preſent manner of the

exiſtence of things, and ſtate of the world, that

H 4 is
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is abſolutely without a cauſe. Which is contrary

to the ſuppoſition, and contrary to what has been

before demonſtrated ,

3. To ſuppoſe there are ſome events which

have a cauſe and ground of their exiſtence, that

yet are not neceſſarily connected with their cauſe

is to ſuppoſe that they have a cauſe which is not

their caure. Thus , if the effect be not necef

ſarily connected with the cauſe, with its influ

ence, and influential circumſtance ; then , as I

obſerved before, it is a thing poffible and ſup

poſable, that the cauſe mayſometimes exert the

Tame influence, under the ſame circumſtances,

and yet the effect not follow. And if this ac

tually happens in any inſtance, this inſtance is a

proof, in fact, that the influence of the cauſe is

not ſufficient to produce the effect. For if it had

been ſufficient, it would have done it.

by the ſuppoſition, in another inſtance, the ſame

cauſe, withperfectly the ſame influence, and when

all circumſtances which have any influence, are

the fame, it was followed with the effect. By

which it is manifeft, that the effect in this lait

inſtance was not owing to the influence of the

cauſe, but muſt cometo paſs ſome other way,

For it was proved befor, that the influence of

the cauſe was not ſufficient to produce the effect.

And yet,

1

And if it was not ſufficient to produce it, then

the production of it could not be cwing to that

influence, but muſt be owing to ſomething elſe,

or owing to nothing. And if the effect be not

owing to the influence of the cauſe, then it is

not the cauſe. Which brings us to the contra

diction, of a cauſe, and no cauſe, that which is

the ground and reaſon of the exiſtence of a

thing,
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thing, and at the ſame time is not the ground

and reaſon of its exiſtence, nor is ſufficient to

be fo .

If the matter be not already fo plain as to ren

der any further reaſoning upon it impertinent, I

would ſay, that that which ſeems to be the cauſe

in the ſuppoſed caſe, can be no cauſe ; its power

and influence having, on a full trial, proved in

ſufficient to produce ſuch an effect : and if it be

not ſufficient to produce it, then it does not pro

duce it. To ſay otherwiſe, is to ſay, there is pow .

er to do that which there is not power to do. If

there be in a cauſe ſufficient power exerted, and

in circuinſtances ſufficient to produce an effect,

and fo the effect be actually produced at one time ;

theſe things all concurring, will produce the

effect at all times . And ſo we may turn it the

other way ; that which proves not ſufficient at

one time, cannot be ſufficient at another, with

preciſely the ſameinfluential circumſtances. And

therefore if the effect follows, it is not owing to

that cauſe ; unleſs the different time be a cir

cumſtance which has influence : but that is con

trary to the ſuppoſition ; for it is ſuppoſed that all

circumſtances that have influence, are the ſame.

. And beſides, this would be to ſuppoſe the time

to be the cauſe ; which is contrary to the ſupe

poſition of the other thing's being the cauſe.

But if merely diverſity of time has no influence,

then it is evident that it is as much of an abſur

dity to ſay, the cauſe was ſufficient to produce the

effect at one time, and not at another ; as to ſay ,

that it is fufficient to produce the effect at a cer

tain time, and yet not ſufficient to produce the

fame effect at the ſame time.

ON
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On the whole, it is clearly manifeft, that every

effect has a neceffary connection with its cauſe,

or with that which is the true ground and rea

ſon of its exiſtence. And therefore if there be

no event without a cauſe, as was proved before,

then no event whatſoever is contingent in the

manner, that Arminians ſuppoſe the free acts of the

will to be contingent.

SECTION IX.

Of the Connection of the Acts of the Will with the

Dietates of the Underttanding.

IT

T is manifeſt, that the Acts of the Will are

none of them contingent in ſuch a ſenſe as to

be without all neceflity , or ſo as not to be necef

fary with a neceſſity of conſequence and Con

section ; becauſe every Act of the Will is fome

way connected with the Underſtanding, and is as

the greateſt apparent good is, in the manner

which has already beenexplained ; namely, that

the ſoul always wills or chules thatwhich , in the

preſent view of the mind, conſidered in the whole

of that view , and all that belongs to it, appears

molt agreable. Becauſe, as was obſerved before,

nothing is more evident than that, when men act

volantarily, aud do what they pleaſe, then they

do what appears moft ágreable to them ; and to

ſay otherwite, would be as “ much as to affirm , that

men do not chuſe what appears to ſuit them' beſt,

or what ſeems molt pleaſing to them ; or that

they do not chuſe what they prefer. Which

bringsthe matter to a contradiction.

1
AND

5
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And it is very evident in itſelf, that the Acts of

the Will have ſome Connection with the dictates

or views of the Underſtanding, ſo this is allowed

by fome of the chief of the Arminian writers :

particularly by Dr. Wbitby and Dr. Samuel Clark.

Dr. Turnbull, though a great enemy to the doc

trine of neceſſity , allows the ſame thing. In his

Chriſtian Philoſophy, ( p . 196.) he with much ap

probation cites another philoſopher, as of the ſame

mind, in theſe words : “ No man, ( ſays an ex

cellent philoſopher) ſets himſelf about any thing,

but upon ſome view or other, which ſerves

him for a reaſon for what he does ; and what

ſoever faculties he employs, the Underſtand.

ing, with ſuch light as it has, well or ill formed ,

conſtantly leads and by that light, true or

falſe, all her operative powers are directed .

The Will itſelf, how abſolute and incontroul.

able foever it may be thought, never fails in

its obedience to the dictates of the Under

ſtanding. Temples have their ſacred images :

and we ſee what influence they have always

had over a great part of mankind ;. but in

truth , the ideas and images in men's minds

are the inviſible powers that conſtantly govern

them ; and to theſe they all pay univerſally a

ready ſubmiffion . ”

1

But whether this be in a juſt conſiſtence with

themſelves, and their own notions of liberty, I

deſire may now be impartially conſidered .

Dr. Wbiłby plainly fuppoſes, that the Acts and

Determinations of the Will always follow the Un

derſtanding's apprehenſion orview of the greateſt

good to be obtained, or evil to be avoided, or ,

in other words, that the Determinations of the

Will
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Will conſtantly and infallibly follow theſe two

things in the Underſtanding ; 1. The degree of

good to be obtained, and evil to be avoided, pro

poſed to the Underſtanding, and apprehended,

viewed, and taken notice of by it. 2. The de

gree of the underſtanding's view , notice or appre

henſion of that good or evil ; which is increaſed

by attention and conſideration. That this is an

opinion he is exceeding peremptory in (as he is

in every opinion which he maintains in his con

troverſy with the Calviniſts) with diſdain of the

contrary opinion , as abſurd and ſelf -contradictory ,

will appear by the following words of his, in his

Diſcourle on the Five Points * .

“ Now , it is certain, that what naturally

makes the Underſtanding to perceive, is evidence

propoſed, and apprehended, conſidered or ad

verted to : for nothing elſe can be requiſite to

make us come to the knowledge of the truth.

Again, what makes the will chuſe, is ſome

thing approved by the Underſtanding , and con .

ſequently appearing to the ſoul as good. And

whatfoever it refuſeth , is ſomethingrepreſented

by the Underſtanding, and ſo appearing to the

Will, as evil. Whence all that God requires

of us is and can be only this ; to refuſe the

evil, and chuſe the good. Wherefore, to ſay

that evidence propoſed , apprehended and con

ſidered, is not ſufficient to make the Under

ſtanding approve ; or that the greateſt good

propoſed, the greateſt evil threatened, when equal

ly believed and reflected on , is not ſufficient

to engage the Will to chuſe the good and re

fuſe the evil, is in effect to ſay, that which alone

dorb

* Second Edit. p. 211 , 212, 213.
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doth move the Will, to chufe or to refuſe, is not

ſufficient to engage it fo to do ; which being

contradictory to itſelf, muſt of neceſlicy be falſe.

BE it then ſo, that we naturally have an aver

fion to the truchs propoſed to us in the Goſ

pel ; that only can make us indiſpoſed to at

tend to them, but cannot hinder our convic

tion, when we do apprehend them, and attend

to them -Be it, that there is in us alſo a re

nitency to the good we are to chuſe ; that only

can indiſpoſe us to believe it is , and to approve

it as our chiefeſt good. Be it, that we are prone

to the evil that we ſhould decline ; that only

can render it the more difficult for us to believe

it is che worſt of evils . But yet, what we da

really believe to be our chiefeſt good, will ſtill be cho

ſen ; and what we apprehend to be the worſt of

evils, will, whilſt we do continue under that con

viation, be refuſed by us. : It ' therefore can be

only requiſite , in order to theſe 'ends, that the

Good Spirit ſhould ſo illuminate our Under

ſtandings, that we attending to , and conſider

ing what lies before us, ſhould apprehend and

be convinced of our duty ; and that the bleſſings

of the goſpel ſhould be to propounded to us,

as that we may diſcern them to be our chiefert

good ; and the miſeries it threateneth, ſo as we

may be convinced that they are the worſt of

evils ; that we may chuſe the one, and refuſe the

other."

Here let it be obſerved, how plainly and peremp.

torily it is aſſerted, that the greateſt good propoſed,

and the greateſt evil threatened , when equally believed

and refležted on, is ſufficient to engage the Will to chuſe

the good, and refuſe the evil, and is that alone which

doth move the Will to chufe or to refuſe i And that it

is

>
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is contradictory to itſelf, to ſuppoſe otherwiſe; and

therefore muſt of necefity be falſe ; and then what we

do really believeto be our chiefeſi good will fillbe cho,

ſen, aad what we apprebend to be the worſt of evils,

will, whilſt we continue under that conviction , be re

fuſed by us. Nothing could have been ſaid moreto

the purpoſe, fully to ſignify and declare, that the

determinations of the Will muſt evermore follow

the illumination, conviction and notice of the

Underſtanding, with regard to the greateſt good

and evil propoſed, reckoning both the degree of

good and evil underſtood, and the degree of

Underſtanding, notice and conviction of that

propoſed good and evil ; and that it is thus ne .

ceſſarily, and can be otherwiſe in no inſtance :

becauſe it is aſſerted, that it implies a contradic,

tion, to ſuppoſe it ever to be otherwiſe.

I am ſenſible , the Doctor's aim in theſe affer

tions is againſt the Calviniſts ; to Thew , in oppo .

ſition to them , that there is no need of any phy

ſical operation of the Spirit of God on the Will,

to change and determine that to a good choice,

but that God's operation and affittance is only

moral, fuggeſting ideas to the Underſtanding ;

which he ſuppoſes to be enough, if thoſe ideas

are attended to, infallibly to obtain the end. But

whatever his deſign was, nothing can more di

rectly and fully prove, that every determination

of the Will, in chuſing and refuſing, is neceſſary ;

directlycontrary to his own notion of the liberty

of the Will . For if the determination of the Will,

evermore, in chis manner, follows the light, con

viction and view of the Underſtanding, concern

ing the greateſt good and evil, and this be that

alone which moves the Will, and it be a con

tradiction to ſuppoſe otherwiſe ; then it is necef

Jarily
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farily ſo, the Will neceſſarily follows this light

or view of the Underſtanding, not only in ſome

of its acts , but in every act of chuſing and re

fuſing. So that the Will does not determine itſelf

in any one of its own acts ; but all its acts, every

act of choice and refuſal depends on , and is ne

ceſſarily connected with ſome antecedent cauſe ;

which cauſe is not the Will itſelf, nor any act of

its own, nor any thing pertaining to that faculty,

but ſomething belonging to another faculty, whoſe

acts go before the will, in all its acts, and govern

and determine them every one.

Here, if it ſhould be replied ,that although it

be true, that according to the Doctor, the final

determination of the Will always depends upon ,

and is infallibly connected with the Uuderſtand

ing's conviction, and notice of the greateſt good ;

yet the acts of the Will are not neceſſary ; be

caufe that conviction and notice of the Underſtand

ing is firſt dependent on a preceding Act of the

Will, in determining to attend to, and take notice

of the evidence exhibited , by which means the

mind obtains that degree of conviction, which is

ſufficient and effectual to determine the conſequent

and ultimate choice of the Will ; and that the

Will with regard to that preceding act, whereby

it determines whether to attend or no, is not ne

ceffary ; and that in this, the liberty of the Will

confifts, that when God holds forth ſufficient ob

jective light, the Will is at liberty whether to

commandthe attention of the mind to it.

NOTHING can be more weak and inconſiderate

than ſuch a reply as this. For that preceding

Act of the Will, in determining to attend and

confider, ſtill is an Aft of the Will ( it is ſo to be

ſure
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ſure, if the liberty of the Will conſiſts in it, as is

ſuppoſed ) and if it be an act of the Will, it is an

act of choice or refuſal. And therefore, if what

the Doctor aſſerts be true, it is determined by ſome

antecedent light in the Underſtanding concern

ing the greateſt apparent good or evil. For he

afferts, it is that light which alone doth move the

Will to chuſe or refuje. And therefore the Will

muſt be moved by that in chuſing to attend to the

objective light offered, in order to another con

ſequent act of choice : ſo that this act is no leſs

neceſſary than the other. And if we ſuppoſe ano .

ther Act of the Will, ſtill preceding both theſe

mentioned, to determine both, ftill that alſo muſt

be an Act of the Will, and an Act of choice ; and

ſo muſt, by the ſame principles, be infallibly de

termined by ſome certain degree of light in

the Underſtanding concerningthegreateſtgood.

And let us ſuppoſe as many Acts of the Will, one

preceding another, as we pleaſe, yet they are

every one of them neceſſarily determined by a

certain degree of light in the Underſtanding,

concerningthe greateſt and moſt eligible good in

that caſe ;and lo, not oneof them free according

to Dr. Whitby's notion of freedom . And if it

be ſaid , the reaſon, why men do not attend to

light held forth , is becauſe of ill habits con

tracted by evil acts committed before, whereby

their minds are indiſpoſed to attend to, and con

ſider of the truth held forth to them by God, the

difficulty is not at all avoided : ſtill the queſtion

returns, What determined the Will in thoſe
pree

ceding evil acts ? It muſt, by Dr. Whitby's prin

ciples, ſtill be the view of the Underſtanding

concerning the greateſt good and evil. If this

view of the Underſtanding be that alonewhich doth

move the Will to chnfe or refuſe, as the Doctor af

ferts, then every act of choice or refuſal, from a

man's

!
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man's firſt exiſtence, is moved and determined

by this view , and this view of the underſtand

ing exciting and governing the act, muſt be be

fore the act : And therefore the Will is necefla :

rily determined, in every one of its acts, from a

man's firſt exiſtence, by a cauſe beſide the Will ,

and a cauſe that does not proceed from , or depend

on any act of the Will at all . Which at once

utterly aboliſhes the Doctor's whole ſcheme of

Liberty of Will ; and he, at one ſtroke, has cuć

the finews of all his arguments from the goodneſs,

righteouſneſs, faithfulneſs and ſincerity of God,

in his commands , promiſes, threatenings, calls,

invitations, expoftulations, which he makes uſe

of, under the heads of reprobation, election ,

univerſal redemption, fufficient and effectual

grace, and the freedom of the Will of man ;

and has enervated and made vain all thoſe excia:

mations againſt the doctrine of the Calviniſts, as

charging God with manifeſt unrighteouſneſs, un

faithfulneſs, hypocriſy, fallaciouſneſs, aud cruelty ;

which he has over, and over, and over again,

numberleſs times in his book .

Dr. Samuel Clark , in ' his Demonſtration of the

Being and Attributes of God * , to evade the ar

gument to prove the neceſſity of volition, from ,

its neceſſary Connection with the laſt dictate of

the Underſtanding, ſuppoſes the latter not to be

diverſe from the Act of the Will itſelf. But if it

be fo , it will not alter the caſe as to the evidence

of the neceſſity of the Act of the Will. If the

dictate of the Underſtanding be the very fame

with the determination of the Will or Choice, as

Dr. Clark ſuppoſes, then this decermination is no

fruit or effect of choice : and if ſo, no liberty of

choice has any hand in it : as to volition or

I choices

* Edit . VI . p . 93 :
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choice, it is neceſſary , that is, choice cannot

prevent it. If the laſt dictate of the Underſtand

ing be the ſame with the determination of volia

tion itſelf, then the exiſtence of that determina

tion muſt be neceſſary as to volition ; in asmuch

as volition can have no opportunity to determine

whether it ſhall exift' or no, it having exiſtence

already before volition has opportunity to deter

mine any thing . It is itfelf the very rife and

exiſtence of volition. But a thing, after it exiſts,

has no opportunity to determine as to its own

exiſtence ; it is too late for that. -

1

If liberty conſiſts in that which Arminians ſup

poſe, viz. in the Will's determining its own acts,

having free opportunity, and being without ali

neceffity ; this is the ſame as to ſay, that liber

ty conſiſts in the foul's having power and op

portunity to have what determinations of the

Will it pleaſes or chufes. And if the determina.

tions of the Will, and the latt dictates of the Un.

derſtanding be the fane thing, then Liberty con.

Gifts in the mind's having power to have, what

dictates of the Underſtanding it pleaſes, having

opportunity to chuſe its own dictates of Under

ſtanding. But this is abfurd ; for it is to make

the determination of choice prior to the dictate of

Underſtanding, and the ground of it ; which can .

not conſiſt with the dictate of Underſtanding's be

ing the determination of choice itfelf,

Here is no way to do in this caſe, but only

to recur to the old abfurdity of one determination

before another, and the cauſe of it ; and another

before that, determining that ; and ſo on in infini

tum . If the laſt dictate of the Underſtanding

be the determination of the Will itſelf, and the

ſoul be free with regard to that dictate, in the

Arminian

1
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Arminian notiori of freedom ; then the ſoul, be

fore that dictate of its Underſtanding exiſts, volun

tarily, and according to its own choice determines,

in every caſe, what that dictate of the Under

ſtanding fall be ; otherwiſe that dictate, as to

the Will , is neceſſary ; and the acts determined

by it muſt aiſo be neceſſary. So that here is a

determination of the mind prior to that dictate of

the Underſtanding, an act of choice going before

it , chuſing and determining what that dictate of

the Underſtanding ſhall be: and this preceding

act of choice, being a free act of Will , muſt alſo

be the ſame with another laſt dictate of the Un

derſtanding : And if the mind alſo be free in that

dictate ofUnderſtanding, that muſt be deter

mined ſtill by another ; and ſo on for ever.

Besides, if the dictate of the Underſtanding,

and determination of the Will be the fame, this

confounds the Underſtanding and Will, and makes

them the fame. Whether they be the ſame or

no, I will not now diſpute ; but only would ob

ſerve, that if it be fo; and the Arminian notion

of liberty conſiſts in a felf-determining power

in the Underſtanding, free of all neceſſity ; being

independent, undetermined by any thing prior to

its own acts and determinations , and the more

the Underſtanding is thus independent; and love

reign over its own determinations the more free.

By this therefore the freedom of the foul, as a

moral agent, muſt conſiſt in the independence

of the underſtanding on any evidence or appear.

ance of things, or any thing whatſoever, that

ſtands forth to the view of the mind, prior to

the Underſtanding's determination . And what a

fort of liberty is this ! conſiſting in an ability,

freedom and eaſineſs of judging, either accord

ing to evidence, or againſt it ; having a ſovereign

I command

&

!
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command over itſelf at all times, to judge, ei

ther agreably or diſagreably to what is plainly

exhibited to its own view, Certainly, it is no li

berty that renders perſons the proper ſubjects of

perſuaſive reaſoning, arguments, expoftulations,

and ſuch - like moral means and inducements.

The uſe of which with mankind is a main ar

gument of the Arminians, to defend their notion

of liberty without all neceffity . For according

to this, ihe more free men are, the leſs they are

under the government of ſuch means, leſs ſub

ject to the power of evidence and reaſon, and

more independent on their influence, in their de.

terminations .

9

And whether the Underſtanding and Will are

the ſame or no, as Dr. Clark ſeems to ſuppoſe,

yet in order to maintain the Arminian nocion of

liberty without neceſſity, the Free Will is not

determined by the Underftanding, nor neceſſarily

connected with the Underſtanding ; and the fur

ther from ſuch Connection, the greater the free .

dom . And when the liberty is full and com

pleat, the determinations of the Will have no

Connection at all with the dictates of the Under

ſtanding. And if ſo, in vain are all the appli

cations to the Underſtanding, in order to induce

to any free virtuous act ; and ſo in vain are all

inſtructions, counſels, invitations, expoftulations,

and all arguments and perſuaſives whatſoever :

for theſe are but applications to the Underſtand

ing, and a clear and lively exhibition of the ob

jects of choice to the mind's view. But if, after

all, the Will muſt be ſelf- determined , and inde

pendent on the Underſtanding, to what purpoſe

are things thus repreſented to the Underſtanding ,

in order to determine the choice ?

SEC.
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SECTION X.

Volition neceſſarily conneEted with the Influence of Mo

tives ; with particular Obſervations on thegreatIncona

ſiſtence of Mr. Chubb's Afertions and Reaſonings,

about the Freedom of the Will.

THAT every act of the will has ſome cauſe,

conſequently ( by what has been al

ready proved) has a neceſſary connection with

its cauſe, and ſo is neceſſary by a neceſſity of

connection and conſequence, is evident by this,

that every act of the will whatſoever is excited

by ſome motive · which is manifeft, becauſe, if

the will or mind, in willing and chuſing after the

manner that ic does, is excired fo to do by no

motive or inducement, then it has no end which

it propoſes to itſelf, or purſues in ſo doing ; it

aims at nothing, and ſeeks nothing. And if it

ſeeks nothing, then it does notgo after any thing,

or exert any inclination or preference towards any

thing. Which brings the natter to a contradic.

becauſe for the mind to will ſomething, and

for it to go after ſomething by , an act of preference

and inclination, are the ſame thing.

tion ;

But if every act of the will is excited by a

Motive, then that Motive is the cauſe of the act .

of the will. If the acts of the will are excited

by Motives, then Motives are the cauſes of their

being excited ; or which is the ſame thing, the

cauſe of their being put forth into act and exif

And if ſo, the exiftence of the acts of

the will is properly the effect of their Motives .

Motives do nothing as Motives or inducements,

but by their influence ; and ſo much as is done

by their influence is the effect of them . For

| 3
that

tence.
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that is the notion of an effect, ſomething that

is brought to paſs by the influence of another

thing

And if volitions are properly the effects of

their Motives, then they are neceſſarily connected

with their Motives . : Every effect and event be

ing as was proved before, neceſſarily connected

with that, which is the proper ground and reaſon

of its exiſtence. Thus it is manifeft, that volition

is neceſſary, and is not from any ſelf- determin

ing power in the will : the volition, which is

cauſed by previous Motive and inducement, is

not cauſed by the will exerciſing a fovereign

power over itfelf, to determine, cauſe and excite

yolítions in itſelf. This is not conſiſtent with the

will's acting in a ſtate of indifference and equili

brium, to determine itſelf to a preference ; for the

way in which motives operate, is by biaffing the

will, and giving it a certain inclination or prepon

deration one way,

Here it may be proper to obſerve, that Mr.

Chubb, in his Collection of Tracts on various

Subjects, has advanced a ſcheme of liberty, which

is greatly divided againſt itſelf, and thoroughly

ſubverſive of itſelf ; and that many ways.

I. He is abundant in aſſerting, that the will,

in all its acts, is influenced byMotive and ex

citement ; and that this is the previous, ground and

reaſon of all its acts, and that it is never other

wiſe in any inſtance . He ſays, ( p. 202. ) Ne ac

tion can take place without fome Motive to excite it.

And in p..253. Volition cannot take place without

Some PREVIOUS reaſon or Motive to induceit. And

in p . 310... Ation would not take place without ſome

reaſon gr. Motive to induce it ; it being abſurd to fup

pole
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poſe that the ačtive faculty would be exerted without

ſome PREVIOUS reaſon to diſpoſe the mind to 4c-

tion. So alſo p. 257. And he ſpeaks of theſe

things, as what we may be abſolutely certain of,

and which are the foundation, the only founda.

tion we have of a certainty of the moral perfec

tions of God, p. 252, 253, 254 , 255 , 261 , 262 ,

263, 264.

And yet at the ſame time, by his ſcheme, the

influence of Motives upon us to excite to action,

and to be actually a ground of volition, is conſe

quenton the volition or choice of the mind. For

he very greatly inſiſts upon it, that in all free ac

tions, before the mind is the ſubject of thoſe vo

licions, which Motives excite, it chuſes to be ſo .

It chuſes, whether it will comply with the Motive,

which preſents itſelf in view , or not ; and when

various. Motives are preſented, it chuſes, which

it will yield to, and which it will reject. So

p. 256. Every man bas power to aft, or to refrain

from asting agreable with , or contrary to , any Motive

that preſents. P. 257. Every Man is at liberty to act,

or refrain from ačting agreably with, or contrary to,

what each of theſe Motives, conſidered fingly, would

excite bim to . - Man bas power, and is as much as

liberty to reječt the motive, that does prevail, as he

bas power, and is at liberty to reject thoſe Motives

that do not. And ſo p. 310, 311. In order to con

ftituie a moral agent, it is neceſſary, that be ſhould

bave power to act, or to refrain from afting, upon

ſuch moral motives as be pleaſes. And to the like

purpoſe in many other places. According to theſe

things, the will acts firſt, and chufes or refuſes to

comply with the Motive, that is preſented, before

it falls under its prevailing influence : and it is

firſt determined by the mind's pleaſure or choice,

what1.4
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what Motives it will be induced by, before it is

induced by them .

1

Now, how can theſe things hang together ?

How can the mind firſt act, and by its act of

volition and choice determine, what Motives ſhall

be the ground and reaſon of its volition and

choice ? For this ſuppoſes the choice is already

made, before the Motive has its effect ; and that

the volition is already exerted, before the Motive

prevails, ſo as actually to be the ground of the

volition ; and makes the prevailing of the mo.

tive, the conſequence of the volition , which yet

it is the ground of. If the mind has already

choſen to comply with a Motive, and to yield to

its excitement, it does not need to yield to it after.

this : for the thing is effected already, that the

Motive would excite to , and the will is before

hand with the excitement , and the excitement

comes in too late, and is needleſs and in vain af

terwards. If the mind has already choſen to yield

to a Motive which invites to a thing, that implies,

and in fact is a chuſing the thing invited to ; and

the very act of choice is before the influence of

the Motive which induces, and is the ground of

the choice ; the ſon is beforehand with the fa

ther that begets him : the choice is ſuppoſed to

be the ground of that influence of the Motive,

which very influence is ſuppoſed to be the ground

of the choice. And ſo vice verſa, the choice is

fuppoſed to be the conſequence of the influence

of the Motive, which influence of the Motive is

the conſequence of that very choice.

And beſides , if the will acts firſt towards the

Motive before it falls under its influence, and the

prevailing of the motive upon it to induce it to

act and chuſe, be the fruit and conſequence of

its
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its act and choice, then how is the Motive a

PREVIOUS ground and reaſon of the ałt and choice,

ſo that in the nature of the things, volition cannot

take place without ſome PREVIOUS reaſon and Mo.

tive to induce it ; and that this act is conſequent

upon , and follows the Motive ? Which things

Mr. Chubb often aſſerts, as of certain and un

doubted truth . So , that the very fame Motive is

both previous and conſequent, both before and af.

ter, both the ground and fruit of the very fame

thing !

II. AGREABLE to the fore -mentioned inconſiſtent

notion of the will's firſt acting towards the Mo

tive, chuſing whether it will comply with it, in

order to its becoming a ground of the will's

acting, before any act of volition can take place,

Mr. Chubb frequently calls Motives and excipe.

ments, to the action of the will , ihe paſſive ground

or reaſon of that action. Which is a remarkable

phraſe; than which I preſume there is none more

unintelligible, and void of diſtinct and conſiſtent

meaning , in all the writings of Duns Scotus, or

Thomas Aquinas. When he repreſents the Mouive

to action or volition as paſſive, he muſt mean

paffive in that affair, or paſſive with reſpect to

that action , which he ſpeaks of ; otherwiſe it is

nothing to his purpoſe, or relating to the deſign

of his argument : he muſt mean, (if that can be

called a meaning) that the motive to volition is

firſt acted upon or towards by the volicon , chuſing

to yield to it, making it a ground of action , or

determining to fetch its influence from thence ;

and fo to make it a previous ground of its own

excitation and exiſtence. Which is the ſame

abſurdity , as if one ſhould ſay, that the ſoul of

man , or any other thing ſhould, previous to its

exiſting, chuſe what cauſe it would come into

exiſtence
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exiſtence by, and fhould act upon its cauſe , to

ferch influence from thence, to bring it into be

ing ; and ſo its cauſe ſhould be a paſſive ground

of its exiſtence !

Mr. Chubb does very plainly ſuppoſe Motive or

excitement to be the ground of the being of voli ..

tion . He ſpeaks of it as the ground or frea

fon of the EXERTION of an act of the wilt,

p. 391, and 392. and exprefsly ſays, that volition

cannot TAKE PLACE without ſome previous

ground or Motive to induce it, p. 363. And he

fpeaks of the act as FROM ibe Motive, and FROM

THE INFLUENCE of the Motive, p. 352, ard

from the influence that the Motive bas on the man ,

for the PRODUCTION of an action, p . 317. Cer.

tainly there is no need of multiplying words

aboutthis ; it is eaſily judged, whether Motive

can be the ground of volition's being exerted and

taking place, ſo that the very production of it is

from the influence of the Motive, and yet, the

Motive, before it becomes the ground of the vo

lition , is paffive or acred upon by the volition .

But this I will ſay, that a man , who infifts fo

much on clearneſs of meaning in others, and is

fo much in blaming their confuſion and incon

fiftence, ought, if he was able , to have explained

his meaning in this phraſe of paſſive ground of

aktion , ſo as to ſhew it not to be confuſed and in

confiftent.'

IF any man ſhould fuppoſe, that Mr. Chubb, when

he ſpeaks of Morive as a paffive ground of action,

does not mean paffive with regard to that volition

which it is the ground of, but fome other ante:

cedent volition ( though his purpoſe and argument,

and whole diſcourſe, will by no means allow of

fuch a fuppofition ) yet it would not help the

matter
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matter in the leaft. For, ( 1.) If we ſuppoſe there

to be an act of volition or choice, by which the

ſoul chufes to yield to the invitation of a Motive

to another volition, by which the ſoul chuſes

ſomething elſe ; both theſe ſuppoſed volitions are

in effect the very fame. A volition , or chuſing

to yield to the force of a Motive inviting to chule

ſomething, comes to juſt the ſame thing as chu

fing the thing, which the Motive invites to , as I

obſerved before. So that here can be no room

to help the matter, by a diſtinction of -two voli

tions. ( 2. ) If the Motive be paſſive with reſpect,

not to the ſame volition , that the Motive excites

to, but one truly diftinct and prior ; yet, by Mr.

Chubb, that prior volition cannot take place, with

out a Motive or excitement, as a previous ground

of its exiſtence . For he infifts, that it is abſurd

to ſuppoſe any volition ſhould take place without ſome

previous Motive to induce it. So that at laſt it comes

to juſt the ſame abſurdity : for if every volition

muſt have a previous Motive, then the very firſt

in the whole ſeries muſt be excited by a previois

Motive ; and yet the Motive to that firſt volition

is paffive ; but cannot be paffive with regard to

another antecedent volition , becauſe , by the ſup

poſition, it is the very firſt : therefore if it be

paſſive with reſpect to any volition , it muſt be

ſo with regard to that very volition that it is the

ground of , and that is excited by it.

III . THOUGH Mr. Chubb afferts, as above, that

every volition has ſome Motive, and that in the

nature of the thing, no volition can take place with

out ſome Motive to induce it ; yet he afferts, that

volition does not always follow the ſtrongeſt Mo

tive ; or, in other words, is not governed by any

ſuperior ſtrength of the Motive that is followed ,

beyond Metives to the contrary, previous to the

volition
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volition itſelf. His own words, p. 2.58, are as

follow : “ Though with regard to phyſical cau.

fes, that which is ſtrongeſt always prevails, yet

it is . otherwiſe with regard to moral cauſes. Of

there , ſometimes the Itronger, sometimes the

weaker, prevails. And the ground of this dif

ference is evident, namely, that what we call

moral cauſes, ſtrictly ſpeaking are no caufes

at all, but barely paſſive reaſons of, or ex

citements to the action , or to the refraining

from acting : which excitements we have power ,

or are at liberty to comply with or reject, as

I have lhewed above." And ſo throughout the

paragraph, he, in a variery of phraſes infifts,

that the will is not always determined by the

ſtrongeſt Motive, unleſs by ſtrongeſt we prepor

teriouſly mean actually prevailing in the event;

which is not in the Motive, but in the will ; but

that the will is not always determined by the

Motive, which is ſtrongeſt, by any ſtrength previ

ous to the volition itſelf. And he elſewhere does

abundantly aſſert, that the will is determined by

no ſuperior ſtrength or advantage, that Motives

have, from any conſtitution or ſtate of things,

or any circumſtances whatſoever, previous to the

actual determination ofthe will . And indeed his

whole diſcourſe on human liberty implies it, his

whole ſcheme is founded upon it .

But theſe things cannot ſtand together.

There is ſuch a thing as a diverſity of ſtrength

in Motives to choice, previous to the choice it

felf. Mr. Chubb himſelf ſuppoſes, that they do

previouſly invite, induce, excite and diſpoſe the mind

to action . This implies, that they have ſomething

in themſelves that is inviting, ſome tendency to

induce and diſpoſe to volition, previous to volition

itſelf. And if they have in themſelves this na

ture
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ture and tendency, doubtleſs they have it in cer

tain limited degrees , which are capable of diver

ſity ; and ſome have it in greater degrees , others

in leſs ; and they that have moſt of this tendency,

conſidered with all their nature and circuinſtances,

previous to volition , they are the ſtrongeſt mo

tives ; and thoſe that have leaſt, are the weakeſt

Motives.

Now if volition ſometimes does not follow the

Motive which is ſtrongeſt, or has moſt previous

tendency or advantage, all things conſidered, to

induce or excite it, but follows the weakeſt, or

that which as it ſtands previouſly in the mind's

view, has leaſt tendency to induce it ; herein the

will apparently acts wholly without Motive, with

out any previous reaſon to diſpoſe the mind to it,

contrary to what the ſame author ſuppoſes. The

act, wherein the will muſt proceed without a pre

vious motive to induce it, is the act of preferring

the weakeſt motive. For how abſurd is it to fay,

the mind fees previous reaſon in the motive, to

prefer that motive before the other; and at the

fame time to ſuppoſe, that there is nothing in the

Motive, in its nature, ſtate or any circumſtance

of it whatſoever, as it ſtands in the previous

view of the mind, that gives it any preference ;

but on the contrary, the other Motive that ſtands

in competition with it, in all theſe reſpects, has

moſt belonging to it, that is inviting and mov

ing, and has moſt of a tendency to choice and

preference. This is certainly as much as to ſay ,

there is previous ground and reaſon in the Mo.

tive for the act of preference, and yet no previa

ous reaſon for it . By the ſuppoſition, as to all

chat is in the two rival Motives , which tends to

preference, previous to the act of preference, it is

not in that which is preferred; but wholly in the

other !
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other : becauſe appearing ſuperior ſtrength, and

all appearing preferableneſs is in that ; and yet

Mr. Chubb ſuppoſes, that the act of preference is

from previous ground and reaſon in the motive which

is preferred . But are there things conſiſtent ? Can

there be previous ground in a thing for an event

that takes place, and yet no previous tendency

in it to that event? If one thing follows another,

without any previous tendency to it following,

then I ſhould think it very plain, that it follows

it without any manner of previous reaſon, why it

Thould follow .

Yea, in this caſe, Mr. Chubb ſuppoſes, that

the event follows an antecedent or a previous

thing, as the ground of its exiſtence, not only

that has no exiſtence to it, but a contrary tendency.

The event is the preference, which themind gives

to that Motive, which is weaker as it ſtands in the

previous view of the mind ; the immediate an

tecedent is the view the mind has of the two ri

val Motives conjunctly ; in which previous view

of the mind, all the preferableneſs, or previous

tendency to preference, is fuppofed to be on the

other ſide, or in the contrary Motive ; and all

the unworthineſs of preference , and ſo previous

tendency to comparative neglect, rejection or

undervaluing, is on that ſide which is preferred :

and
yet in this view of the mind is ſuppoſed to

be the previous ground or reaſon of this act of

preference, exciting it, and diſpoſing sbe mind to it.

Which, I leave the reader to judge, whether it

be abſurd or not. If it be not, then it is not ab.

ſurd to ſay, that the previous tendency of an

antecedent to a conſequent, is the ground and

reaſon why that conſequent does not follow ;

and the want of a previous tendency to an

cvent, yea, a tendency to the contrary , is the

true
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true ground and reaſon why that event does

follow .

or

An act of choice or preference is a compa

rative act, wherein the mind acts with reference

to two or more things that are compared, and

ſtand in competition in the mind's view .. If the

mind, in this comparative act, prefers that which

appears inferior in the compariſon, then the

mind herein acts abſolutely without Motive, or

inducement ,
any temptation whatſoever.,

Then, if a hungry man has the offer of two

forts of food, both which he finds an appetite

to, but has a ſtronger appetite to one than the

other ; and there be no circumſtances or excite

ments whatſoever in the care to induce him to

take, either the one or the other, buc merely his .

appetite : if in the choice he makes between

thein , he chuſes that, which he has leaſt appetite.

to, and refuſes that, to which he has the ſtrongeſt

appetite , this is a choice made abſolutely with

out previous Motive, Excitement, Reaſon, or

Teinptation, as much as if he were perfectly,

without all appetite to either : becauſe his vo

lition in this caſe is a comparative act, attend

ing and following a comparative view of the food,

which he chuſes, viewing it as related to, and

compared with the other ſort of food, in which

view his preference has abſolutely no previous

ground, yea, is againſt all previous groun and

Motive. And if there be any principle in man ,

from whence an act of choice may ariſe after this

manner, from the ſame principle volition may

ariſe wholly without Motive on either ſide. If

the mind in its volition can go beyond Motive,

then it can go without Motive : for when it is

beyond the Motive, it is out of the reach of the

Motive, out of the limits of its influence, and

10
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fo without Motive. If volition goes beyond the

ſtrength and tendency of Motive, and eſpecially

if it goes againſt its tendency, this demonſtrates

the independence of volition or Motive. And

if ſo , no reaſon can be given for what Mr. Chubb

ſo often afferts, even that in the nature of things

volition cannot take place without a Motive to in

duce it.

If the Moſt High ſhould endow a ballance with

agency or activity fof nature, in ſuch a manner,

that when unequal weights are put into the ſcales,

its agency could enable it to cauſe that ſcale to

deſcend, which has the leaſt weight, and ſo to

raiſe the greater weight ; this would clearly de

monitrate, that the motion of the ballance does

not depend on weights in the ſcales, at least as

much as if the ballance ſhould move itſelf, when

there is no weight in either ſcale. And the ac

tivity of the ballance which is ſufficient to move

itſelf againſt the greater weight, muſt certainly be

more than ſufficient to move it when there is no

weight at all..

Mr. Chubb ſuppoſes, that the will cannot ſtir at

all without ſome Motive ; and alſo ſuppoſes, thac

if there be a Motive to one thing, and none to

the contrary, volition will infallibly follow that

Motive. This is virtually to fuppofe an entire

dependence of the will on Motives: if it were not

wholly dependent on them, it could ſurely help

itſelf a little without them , or help itſelf a little

againſt a Motive, without help from the ſtrength

and weight of a contrary Motive. And yet his

ſuppoſing that the will , when it has before it va .

rious oppoſite Motives, can uſe them as it pleafes,

and chuſe its own influence from them , and neg.

heet

1
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lect the ſtrongeſt, and { follow the weakeſt, fup

poſes it to be wholly independent on Motives .

It further appears, on Mr. Chubó's ſuppoſitioni,

that volition muſt be without any previous ground

in anyMoive, thus : if it be, as he ſuppoſes, that

the will is not determined by any previous ſupe

riour itrength of the Motive, but determinės and

chufes its own Motive, thèn , when che rival Mo.

ives are exactly equal in ſtrength and tendency

to induce, in all reſpects, it may follow 'either ;

and may in ſuch a caſe, Tomelines follow one,

ſometimes the other. And if ſo , this diverſity

which appears between the acts of the will , is

plainly without previous ground in either of the

Motives ; for all that is previouſly in the Motives,

is ſuppoſed preciſely and perfectly the ſame; with

out any diverſity whatſoever. Now perfect iden

tity, as to all that is previous in the antecedent,

cannot be the ground and reaſon of diverſity in

the conſequent . Perfect identity in the ground

cannot be a reaſon why it is not followed with the

farne conſequence. And therefore the ſource of

this diverſity of conſequence muſt be ſought for

elſewhere.

And laſtly, it may be obſerved, that however

Mr. Clubb does much inſiſt that no volition can

take place without ſome Motive to induce it,

which previouſly diſpoſes the mind to it; yet, as

he alſo inſiſts that the mind , without reference to

any ſuperior ſtrength of Motives, picks and chu .

ſes for its Motive to follow ; he himſelf herein

plainly ſuppoſes, that with regard to the mind's

preference of one Motive before another, it is not

the Motive that diſpoſes the will , but the will diſ

poſes itſelf to follow the Motive.

K IV . MR.
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IV. Mr. Chubb ſuppoſes neceſſity to be utterly,

inconſiſtent with agency : and that to ſuppoſe a

being to be an agent in that which is neceffary, is

a plain contradiction. P. 311, and throughout his

diſcourſes on the ſubject of Liberty, he ſuppoſes,

that neceſſity cannot conſiſt with agency or free

.dom ; and that to ſuppoſe otherwiſe, is to make

Liberty and neceffity , Action and Paſſion , the

ſame thing. And ſo he ſeems to ſuppoſe, that

there is no action , ſtrictly ſpeaking, but volition ;

and that as to the effects of volition in body or

mind , in themſelves conſidered, being neceſſary',

they are ſaid to be free, oniy as they are the

effects of an act that is not neceſſary.

And yet, according to him , volition itſelf is

the effeet of volition ; yea, every act of free vo

lition : and therefore every act of free volition

muſt, by what has now been obſerved from him ,

be neceſſary . That every act of free volition is

itſelf the effect of volition, is abundantly ſup

poſed by him. In p. 341 , he ſays, “ If a man

is ſuch a creature asI have proved him to

be, that is , if he has in him a power or Li

berty of doing either good or evil, and either

of theſe is the ſubject of his own free choice, .

ſo that he might, IF HE HAD PLEASED,

have CHOSEN and done the contrary .” .

Here he ſuppoſes, all that is good or evil in man

is the effect of his choice ; and ſo that his good

or evil choice itſelf is the effect of his pleaſure

or choice , in theſe words, be might, if be bad

PLEASED, have CHOSEN the contrary. So in

p . 356, “ Though it be highly reaſonable, that a

man ſhould always chuſe the greater good,

yet he may, if he PLEASE, CHUSE other

wiſe.” Which is the ſame thing as if he had

ſaid, he may, if he chufes, chuſe otherwiſe. And

then
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then he goes on , _ " that is, he may, if he pleaſes;

chuſe what is good for himſelf, & c . " And

again in the ſame page,
ri The will is not con

fined by the underſtanding, to any particular

fort of good, whether greater or leſs ; but is at

liberty io chuſe what kind of good it pleaſes."

--If there be any meaning in the laſt words,

the meaning muſt be this, that the Will is at li

berty to chuſe what kind of good it ckuſes to chuſe ;

ſuppoſing the act of choice itſelf determined

by an antecedent choice . The Liberty Mr. Chubb

ſpeaks of, is not only a man's having power to

move his body agreably to an antecedent act of

choice, but to uſe, or exert the faculties of his

ſoul. Thus, in p . 379, ſpeaking of the facul.

ties of his mind, he ſays, “ Man has power,

and is at liberty to neglect theſe faculties, to uſe

them aright, or to abuſe them , as be pleaſes .'

And that he ſuppoſes an act of choice, or exer:

ciſe of pleaſure, properly diſtinct from , and ante.

cedent io, thoſe acts thus chofen, directing, com

manding and producing the choſen acts, and even

the acts of choice themſelves, is very plain in

p. 283. “ He can command his aclions ; and here

in conſiſts his liberty ; he can give or deny

himſelf that pleaſure, as he pleaſes." And p. 377 .

If the actions of men - are not the produce of a

free choice, or election , but ſpring from a ne

ceſſity of nature, he cannot in reafon be

the object of reward or puniſhment on their

account. Whereas, if action in man, whether

good or evil is the produce of will or free choice ;

lo that a man in either caſe, had it in his power,

and was , at liberty to have CHOSEN the con

trary, he is the proper object of reward or

puniſhment, according as he CHUSES to be

have himſelf.” Here, in theſe laſt words, he

ſpeaks of Liberty ofCHUSING accordingashe

K 2 CHUSES.

1

1
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CHUSES. So that the behaviour which he ſpeaks

of as ſubject to his choice, is his chuſing itſelf,

as well as his external conduct conſequent upon it.

And therefore it is evident, he means not only ex

ternal actions, but the acts of choice themſelves,

when he ſpeaks of all free actions as the PRODUCE

of free choice. And this is abundantly evident in

what he ſays in p . 372, 373 .

Nowtheſe things imply a twofold great abſur

dity and inconſiſtence.

1. To ſuppoſe , as Mr. Chubb plainly does , that

every free act of choice is commanded by, and is

the produce of free choice, is to ſuppoſe the firſt

free act of choice belonging to the caſe, yea , the

firſt free act of choice that ever man exerted , to

be the produce of an antecedent act of choice.

But I hope I need not labour at all to convince

пу readers, that it is an abſurdity to ſay , the very

firſt act is the produce of another act that went ·

before it.

2. If it were both poñible and real, as Mr.

Chubb inſiſts, that every free act of choice were

the produce or the effect of a free act of choice ;

yet even then, according to his principles, no one

act of choice would be free, but every one ne

ceſſary ; becauſe, every act of choice being the

effect of a foregoing act, every act would be

neceſſarily connectedwith that foregoing cauſe.

For Mr. Chubb himſelf fays, p. 389, c When

the ſelf -moving power is exerted , it becomes the

neceſſary cauſe of its effects.” So that his

notion of a free act, that is rewardable or puniſh

able, is a heap of contradictions. It is a free act,

and yet, by his own notion of freedom , is necel.

ſary ; and therefore by him it is a contradiction ,

to
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1

to ſuppoſe it to be free. According to him ,

every free act is the produce of a free act ; fo

that there muſt be an infinite number of free

acts in ſucceſſion, without any beginning, in an

agent that has a beginning. And therefore here

is an infinite number of free acts, every one

of them free , and yet not any one of them free,

but every act in the whole infinite chain a ne

ceſſary effect. All the acts are rewardable or

puniſhable, and yet the agent cannot, in reaſon ,

be the object of reward or puniſhment, on account

of any one of theſe actions. He is active in them

all, and paffive in'none ; yet active in none, but

paífive in all, & c.

V. Mr. Chubb does moſt ftrenuouſly deny, that

Motives are cauſes of the acts of the will ; or

that the moving principle in man is moved or

cauſed to be exerted by Motives. His words, p. 388

and 389, are, “ If themoving principle in man

is MOV D, or CAUSED TO BE EXERT.

ED, by ſomething external to man, which all

Motives are, then it would not be a ſelf -moving

principle, ſeeing it would be moved by a prin

ciple external co itſelf. And co ſay, that a

ſelf-moving principle is MOVED, or CAUSED

TO BE EXERTED, by a cauſe ex

ternal to itſelf, is abſurd and a contradiction,

&c .—And in the next page, it is particularly

and largely inſiſted, that Motives are cauſes in

no caſe , that they are merely paſſive in the pro

duction of a £tion, and bave no caufality in the pro

ductiou of it, - no caufality, to be the cauſe of the exer

tion of the will.

Now I deſire it may be conſidered, how this

can pollibly conſiſt with what he ſays in other

places, Let it be noted here,

K3 1. MR.
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1. Mr. Chubb abundantly ſpeaks of Motives as

excitements of the acts of the will; and ſays , thaç

Motivés do excite volition, and induce it, and that

they are neceſſary to this end ; that in the reaſon

and nature of things, volition cannot take place

without Motives to exčite it . But now, if Motives

excite the will , they move it ; and yet he ſays , it

is abſurd to ſay, the will is noved by Motives.

And again , if language is of any ſignificancy at

all) if Motives excire volition, then they are the

cauſe of its being excited ; and to cauſe volition

to be excited , is to cauſe it to be put forth or ex

erted. Yea , Mr. Chubb ſays himſelf, p . 317, Mo

tive is neceſſary to the exertion of the active fa

culty. To excite, is poſitively to do ſomething ;

and certainly that which does ſomething, is the

cauſe of the thing done by it. To create, is to

cauſe to be created ; to make, is to cauſe to be

made ; to kill , is to cauſe to be killed ; to quicken ,

is to cauſe · to be quickened ; and to excite, is 10

cauſe to be excited. To excite, is to be a cauſe, in

the moſt proper ſenſe, not merely a negative .oc

caſion, but a ground of exiſtence by poſitive in

Auence. The notion of exciting , is exerting in

Auence to cauſe the effect to ariſe or come forth

into exiſtence .

2. Mr. Chubb himſelf, p . 317, ſpeaks of Mo

tives as the ground and reaſon of action BY

INFLUENCE, and BY PREVAILING IN

FLUENCE. Now , what can be meant by a

cauſe, but ſomething that is the ground and reaſon

of a thing by its influence , an influence that is pre

valent and fo effectual ?

3. This author not only ſpeaks of Motives as

the ground and reaſon of action, by prevailing

influence; but expreſsly of their influence as prevail

1

ing
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ing FOR THE PRODUCTION of an action ,

in the ſame p. 317 : which makes the incon

ſiſtency ſtill more palpable and notorious. The

production of an effect is certainly the cauſing of

an effect ; and productive influence is cauſal influence,

if any thing is ; and that which has this in / uence

prevalently, ſo as thereby to become the ground

of another thing, is a cauſe of that thing, if there

be any ſuch thing as a cauſe. This influence, Mr.

Chubb ſays, Motives have to produce an action ;

and yet, he ſays, it is abſurd and a contradiction ,

to ſay they are cauſes.

4. In the ſame page, he once and again ſpeaks

of Motives as diſpoſing the Agent to action , by

their influence. His words are theſe : “ As Mo

tive, which takes place in the underſtanding, and

is the product of intelligence, is NECESSARY

to action , that is , to the EXERTION of the

active faculty, becauſe that faculty would not be

exerted without ſome PREVIOUS REASON to

DISPOSE the mind to action ; ſo from hence it

plainly appears, that when a man is ſaid to be

diſpoſed to one action rather than another, this.

properly ſignifies the PREVAILING INFLU

ENCE that one Motive has upon a man FOR

THE PRODUCTION of an action , or for the

being at reſt, before all other Motives, for the

production of the contrary. For as Motive is the

ground and reaſon of any action, ſo the Motive

that prevails, DISPOSES the agent to the per

formance of that action ."

Now, if Motives diſpoſe the mind to action ,

then they cauſe the mind to be diſpoſed ; and to

cauſe the mind to be diſpoſed is to cauſe it to be

willing ; and to cauſe it to be willing is to cauſe

it to will ; and that is the ſame thing as to be the

2

K 4
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caufe of an act of the will.' And yet this fame

Mr Chubb holds it to be abſurd, to ſuppoſe Mo

tive to be a cauſe of the act of the will.

And if we compare theſe things together, we

have here again a whole heap of inconſiſtences,

Motives are obe previous grcund and reaſon of the

acts of the will ; yea, the neceſſary ground and

reaſon of their exertion , without which they will not

be excrted , and cannot, in the nature of things, take

place'; and they do excite theſe acts of the will,

and do this by a prevailing influence ; yea, an in

fluence which prevails for the production of the act of

the will , and for the diſpoſing of the mind to it ;

and yet it is abfurd, to ſuppoſe Motive to be a cauſe

of an act of the will , or that a principle of will

is moved or cauſed to be exerted by it, or that it has

any caufalityin the production of it, or any caufality to be

the cauſe of the exertion of the will.

A due conſideration of theſe things which Mr.

Chubb has advanced , the itrange inconſiſtences

which the notion of Liberty, confiiting in the will's

power of ſelf-determination void of all neceſſity ,

united with that dictate of common ſenſe, that

there can be no volition without a Motive, drove

him into, may be ſufficient to convince us, that it

is utterly impoſſible ever to make that notion of

Liberty conſiſtent with the influence of Motives

in volition . And as it is in a manner ſelf-evident,

that there can be no act of will, choice, or prefe

rence of the mind, without ſomeMotive or induce

ment, ſomething in the mind's view, which it aims

at, ſeeks, inclines to , and goes after; fo it is moſt

manifeſt, there is no ſuch Liberty in the univerſe as

Arminians infift on ; nor any ſuch thing poſſible, or

conceivable.

SE O.
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SECTION XI.

The Evidence of GOD's certain Foreknowledge of

the Volitions of moral Agents.

THAT the acts of the wills of moral Agents

are not contingent events , in that ſenſe, as

to be without all neceſſity, appears by God's certain

Foreknowledge of ſuch events.

THA

In handlingthisargument, I wouldin the first

place prove, that God has a certain Foreknow .

ledge of the voluntary acts of moral Agents ; and

ſecondly, ſhew the conſequence, or how it follows

from hence, that the Volitions of moral Agents ·

are not contingent, ſo as to be without neceſſity of

connection and conſequence.

First, I am to prove, that God has an abſolute

and certain Foreknowledge of the free actions of

moral Agents .

ONE would think, it ſhould be wholly needleſs

to enter on ſuch an argument with any that profeſs

themſelves Chriſtians : but ſo it is ; God's certain

Foreknowledge of the free acts of moral Agents,

is denied by ſome that pretend to believe the scrip

tures to be the Word of God ; and eſpecially of

late. I therefore ſhall conſider the evidence of

ſuch a preſcience in the Moſt High, as fully as the

deſigned limits of this eſſay will admit of ; fup.

poſing myſelf herein to have to do with ſuch as

own the truth ofthe Bible.

ARG. I. My firſt argument ſhall be taken from

God's prediction of ſuch events. Here I would,

in
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in the firſt place, lay down theſe two things as

axioms.

(1.) If God does not foreknow , He cannot fore

telì ſuch events; that is , He cannot peremptorily

and certainly foretell them . If God has no more

than an uncertain gueſs concerning events of this

kind , then He can declareno more than an uncera

tain gueſs. Poſitively to foretell, is to profeſs to

foreknow , or declare poſitive Foreknowledge.

( 2. ) If God does not certainly foreknow the fu

ture Volitions of moral Agents, then neither can

He certainly foreknow thoſe eventswhich are con

ſequent and dependent on theſe Volitions . The

exiſtence of the one depending on the exiſtence of

the other, the knowledge of the exiſtence of the

one depends on the knowledge of the exiſtence of

the other ; and the one cannot be more certain than

the other.

THEREFORE, how many , how great, and how

extenſive foever the conſequences of the Volitions

of moral Agents may be , though they ſhould ex

tend to an alteration of the ſtate of things through

the univerſe, and ſhould be continued in a ſeries of

fucceffive events to all eternity, and ſhould in the

progreſs of things branch forth into an infinite

number of ſeries, each of them going on in an end

leſs line or chain of events ; God muſt be as igno

rant of all theſe conſequences , as He is of the Voli

tion whence they firſt take their riſe : all theſe

events,and the whole ſtate of things depending on

them , how important, extenſive and vaſt loever,

muſt be hid from him.

These poſitions being ſuch as, I ſuppoſe, none

will deny , 'I now proceed to obſerve the following

things.
I. Men's
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1. Men's moral conduct and qualities, their

virtues and vices, their wickedneſs and good prac

tice, things rewardable andpuniſhable, have often

been foretold by God . - Pharaoh's moral conduct,

in refuſing to obey God's command, in letting his

people go, was foretold . God ſays to Moſes, Exod.

jii .
19 . I am ſure that the King of Egyptwill not let

you go. Here God profeſſes not only to gueſs at,

but to know Pharaob's future diſobedience. In

chap . vii . 4. God ſays, but Pharaohſhall not hearken

unto you ; that I may lay mine hand upon Egypt, &c.

And chap. ix. 30. Moſes ſays to Pharaoh, as for

thee, and thy ſervants, I KNOW that ye will not fear

the Lord. See alſo chap. xi . 9.-The moral con

duct of Joſiah, by name, in his zealouſly exerting

himſelf in oppoſition to idolatry, in particular acts

of his, was foretold above three hundred years

before he was born , and the prophecy ſealed by a

miracle, and renewed and confirmed by the words

of a ſecond prophet, as what ſurely would not fail,

Kings xiii . In -6, 32. This prophecy was alſo

in effect a prediction of the moral conduct of the

people, in upholding their ſchiſmatical and idola

trous worſhip until that time, and the idolatry of

thoſe prieſts of the high places, which it is foretold

Tofiah ſhould offer upon that altar of Bethel .

Micaiab foretold the foolish and ſinful conduct of

Ahab, in refuſing to hearken to the word of the

Lord by him, and chuſing rather to hearken to the

falſe prophets, in goingto Ramoih -Gilead to his

ruin, 1 Kings xxi . 20—22 . - The moral conduct of

Hazael was foretold, in that cruelty he ſhould be

guilty of ; on which Hazael ſays, What, is thy ſervant

a dog, that heſhould do this thing ! The prophetſpeaks

of the event as what he knew, and not what he con.

jectured , 2 Kings viii. 12. I know the evil that thou

wilt do unto the children of Iſrael: Thou wilt daſ their

children, and rip up their women with child.The

moral

+
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moral conduct of Cyrus is foretold , long before he

had a being, in his mercy to God's people, and

regard to the true God , in turning the captivity

of the Jews, and promoting the building of the

Temple, Iſa. xliv . 28. and Ixv. 13. Compare 2

Chron . xxxvi . 22, 23. and Ezra i. 1-4.-- How

many inſtances of the moral conduct of the Kings of

the North and South , particular inſtances of the

wicked behaviour of the Kings of Syria and Egypt,

are foretold in the with chapter of Daniel ? Their

corruption, violence, robbery, treachery, and lies .

And particularly, how much is foretold of the

horrid wickedneſs of Antiochus Epiphanes, called

there avile perfon, inſtead of Epiphanes, or illuſtri.

In that chapter,and alſo in chap. viii . ver.

9, 14, 23, to the end, are foretold his fattery,

deceit and lies , his having kis bea: t ſet to do miſchief,

and ſet againſt the holy covenant, his deſtroying and

treading under foot the holy people, in a marvellous

manner, his having indignation againſt the holy cove

nant, Jetting bis heart againſt it,and conſpiring againſt

it, his polluting the ſanctuary of ſtrength, treading it

underfoot, taking away the daily ſacrifice, and placingthe

abomination that maketh defolate ; his great pride,

magnifying himſelf againſt God, andouttering marvellous

blafpbemies againſt Him , until God in indignation ſhould

deſtroy him . Withal, the moral conduct of the

Jews, on occaſion of his perfecution, is predicted .

It is foretold, that he ſhould corrupt many by flatteries,

chap. xi. 32-34. But that others ſhould behave

with a glorious conſtancy and fortitude, in oppofi.

rion to him, ver . 32. And that ſome good men

ſhould fall and repent, ver. 35. Chriſt foretold

Peter's ſin, in denying his Lord, with its circum

ſtances, in a peremptory manner. And ſo , that

great ſin of Judas, in betraying his Maſter, and its

dreadful and eternal puniſhment in hell , was fore

told

1
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told in the like poſitive manner, Matt. xxvi.

21-25 . and parallel places in the other evan

geliſts.

2. Many events have been foretold by God,

which are conſequent and dependent on the moral

conduct of particular perſons , and were accom

pliked , either by their virtuous or vicious actions.

-- Thus, the children of Iſrael's going down into

Egypt to dwell there, was foretold to Abraham, Gen.

xv. which was brought about by the wickedneſs

of Jofeph's brethren inſelling him, and the wicked

neſs of Joſeph's miſtreſs, and his own ſignal virtue

in reſiſting her temptation . The accompliſhment

of the thing prefigured in Joſeph'sdream , depended

on the fame meral conduct. Jotham's parable and

prophecy , Judges ix . 15–20 . was accompliſhed by

the wicked conduct of Abimelech, and the men of

Sbeckem . The prophecies againſt the houle of Eli,

1 Sam . chap. ii. and iii . were accompliſhed by the

wickedneſs of Doeg the Edomite, in aecuſing the

prieſts ; and the greatimpiety , and extreme cruelty

of Saul in deſtroying the prieſts at Nob. i Sam . xxii .

-Nathan's prophecy againſt David, 2 Sam .xii , 11 ,

12. was fulfilled by the horrible wickedneſs of

Abſalom , in rebelling againſt his father, ſeeking his

lite, and lying with his concubines in the ſight of

the fun . The prophecy againſt Solomon , 1 Kings

xi. 11–13. was fulfilled by Jeroboam's rebellion

and uſurpation , which are ſpoken of as his wicked

neſs, 2 Chron. xiii. 5 , 6. compare ver. 18. The

prophecy againſt Jeroboam's family, 1 Kings xiv.

was fulfilled by the conſpiracy, treaſon, and cruel

murders of Baaſba, 2 Kings xv. 27 , &c. The pre

dictions of the prophet Jebu againſt the houle of

Baaſha, 1 Kings xvi. at the beginning, were ful

filled by the treaſon and parricide of Zimri, i Kings

xvi . 9-13, 20.

3. How
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3. How often has God foretold the future moral

conduct of nations and people, of numbers, bodies,

and ſucceſſions of men : with God's judicial pro

ceedings , and many other events conſequent and

dependent on their virtues and vices ; which could

not be foreknown , if the Volitions of men, wherein

they acted as moral Agents, had not been foreſeen ?

The future cruelty of the Egyptians in oppreſing

Iſrael, and God's judging and puniſhing then, for

it , was foretold long before it came to paſs, Gen.

xv. 13, 14. The continuance of the iniquity of

the Amorites, and the increaſe of it until it fhould

be full, and they ripe for deſtruction, was foretold

above four hundred years before -hand, Gen. xv ,

16. Asta vii . 6,7 . The prophecies of the deſtruc

tion of Jeruſalem , and the land of Judab, were

abſolute ; 2 Kings xx. 17-19. chap . xxii .

the end . It was foretold in Hezekiah's time, and

was abundantly inſiſted on in the book of the pro

phet Iſaiah , who wrote nothing after Hezekiah's

days . It was foretold in Fofiab's time, in the

beginning of a great reformation, 2 Kings xxii .

And it is manifeft by innumerable things in the

predictionof the prophets, relating to this event,

its time, its circumſtances, its continuance and

end ; the return from the captivity, the reſtoration

of the temple, city and land, and many circum

ſtances, and conſequences of that; I ſay, theſe ſhew

plainly, that the prophecies of this great event

were abſolute. And yet this event was connected

with , and dependent on two things in men's moral

conduct: firſt, the injurious rapine and violence

of the king of Babylonand his people, as the effi

cient cauſe ; which God often ſpeaks of as what he.

highly reſented, and would ſeverely puniſh ; and

2dly , the final obſtinacy ofthe Jews. That great

event is often ſpoken of as ſuſpended on this, Jer.

iv . I. and 'v . 1. vii , 1–7 . xi. 1–6. xvii . 24, to

the
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the end . xxv, 1-7 . xxvi . 1-8, 13. and xxxviii .

17, 18. Therefore this deſtruction and captivity

could not be foreknown, unleſs ſuch a moral con

duct of the Chaldeans and Jews had been fore

known . And then ic was foretold, that the peo

ple should be finally obſtinate, to the deſtruction and

utter deſolation of the city and land. Ifa. vi.

9-11 . Jer . i . 18 , 19. vii. 27--29. Ezek. iii . 7 .

and xxiv . 13 , 14.

The final obftinacy of thoſe Jews who were left

in the land of Iſrael, in their idolatry and rejection

of the true God, was foretold by God, and the

prediction coufirmed with an oath, Jer. xliv. 26 ,

27. And God tells the people, Ija. xlviii . 3 ,

4-8. that he had predicted thoſe things which

fhould be conſequent on their treachery and obfti

nacy , becauſe he knew they would be obſtinate ;

and that he had declared theſe things before-hand,

for their conviction of his being the only true

God , &c .

The deſtruction of Babylon, with many of the

circumſtances of it , was foretold , as the judgment

of God for the exceeding pride and haughtineſs of

the heads of that monarchy, Nebuchadnezzar, and

his ſucceſſors, and their wickedly deſtroying other

nations , and particularly for their exalting them

ſelves againſtthe true God andhis people, before

any of theſe monarchs had a being ; lfa. chap. xiii .

xiv . xlvii . compare Hab. ii . 5. to the end, and Jer.

chap . I. and li. That Babylon's deſtruction was

to be a recompence, according to the works of their own

hands, appears by Jer. xxv. 14.--- The immora.

lity with which the people of Babylon, and par

ticularly her princes and great men,were guilty of,

that very night that the city was deſtroyed, their

revelling

1
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tevelling and drunkenneſs at Balſhazzar's idolatrous

feaſt, was foretold, Jer, li , 39, 57 .

The return of the Jews from the Babyloniſh cap

tivity isoften very particularly foretold, with many

circumſtances, and the promiſes of it are very

peremptory ; Jer. xxxi. 35-40, and xxxii . 6-15,

41-44. and xxxiii. 24-26. And the very time

of their return was prefixed ; Jer. xxv . 11, 12 .

and xxix. 1o, II . 2 Cbron . xxxvi . 21. Ezek. iv.

6. and Dan. ix . 2 . And yet the prophecies repre

fent their return as conſequent on their repentance.

And their repentance itſelf is very expreſsly

and particularly foretold , fer. xxix. 12 , 13, 14.

xxxi. 8 , 9, 18-31 . xxxiii. 8. I. 4, 5. Ezek.

vi . 8, 9, 10. vii, 16. xiv. 22, 23. and xx .

43 , 44

It was foretold under the Old Teſtament, that

the Meffiah ſhould ſuffer greatly through the

malice and cruelty of men ; as is largely and fully

ſet forth, Pfalm xxii. applied to Chriſt in the Nev

Teſtament, Matt. xxvii. 35, 43. Luke xxiii. 34.

John xix. 24. Heb. ii . 12 . And likewiſe in Pfalm

Ixix, which , it is alſo evident by the New Teſta

ment, is ſpoken of Chriſt ; John xv. 25. vii . 5 ,

&c . and ii. 17. Rom. xv. 3. Matt. xxvii. 34, 48.

Mark xv . 23. John xix . 29. The ſame thing is

alſo foretold , ifa. liii. and l . 6. and Mic. v . 1 .

This cruelty of men was their ſin, and what they

acted as moral Agents . It was foretold , that there

ſhould be an union of Heathen and Jewiſh rulers

againſt Chriſt, Pſalm ii . 1 , 2. compared with AEts

iv. 25-28 . It was foretold , that the Jews ſhould

generally reject and deſpiſe the Meffiah, Ija. xlix.

5, 6, 7 , and liii . 1-3 . Pſalm xxii. 6,7. and Ixix .

4, 8, 19 , 20. And it was foretold , that the body

of that nation ſhould be rejected in the Meſſiah's

days,
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days, from being God's people, for their obſtinacy

in fin ; Ifi. xlix . 4-7. and viii . 14 , 15 , 16. com

pared with Rom . X. 19. and la . lxv . at the ben

ginning, compared with Rom . X. 20, 21 .
it was

toreiold , that Chriſt ſhould be rejecied by the

chief prieſts and rulers among the Jews, Pfalm

cxviii. 22. compared
with Mat. xxi , 4. Afts iv.

i Pit . ii . 4 , 7IT :

Christ himſelf foretold his being delivered into

the hands of the elders, chief Friells and ſcribes,

and his being cruelly treated by them , and con

demned to death ; and that he by then thould be

delivered to the Gentiles : and that he should be

mocked, and ſcourged, and crucified, ( Mett . xvi . 21 .

and xx . 17-19. Luke ix, 22. John viii . 28. ) and

that the people hould be concerned in and con

ſenting to his death , ( Luke xx . 13 --- 18.) eſpeci

ally the inhabitants of Jeruſalem ; Luke xiii . 33

-35 He foretold, that the diſciples ſhould all

be offended becauſe of Him that night chai he was

betrayed , and ſhould forſake him ; Mett. xxvi .

31. John xvi . 32. He foretold, that He ſhould

be rejected of that generation , even the body of

the people, and that they ſhould continue obſti

nale, to their ruin ; Matt. xii . 45. xxi . 33-42 .

and xxii . 1-7 . Luke xiiii 16, 21 , 24. xvii. 25 .

xix. 14, 27, 41--44 . xx. 13-18 . and xxiii.

34-39.

As it was foretold in both Old Teſtament and

New, that the Jews ſhould reject the Meſſiah, fo

it was foretold that the Gentiles ſhould receive

Him , and ſo be admitted to the privileges of

God's people ; in places too many to be now par

ticularly mentioned . It was foretold in the Old

Teſtament, that the Jews ſhould envy the Gentiles

on this account ; Deut. xxxii , 21. compared with

L
Rom.
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Rom. % . 19. Chriſt himſelf often foretold , that

the Gentiles would embrace the true religior, and

become his followers and people ; Mati, viii. 10,

11 , 12. xxi . 41-43 . and xxii . 8-10. Luke xiii .

28. xiv 15-24. and xx . 16. Jolin x . 16 . He

alſo foretold the Jews envy of the Gentiles on this

occaſion ; Matt. xx . 12–16 . Luke xv . 26. to the

end . He foretold , that they ſhould continue in

this oppoſition and envy, and ſhould manitelt it .

in the cruel perſecutions of his followers, to their

utter deſtruction ; Matt. xxi . 33–42 . xxii 6. and

xxiii . 34-39. Luke xi . 49–51 . The 'fiws obfti

nacy is alſo foretold, Acts xxii. 18. Chriſt often

foretold the great perfecutions his followers ſhould

meet with , both from Jews and Gentiles ; Matt. x.

16—18 , 21 , 22 , 34-36. and xxiv. 9. Mark xiii .

9. Luke x . 3. xii. 11 , 49-53 . and xxi. 12 , 16,

17. John xv. 18—21 . and xvi. 1-4, 20-22 ,

23. He foretold the martyrdom of particular

perſons; Matt. xx . 23. John xiii . 36. and xxi .

18, 19 , 22 . He foretold the great ſucceſs of the

Goſpel in the city of Samaria, as near approaching ;

which afterwards was fulblled by the preaching

of Philip, John iv. 35–38 . He foretold the

riſing of many deceivers after his depariure,

Matt. xxiv. 4, 5, 11 . and the apoſtacy of

many of his profeſſed followers; Mait. xxiv .

10- I2 .

The perſecutions which the apoſtle Paul was to

meet with in the world, were foretold ; Acts ix . 16 .

XX. 23 , and xxi . 11 . The apoſtle ſays to the

Chriſtian Epheſians, Atts xx . 29, 30. I know, that

after my departure ſhallgrievous wolves enter in among

you, not ſparing the flock : alſo of your own ſelves Mali

men ariſé, Speaking perverſe things, to draw away diſ

ciples afterthem . The apoſtle ſays, He knew this :

but
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but he did not know it, if God did not know the

future actions of moral Agents.

4. UNLESS God foreknows the future acts of

moral Agents, all the prophecies we have in Scrip

ture concerning the great Antichriſtian apoſtacy :

the riſe, reign, wicked qualities , and deeds of the

man of ſin , and his inſtruments and adherents ; the

extent and long continuance of his dominion , hiš

in Auence on the minds of princes and others , to

cor: upt them , and draw them away to idolatry , and

otherfoul vices ; his great and cruel perſecutions ;

the behaviour of the faints under theſe great temp

tations , &c . &c . I ſay, unleſs the Volitions

of moral Agents are foreſeen, all theſe pro

phecies are uttered without knowing the things

foretold .

The predictions relating to this great apoftacy

are all of a moral nature, relating to men's vir

tues and vices , and their exerciſes, fruits and

confequences, and events depending on them ;

and are very particular ; and moſt of them often

repeated, with many preciſe characteriſtics, de

fcriprions, and limitations of qualities, conduct,

influence, effects, extent, duration, periods, cir

cumſtances, final iſſue, &c. which it would be

very long to mention particularly. And to ſup

pole, all theſe are predicted by God without any

certain knowledge of the future moral behaviour

of free Agents, would be to the utinoſt degree

abfurd .

5. Unless God foreknows the future acts of

men's wills, and their behaviour as moral Agents,

all thoſe great things which are foretold in both

Old Teltainent and New concerning the erection,

eſtabliſhment, and univerſal extent of the Kingdom

L 2 of
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of the Meſia ), were predicted and promiſed while

God was in ignorance whether any of theſe things

would come to paſs or no, and did but gueſs at

them . For that kingdom is not of this worl !, it

does not conſiſt in things external, but is within

men, and confits in the dominion of virtue in their

hearts, in righteouſneſs, and peace, and joy in the

Holy Ghoſt; and in theſe things made manifeſt

in practice, to the praiſe and glory of God . The

Meſſiah came to ſave men from their ſins, and deliver

them from their ſpiritual enemies ; that they might ſerve

bim in righteouſneſs and bolineſs before him : hegave

himſelf for us, ibat he might redeem us from all iniquity ,

and purify unto himſelf a peculiar people, zealous of good

Works. And therefore his ſucceſs conſiſts in gain .

ing men's hearts to virtue, in their being made

God's willing people in the day of his power. His con

queſt of his enemies conſiſts in his victory over

men's corruptions and vices. And ſuch ſucceſs,

ſuch victory, and ſuch a reign and dominion is

often expreſsly foretold : that his kingdom ſkall fill

the earth; that all people, nations and languages ſhould

Jerve and obey bim : and ſo that all nations ſhould go up

to the mountain of the Houſe of the Lord, that be might

teach them bis ways, and that they might walk in bis

paths: and that all men ſhould be drawn to Chriſt, and

the earth be full of the knowledge of the Lord (by which ,

in the ſtyle of Scripture, is meant true virtue and

religion ) as the waters cover the ſeas ; that God's law

should be put into men's inwardparts, and written in

their bearis ; and that God's people pould be all righ

teous, &c. &c.

A VERY great part of the prophecies of the

Old Teſtament is taken up in ſuch predictions as

theſe.And here I would obſerve, that the pro

phecies of the univerſal prevalence of the kingdom

of the Meſſiah , and true religion of Jeſus Chriſt,

are
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are delivered in the moſt peremptory manner, and

confirmed by the oath of God , iſa. xlv. 22, to the

end, Look to me, and be ye ſaved , all the en's of the

earth ; for I am God, and there is none elſe. I bave

SWORN by my Self, the word is gone out of my mouth

in righteouſneſs, andſhall not return, that unto me every

kneeſhall bow ; and every tongue ſhall ſwear. SURE

LY,Mall one ſay, in the Lord have Irighteouſneſs and

fir ength : even to him ſhall men come, &c. But here

this
peremptory declaration , and great oath of the

Moſt High, are delivered with ſuch mighty

ſolemnity , to things which God did not know , if

he did not certainly foreſee the Volitions of moral

Agents.

And all the predictions of Chriſt and his apof

rles, to the like purpoſe, muſt be without know

ledge : as thoſe of our Saviour comparing the

kingdom of God to a grain of muſtard -ſeed,

growing exceeding great, from a ſmall beginning ;

and to leaven hid in three meaſures of meal, until

the whole was leavened , &c. And the prophe

cies in the epiſtles concerning the reſtoration of the

nation of the Jews to the true church of God , and

the bringing in the fulneſs of the Gentiles ; and the

prophecies in all the Revelation concerning the

glorious change in the moral ſtate of the world of

mankind, attending the deſtruction of Antichriſt,

the kingdoms of the world becoming the kingdoms of our

Lord and of his Chrift ; and its being granted to the

church to be arrayed in that fine linen , white and clean ,

which is the righteouſneſs of ſaints, &c.

Corol. 1. Hence that great promiſe and oath of

God to Abraham , Iſaac and Facob, ſo much cele

brated in Scripture , both in the Old Teſtament and

New, namely, That in their feed all the nations and

families of ibe earth ſhould be bleſſed, muſt be made

L 3 on
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on uncertainties, ifGod does not certainly foreknow

the Volitions of moral Agents. For the fulfilment

of this promiſe conſiſts in that ſucceſs of Chriſt in

the work of redemption, and that ſettingup of his

{piritual kingdom over the nations of the world ,

which has been ſpoken of. Men are bleſſed in Chriſt

no otherwiſe than as they are brought to acknow

ledge Him, truſt in Him , love and ſerve Him , as

is repreſented and predicted in Pſalm lxxii . 11. All

Kings ſhallfall down before Him ; all nations shall ſerve

Him . With ver. 17. Men ſhall be bleſſed in Him ; all

nationsſhall call Him bleſſed. This oath to Jacob and

Abraham is fulfilled in ſubduing men’s iniquities ;

as is implied in that of the prophet Micah, chap,

vii. 19 , 20.

Corol. 2. Hence alſo it appears, that firſt gof,

pel promiſe that ever was made to mankind, that

great prediction of the ſalvation of the Meſſiah,

and his yictory over Satan, made to our firſt pa

rents, Gen. iii. 15. if there be no certain preſci

ence of the Volitions of moral Agents , muſt have

no better foundation than conjecture. For Chriſt's

victory over Satan conſiſts in men's being ſaved

from ſin, and in the victory of virtue and holineſs,

over that vice and wickedneſs, which Satan, by his

temptation has introduced, and wherein his king

dom conſiſts.

6. If it be ſo, that God has not a preſcience of

the future actions of moral Agents, it will follow ,

that the prophecies of Scripture in general are with

out Foreknowledge. For Scripture- prophecies,

almoſt all of them, if not univerſally without any

exception , are either predictions of the actings and

behaviours of moral Agents, or of events depend

ing on them , or ſome way connected with them ;

judicial diſpenſations, judgments on men fortheir

wickedneſs,
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wickedneſs, or rewards of virtue and righteouſneſs,

remarkable manifeſtations of favour to the righ

teous, or manifeſtations of ſovereign mercy to ſin

ners, forgiving their iniquities, and magnifying the

riches of divine Grace ; or diſpenſations of Pro

vidence, in ſome reſpect or other, relating to the

conduct of the ſubjects ofGod's moral government,

wiſely adapted thereto ; either providing for what

ſhould be in a future ſtate of things, through the

Volitions and voluntary actions of moral Agents,

or conſequent upon them, and regulated and or

dered accordingto them. So that all events that

are foretold , are either moral events, or other

events which are connected with, and accommo

dated to moral events .

That the predictions of Scripture in general

muſt be without knowledge, if God does not fore

ſee the Volitions of men,will further appear, if

it be conſidered, that almoſt all events belonging

to the future ſtate of the world of mankind, the

changes and revolutions which come to paſs in

empires, kingdoms, and nations, and all ſocieties,

depend innumerable ways on the acts of men's

wills ; yea , on an innumerable multitude of mil

lions of millions of Volitions of mankind. Such

is the ſtate and courſe of things in the world of

mankind , that one ſingle event, which appears in

itſelf exceeding inconſiderable, may, in the progreſs

and ſeries of things, occaſion a ſucceſſion of the

greateſt and moſt important and extenſive events ;

cauſing the ſtate of mankind to be vaſtly different

from what it would otherwiſe have been, for all

fucceeding generations.

For inſtance, the coming into exiſtence of thoſe

particular men, who have been the great con .

querors of the world, which, under God,have had

L4 the
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the main hand in all the conſequent ſtate of the

world , in all after -ages ; ſuch as Nebuchadnezzar,

Cyrus, Alexander, Pompey, Julius Cæſar, &c . un

doubtedly depended on many millions of acts of

the will , which followed, and were occafioned one

by another, in their parents . And perhaps moſt of

theſe Volitions depended on millions of Volitions :

of hundreds and thouſands of others , their con

temporaries of the ſame generation ; and moſt of

theſe on millions of millions of Volitions of others

in preceding generations. As we go back , ſtill the

number of Volitions , which were ſome way the

occaſion of the event, multiply as the branches of

a river, until they come at laſt, as it were, to an

infinite number. This will not ſeem ſtrange, to

any one who well conſiders the matter ; if we re

collect what philoſophers tell us of the innumera

ble multitudes of thofe things which are, as it were,

the principia, or ſitamina vitæ, concerned in genera

tion ; the animalcula in Jemen maſculo, and the ova

in the womb of the female ; the impregnation or

animating of one of theſe, in diſtinction from all

the reſt, muſt depend on things infinitely minute,

relating to the time and circumſtances of the act of

the parents, the ſtate of their bodies, &c , which

muſt depend on innumerable foregoing circumſtan

ces and occurrences ; which muft depend , infinite

ways , on foregoing acts of their wills; which are

occaſioned by innumerable things that happen in

the courſe of their lives, in which their own, and

their neighbour's behaviour, muſt have a hand, an

infinite number of ways. And as the Volitions of

others muſt be ſo many ways concerned in the con

ception and birth of ſuch men ; ſo, no leſs, in their

preſervation, and circumſtances of life, their par

ticular determinations and actions, on which the

great revolutions they were the occaſions of, de

pended. As, for inſtance, when the conſpirators

in
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in Perſia, againſt the Magi, were conſulting about

a ſucceſſion to the empire, ' it came into the mind

of one of them , to propoſe, that he whoſe horſe

neighed firſt, when they came together the next

morning, ſhould be king. Now ſuch a thing's

coming into his mind, mightdepend on innume

rable incidents, wherein the Volitions of mankind

had been concerned . But, in confequence of this

accident, Darius, the ſon of Hyltafpes, was king.

And if this had not been, probably his ſucceſſor

would not have been the ſame, and all the circum

ſtances of the Perſian empire might have been far

otherwiſe. And then perhaps Alexander might

never have conquered that empire. And then pro

bably the circumſtances of the world in all ſuc

ceeding ages, might have been vaſtly otherwiſe.

I might further inſtance in many other occurren

ces, ſuch as thoſe on which depended Alexander's

preſervation, in the many critical junctures of his

ſife, wherein a ſmall trifle would have turned the

ſcale againſt him ; and the preſervation and fuc

ceſs ofthe Roman people, in the infancy of their

kingdom and common -wealth, and afterwards ;

which all the ſucceeding changes in their ſtate, and

the mighty revolutions that afterwards came to

paſs in the habitable world , depended upon. But

theſe hints may be ſufficient for every diſcerning

conſiderate perſon, to convince him, that the whole

ſtate of the world of mankind, in all ages, and the

very being of every perſon who has ever lived in

it, in every age, ſince the times of the ancient

prophets, has depended on more Volitions, or acts

of the wills of men, than there are ſands on the

ſea - ſhore.

And therefore, unleſs God does moſt exactly

and perfectly foreſee the future acts of men's

wills, all the predictions which he ever uttered con

cerning
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cerning David, Hezekiah, Joſiah, Nebuchadnezzar,

Cyrus, Alexander ; concerning the four monarchies,

and the revolutions in them ; and concerning all

the wars, commotions, victories, proſperities and

calamities, of any of the kingdoms, nations or

communities of the world, have all been without

knowledge.

So that, according to this , notion of God's not

foreſeeing the Volitions and free actions of men ,

God could foreſee nothing appertaining to the ſtate

of the world of mankind in future ages ; not ſo

much as the being of one perſon that ſhould live

in it ; and could foreknow no events, but only

ſuch as He would bring to paſs Himſelf, by the

extraordinary interpoſition of his immediate power;

or things which ſhould come to paſs in the natural

material world , by the laws of motion , and courſe

of nature, wherein that is independent on the

actions or works of mankind : that is, as he

might, like a very able mathematician and

aſtronomer, with great exactneſs calculate the

revolutions of the heavenly bodies, and the

greater wheels of the machine of the external

creation .

And if we cloſely conſider the matter, there

will appear reaſon to convince, us, that he could

not, with any abſolute certainty, foreſee even

thefe , As to the firſt, namely, things done by the

immediate and extraordinary interpoſition of God's

power, theſe cannot be foreſeen , unleſs it can be

foreſeen when there ſhall be occaſion for ſuch ex

traordinary interpoſition. And that cannot be

foreſeen , unleſs the Itate of the moral world can

be foreleen . For whenever God thus interpoſes,

it is with regard to the ſtate of the moral world ,

requiring ſuch divine interpoſition. Thus God

could
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could not certainly foreſee the univerſal deluge,

the calling of Abraham , the deſtruction of Sodons

and Gomorrah, the plagues on Egypt, and Iſrael's

redemption out of it, the expelling the ſeven

nations of Canaan, and the bringing Iſrael into

that land ; for theſe all are repreſented as con

nected with things belonging to the ſtate of the

moral world . Nor can God foreknow the moſt

proper and convenient time of the day ofjudgment

and general conflagration ; for that chiefly de

pends on the courſe and ſtate of things in the moral

world.

Nor, Secondly, can we on this ſuppoſition rea

ſonably think, that God can certainly foreſee what

things ſhall come to paſs, in the courſe of things,

in the natural and material world, even thoſe

which in an ordinary ſtate of things might be

calculated by a good aſtronomer. For the moral

world is the end of the natural world ; and the

courſe of things in the former, is undoubtedly

ſubordinate to God's deſigns with reſpect to

the latter. Therefore he has ſeen cauſe, from re

gard to the ſtate of things in the moral world ,

extraordinarily to interpoſe, co interrupt and lay

an arreſt on the courie of things in the natural

world ; and even in the greater wheels of its

motion ; even ſo as to ſtop the ſun in its courſe.

And unleſs he can foreſee the Volitions of men,

and ſo know ſomething of the future ſtate of

the moral world, He cannot know but that he

may ſtill have as great occaſion to interpoſe in

this manner, as ever he had : nor can He foreſee

how, or when, He ſhall have occaſion thus to

interpoſe.

Corol. 1. It appears from the things which

have been obſerved, that unleſs God foreſees the

Volitions
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Volitions of moral Agents, that cannot be true

which is obſerved by the apoſtle James, Acts xv. 18 .

Known unto God are all his works from the beginning of

tbe world .

Corol. 2. It appears from what has been ob

ferved , that unleſs God foreknows the Volitions

of moral Agents, all the prophecies of Scripture

have no better foundation than mere conjecture ;

and That, in moſt inſtances, a conjecture which

muſt have the utmoſt uncertainty ; depending

on an innumerable, and , as it were, infinite

multitude of Volitions, which are all , even to

God, uncertain events ; however, the fe prophe

cies are delivered as abſolute predictions, and very

many of them in the moſt poſitive manner, with

afleverations ; and ſome of them with the moſt

folemn oaths.

Corol. 3. It alſo follows, from what has been

obferved, that if this notion of God's ignorance

of future Volitions be true, in vain did Chriſt ſay

(after uttering many great and important predic

tions , concerning God's moral kingdom , and things

depending on men's moral actions) Matt. xxiv . 35.

Heaven and earth hall paſs away, but my words ſhall

not paſs away .

Corol. 4. From the ſame notion of God's ig

norance, it would follow , that in vain has God

Himſelf often ſpoken of the predictions of his

word, as evidences of Foreknowledge ; and ſo as

evidences of that which is his prerogative as

GOD, and his peculiar glory, greatly diftin

guishing Him from all other beings, as in Ifa. xli .

22-26 . xliii . 9, 10. xliv. 8. xlv. 21. xlvi . io. and

xlviii. 14 .

ARG .
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ARG. Il . If God does not foreknow the Voli:

tions of moral Agents, then he did not foreknow

the fall of man , nor of angels , and ſo could not

foreknow the great things which are conſequent on

theſe events ; ſuch as his ſending his Son into the

world to die for finners, and all things pertaining

to the great work of redemption ; all the things

which were done for four thouſand years before

Chriſt came, to prepare the way for it ; and the

incarnation , life, death , reſurrection and aſcenſion

of Chrift ; and the ſetting Him at the head of the

univerſe, as King of heaven and earth , angels and

men ; and the ſetting up His church and kingdom

in this world, and appointing Him the Judge of

the world , and all that Satan ſhould do in the

world in oppoſition to the kingdom of Christ : and

the great tranſactions of the day of judgment, that

menand devils ſhall be the ſubjects of , and angels

concerned in ; they are all what God was ignorant

of before the fall. And if ſo, the following scrip

tures , and others like them , muſt be without any

meaning, or contrary to truth. Eph. i . 4. Accord

as he kath.choſen us in Him before the foundation of the

world . 1 Pet . 1. 20. Who verily was fore ordained

before the foundation of the world . 2 Tim . i . 9. Who

hathſaved us, and called us with an holy calling ; net

accorcing to our works, but according to his own purpoſe

and grace, which was given us in Chriſt Jeſus before

the world began . So, Eph ii. 11. ( ſpeaking of the

wiſdom of God in the work of redemption ) accord

ing to the eternal purpoſe which he purpoſed in Chriſt

Jeſus. Tit. i . 2. In hope of eternal life, which God

that cannot lie, promiſed before the world began. Rom .

viii . 29. Whom he did foreknow , them be alſo did pre

deſtinate, &c . 1 Pet. i . 2. Elect, according to the

Foreknowledge of God the Father.

1

IE
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If God did not foreknow the fall of man, nor the

redemption by Jeſus Chriſt, nor the Volitions of

man ſince the fall ; then he did not foreknow the

ſaints in any ſenſe ; neither as particular perſons,

nor as ſocieties or nations ; either by election , or

mere foreſight of their virtue or good works; or

any foreſight of any thing about them relating to

their ſalvation ; or any benefit they have by

Chriſt, or any manner of concern of their's with

a Redeemer .

ARG . III. On the ſuppoſition of God's igno

rance of the future Volitions of free Agents, it will

follow , that God muſt in many caſes truly repent

what He has done, ſo as properly to wiſh He had

done otherwiſe : by reaſon that the event of things,

in thoſe affairs which are moſt important, viz , the

affairs of his moral kingdom , being uncertain and

contingent, often happens quite otherwiſe than

he was aware before -hand. And there would be

reaſon to underſtand, that in the moſt literal ſenſe,

in Gen. vi . 6. It repented the Lord, that he had made

man on the earth , and it grieved him at his heart. And

that i Sam. xv. 11. contrary to that, Num. xxiii.

19. God is not the Son ofMan , that He ſhould repent.

And 1 Sam . xv. 15, 29. Alſo the Strength of Iſrael

will not lie, nor repent ; for He is not a man, that He

should repent. Yea, from this notion it would fol

low , that God is liable to repent and be grieved at

His heart, in a literal ſenſe, continually; and is

always expoſed to an infinite number of real dir

appointments in his governing the world ; and to

manifold, conſtant, great perplexity and vexation :

but this is not very conſiſtent with his title of God

over all, bleſſed for evermore; which repreſents Him

as poſſeſſed of perfect, conſtant, and uninterrupted

tranquility and felicity, as God over the univerſe,

and in his management of the affairs of the world,

as
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as ſupreme and univerſal Ruler. See Rom . i . 25 .

ix . 5. 2 Cor . xi . 31. 1 Tim . vi . 15 .

ARG . IV. It will alſo follow from this notion ,

that as God is liable to be continually repenting

what He has done ; fo He muſt be expoſed to be

conſtantly changing his mind and intentions , as to

his future conduct ; altering his meaſures , relin

quiſhing his old deſigns, and forming new ſchemes

and projections . For his purpoſes, even as to the

main parts of his ſcheme,namely, ſuch as belong

to the ſtate of his moral kingdom , muit be always

liable to be broken , through wantof foreſight; and

he muſt be continually putting his ſyſtem to rights,

as it gets out of order, through the contingence of

the actions of moral Agents : He muſt be a Being,

who, inſtead of being abſolutely immutable, muſt

neceſſarily be the ſubject of infinitely the moſt

numerous acts of repentance, and changes of inten .

tion , of any being whatſoever ; for this plan rea.

fon , that his vaſtly extenſive charge comp.ehends

an infinitely greater number of thoſe things which

are to him contingent and uncertain . In ſuch a

Gruation , He muſt have little elſe to do, but to

mend broken links as well as he can , and be recti

fying his disjointed frame and diſordered move

nents, in the beſt manner the caſe will allow. The

Supreme Lord of all things muſt needs be under

great and miſerable diſadvantages, in governing the

world which He has made, and has the care of,

through his being utterly unable to find out things

of chief importance, which hereafter ſhall befall his

ſyſtem ; which it He did but know , He might

make ſeaſonable proviſion for. In many caſes,

there may be very great neceſſity that He ſhould

makeproviſion , in the manner of his ordering and

diſpoſing things, for ſome great events which are

to
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to happen , of vaſt and extenſive influence, and

endleſs conſequence to the univerſe ; which He

may ſee afterwards, when it is too late, and may

wiſh in vain that He had known before -hand, thas

He might have ordered his affairs accordingly.

And it is in the power of man, on theſe principles,

by his devices, purpoſes and actions , thus to dil

appoint God , break his meaſures, make Him con

tinually to change his mind, ſubject Him to vexa .

tion , and bring Him into confuſion.

But how do theſe shings conſiſt with reaſon,

or with the Word of God ? Which repreſents,

that all God's works, all that He has ever to do,

the whole ſcheme and ſeries of his operations, are

from the beginning perfectly in his view ; and de

clares, thatwhatever devices and deſigns are in the

bearts of men, the counſel of the Lord is that which ſhall

ſtand, and the thoughts of his heart to all generations,

Prov. xix. 21. Pfalm xxxiii . 10. II . And that

which ihe Lord of Hoſts haib purpoſed, none Malldiſ

annul, lfa . xiv. 27. And that he cannot be fruſ:

trated in one deſign or thought, Job xlii . 2. , And

that which God datb, it all be for ever, that nothing

can beput to it, or taken from it, Ecclef. iii . 14. The

ſtability and perpetuity of God's counſels are ex

preſsly ſpoken of as connected with the Foreknow

ledge ofGod, Iſa. xlvi . 10. Declaring the end from

the beginning, and from ancient times the things that

are not yet done ; ſaying, My.counſel ſhallſtand, and I

will do all my pleajure.--- And how are theſe things

conſiſtent with what the Scripture ſays of God's

immutability, which repreſents Him as without

variableneſs, or Shadow of turning ; and ſpeaks of

Him particularly as unchangeable with regard to

his purpoſes, Mal. iii . 6. I am the Lord ; I change

not ; therefore ye ſonsof Jacob are not conſumed. Exod.

iii . 14. I AM THAT I AM . Job . xxiii , 13 , 14.

He
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He is in one mind ; and who can turn Him ? Andwhat

bis ſoul defrreth, even that he doth : for be performeth

the thing that is appointedfor me.

ÀRG. V. If this notion of God's ignorance of

future Volitions of moral Agents be thoroughly

conſidered in its conſequences, it will appear to

follow from it, that God, after he had made the

world , was liable to be wholly fruſtrated of bis end

in the creacion of it , and ſo has been , in likeman

ner, liable to be fruſtrated of his end in all the

great works, He hath wrought. It is manifeft,

the moral world is the end of thenatural: the reſt

of the creation is but an houſe which God hach

built, with furniture, for moral Agents : and the

good or bad ſtate of the moral world depends on

the improvement they make of their natural

Agency, and ſo depends on their Volitions. And

therefore, if theſe cannot be foreſeen by God, be

cauſe they arecontingent, and ſubject tono kind

of neceſſity, then the affairs of the moral world

are liable co go wrong, to any aſſignable degree ;

yea, liable to be utterly ruined . As on this

ſcheme, it may, well be ſuppoſed to be literally

ſaid, when mankind, by the abuſe of their moral

Agency, became very corrupt before the food,

that the Lord repented, that be bad made man on the

earth, and itgrieved Him at bis heart ; ſo, when He

made the univerſe , He did not know but cha , he

might be ſo diſappointed in it, that itmight grieve

Hiin at his heart thar he had made it. It actually

proved, that all mankind become ſinful, and a very

great part of the angels apoftatiſed : and how could

God know before-hand , that all of them would

not ? And how could God know but that all

mankind, notwithſtanding means uſed to reclaim

them, being ſtill left to the freedom of their own

will, would continue in their apoſtacy, and grow

M
worſe
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worſe and worſe, as they of the old world before

the food did ?

ACCORDING to the ſcheme I am endeavouring

to conture, neither the fall of men nor angels,

could be foreſeen , and God muſt be greatly dif .

appoinced in thife events ; and ſo the grand ſcheme

and contrivance for our redemption, and deſtroying

the works of the devil, by the Meſſiah , and ail the

great- things God has done in the profecution of

theſe defigns, muſt be only the fruits of his own

diſappointment, and contrivances of his to mend

and patch up, as well as he could , his fyftem ,

which originaily was all very good, and p rfectly

beautiful ; but was märred, broken and con .

founded by the free will of angels and men. And

ftill he muſt be liable to be totally diſappointed

a ſecond time : He could not know, that He

fhould have his deſired ſucceſs, in the incarnation,

life, deach, refurrection and exaltation of his only

begotten Son, and other great works accompliſhed

to reſtore the ſtate of things : he could not know ,

after all, whether there would actually be any

tolerable meaſureof reitoration ; for this depended

on the free will of man. Thi re has been a general

great apoſtacy of almoſt all the Chriſtian World ,

to that which was worſe than Heathenilm , which

continued tor many ages. And how could God,

withour foreſeeing men's Vol tions, know whether

ever Chriſtendom would return from this apoitacy ?

And which way could he tell before hand how

foon it would begin ? The apoſtle ſays, it began

to work in his time , and how could it be known

how far it would proceed in that age ? Yea, how

could it be'known that-the Goſpel which was not

effectual for the reförſtation of the Jews, would

ever be effectual for the turning of the heathen

nations
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nations from their heathen apoftaçy, which they had

been confirmed in for ſo many ages ?

It is repreſented often in Scripture, chat God ,

who made the world for Himself, and created it

for his pleaſure, would infallibly obiain his end

in the creation , and in all his works ; that as all

things are of Hm , fo they would all te to Him ;

and that in the final iſſueof things, it would ap; car

that He is the firſt, and the lajt. Rev. xxi. 6. And be

ſaid unto me, It is done. I am Alpha and Omega, ibe

beginning and the end, the first and the laſt . But theſe

things are not conſiſtenc with God's being fo liable

to be diſappointed in all his works, nor in eed with

his failing of his end in any thing that he has

undertaken, or done.

superando

یممریزو
::

$ E C TI O N XII.

GOD's certain foreknowledge of the future von

litions of moral agents inconſiſtent with Juch as

Contingence of these valitiins, as is without all

Nectfluy

HAMI

AVING proved , that GOD has a certain

andinfallible Prelcience of the act of the will

of moral agents, I come now , in the second place,

to ſhew the contequence ; to fhew how it tollows

from hence, thạc theſe events are in ceffary, with

à Neceffity of connection or conſequence.

The chif Arminian divines, fo far as I have had

opportunity to ublerve, deny this conſe ;

and affirm , that if ſuch Foreknowledge be allowed ,

it is no evidence of any Neceflity of the event

foreknown. Now I delire, that this mauler may

be particularly and thoroughly enquired into. I

M 2 cannot
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cannot but think , that on particular and full con

fideration , it may be perfectly determined, whether

it be indeed ſo , or not.

In order to a proper confideration of this mat

ter, I would obſerve the following things .

?

11. It is very evident, with regard to a thing

whofe exiſtence is infallibly and indiffolubly con

nected with ſomething which already hath, or has

had exiſtence, the exiſtence of that thing is necef

ſary. Here may be noted,

1. I obſerved before, in explaining the nature

of Neceffity, that in things which are paſt, their

paſt exiſtence is now neceſſary:-having already made

fure ofexiſtence, it is too late for any poffibility of

alteration in that reſpect : it is now impoſſible that

it ſhould be otherwiſe than true, that that thing has

exiſted .

1

2. If there be any ſuch thing as a divine Fore

knowledge of the volitions of free agents, that

Foreknowledge, by the ſuppoſition, is a thing which

already bas, and long ago bad exiſtence ; and fo,

now its exiſtence is nereflary ; it is now utterly im

poſſible to be otherwiſe, than that this Foreknow

ledge ſhould be, or ſhould have been.

: ' . It is alſo very manifeſt, that thoſe things

which areindiffolubiy connected with other things

that are neceſſary, are themſelves neceſſary. As

that propoſition whoſe truth is neceſſarily connected

with another propofition, which is neceffarily true,

is itſelf neceſſarily true. To fay otherwiſe, would

be a contradiction : it would be 'in effect to ſay,

that ëhe connection was indiſſoluble, and yet was

not fo , but might be broken, * If That, whoſe

exiſtence
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exiſtence is indiſolubly connected with ſomething

whoſe exiſtence is now neceſſary, is itſelf not necel,

ſary , then it may poffibly not exiſt, notwithſtanding

that indiffolubleconnection of its exiſtence. Whe

ther the abſurdity be not glaring, let the reader

judge.

4. It is no leſs evident, that if there be a full,

certain and infallible Foreknowledge of the future

exiſtence of the volitions of moral agents, then

there is a certain infallible and indiffoluble con

nection between thoſe events and that Foreknow

ledge ; and that therefore, by the preceding,obſer ,

vations, thoſe events are neceſſary events ; being in

fallibly and indiffolubly connected with that, whoſe

exiſtence already is, and ſo is now neceſſary, and

cannot but have been,

To ſay, the Foreknowledge is certain and in

fallible, and yet the connection of the event with

that Foreknowledge is not indiſſoluble, but diffo .

luble and fallible , is very abſurd . To affirm it,

would be the ſame thing as to affirm , that there is

no neceſſary connection between a propoſition's

being infallibly known to be true, and its being

true indeed. So that it is perfectly demonſtrable,

that if there be any infallible knowledge of future

volitions, the event is neceſary; or, in other words,

that it is impoſible but the event ſhould come to

paſs . For if it he not impoſſiule but that it may

be o herwiſe, then it is not impoſſible, but that the

propoſition which affirms its future coming to paſs,

maynot now be true. But how abſurd is chat, on

the ſuppoſition that there is now an infallible know

ledge (i. e. knowledge which it is impoſſibleſhould

fail) that it is true. There is this ablurdity in it,

that it is not impoſſible, but that there now ſhould

M 3 be
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be no truth in that propoſicion, which is now in.

fullibly known to be true.

II . That no future event can be certainly fore .

known, whoſe exiſtence is contingent, and without

all Necefſity, may be proved thus ; It is impoffible

for a thing to be certainly known to any intellect

without ev dence. To ſuppoſe otherwiſe, implies ą

contradiction : becauſ: for a thing to be certainly

known to aoy underſtanding, is for it to be evident

to that underſtanding and for a thing to be evident

to any underſtanding is the ſame thing as for that

understanding to ſee evidence of it : but no under

Itanding, created or increated, can ſee evidence where

there is none : for that is the ſame thing, as to ſee

that to be, which is not. And therefore, if there

be any truth which is abſolutely without evidence,

that truth is abſoluti ly unknowable, in'o much

that it implies a contradiction to ſup, oſe that it is

known.

But if there he any future event, whoſe exiſtence

is contingent, without all Neceſity, the future ex

iſtence of the event is abſolutely without evidence.

If there be any e idence of it, it muſt be one of

thefe two forts, either ſelf-evidence, or proof;
for

there can be no other fort of evidence, but one of

thele (wo; an evident thing muſt be either evident

in itjeif, or evident in ſomething elfe ; that is, evident

by connection with fomething elſe. But a future

thing, whole ex ſtence is without all Neceffity, can

have neither of theſe forts of evidence.. It cannot

be ſelf-eviaent: for if it be, it may be now known,

by whatis now to be ſein in the thing itfelf; either

its preſent exiſtence, or the Necrifity of its nature :

bui bith theſe are contrary to the fuppofition. It

is ſuppoled, both that the thing has no preſent ex

iſtence to be ſeen ; and alſo that it is not of ſuch a

nature

ܪ
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nature as to be neceſſarily exiſtent for thefuture :

ſo that its future exiſtence is not felf -evident,

And, ſecondiy, neither is there any proof, or evidence

in any thing elſe, or evidence of connection with

ſomething elfe that is evident ; for this is alſo con

trary to the fuppofition. It is ſuppoſed, that there

is now nothing exiſtent, with which the future « x.

iſtence of the contingent event is connected. For,

ſuch a connection deltroys its Contingenie, and ſuper

poſes Neceffity. Thus it is demonſtrated , that

there is in the nature of things abſolutely no evi

dence at all of the fu ure exiſtence of that event,

which is contingent, without all Neceſſity ( if any

ſuch event there be , neither lelf evidence nor proof.

And therefore the thing in reality is not evident ;

and fo cannot be ſeen to be evident, or, which is

the ſame thing, cannot be known.

Let us conſider this in an ex -mple. Suppoſe

that five thouſand ſeven bundred and fixty years

ago, there was no other being but the Divine

Being ; and then this world, or ſo..e particular

body or ſpirit, all at once Itares : cut of nothing

into being, and takes on itſelf a particular, nature

and form ; all in abſolute Contingence without any.

concern of God, or any other cauſe, in the master;

withour any manner of ground or reaſon of its

exiſtence ; or any dep ndance up n, or connection

at all with any thing foregoing : I ſay, that if this

be lu poſed , chere was no evidence of that event

beforehand . There was no evidence of it to be

feen in the thing itſelf ; for the thin, itſelf asyet, was

And there was no ev'den e of ii to ve feen in

anything else ; for evid ncein to nething elſe is connection

with 10 nething elie : but tuch connection is contrary

to the ſuppoſition. There was no evidence before,

Inat this thing wau ! d nappen ; for by the ſuppoli

tion , there wasno reatonwhy it ſhould bappen , rather

ghan

not

M4
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than ſomething elſe, or rather than nothing. And

if fo, then all things before were exactly equal,

and the fame, with reſpect to that and other poffi.

ble things ; there was no preponderation , no fupe

rior weightor value ;- and therefore, nothing that

could be of any weight or value to determine any

understanding. The thing was abſolutely without

evidence, andabſolutely unknowable. An increaſe

of underſtanding , orof the capacity of diſcerning,

has no tendency , and makes no advance, to a dir

cerning any ſigns or evidences of it, let it be in

creaſed never lo much ; yea, if it be increaſed infi

nitely: The increaſe ofthe ſtrength of ſight may

have a tendency to enable to difcern the evidence

which is far c # , and very much hid, and deeply

involved in clouds and darkneſs ; but it has no

tendency to enable to diſcern evidence where there

is none.
If the fight be infinitely ſtrong, and the

capacity of diſcerning infinitely great, it will

enable to ſee all that there is, and to tie it per :

fectly , and with eaſe ; yet it has no tendency at all

to enable a being to diſcern that evidence which

is not ; but, on the contrary, it has a tendency to

enable to diſcern with great cercainty that there

is none .

5. III. To ſuppoſe the future volitions of moral

agents not to be neceſſary events ; or , which is

the ſame thing, events which it is not impoſſible

but that they may not come to paſs ; and yet to

fappoſe that God certainly foreknows them , and

knows all things; is to ſuppoſe God's Knowledge

to be inconſiſtent with itlelf. For to ſay, that

God certainly, and without all conjecture , knows

that a thing will infallibly be, which at the ſame

time ke knows to be fo contingent, that it may

poſſibly not be, is to ſuppoſe his knowledge incon

fiftent with itſelf ; or that one thing, that he knows,

18
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is utterly inconfiftent with another thing, that

he knows. It is the ſame thing as co : fay he

now knows a propoſition to be of cei tain intallible

truth , which he knows to be of contingentuncertain

truth . Ifa future volition is ſo without all Neceſ.

fity, that there is nothing hinders, but that it

may not be, then the propofition, which aff res its

future existence, is ſo uncercain, that there is no

thing hinders, but that the truth of it may entirely

fail. And if God knows all things, he knows this

propoſition to be thus uncertain. And that is in

conſiſtent with his knowing that it is infallibly

true ; and ſo inconſiſtent with his infallibly know .

ing that it is true. If the thing be indeed contin

gent, God views it ſo, and judges it to be contin

gent, if he views things as they are .
If the event

be not neceffary, then it is poſſible it may never

be : and if it be poffible it may never be, God

knows it may poſibly never be; and that is to

know that the pru poſition, which affirms its exiſ

tence, may poſſibly not be true ;, and that is to

know that the truth of it is uncertain ; which ſurely

is inconſiſtent
with his knowing it as a certain

truth . If volitions are in themielves
contingent

events, without all Neceflity, then it is n argument

of perfection of Knowledge
in any being to deter

mine peremptorily
that they will be ; but on the

contrary, an argument of ignorance and miſtake :

becauſe it wouldargue, thathe ſuppoſes that pro

pofition to be certain, which in its own nature,

and all things conſidered , is uncertain and contin

gent. To lay, in ſuch a caſe, that God may have :

ways of knowing contingent events which we can

not conceive ot, is ridiculous ; as much fó, as to

fay , that God may know.contradictions
to be true,

for aught we know, or that he may , know a ching

to be certain, and at the ſame time know it not to

be certain , though we cannot conceive how ; be

cauſe
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cauſe he has ways of knowing, which we cannoti

comprchend.

Coril. 1. From what has been obſerved it is

evident, that the abſolute decrees of God are no

more inconſiſtent with human liberty , on account

of any Neceflity of the event, which fołows from

ſuch decrees, than the abſolute Foreknowledge of

God . Becaule the connection betwern the event

and certain Foreknowledge, is as infallible and

indiffoluble , as between the event and an abſolute

decree. That is , it is no mbie impoffible, that the

event and decree ſhould not agree together, than

that the event and a folute Knowledge ſhould

ditagree . The connection betwren the event and

Foreknowledge is abſolutely perfi &, by the fup:

poſition : because it is ſuppoſed, that the certainty

and infallibility of the Kiowledge is abſolutely

perfect. And it being to, the certainty cannot be

increafed ; and therefore the connection, brtween

the knowledge and thing known, cannot be in

creafed - fo that if a decree be added to the Fores

knowledge, it does not at all increale the conn-c .

tjon , or make it more infallible or indiffoluble ,

Jt it werenot ko, the certainty of Knowle ge might

be invreaſed by the addition of a diciee ; which is

contrary to the fuppofition, which is , that the

Knowledge is abſolute y perfect, or perfect to the

highelt poſible degrte.

... en "017

There is as much of an impoffibility but that

the things with are intallibly foreknown, ſhould

bë, or-(which is the la vie thing ) as great a Necef

ficy of theirtuture exiſtence, as if the event were

already written down, and was known and read by

all mankind, through all preceding ages, and there

was the moitindilloluble and perfect connection

poflible, between the writing, and the thing wsitten .

In
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AND therefore, if there be any ſuch for knowi

ledge, as it has been proved there is, then Necera

ſity of connection and conti quince, is not at all

inconſiſtent with any liberty which man , or any

other creature enjoys. And from hence it may

be inferred, that abſolute decrees of Go !, which

does not sit all increale the Neceflity , are not at all

inconfiltent with the liberti which man enjoys,

on any ſuch account, as that they make the event

decreed neceffary, and renick it utierly impoſſible

but that it thould coine to ' pals . Theretore, f

abfolute decrets are inconfiftunt with man's lic

berty as a moral agent, or hs liberty in a ſtate of

probation, or any liot rty wnacloever that he en

jous, it is not on account of any Neceffity which

abfolute decrets nter,

Dr Whitby ſuppoſ s, there is a great diffrence

between Grou's Foreknowledge, and his decrees,

with regard to V ceffity of future events. In

his Diſcourſe on the five Points, Þ47+, & c he

ſays, “ God's Prefirience has no influence at all

on our actions. Should God says he ), by

immediate Revelation, give me the knowledge

of the event of any man's ſtate or actions, would

my knowledge of them have any influence up a

his actions ? Surely none at all . Our know.

ledge doch nbt affect the things we know, to

make them more certain, or more future, than

they w uld be without it. Now, Foreknowledge

has no influence on things that are, fo neither has

Foreknowledge on things that hall -be. And

CON ,
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conſequently , the Foreknowledge of any action

that would be otherwiſe free , cannot alter or

diminiſh chat, freedom . Whereas God's decree

of election is powerful and a &tive, and compre

hends the preparation and exhibition of ſuch

means, as ſhall unfruſtrably produce the end.

Hence God's Preſcience renders no actions ne.

ceſſary ." . And to this purpoſe, p. 473. he cites

Origin, where he ſays, God's Preſcience is not the

cauſe of things future, but their being future is the

cauſe of God's Preſcience that they will be : and Le

Blanc, where he ſays , This is the trueft reſolution

of this difficulty, that Peſcience is not the cauſe ibat

ibings are fucure ; but their being future is the cauſe

tbey areforeſeen. In like manner, Dr. Clark, in his

Demonſtration of the Being and Attributes of

God , p. 95-99 . And the Author of the Freedom

of the Will, in God and the Creature, ſpeaking to the

like purpoſe with Dr. Whitby, repreſents Foreknow

ledgeas having no more influence on things known, to

make them neceſſary, than After-knowledge, or tothat

purpoſe.

To all which I would ſay ; that what is ſaid

about Knowledge, its not having infúence on the

thing known to make it neceſſary, is nothing to

the purpoſe, nor does in the leaſt affect the fore

going reaſon. Whether Preſcience be the thing

that makes the event neceſſary or no, it alters

not the caſe . Infallible Foreknowledge may prove

the Neceflity of the event foreknown, and yet

not be the thing which cauſes the Neceſſity. If

the Foreknowledge be abfolụte, this proves the

event known to be neceſſary, or proves that it is

impoſſible but that the event ſhould be, by ſome

meuns or other, either by a decree, or ſome other

way, if there be any other way : becauſe, as was

faid before, it is abfurd to ſay, that a propofition

is
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is known to be certainly and infallibly true, which

yet iray poſſibly prove not true.

The whole of the feeming force of this evaſion

lies in this , that, in as much as certain Fore.

knowledge does not cauſe an event to be neceſſary,

as a decree does ; therefore it does not prove it to

be neceſſary, as a decree does. But there is no

force in this arguing : for it is built wholly on

this fuppofition , hat nothing can prove, or be an

evidence of a thing's being neceſſary, but that

which has a caufal influence to make it ſo. But this

can never be maintained . If certain Foreknow .

ledge of the future exiſting of an event, be not

the thing, which firſt makes it impoffible that

it ſhould fail of exiitence ; yet it may, and cero

tainly does: demonftrate, that it is impoſſible it

fhould fail of it, however that impoſſibility: comes.

If Foreknowledge be not the cauſe, but the effect

of this impoſſibility, it may prove that there is

ſuch an impoſſibility, as much as if it were the

cauſe. It is as ſtrong arguing from the effect to

the cauſe, as from the caufe to the effect. - It is

enough, that an exiſtence, which is intallibly tore

known, cannot fail , whether that impoffibility

ariles fron the Foreknowledg ,or is prior no iti k

is as evident, as itis poſſible any thing ſhoula: be;

that it is impoſſible a thing , which is infallibly

known to be true, sfhould prove not to be true :

therefore-chere is a Neceſſity that it ſħould be other .

wiſe : whether the Knowledge be the cauſe of

this Neceflity, or the Neceflity the cauſe of the

Knowledge.

ALL certain: Knowledge, whether it be. Fore

knowledge (r " . After-knowledge, or concomitant

Knowledge, proves the thing known now to be ne

ceffarý , by fome meansor other ; or proves that ic

is

1
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is.iinpoffible it ſhould now be otherwiſe than true.

-I freely allow, that Foreknowledge does noc

prove a thing to be neceffıry anymore thin After

knowledge : but then Ater-knowledge, which is

certain and infallible , proves that it is now become

impoffible buo that the propolition known ſhould

be true. Certain , After-knowledge proves that

it is now , in the time of the Knowledge, by ſome

means or other, become impoſſible but that the

propoſition , which previrates paft exiſtence on the

event, ſhould be true. And focos certain Fore

knowledge prove , that a w , in the time of the

Knowledge, it is by some means,or other, -become

inpofliyle but that the propoſition, which predi

cates füiure exiſtence on the even , fhould be true.

Thet eceſſity of the truth of the propofitions con

fitting in the pielent impffibilityof the non-exif

tence of the event affirmed, in both caſes , is the im

mediate ground of the certainty of the Know

ledge ; there can be no cercauty of Knowledge

without it.
1.0

1

There muſt be a certainty in things themfelves,

before they are certainly known, or ( which is the

fame thing ) known to be certain . For certainty

of Knowledge is ne thing elle buc knowing or dif

cerning the certainty there is in the things them .

felvés, which are known . Therefore there muſt be

2 certainty in things to be a ground of certainty

of Knowledge, and to render things capable of

being known to be .certain. And this is nothing

but the neceflity of the truth known, or its be

ing impoflible but that it ſhould be true ; or, in

other words, the firm and intallible connection

between the ſubject and predicate of the propo .

fition that contains that truth . All certainty of

Koowledge conſiſts in the view of the firmneſs

pt that connection. So God's certain Foreknow

ledge
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ledge of the future exiſte ce of any event, is his

vicw of the firin and ind ffluble connection of

she Jubject and predicate of the propofirion that

affirms its ' future exiſtence. The luhject is that

poſible event; the predicate is its future " cxift

ing : but if future existe ce be firmly and ind f.

folubly connected with that event, then the fu

ture existence of that event is neceſſary. It God

cerrainly k ows the future exitience of an event

which is wholly contin_ent, and inay poffiły ne

ver be, then He lies a firm connection between a

ſubject and predicate that are not firmly cunnected;

which is a coutradicti
on

.

1 Allow what Dr. Whilby fays to be true, I hat

mere Knowledgol doss not affet the thing known, to

make it more certain of more future. Bur jet, I

fay, ir Juppifes,and proves the thing to be already,

both future, and certain ; 1 ' e neceſſarily future.

K owledge of futurity, Tuppoſes futurity; and a cer

"tain Knou lidge of futurity, ſuppoſes certain futurity,

antti edent to that' cerrain Krowle : ģe. But there

is no other cetrain futuricy of a'thing, antecedent

to certainty of Knowledge, than a priór'impalli.

Thould true

(which is the fanse thing) die Neceflicy of the

evenc.

602 was basis

I WOULD obſerve one thing further concerning

this Matter, it is ths; that if it be as 'thole

forementioned wri ers fupple; that Gyd's" Fore

knowledge is noi tie cault, but the effétt of the

exiſtence of ihe event foisknown '; this is to far

from thewing that this 'Foreknowle gedoch noc

inter , the Neci ſiły of the exiſtence ofthat event,

et at ič rather thews the con.raiy the more plainly.

"Betaute' ie thws the exiliencé cf che event to be

to lettiddanu firar, that it is as if it had already

buen

.
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been "; in as much as in effeEt it actually exiſts ak

seady , its future exiſtence has already had , ac

tual influence and effe acy, and has produced an effect,

viz. Prefcience : the effect exifts already ; and

as the effect ſuppoſes, the cauſe is connected with

the cauſe, and depends entirely upon it, therefore

it is as if the future event, which is the cauſe,

had exiſted already. The effect is firm as poſſible,

it having already the poffeffion ofexiſtence , and has

made fure of it. But the effect cannot be more

firm and ſtable than its cauſe , ground and rean

fon . The building, cannot be firmer than the

foundation,

To illuſtrate this matter , let us ſuppoſe the ap

pearances and images of things in a glaſs ; for

inſtance, a' reflecting teleſcope to be the real ef .

fects of heavenly bodies ( at a diſtance, and out of

fight) which they reſemble : ' if it be ſo, then, as

theſe images in the teleſcope have had a paſt ac

tual exiſtence, and it is become utterly impoſſible

now that it ihould be otherwiſe than that they

have exiſted ; fo they beng the true effects of

the heavenly b dies they reſemble, this proves
the

exiſting of thoſe heavenly bodies to be as real,

infallible, firm and neceſſary, as the exiſting of

thele effects ; the one being connected with, and

wholly depending on the other .-- Now let us ſup

pofe future exiſtence ſome way or other to have

influence back, to produce effects before-hand,

and caule exact and perfect images of themſelves

in a glaſs, a thouſand years before they exift,

yea , in all preceding ages; but yet that theſe

images are real effects of theſe future exiitences,

perfectly dependent on, and connected with their

cauſe ; theſe effects, and images, having alreadý

had actual exiſtence, rendering thatmatter of their

exiſting perfe & ly firm and ſtable, and utterly im .

poffible
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poſſible to be otherwiſe: this proves in like man

ner, as in the other inſtance, that the exiſtence of

the things, which are their cauſes, is alſo equally

ſure, firm and neceſſary ; and that it is alike im

poſſible but that they ſhould be, as if they had

been already , as their effects have. And if in

ſtead of images in a glaſs, we ſuppoſe the ante

cedent effects to be perfect ideas of them in the

Livine Mind, which have exifted there from all

eternity, which are as properly effects, as truly and

properly connected with their cauſe, the caſe is not

altered .

ANOTHÉR thing which has been ſaid by fome

Arminians, to take off the force of what is urged

from Goa's Presc ence , againſt the Contingence of

the volitions of moral agents, is to this purpoſe ;

« That when we talk of Foreknowledge in God,

there is no ſtrict propriety in our ſo ſpeaking ;

and that although it be true, that there is in God

the moſt perfečt Knowledge of all events from

eternity to eternity, yet there is no ſuch thing as

before and after in God, but he ſees all things by

one perfect unchangeable view , without any fuc

ceffion ."-To this I anſwer ;

1. It has been already ſhewn, that all certain

Knowledge proves the Neceſſity of the truth

known ; whether it be before, after, or at the ſame

time.- Though it be true, that there is no fuccef

lion in God's Knowledge, and the manner of his

Knowledge is to us inconceivable, yet thus much

we know concerning it , that there is no event,

paſt, preſent, or to come, that God is ever una

certain of ; He never is, never was, and never

will be without infallible Knowledge of it ; He

always ſees the exiſtence of it to be certain and ina

fallible. And as he always ſees things juſt as they

N are
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are in truth ; hence there never is in reality any

thing contingent in ſuch a ſenſe, as that poſibly

it may happen never to exiſt. If frictly fpeaking,

there is no Foreknowledge in God, it is becaule

thoſe things, which are future to us, are as preſent

to God, as if they already had exiſtence : and that

is as much as to ſay , that future events are always

in God's view.as evident, clear, lure and neceſ

fary, as if they already were. If there never is a

time wherein the exiſtence of the event is not pre

ſent with God, then there never is a tiine wherein

it is not as much impoſſible for it to fail of exiſ

tence, as if its exiſtence were preſent, and were

already come to paſs.

God's viewing things fo perfectly and un

changeably as that there is no ſucceſfion in his

ideas or judgment, do not hinder, but that there is

properly now , in the mind of God, a certain and

perfect Knowledge of moral actions of men , which

to us are an hundred years hence : yea the objec

tion ſuppoſes this ; and therefore it certainly does

not hinder but that, by the foregoing arguments, it

is now impoſſible theſe moral actions ſhould not

come to paſs.

We know, that God knows the future volun

tary actions of men in ſuch a ſenſe before -hand,

as that he is able particularly to declare, and fore.

tell them, and write them , or cauſe them to be

written down in a book , as he often has done ;

and that therefore the neceſſary connection which

there is between God's Knowledge and the event

known , does as much prove the event to be ne

ceffary before-hand, as if the Divine Knowledge

were in the ſame ſenſe before the event, as the

prediction or 'writing is. If the knowledge be

infallible, then the expreſſion of it in the written

pre
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prediction is infallible ; that is, there is an infal.

lible connection between that written prediction

and the event. And if ſo , then it is impoffible it

ſhould ever be otherwiſe, than that that prediction

and the event ſhould agree : and this is the ſame

thing as to ſay, it is impoſſible but that the event

ſhould come to paſs and this is the ſame as to

ſay that ics coming to paſs is neceſſary .-- So thac

it is manifeſt, that there being no proper ſucceſ.

lion in God's mind , makes no alteration as to the

Neceſſicy of the exiſtence of the events which God

knows. Yea,

2: This is ſo far from weakening the proof,

which has been given of the impoffibility of the noc

coming to paſs of future events known, as that it

eſtabliſhes that, wherein the ſtrength of the fore

going arguments conſiſts, and thewsthe clearneſs of

the evidence. For;

( 1.) Thé very reaſon; whị God's Knowledge is

without fucceffion, is , becauſe it is abſolutely

perfect, to the higheſt poſſible degree of clearneſs

and certainty : all things, whether pait, preſent,

or to come, being viewed with equal evidence and

fulneſs ; future things being feen with as much

clearneſs, as if they were preſent; the view is

always in abſolute perfection: and abfolute con

ftant perfection admits of no alteration , and ſo

no ſucceſſion ; the actual exiſtence of the thing

known , does not at all in reaſe, or aud to the clear

neſs or certainty of the thing known : God calls

the things that are not, as though they were ; they

are all one to him as if they, had already exiſted .

But herein confilts the ſtrength of the demon

ftration before given , of the impoffibility ofthe

not exiſting of thoſe things, whole exiſtence God :

knows; that it is as impoſſible they thould fail of

N 2 exiſtence
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exiſtence, as if they exiſted already. This ob

jection, inſlead ofweakening this argument, fets ië

in the cleareſt and ſtrongeſt light ; for it fuppoſes

it to be fo indeed , that the exiſtence of future events

is in God's view ſo much as if it already had been ,

that when they come actually to exiſt, it makes

not the leaſt alteration or variation in his view or

Knowledge of them .

( 2. ) The objection is founded on the immuta

bility of God's Knowledge ; for it is the immuta

bility of Knowledge makes his knowledge to be

without {ucceffion . But this moſt directly and

plainly demonſtrates the thing I inſiſt on, viz.

that it is utterly impoſſible the known events ſhould

fail of exiſtence. For if that were poſſible, then it

would be poſſible for there to be a change in God's

Knowledge and view of things . For if the known

event ihould fail of exiſtence, and not come into

being, as God expected, then God would fee it,

and ſo would change his mind, and ſee his former

miſtake ; and thus there would be change and fuc .

ceſfion in his knowledge. But as God is immu

table, and ſo it is utterly infinitely impoſſible that

his view ſhould be changed ; ſo it is , for the ſaine

reaſon , juſt ſo impoſſible that the fore known event

ſhould not exift : and that is to be impoffible, in

the higheſt degree : and therefore the contrary is

neceſſary. Nothing is more impoſſible than that

the immutable God ſhould be changed, by the ſuc

ceffion of time ; who comprehends all things, from

eternity to eternity, in one, moſt perfećt, and

unalterable view ; fo that his whole eternal

durationis vitæ interminabilis, tota, fimul, & perfecta

Podelo,

On the whole, I need not fear to ſay, that there

is no geonittrical theorem or propoſition what

ſoever
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ſoever, more capable of Atrict demonſtration, than

that God's certain Preſcience of the volitions of

moral agents is inconſiſtent with ſuch a Contin

gence of theſe events, as is without all Neceſſity ;

and fo is inconfiftent with the Arminian notion of

liberty.

Corol. 2. HENCE the doctrine of the Calviniſts,

concerning the abſolute decrees of God, does not

at all infer any more fatality in things, than will

demonftrably follow from the doctrine of moſt

Arminian divines, who acknowledge God's om

niſcience, and univerſal Preſcience. Therefore all

objections they make againſt the doctrine of the

Calviniſts, as implying Hobbes's doctrine of Necef

ſity, or the ſtoical doctrine of fate, lie no more

againſt the doctrine of Calviniſts, than their own

doctrine : and therefore it doth not become thoſe

divines, to raiſe ſuch an outcry againſt the Calviniſts,

on this account.

&

Corol. 3. Hence all arguing from Neceſſity,

againſt the doctrine of the inability of unrege

nerate men to perform the conditions of ſalvation,

and the commands of God requiring ſpiritual

duties, and againſt the Calviniſtic doctrine of ef

ficacious grace ; I ſay , all arguings of Arminians

( ſuch of them as own God's omniſcience) againſt

theſe things, on this ground , that theſe doctrines,

though they do not ſuppoſe men to be under any

conſtraint or coaction , yet ſuppoſe them under

Neceſſity, with reſpect to their moral actions,

and thoſe things which are required of them in

order to their acceptance with God ; and their

arguing againſt the Neceſſpy ofmen's volitions,

taken from the reaſonableneſs of God's commands,

promiſes, and threatenings, and the fincerity of his

counſels and invitations;and all objections againſt

and
N 3
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any doctrines of the Calvinifts as being inconſiſtent

wih human liberty, becauſe they infer Neceſſity ;

I ſay , all theſe arguments and objections muſt fall

to the ground , and be juftly eſteemed vain and

frivolous, as coming from them ; being maintained

in an inconſiſtence with themſelves, and in like

manner levelled againſt their own doctrine, as againſt

the doctrine of the Calviniſts.

SECTION XIII.

Whether we ſuppoſe the volitions of moral agents to

be conneEted wiib any thing antecedent, or not, yet

they must beneceſary in ſuch a Jenje as to overthrow

Arminian Liberty.

E

VERY act of the will has a cauſe, or it

' has not. If it has a cauſe, then , according

to what has already been demonſtrated, it is not

contingent, but neceffary ; the effect being nèceſ.

ſarily dependent and conſequent on its caufe ; and

that, let the cauſe be what it will . If the cauſe

is the will itlelf, by antecedent acts chuſing and

determining ; ftill the determined and cauſed act

muſt be a neceſſary elfért. The act, that is the

determined effect of the foregoing act which is its

cauſe, cannot prevent the efficiency of its cauſe ;

but muſt be wholly ſubject to its detesmination and

command, as much as the motions of the hands and

fect. The conſequent commanded acts of the will

are as paſſive and as necefiary, with reſpect to the

antecedent determining acts , as the parts of the

body are to the voltions which determine and com

mand cuem . And therefore , if all the free acts of

the will are thus, if they are all determined effects,

determined by the will ittelt , that is , determined

þy antecedent choice, then they are all neceſſary :

they
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they are all ſubject to, and deciſively fixed by the

foregoing act, which is their cauſe : yea, even

the determining act itſelf ; for that muſt be de

termined and fixed by another act, preceding that,

if it be a free and voluntary act ; and ſo muſt be

neceſſary. So that by this all the free acts of the

will are neceſſary , and cannot be free unleſs they are

neceſſary: becauſe they cannot be free, according

to the Arminian notion of freedom , unleſs they are

determined by the will ; which is to be determined

by antecedent choice ; which being their cauſe,

proves them neceſſary. And yet they ſay, Neceſ.

ſity is utterly inconſiſtent with Liberty. So that,

by their ſcheme, the acts of the will cannot be free

unleſs they are neceſſary, and yet cannot be free if

they be not neceſſary !

But if the other part of the dilemma be taken,

and it be affirmed that the free acts of the will

have no cauſe, and are connected with nothing

whatłoever that goes before them and determines

them, in order to maintain their proper and ab

ſolute Contingence, and this ſhould be allowed to

be poſſible ; fill it will not ſerve their turn . For

if the volition come to paſs by perfect Contin.

gence, and without any cauſe at all, then it is

certain , no act of the will , no prior act of the ſoul

was the cauſe, no determination or choice of the

foul, had any hand in it. The will, or the ſoul,

was indeed the ſubject of what happened to it acci

dentally, but was not the cauſe. The will is not

active in cauſing or determining, but purely the

paffive fubject; at leaſt, according to their notion

of action and paſſion. In this caſe, Contingence

does as much prevent the determination of the will,

as a proper cauſe ; and as to the will, iç was necef

fary, and could be no otherwiſe. For to fuppoſe

that it could have been otherwiſe, if the will orſoul

N4 had
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had pleaſed, is to ſuppoſe that the act is dependent

on ſome prior act of choice or pleafure ; contrary

to what now is fuppoled : it is to ſuppoſe that it

might have heen otherwiſe, if its cauſe had made it

or ordered it otherwiſe. But this does not agree to

its-having no cauſe or order at all . That muſt be

neceſſary as to the foul, which is dependent on no

free act of the ſoul; but that which is without a

cauſe, is dependent on no free act of the ſoul: be

cauſe, by the ſuppoſition, it is dependent on nothing,

and is connected with nothing. In ſuch a caſe, the

ſoul is neceſſarily ſubjected to what accident brings

to paſs, from time to time, as much as the earth,

that is inactive, is neceſſarily fubjected to what falls

upon it . But this does not conſiſt with the Armi

nian notion of liberty, which is the will's power of

determining itſelf in its own acts, and being wholly

active in it, without paſſiveneſs, and without being

ſubject to Neceffity . Thus, Contingence be

longs to the Arminian notion of Liberty, and yet is

inconfiitent with it .

I would here obſerve, that the author of the

Elay on the Friedom of the Will, in God and the Creaa

ture, page 76, 77, lays as follows : “ The word

Chance always means fon ething done without de

fign. ( hance and deſign ſtand in direct oppoſition

to each other : and Chance can never be properly

applied to acts of ihe will, which is the fpring of

all deſign, and which deſigns' to chufe whatſoever

it doth chufi , whether there be any ſuperior fitneſs

in the thing which it chuſes, or no ;' and it deſigns

to cetermine itlelf to cne thing, where two things,

perfectly equal, are propoſed , merely becauſe it

will." But here in appears a very great inadvantage

in this author.
For it the will be the ſpring of allde

fign, s he ſays, then certainiy it is not always the

effećt of deſign ; and the acts of the will themſelves

muſt
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muft ſometimes come to paſs, when they do not

Spring from deſign ; and conſequently come to paſs

by Chance, according to his own definition of

Chance. And if the will deſigns to cbuſe whatever it

does chuſe, and deſigns to determine itſelf, as he ſays,

then it deſigns to determine all its defi ns. Which

carries us back from one deſign to a foregoing de

ſign determining that, and to another determining

that ; and ſo on in infinitum . The very firſt delign

muft be the effect of foregoing deſign, or elſeit

muſt be by Chance, in his notion of it.

Here another alternative may be propoſed, re

laring to the connection of the acts of the will with

fomething toregoing that is their i auſe , not much

unlike to the other , which is this : either human

liberty is ſuch , that it may well ſtand with volitions

being neceſſarily connected with the views of the

underſtanding , and fo is conſiſtent with Neceſſi'y ;

or it is inconſiſtent with , and contrary to ſuch a

connection and Neceſſity. The former is directly

ſubverſive of the Arminian notion of liberty , conſiſt

ing in -freedom from all Neceſſity. And if the lac

ter be choſen , and it be ſaid , that liberty is incon

fiſtent with any ſuch neceſſary connection of voli.

tion with foregoing views of the underſtanding, it

r . conſiſting in freedom from any ſuch Neceflity of

thewill as that would imply ; then the liberty of the

foul confifts ( in part at leaſt ) in the freedom from

- reſtraint, limitation and government, in its actings,

by the underſtanding , and in liberty and liableneſs

to act contrary, to the underſtanding's views and

dictates : and conſequently the more the ſoul has

of this diſengagedneſs, in its acting, the more

liberty. Now let it be conſidered what this brings

the noble principle of human liberty to, particularly

when it is pofſefied and enjoyed in its perfection ,

yiz, a full and perfect freedom and liableneſs to act

altogether
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altogether at random, without the leaſt connection

with, or reſtraint or government by, any dictate of

reaſon, or any thing whatſoever apprehended, con

fidered or viewed by the underſtanding ; as being

inconſiſtent with the full and perfect ſovereignty of

the will over its own determinacions.--Thenotion

mankind have conceived of liberty , is ſome dignity

or privilege, ſomething worth claiming. Butwhat

dignity or privilege is there, in being given up to

ſuch a wild Contingence as this , to be perfectlyand

conſtantly liable to act unintelligently and unrea .

fonably , and as much without the guidance of un

derſtanding, as if we had none, or were as deſtitute

of perception, as the ſmoke that is driven by the

wind !

PART
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PART III.

Wherein is enquired, whether anyſuch Liberty

of Will as ARMINIANS hold , be neceſary

to MORAL AGENCY, VIRTUE and Vice ,

PRAISE and DISPRAISE, & c.

SECTION 1.

GOD's moral Excellency neceſſary, yet virtuous and

praiſe-worthy.

AVING conſidered the firſt thing that was

H

that freedom of will which Arminians maintain ;

namely, Whether any ſuch thing does, ever did,

or ever can exiſt, or be conceived of ; I come now

to the ſecond thing propoſed to be the ſubject of en

quiry, viz . Whether any ſuch kind of liberty be

requiſite to moral agency, virtue and vice, praiſe

and blame, reward and punithment, & c.

I SHALL
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I SHALL begin with ſome conſideration of the

virtue and agency of the Supreme moral Agent,

and Fountain of all Agency and Virtue.

Dr. Whitby, in his Diſcourſe on the five Points,

p. 14 , ſays , “ If all human actions are neceſſary,

virtue and vice muſt be empty names ; we being

capable of nothing that is blame worthy, or de

ferveth praiſe ; for who can blame a perſon for

doing only what he could not help, or judge that

he deſerveth praiſe only for what he could not

avoid ?” To the like purpoſe he speaks in places

innumerable ; eſpecially in his Diſcourſe on the

Freedom of the Will; conflantly maintaining, that a

freedom not only from coa £ tion, but necefity , is abfolucely

requiſite, in order to actions being either worthy

of blame, or deſerving of praiſe. And to this

agrees, as is well known , the current doctrine of

Arminian writers, who , in general, hold, that there

is no virtue or vice, reward or puniſhment, nothing

to be commended or blamed, without this free

dom . And yet Dr. Whitby, p . 300 , allows, that

God is wichout this freedom; and Arminians, ſo

far as I have had opportunity to obſerve, generally

acknowledge, that God is neceſſarily holy, and

his will neceſſarily determined to tħat which is

good .

So that, putting theſe things together, the in

finitely holy God,who always uſed to be eſteemed

by God's people not only virtuous, but a Being

in whom is all poſſible virtue, and every yirtue

in the moſt abſolute purity and perfection, and in

infinitely greater brightneſs and amiableneſs than

in any creature ; the moſt perfect pattern of vir

cae, and the fountain from whom all other vir

tue is but as beams from the fun ; and who has

been ſuppoſed to be, on the account of his vir

tue
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tue and holineſs, infinitely more worthy to be

eſteemed, loved , honoured , admired , commended,

extolled and praiſed, than any creature : and He,

who is thus every where repreſented in ſcripture ;

I ſay, this Being, according to this notion of

Dr. Whitby, and other Arminians, has no virtue

at all ; virtue, when aſcribed to Him, is but an

empty name ; and he is deſerving of no commen

dation or praiſe ; becauſe he is under neceſſity,

He cannot avoid being holy and good as he is ;

therefore no ihanks to him for it . It ſeems, the

holineſs, juſtneſs, faithfulneſs, &c . of the Moſt

High, muſt not be accounted to be of the nature

of that which is virtuous and praiſe worthy. They

will not deny, that theſe things in God are good ;

but then we muſt underſtand them , that they are

no more virtuous, or of the nature of any thing

commendable, than the good that is in any other

being that is not a moral agent ; as the brightneſs

of the ſun , and the fertilityof the earth , are good ,

but not virtuous, becauſe theſe properties are necef

ſary to theſe bodies, and not the fruit of ſelf - deter

mining power.

There needs no other confutation of this ro

tion of God's not being virtuous or praiſe -wor

thy, to Chriſtians acquainted with their Bible, but

only ſtating and particularly repreſenting of it.

To bring texts of Scripture, wherein God is re

preſented as in every reſpect, in the higheſt man

ner virtuous, and fupremely praiſe-worthy, would

be endleſs, and is altogether needleſs to ſuch

as have been bought up in the light of the

Goſpel.

It were to be wiſhed, that Dr. W bitby, and other

divines of the ſame fort, had explained them

ſelves, when they have atferted , that that which

is
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is neceſſary , is not deſerving of praiſe ; at the

fame time that they have owned God's perfec

tion to be neceſſary , and ſo in effect reprelenting

God as not deſerving praiſe. Certainly, if their

words have any meaning at all , by praiſe, they

muſt mean the exerciſe or teſtimony of fome

forts of eſteem , reſpect or honourable regard.

And will they then fay, that men are worthy of

that eſteem , reſpect and honour for their vir:

tue, ſmall and imperfect as it is , which yet God

is not worthy of, for his infinite righteouſneſs,

holineſs and goodneſs ? If ſo , it muſt be, be.

cauſe of ſome ſort of peculiar Excellency in the

virtuous man, which is his prerogative, wherein

he really has the preference ; fome dignity, that

is entirely diſtinguiſhed from any luxcellency,

amiableneſs or honourableneſs in God ; not in

imperfection and dependence, but in pre emi

which therefore, he does not receive from

God, nor is God the fountain or pattern of it ;

nor can God , in that reſpect, ſtand in compe

tition with him, as the object of honour and

regard ; but man may claim a peculiar eſteem ,

commendation and glory, that God can have no

pretenſion 'to. Yea, God has no right, by vir

tue of his neceffary holineſs, to intermeddle with

that grateful reſpect and praile, due to the vir

tuous man, who chuſes virtue, in the exercife

of a freedom 'ad utrumque ; any more than a pre

cious ſtone, which cannot avoid being hard and

beautiful.

And if it be ſo, let it be explained what that

peculiar reſpect is , that is due to the virtuous man,

which differs in nature and kind , in ſome way of

pre-eminence, from all that is due to God. What

is the name or deſcription of that peculiar af .

fection ? Is it eſteem , love, admiration, honour,

praiſe ,
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praiſe, or gratitude ? The Scripture every where

repreſents God as the higheſt object of all theſe :

there we read of the foul's magnifying the Lord, of

loving Him with all ibe heart, with all the foul, with

all ihe mind, and with all the ſtrength ; admiring

him and his righteous acts, or greatly regarding

them , as marvellous and wonderful ; bonouring,

glorifying, exalting, extolling, bleſſing , thanking

and praiſing Him , giving unto Him all the glory

of the good which is done or received , rather

than unto men ; that no fleſh ſhould glory in ,bis

preſence; but thatHeſhould be regarded as the

Being to whom all glory is due. What then is

that reſpect ? What paſſion, affection , or exerciſe

is it, that Arminians call praiſe, diverſe from all

theſe things, which men are worthy of for their

virtue, and which God is not worthy of, in any

degree ?

If that neceſſity which attends God's moral

perfections and actions, be as inconſiſtent with a

Being worthy of praiſe, as a neceſſity of co

action ; as is plainly implied in , or inferred from

Dr. W'bitby's diſcourſe ; then why ſhould we thank

God for his goodneſs, any more than if He were

forced to be good, or any more than we ſhould

thank one of our fellow.creatures who did us

good, not freely, and of good, will, or from any

kindneſs of heart, but from mere compulſion, or

extrinſical Neceſſity ? Arminians ſuppoſe, that God

is neceſſarily a good and gracious Being : for

this they make the ground of some of their

main arguments againit many doctrines main

tained by Calviniſts ; they ſay , theſe are certainly

falſe, and it is impoſſible they ſhould be true, be

cauſe they are not conſiſtent with the goodneſs of

God. This ſuppoſes, that it is impoſſible but that

God ſhould be good : for if it be poſſible that

He
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He ſhould be otherwiſe, then that impoffibility of

the truth of theſe doctrines ceafes, according to their

own argument.

THAT virtue in God is not, in the moſt proper

ſenſe, rewardable, is not for want of merit in his

morál perfections and actions, fufficient to de

ſerye rewards. from his creatures ; but becauſe

He is infinitely above all capacity of receiving

any reward or benefit from the creature.
He is

already infinitely and unchangeably
happy, and

we cannot be profitable unto Him. But ſtill he

is worihy of our ſupreme benevolence
for his

virtue ; and would be worthy of our beneficence
,

which is the fruit and expreſſion of benevolence,

if our goodneſs could extend to Him . If God

deſerves to be thanked and praiſed for his good

nels, He would , for the ſame reaſon , deſerve that

we ſhould alſo requite his kindneſs, if that were

poſſible. Wbat fall I render to the Lord for all his

benefits ? is the natural language of thankfulneſs
:

and ſo far as in us lies , it is our duty to recon

pende God's goodneſs, and render again according

to benefits received. And that we might have oppor

tunity for ſo natural an expreſſion of our gratitude

to God ,as beneficence, notwithſtanding his being

infinitely above our reach ; He has appointed others

to be his receivers, and to ſtand in his ſtead, as the

objects of our beneficence ; ſuch are eſpecially our

indigent brethren.

SE C
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SECTION II.

The Acts of the Will of the human Soul of, Jesus

Christ neceffarily holy, yet truly virtuous, praiſe

worlby, rewardable; &c.

I

HAVE already conſidered how Dr. Whitby

inſiſts upon it, that a freedom , not only from

coaction, but neceſſity , is requiſite eitber to virtue,

vice, praiſe or diſpraiſe, rewara or puniſhment. He

alſo inſiſts on the farne freedom as abfolutely re

quifite to a perſon's being the ſubject of a law ,

of precepts or prohibitions ; in the book before

mentioned ; ( p . 301, 314 , 328, 339, 340 , 341 ,

342, 347, 361; 373; 4 : 0 . ) And of promiſes

and threatenings, ( p . 298, 301, 305; 311 , 339,

340 , 363. ) And as requifite to a ſtate of trial,

(p . 297, &c . )

Now therefore, with an eye to theſe things, I

would enquire into the moral conduct and prac

tices of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, which he exhibi

ted in his human nature here, in his ſtate of humi."

liation. And firſt, I would ſhew ; that his holy

behaviour was neceſſary; or that it was impoſſible

it ſhould be otherwife, than that He ſhould be

have himſelf holily, and that he ſhould be per

fectly holy in each individual act of his life . And

ſecondly, that his holy behaviour was properly the

nature of virtue, and was worthy of praiſe ; and that

he was the ſubject of law precepts or commands,

promiſes and rewards ; and that he was in a ſtate of

srial.

1. It was impoffible, that the Acts of the Will

of the human ſoul of Chriſt ihould , in any in

O ſtance,

1
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ſtance, degree or circumſtance, be otherwiſe than

holy, and agreeable to God's nature and will.

The following things make this evident.

1. God had promiſed ſo effectually to preſerve

and uphold Him by his Spirit, under all his

temptations, that he could not fail of reaching

the end for which He came into the world ;

which he would have failed of, had he fallen into

fin . We have ſuch a promiſe, Iſa. xliii. 1. 2 , 3 , 4 .

Behold my Servant, whom I uphold ; mine EleEt, in

wbom my ſoul delighteth : I have put my Spirit upon

him : He ſhall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles :

He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cauſe bis voice to

be heard in the ſtreet .-- He Mall bring forth judg

sent unto truth . He fall not fail, nor be diſcou

raged, till He have ſet judgment in tbe earth ; and

the iſles.Ball wait bis law . This promiſe of

Chriſt's having God's Spirit put upon Him , and

his not crying and lifting up his voice, &c. re.

lates to the time of Chriſt's appearance on earth ;

as is manifeſt from the nature of the promiſe ,

and alſo the application of it in the New Tef

tament, Matthew xii . 18 . And the words im

ply a promiſe of his being ſo upheld by God's

Spirit, that he ſhould be preſerved from ſin ; par.,

ticularly from pride and vain -glory, and from

being overcome by any of the temptations, he

Thould be under to affect the glory of this world ,

the pomp of an earthly prince, or the applauſe

and praiſe of men : and that he ſhould be ſo up

held, that he ſhould by no means fail of obtain

ing the end of his coining into the world, of

bringing forth judgment unto victory, and eſta

bliſhing his kingdom of grace in the earth .

And in the following verfes, this promiſe is con

firmed , with the greateſt imaginable ſolemnity,

Thus faith the LORD, HE that created the heavens,

and
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and ſtretched themi out ; He that ſpread forth ihe

earth, and that which comelb out of it ; He that

givelh breath. unto the people upon it, and ſpirit to

them that walk therein . I thé Lord have called Thee

in righteouſneſs, and will hold thine band ; and will

keep Thee, and give The for a Covenant of the pro

ple, for a Light of the Gentilesá to open the blind eyes,

to bring outthe priſoners froni the prifin, and them

that fit in darkneſs out of thepriſ.n-houſe. I am

JEHOV H , that is my name, &c .

Very parallel with theſe promiſes is that, Iſa.

xlix. 7 , 8 , 9. which alſo has an apparent reſpect

to the timeof Chriſt's humiliation on earth.

Tbus faith the Lord , the Redeeme of Iſrael , and his

Holy One, to Him whom man deſpijeib , 10 Hom whom

the nation abhorretb; 'to à Servant of the rulers ;

kings shall ſee and ariſes, princes alſo shall wifhip;

because of ihe Lordthat is faithful, ana ihe Holy One

of Iſrael, and he shall chooſe Thee. Thus faith the

Lord, In an acceptable time bave I beard Thee. In à

duy of Salvation bave I helped Thee ; and I will pre

ſerve Thee, and give Ibeefor a covenant of the peoa

ple, to eſtabliſh the earth , &c.

And in 1ja. I. 5—6. we have theMeſſiah ex

preſſing his aſſurance, that God would help Him ,

by fo opening his ear, or inclining his heart to

God's commandments that He ſhould not be re

bellious, but ſhould perſevere, and not apoftatiſe,

or turn his back : that through God's help, He

ſhould be immoveable, in a way of obedience,

under the great trials of reproach and fuffering

he ſhould meet with ; ſetting his face like a

Aint : ſo that He knew , He ſhould not be aſham

ed , or fruſtrated in his deſign ; and finally ſhould

be approved and juſtified , as having done his

work faithfully. The Lord hath opened mine ear ;

}

O 2
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so that I was not rebellious, neither turned away my

back : I gave my back to the ſmiters, and ny cheeks

to them that plucked off tbe hair ; I hid not my face

from fame and Spitting. For the Lord God will

help me ; therifore Mall I not be confounded i there

fore haveI ſet my face as a flint, and I know that I

Thall not be aſhamed. He is near that juſtifielb me :

who will contend with me ? Let us ſtand together.

Who is mine adverſary ? Let him come near 10 me.

Bebold the Lord God will belp me : who is he that

Mall condemn me ? Lo, they ſhall all wax bold as a gar

ment, the mothfall eat them up.

2. The ſame thing is evident from all the

promiſes which God made to the Mefliah, of his

future glory, kingdom and ſucceſs, in his office

and character of a Mediator : which glory could

not have been obtained, if his holineſs had failed ,

and he had been guilty of fin . God's abſolute

promiſe of any things makes the things pro

miſed neceſſary, and their failing to take place

abſolutely impoſible : and, in like manner, it makes

thoſe things neceſſary, on which the thing pro

miſed depends, and without which it cannot take

effect. Therefore it appears, that it was utterly

impoſſible that Chriſt's holineſs ſhould fail, from

ſuch abſolute promiſesas thofe, Pſalm cx. 4. The

Lord bath ſworn, and will not repent, Thou art a

Prieſt forever, after the order of Melchizedek. And

from every other promiſe in that Pfalm, contained

in each 'verſe of it. And Pſal. ii. 6, 7. , I will

declare the decree: The Lord bath ſaid unto me,

Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten Thee :

Aſk of me, and I will give Thee the Heathen for

thine inberitance, &c. Pfalm xlv . 3, 4, &c . Gird thy

ſword on thy thigh, O mojt Mighty, with thy Glory

and thy Majeſty; and in 'thyMajeſty ride proſperouſly.

And ſo every thing that is ſaid from thence to

the
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1

the end of the Pſalm . And thoſe promiſes, .

iii . 13, 14, 15. liii. and 10, 11 , 12. And all thofe

promiſes which God makes to the Meſſiah, of

ſucceſs, dominion and glory in the character of a

Redeemer, in Ifa. xlix.

3. It was often promiſed to the Church of God

of old, for their comfort, that God would give

them a righteous, ſinleſs Saviour. Jer. xxiii.5, 6.

Behold , the days come, faith the Lord, that I will

raiſe up unto David a righteous Branch ; and a King

Mall reign , and proſper, and fall execute judgment

and juſtice in the earth. In his days ſhall Judah be

faved, and Iſrael fall dwell ſafely. And this is

name whereby He ſhall be called, The Lord our

Righteouſneſs. So Jer. xxxiii . 15. I will cauſe

the Branch of Righteouſneſs to grow up unto David ;

and be shall execute judgment and righteonſneſs in the

land. Iſa. xi. 6, 7. For unto us a child is born ;

upon the throne of David and of bis kingdom , to

order it, and to eſtabliſh it with judgment and juſtice,

from henceforth, even for ever : ihe Zeal of the Lord

of Hoſts will do this . Chap. ix . at the beginning.

There hall come forth a Rod out of the Stem of Jeffe,

and a Branch ſhall grow out of bis Roots; and the

Spirit of the Lord ſhall reſtupon Him , —the Spirit of

Knowledge, and the Fear of ihe Lord :-with righ.

teouſneſs mallHe judge the poor, and reprove with

equity :-Righteouſneſs ſhall be the girdle of his loins,

and faithfulneſs thegirdle of his reins. Chap. lii . 13.

My Servant jhall deal prudently. Chap. liii. 9 . Be

cauſe He bad done no violence, neither was guile found

in bis mouth . If it be impoffible, that theſe

promiſes ſhould fail, and it be eaſier for heaven

and earth to paſs away, than for one jot or tittle

of theſe promiſes of God to paſs away, then it

was impoffible that God ſhould commit any lin .

Chriſt himſelf ſignified, that it was impoſible

buc3 O 3
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but that the things which were ſpoken concerning

Him, ſhould be fulfilled. Luke xxiv. 44. - That

all things muſt be fulfilled, which were written in the

law ofMofes, and in the Prophets, and in ibe Pſalms

concerning Me. Matt . xxvi . 53, 54, but how then

shall the Scripture be fulfilled, that thus it muſt be ?

Mark xiv . 49. But the Scriptures niuſt be fulfilled,

And to the Apoſtle, cts i . 16, 17.- Ibis Scripture

muſt needs have been fulfilled,

4. All the promiſes, which were made to the

Church of old , of the Meſſiah as a future Saviour,

from that made to our firſt parents in Paradiſe, ta

that which was delivered by the prophet Malachi,

ſhew it to be impoſſible that Chrift ſhould not have

perfevered in perfect holineſs. The antient pre

dictions given to God's Church , of the Mefiah as

a Saviour, were of the nature of promiſes ; as is

evident by the predictions themſelves, and the

manner of delivering them . But they are ex

preſsly, and very often called fromiſes in the New

Teftament ; as in Luke i. 54, 55 , 72 , 73. Aets xiii .

32 , 33. Rom . i. 1, 2 , 3. and chap. xv. 8. Heb. vi .

13, & c. Theſe promiſes were often made with

great ſolemnity, and confirmed with an oath ; as

in Gen xxii . 16,17. By myſelf bave I ſworn , ſaith

the Lord , that in bleffing, I ưill bleſs Thee, and in

multiplying, I will multiply thy feed, as the ſtars of

beaven , and as the land which is upon the sea

pere: And in thy feed Mall all the nations of the

earth be blufed. Compare Luke i. 72, 73. and

Gal. iii. 8 , 5 , 16. The Apoſtle in Heb. vi. 17, 18 ,

Speaking of this promiſe to Abraham , ſays, Where

in God willing mure abundantly to pew to ibe heirs of

promiſe the immutairlity, of bis counſel, confirmed it by

an cath ; tbut by two IMMUTABLE things, in

which it was IMPOSSI. LE for God to lie, wemight

kave Jitrong conſolution.- In which words, the ne

ceſity
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ceffity of the accompliſhment, or (which is the

ſame thing) the impoſſibility of the contrary, is

fully declared . So God confirmed the promiſe

of the great falvation of the Meſſiah , made to

David, by an oath ; Pfalm lxxxix. 3 , 4. I bave

made a covenant with my chosen , I have fworn unto

David my ſervant ; tby feed will I eſtabliſh forever ,

and build up thy thone to all generations. There is

nothing that is fo abſolutely ſet forth in Scrip

ture, as ſure and irrefragable, as this promiſe and

oath of David . See Pſalm lxxxix. 34, 35, 36.

2 Sam. xxii . 5. Ifa. lv. 4. Aets ii . 29, 30, and

xiii . 34. The Scripture expreſsly ſpeaks of it as

uiterly mpoſſible that this promiſe and oath to

David, concerning the everlaſting dominion of

the Meffiah of his feed , ſhould fail. Jer . xxxiii.

15 , &c. In thoſe days, and at that time, I will

cauſe the Branch of Righteouſneſs to grow up unto

David . For thus faith the Lord, David shall never

want a Man to ſet upon the throne of the Houſe of

Ifrael.--Ver. 20, 21. If you can break my covenant

of the day, and my covenant of the night, and that

there should not be day and night in their ſeafon ; then

may alſo my covenant be broken with David my fer .

vant, that He ſhould not have a fon to reign upon

his throne. So in ver. 25 , 26. Thus abundant

is the Scripture in repreſenting how impoſible it

was, that the promiſes made of old concerning

the great falvation and kingdom of the Meffiah

ſhould fail : which implies, that it was impoſſible

that this Meſſiah , the ſecond Adam , the promiſed

ſeed of Abraham , and of David , ſhould fall from

his integrity, as the firſt Adam did.

5. All the promiſes that were made to the

Church of God under the Old Teſtament, of the

great enlargement of the Church, and advance

ment of her glory, in the days of the Goſpel,

afterO 4
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1

after the coming of the Mefliah ; the increaſe

of her light, liberty , holineſs, joy, triumph over

her enemies , &c. of which ſo grea: a part of

the Old Teltament confifts ; which are repeated

ſo often , are ſo variouſy exhibited , fo frequently

introduced with great pomp and ſolemnity, and

are ſo abundantlyſealed with typical and ſymbo .

Jitical repreſentatjons; I ſay, all theſe promiſes

inoply, that the Melliah ſhould perfect the work

of redemption ; and this implies, that he ſhould

perſevere in the work, which the Father had ap

pointed Him, being in all things conformed to

his Will. Theſe promiſes were often confirmed by

an oath .
See Ifa liv . 9. with the context ;

chap. Ixii . 18. ) And it is repreſented as utterly

impoſſible that theſe promiſes ſhould tail. ( Ifa.

xlix. 15. with the context, chap. liv , 10. with the

context; chap. li. 4-8. cbap. xl . 8. with the con

text. ) And therefore it was impoſible, that the

Meſſiah ſhould fạil, or commit fin,

6. It was impoffible, that the Meſſiah ſhould

fail of perſevering in integrity and holineſs, as the

firit Adam did, becauſe this would have been in

confiftu ni with the promiſes, which God made to

the bleffed Virgin ,his mother, and to her huſ.

band ; implying, that He should ſave his people from

their fins, that God would give H. 1 thethrone of bis Fa

ther David, that Hefould reign over the brufe of Ja.

cob for ever ; and that of his kingdom there ſhall be no

end ." Thiele promiſes were lure, and it was im

P :Dible they ſhould tail." And therefore the Virgin

Mary, in truiting fully to them , acted reaſonably,

having an immoveable foundationof her faith , as

Elizuilib ovle ves , ver 45. And bleſſed is ſhe that

believeth ; for there ſhall be a performance of those

ibings, ubich were told ber from the Lord,

7. THAT
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7. That it ſhould have been poſſible that Chrift

ſhould fin , and ſo fail in the work of our re

demption , does not conſiſt with the eternal pur

poſe and decree of God , revealed in the Scriptures,

that he would provide ſalvation for fallen man

in and by Jelus Chriit ; and that ſalvation ſhould

be offered to finners through the preaching of the

Goſpel. Such an abſolute decree as this Armi

nians do not deny. Thus much at leaſt (out of

all controverſy) is implied in luch Scriptures, as

1 Cor. ii . 7. Eph. i. 4, 5. and chap. iii 9, 10, 11.

1 Pet. i . 19, 20, Such an abſolute decree as this,

Arminians allow to be fignified in thele texts . And

the Arminians election of nations and ſocieties,

and general election of the Chriſtian Church, and

conditional election of particular Perſons, imply

this. God could not decree before the founda .

tion of the world, to ſave all that ſhould believe

in, and obey Chrift, unleſs he had abſolutely de

creed, thạt ſalvation ſhould be provided, and ef

fectually wrought out by Chriſt. And ſince (as

the Arminians themſelves ftrenuouſly maintain) a

decree of God infers neceffiy ; hence, it became

neceſſary, that Chriſt ſhould perſevere, and actually

work out ſalvation for us, and that he ſhould not

fail by the commiſſion of fin .

8. That it ſhould have been poſſible for Chriſt's

Holineſs to fail, is not confiltent with what God

promiſed to his Son, before all ages. For, that

ſalvation ſhould be offered to men, through Chrift,

and beſtowed on all his faithful followers, is what

is at leaſt implied in that certain and infallibie

promile ſpoken of by the apoſtie, Tit. 1. 2. lx

hope of eternal life; which God, that cannot lie, pro

mifed before the world began. This does not leem to

be controverted ry Arminians *.

* See Dr. Whitby on the five Points, p. 48, 49, 50.

+

9. THAT
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9. That it ſhould be poſſible for Chriſt to fail

of doing his Facher's Will, is inconſiſtent with

the promife made to - the Father bythe Son, bý

the Logos that was with the Father froin the be

ginning, before he took the human nature : as

may be ſeen in Pſalm xl. 6, 7 , 8. ( compared with

the apoſtle's interpretation, Heb. x. 5—9 . ) Sa.

crifice and offering thou didſt not deſire : mine ears

balt thou opened, ( or bored ; ) burnt-offering and fin

offering Thou haſt not required . Then ſaid I, Lo, I

come :in the volume of the book it is written of me,

I delight to do thy Will, O my God, and thy law is

within my heart. Where is a maniseſt alluſion to

the covenant, which the willing ſervant, who

loved his maſter's ſervice , madewith his maſter ,

to be his ſervant for ever, on the day wherein

he had his ear bored ; which covenant was pro

bably inſerted in the public records, called the

Volume of the Bock, by the judges, who were

called to take 'cognizance of the tranſaction ; Exod .

xxi. If the Logos, who was with the Fa : her be

fore the world, and who made the world , thus

engaged in covenant to do the Will of the Facher

in the human nature, and the promiſe, was as it

were recorded , that it might be made ſure, doubt

leſs it was impoſible that it ſhould fail ; and ſo it

was impoſſible that Chriſt ſhould fail of doing the

Will of the Father in the human nature.

10. If it was poſible for Chriſt to have failed

of doing the Will of his Father, and ſo to have

failed of effectually working out redemption for

finners, then the falvation of all the ſaints, who

were ſaved from the beginning of the world , to

the death of Chriſt , was not built on a firm

foundation. The Meſſiah , and the redemption ,

which He was to work out by his obedience

unto death, was the foundation of the falva

tion
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ſtowed upon them , ſtill it was poſfiole
that the

tion of all the poſterity of fallen man , that ever

were ſaved. Therefore, ' if when the Old Teſta

ment ſaints had the pardon of their ſins, and the

favour of God promiſed them, and falvation be

Meſſiah, when he came, might commit ſin , then

all this was on a foundation that was not firm

and ſtable, but liable to fail ; ſomething which it

was poſſible might never be. God did as it were

truſt to what his Son had engaged and promiſed

to do in future time ; and depended fo inuch upon

it, that Heproceeded actually to ſure men on the

account of it, as though it had been already done.

But this truſt and dependence of God , on the

fuppoſition of Chriſt's being liable to fail of do.

ing his Will , was leaning on a ſtaff that was

weak, and might poflibly break . The faints of

old truſted on the promifts of a future redemp

tion to be wrough out and compleated by the

Meffiah, and built their comfort upon it : Abraham

ſaw Chriſt's Day , and rejoiced ; and he and the

other Patriarchs died in the faith of the promiſe of

it. ' ( Heb. xi. 13. ) But on this ſuppoſition, their

faith and their comfort, and their ſalvation, was

built on a moveable fallible foundation ; Chriſt

was not to them a tried ſtone, a ſure foundation ;

as in Iſa. xxviii. 16. David entirely refted on

the covenant of God with him, concerning the

future glorious dominion and ſalvation of the

Meffiah, of his Seed ; ſays, it was all his ſalvation ,

and all his deſire ; and comforts himſelf that this

covenant was an everlaſting covenant, ordered in all

things and ſure, 2 Sam . xxiii. 5. But if Chriſt's

virtue might fail, he was miſtaken : his great

comfort was not built ſo ſure, as he thought it

was, being founded entirely on the determinations

of the Free-Will of Chriſt's human Soul ; which

was ſubject to no neceſſity, and might be deter

mined
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mined either one way or the other. Alſo the

dependence of thoſe, who looked for redemption

in Jeruſalem , and waited for the conſolation of

Ifrael, ( Luke i . 25, and 38. ) and the confidence

of the diſciples of Jeſus, who forſook all and fol.

lowed Him , that they might enjoy the benefits of

his future kingdom , was built on a ſandy foun

dation .

11. The Man Chriſt Jeſus, before he had

finiſhed his courſe of obedience, and while in the

midſt of temptations and trials , was abundant

in poſitively predicting his own future glory in

his kingdom , and the enlargement of his Church ,

the ſalvation of the Gentiles through Him, &c.

and in promiſes of bleſſings he would beſtow on

his true diſciples in his future kingdom ; on

which promiſes he required the full dependence

of his diſciples. ( Juba xiv . ) But the diſciples

would have no ground for ſuch dependence, if

Chriſt had been liable to fail in his work : and

Chriſt Himſelf would have been guilty of pre

fumption , in fo abounding in peremtory pro.

miſes of great things, which depend on a mere

contingence ; viz . the determinations of his Free

Will, confilting in a freedom ad utrumque, to either

fin or holineſs , ſtanding in indifference, and in

cident, in thouſands of future inſtances, to go

cither one way or the other,

Thus it is evident, that it was impoſſible that the

Acts of the Will of the human ſoul of Chriſt

fhould be otherwiſe than holy, and conformed to

the Will of the Father ; or, in other words, they

were neceſſarily ſo conformed.

I have been the longer in the proof of this

matter , it being a thing denied by ſome of the

greateſt
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greateſt Arminians, by Epiſcopius in particular ;

and becauſe I look upon it as a point clearly and

abſolutely determining the controverſy between

Calvinifts and Arminians, concerning the neceſſity

of ſuch a freedom of will as is inſiſted on by the

laiter, in order to moral agency, virtue, com

mand or prohibition, promile or threatening, re

ward or puniſhment, praiſe or diſpraiſe, merit or

demerit. I now therefore proceed,

11. To conſider whether CHRIST, in his holy

behaviour on earth , was not thus a moral agent,

ſubject to commands, promiſes, &c.

Dr. Whitby very often ſpeaks of what he calls

a freedoin ad utrumlibet, without necefficy, as re

quiſite to law and commands; and ſpeaks of ne.

ceſſity as entirely inconſiſtent with injunctions and

probibitions. But yet we read of Chriſt's being the

ſubject of the commands of his Father, Job x. 18.

and xv. 10. And Chriſt tells us, that every thing

that he ſaid, or did, was in compliance with com

mandments be bad received of the Father ; John xii .

49, 50. and xiv. 31 . And we often read of

Chriſt's obedience to his Father's commands, Rom.

V. 19. Phil. ii . 18. Heb . v, 8 .

The forementioned writer repreſents promiſes

offered as motives to perſons to do their duty, or

a being moved and induced by promiſes, as utterly in

conſiſtent with a ſtate wherein perſons have not a

liberty ad utrumlibet, but are neceſſarily deter

mined to one. ( See particularly, p. 298, and 3v1.)

But the thing which this writer afferts, is de

monſtrably falſe, if the Chriſtian religion be true.

If there be any cruth in Chriſtianity or theholy

Scriptures, the Man Chriſt Jeſus had his Will in .

fallibly, unalterably and unfruſtrably determined

5

to

1
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to good, and that alone ; but yet he had pro

miſes of glorious rewards made to Him , on con

dition of his perſevering in , and perfecting the

work which God hath appointed Him ; Iſa. liii .

10, 11 , 12. Pſalm 11. and cx. Ifa. xlix . 7 , 8 , 9.

In Luke xxii . 28, 29. Chriſt ſays to his diſciples ,

re are they wbich bave continued with me in my

templations , and I appoint unto you a kingdom , as

my Father bath appointed unto me. The word inoſt

properly ſignifies to appoint by covenant , or pro

miſe. The plain meaning of Chriſt's words is

this : “ As you have partook of my temptation's

and trials, and have been ſtedfaſt, and have over

come; I promiſe to make you partakers of my

reward , and to give you a kingdom ; as the

Father hath promiſed me a kingdom for con

tinuing ſtedfait, and overcoming thoſe trials . ”.

And the words are well explained by thofe in

Rev, iii . 21. To bim that overcometh, will I grant

to fit with me on my throne ; even as I alſo overcame,

and am ſet down with my Father in his throne. And

Chriſt had not only promiſes of glorious ſucceſs

and rewards made to his obedience and ſuffer

ings, butthe Scriptures plainly repreſent Him as

uſing theſepromiſes for motives and inducements

to obey and ſuffer ; and particularly that promiſe

of a kingdom which the Father hath appointed

Him, or fitting with the Father on his throne ;

as inHeb. xii . 1 , 2. Let us lay aſide every weight,

and the fin which doth eaſily befet us, and let us run

with patience the race that is ſet. before us, looking

unto Jeſus the Author and Finiſher of our faith ; who

for the joy that was ſet before Him , endured the croſs,

deſpiſing the ſheme, and is ſet down on the right hand

of the throne of God .

And how ſtrange would it be to hear any Chriſ

tian affert, that the holy and excellent temper

anp
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enemies, even when

and behaviour of Jeſus Chriſt, and that obedi

ence, which he performed under ſuch great trials,

was not virtuous or praiſe-worthy ; becauſe his

Will was not free ad utrumque, to either holineſs .

or fin , but was unalterably determined to one ;

that upon this account, there is no virtue at all,

in all" Chriſt's humility, meekneſs, patience,

charity, forgiveneſs of enemies, contempt of

the world , heavenly mindedneſs, fubmiflion to

the Will of God , perfect obedience to his com

mands, (though He was obedient unto death,

even the death of the croſs ) his great compaſſion

to the atiticted, his unparallelled love to mankind,

his faithfulneſs to God and map , under ſuch great

nailing Him to the croſs; that virtue, when ap

plied to theſe things, is but an empty name ; thac

there was no merit in any of theſe things ; that

is, that Chriſt was worthy of nothing at all on the

account of them , worthy ofno reward, no praiſe,

no honour or reſpect 'from God or Man ; be

cauſe his Will was not indifferent, and free either

to theſe things, or the contrary; but under ſuch

a ſtrong inclination or bias to the things that

were excellent, as made it impoſſible that he ſhould

chuſe the contrary , that upon this account (to.

uſe Dr. Whitby's language) it would be senſibly un

reaſonable thai the human nature ſhould be re

warded for any of theſe things .

ACCORDING to this doctrine, that creature who

is evidently ſet forth in Scripture as the first-born

of every creature, as having in all things the pre

erinence, and as the higheſtof all creatures in vir

tue, honour, and worthineſs of elteem , praiſe

and glory, on the account of his virtue, is leſs

worthy or reward or praiſe, than the very leaſt

of ſaints ; yea, no more worthy than a clock or

mere
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mere machine, that is purely paſſive, and moved

by natural neceſſity.

If we judge by ſcriptural repreſentations of

things, w: have reaſon to ſuppoſe, that Chriſt

tookon him our nature, and dwelt with us in this

world, in a ſuffering ſtate, not only to ſatisfy for

our ſins ; but that He, being in our nature and

circumſtances, and under our trials, might be

our moſt fit and proper example, leader and

captain, in the exercife of glorious and victorious

virtue, and might be a viſible inſtance of the

glorious end and reward of it : that we might

lee in Him the beauty, amiableneſs, and true

honour and glory, and exceeding benefit, of that

viriue, which it is proper for us human beings to

practice ; and might thereby learn, and be ani

mated, to ſeek the like glory and honour, and

to obtain the like glorious reward. hee Heb. ii .

9-14 with v. 8,9. and xii . 1 , 2 , 3. John xv. 10 .

Rom . viii . 17. 2 Tim. ii . 11 , 12. i Pet ii . 19 , 20.

and iv. 13. But if there was nothing of any

virtue or merit, or worthineſs of any reward ,

glory, praile or commendarion at all , in all that

He did, becauſe it was all neceſſary , and He

could not help it ; then how is here any thing ſo

proper to animate and incite us, free creatures,

by patient continuance in well-doing, to ſeek for

honour, glory, and virtue ?

God ſpeaks of Himſelfas peculiarly well- pleaſed

with the Righteouſneſs of this fervant of his .

Ifa. xlii. 21. The Lord is well pleafed för bis Righ

teouſneſs fake. The facrifices of old are ſpoken of

as a ſweet favour to God, bur the obedience of

Chriſt as far more acceptable than they . Pfam xl .

6, 7. Sacrifice and offering Tebou didft not defire:

Mine ear haft Thou opened (as thy ſervant per

forming
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forming willing. obedience ; ) burnt-offering and

fin -offering haft thou not required i thin, ſaid I, LO, ;

I come [ as a fervatie that chearfully anſwers the

calls of his maſter :) I delight to do tby will, Oriy

God, and thy law is within mine beari. Matt. xvii.

5. This is my beloved Son , in whom I am well

pleaſed. And Chriſt tells us expreſsly, that the

Father loves Him for that wonderful instance of

his obedience, his voluntary ġielding himſelf to

dearh, in compliance with his Father's command,

John X. 17,18 . Therefore doth my Father loveme,

becauſe I lay down my life :-No man takesh ii from

me ; büt I lay it down of myſelf.-- This commandment re

ceived I of my Father .

And if there was no merit in Chrift's obedience

unto death, if it was not worthy of praiſe, and

of the moſt glorious rewards, the heavenly hoſts

were exceedingly miſtaken, by the account that

is given of them , in Rev. v. 8-12 . The four

beaſts, and the four and twenty elders fell down before

the Lainb, having every one of them harps, andgolden

vials full of odours;--andthey ſung a new ſong, ſay

ing, Thou art WORTHY to take the book, and to

open the ſeals thereof ; for thou wajt ſain . And

bebeld, and I heard the voice of many angels round

about the thrones and the beaſts, and the elders, and

the number of them was ten thouſand times ten thouſand,

and thouſands of thouſands, ſaying with a loud voice;

WORTHY is the Lamb that was nain, to receive

power, and riches, and wiſdoms and ſtrength, and

honour, and glory, and bleſſing,

Christ ſpeaks of the eternal life which He was

to receive, as the reward of his obedience to the

Father's commandments. John xii. 49, 50. I

bave not ſpoken of myſelf ; but the Father which fent

me, He gave me a commandment what I ſhould ſay,

P and
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and what I ſhould speak : and I know tbat his com

mandment is life everlaſting : whatſoever I ſpeak

therefore, even as the Father ſaid unto me, so I ſpeak.

God promiſes to divide him a portion ,with the

great, &c. for his being his righteous Servant,

for his glorious virtue under ſuch great trials and

afflictions, Ifa . liii . 11 , 12. He mall ſee the tra

vel of his ſoul and be ſatisfied : by his knowledge

mall my righteous Servant juſtify many ; for be foell

bear their iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a

portion with the great, and he ſhall divide the Spoil

with the ftrong, becauſe he hath poured out his fuul

unto death .--- The Scriptures repreſent God as res

warding Him far above all his other Servants,

Phil. ii. 7 , 8 , 9. He took 'on Him the form of a

ſervant, and was made in the likeneſs of men : and

being found in faſhion as a man, He bumbled bimſelf,

andbecame obedient unto death , even the death of ibe

croſs: wherefore GOD alſo baib highly exalted Him ,

and given Him a Name above every Name, Pſalm

xlv. 7. Thou loveſt Righteouſneſs, and bateſt wick

edneſs ; therefore God, thy God, balb anoinied Thee

with the oil ofgladneſs above thy fellows.

There is no room to pretend, that the glori

ous benefits beſtowed in conſequence of Chriſt's

obedience, are not properly of the nature of a

reward. What is a reward , in the moſt proper

ſenfe , but a benefit beſtowed in conſequence of

ſomething morally excellent in quality or beha

viour, in teſtimony of well- pleafedneſs in that

moral excellency , and reſpect and favour on

that account ? If we conſider the nature of a re

ward moſt ſtrictly, and make the utmoſt of it ,

and add to the things contained in this deſcrip

tion, proper merit or worthineſs, and the be

ſtowment of the benefit in conſequence of a pro

mile ; ſtill it will be found, there is nothing be

longing
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longing to it, but that the Scripture is moſt ex

preſs as to its belonging to the glory beſtowed on

Chriſt after his ſufferings ; as appears from what

has been already obſerved : there was a glorious

benefit beſtowed in conſequence of ſomething

morally excellent, being calied Rigbieouſneſs and

Obedience ; there was great favour, love and

well-pleaſedneſs, for this righteouſneſs and obe

dience, in the Beſtower ; there was proper me

rit , or worthineſs of the benefii, in the obedi

ence ; it was beſtowed in fulfilment of promiſes,

made to that obedience ; and was beſtowed

therefore, or becauſe he had performed that obé.

dience .

I may add to all theſe things , tħat feſus Chriſt,

while here in the Aeſh , was manifeſtly in a ſtate

of trial . The laſt Adam , as Chriſt is called,

1 Cor . xv. 45. Rom . v . 14. taking on Him the

human nature, and ſo the form of a fervant,

and being under the law, to ſtand and act for us,

was put into a ſtate of trial , as the firſt Adam

was.-- Dr. Wbitby mentions theſe three things as

evidences of perſons being in a ſtate of trial

(on the five Points, p. 298, 299 ) riamely, their

amictions being ſpoken of as their trials or

temptations, their being the fubjects of promiſes,

and their being expoſed to ſatan's temptations.

But Chriſt was apparently the fubject of each of

theſe . Concerning promiſes made to Him, I

have fpoken already. The difficulties and afa

flictions, He met with in the courſe of his obedi

ence, are called his temptations or trials, ‘Luke

xxii . 28. re are they which bave continued with me

in my temptation's, or trials. Heb . ii. 18. For in

that be Himſelf ball ſuffered, being tempted or

tried ] He is able to ſuccour them that are tempted.

Andchap. iv , 15. Webavenot an bigh prieſt, which

cannot
P2
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cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities ;

but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet

without fin. And as to his being tempted by

ſatan it is what none will diſpute.

SECTION 111.

The Caſe of ſuch as are given up of God to Sin,

and of fallen Man in general, proves moral Ne

cefity and Inability to be conſiſtent with Blame.

worthineſs.

D

quo liberum

R. Whitby aſſerts freedom , not only from

co-action, but Neceſſity, to be eſſential to

any thing deſerving the name of ſin , and to an

action's being culpable; in theſe words (Diſcourfe

on five Points, edit. 3. p . 348. ) “ If they be

thus neceffitated, then neither their fins of omiffion,

or commiſſion could deſerve that name ; it being

effential to the nature of Sin, according to St.

Auſtin's definition , that it be an action à

eftabftinere. Three things ſeem plainly neceſſary

to make an action or omiſſion culpable; 1. That

it be in our power to perform or forbear it :

for, as Origin, and all the fathers ſay , no man

is blame-worthy for not doing what he could not

do.” And elſewhere the Doctor inſiſts, thai

« when any do evil of Neceſſity, what they do is

novice, that they are guilty of no fault *, are

worthy of no blame, diſpraiſet, or diſhonour I,

but are unblameableg.

* Diſcourſe on five Points, p. 347, 360, 361 , 377.

+ 303, 326 , 329, and many other places. 1371.

$ 304, 361.

IF
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If theſe things are true, in Dr. Whitby's ſenſe

ofNeceſſity, they will prove all ſuch to beblame

leſs, who are given up of God to Sin , in what

they commit after they are thus given up .-That

there is ſuch a thing as men's being judicially

given up to fin, is certain, if the ſcripture rightly

informs us;ſucha thing being often there fpo

ken of : as in Pſalm lxxxi. 12 . So Igave them up

to their own hearts luft, and they walkedin their own

counſels. Acts vii. 42. Then God turned, and gave

them up to worſhip the hoſt of heaven. Rom. i. 24.

Wherefore, God alſo gave them up to uncleanneſs,

through the luſts of their own hearts, to diſhonour their

own bodies between themſelves. Ver. 26. For this

cauſe God gave them up to vile affections. Ver. 28.

And even as they did not like to retain God in their

knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind,

to do thoſe thingsthat are not convenient.

It is needleſs to ſtand particularly to inquire,

what God's giving men up to their own bearts

lufts ſignifies : it is ſufficient to obſerye, that

hereby is certainly meant God's ſo ordering or

diſpoſing things, in ſome reſpect or other, either

bydoing or forbearing to do, as that the conſe

quence ſhould be men's continuing in their Sins.

So much as men are given up to, ſo much is the

conſequence of their being given up, whether that

be leſs or more. If God does not order things ſo,

by action or permiſſion, that Sin will be the con

ſequence, then the event proves that they are not

given up to that conſequence. If good be the

conſequence, inſtead ofevil, then God's mercy

is to be acknowledged in that goud ; which mer

cy muſt be contrary to God's judgment in giving

up to evil . If the event muſt prove, that they

are given up to evil as the conſequence, then the

perſons, who are the ſubjects of this judgment,

P2 , muſt
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muſt be the ſubjects of ſuch an event, and ſo the

event is neceſſary.

If not only co - a &tion, but all Necefſity, will prove

men blameleſs , then Judas was blameleſs , ' after

Chriſt had given him over, and had already de

clared his certain damnation, and that he ſhould

verily betray Him. He was guilty of no Sin in

betraying his Maſter, on this ſuppoſition ; though

his ſo doing is ſpoken of by Chriſt as the moſt

aggravated Sin , more heinous than the Sin of Pilate

in crucilying Him. And the Jews in Egypt, in

Jeremiab's time, were guilty of no Sin , in their

not worſhipping the true God, after God had

fworn by his great Nome, that his Name foula be no

more named in the moulb of anyman of Judah , in aļl

the land of Egypt. Jer. xliv . 26 .

Dr. Whitby ( Diſc. on five Points, p . 302 , 303. )

denies, that men , in this world, are ever ſo given

up by God to Sin, that their wills ſhould be necef

ſarily determined to evil ; though he owns, thaç

hereby it may become exceeding difficult for men to

do good , having a ſtrong bent, and powerful in

clination , to what is evil.But if we ſhould al

low the caſe to be juſt as he repreſents, the judg

ment of giving up to Sin will no better agree

with his notions of that liberty, which is eſſen

tial to praiſe or blame, than if we ſhould ſup ,

poſe it to render the avoiding of Sin impoſſible,

For if an impoſſibility of avoiding Sin wholly ex

cuſes a man'; then, for the ſame reaſon , its be

ing difficult to avoid it, excuſes him in part ; and

this juſt in proportion to the degree of difficulty .

If the influence of moral impoffibility or In

ability be the ſame, to excuſe perſons in not do

ing, or not avoiding any thing, as that of na

tural Inability, (which is ſuppoſed) then undoubt

edly
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edly, in like manner, moral difficulty has the ſame

influence to excuſe with natural difficulty. But all

allow, that natural impoffibility wholly excuſes,

and alſo that natural difficulty excuſes in part, and

makes the act or omiſſion leſs blameable in pro

portion to the difficulty. . All natural difficulty,

according to the plaineſt dictates of the light of

nature, excuſes in ſome degree, ſo that the neg

lect is not ſo blameable, as if there had been no

difficulty in the caſe : and ſo the greater the dif

ficulty is , ſtill the more excuſeable , in proportion

to the increaſe of the difficulty. And as natu

ral impoffibility wholly excuſes and excludes all

blame, ſo the nearer the difficulty approaches to

impoſſibility, ſtill the nearer a perſon is to blame

leſſneſs in proportion to that approach. Andif

the caſe of moral impoflibility or Neceſſity , be

juſt the ſame with natural Neceſſity or co -action,

as to infuence to excuſe a neglect, then alſo , for

the ſame reaſon , the caſe of natural difficulty ,

does not differ in influence, to excuſe a neglect,

from moral difficulty, ariſing from a ſtrong bias

or bent to evil, ſuch as Dr. Whitby owns in the

caſe of thoſe that are given up to their own hearts

lufts. So that the fault of ſuch perſons muſt be

leſſened, in proportion to the difficulty, and ap

proach to impoſſibility. If ten degrees of moral

difficulty make the action quite impoſſible, and

ſo wholly excuſe, then if there be nine degrees of

difficulty, the perſon is in great part excuſed,

änd is nine degrees in ten, leſs blame-worthy,

than if there had been no difficulty at all ; and

he has but one degree of blame-worthineſs. The

reaſon is plain, on Arminian principles ; viz . be.

cauſe as difficulty, by antecedent bent and bias

on the will , is increaſed, liberty of indifference,

and ſelf - determination in the will, is diminiſhed :

so much hindrance and impediment is there, in

P 3
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the way of the will's acting freely, by mere

ſelf -determination. And if ten degrees of ſuch

hindrance take away all ſuch liberty, then nine

degrees take away nịne parts in ten, and leave

but one degree of liberty . And therefore there

is but onedegree of blameableneſs, cæteris pari

bus, in the neglect ; the man being no further

blameable in what he does, or neglects, than he

has liberty in that affair : for blameor praiſe ( ſay

they ) ariſes wholly from a good uſe or abuſe of

liberty .

From all which it follows, that a ſtrong bent

and bias one way, and difficulty of going the

contrary, never cauſes a perſon to be at all more

expofcd to ſin, or any thing blameable : becauſe,

as the difficulty is increaſed , ſo much the leſs is

required and expected . Though in one reſpect,

expoſedneſs to Sin or fault is increaſed, viz. by

an increaſe of expoſedneſs to the evil action or

omiffion ; yet it is diminiſhed in another reſpect,

to balance it ; namely, as the ſinfulneſs or blame

ableneſs of the action or omiffion is diminiſhed in

the ſame propoſition . So that, on the whole,

the affair, as to expoſedneſs to guilt or blame, is

Jeft juſt as it was,

To illuſtrate this, let us ſuppoſe a ſcale of a

balance to be intelligent, and a free agent, and

indued with a ſelf-moving power, by virtue of

which it could act and produce effects to a cer

țain degree, ex. gr. to move itſelf up or down

with a lorce equal to a weight of ten pounds ;

and that it might therefore be required of it, in

ordinary circumſtance, to move itſelf down with

that force , for which it has power and full li

terty , and therefore would beblame-worthy if it

failed of it. Bụt then let us ſuppoſe a weight of

ten
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tenpounds to be put in the oppoſite ſcale, which

in force entirely counter-balance its ſelf moving

power, and ſo renders it impoſſible for it to move

down at all , and therefore wholly excuſes it from

any ſuch motion . But if we ſuppoſe there to be

only nine pounds in the oppoſite ſcale, this ren

ders its motion not impoſſible, but yet more dif

ficult; ſo that it can now only move down with

the force of one pound : but however this is

all that is required of it under theſe circum

ſtances ; it is wholly excuſed from nine parts of its

motion ; and if the ſcale under theſe circum

ſtances, neglects to move, and remains at reſt,

all that it will be blamed for, will be its neglect

of that one tenth part of its motion ; which it

had as much liberty and advantage for, as in

uſual circumſtances, it has for the greater motion,

which in ſuch a caſe would be required . So that

this new difficulty, does not at all increaſe its ex .

poſedneſs to any thing blame-worthy.

And thus the very ſuppoſition of difficulty in

the way of a man's duty , or proclivity to Sin,

through a being given up to hardneſs of heart,

or indeed by any other means whatſoever, is an

inconkiſtence, according to Dr. Wbitby's notions

of liberty , virtue and vice, blame and praiſe.

The avoiding Sin and blame, and the doingwhat

is virtuous and praiſe-worthy, muſt be always

equally eaſy.

Dr. Wbitby's notion of liberty, obligation ,

virtue, Sin, & c. led him into another great in

conſiſtence. He abundantly inſiſts, that neceſ.

fity is inconſiſtent with the nature of Sin, or

fault. He ſays, in the fore -mentioned treatiſe,

p. 14. Who can blame a perſon for doing what be

could not help ? And p. 15. Il being senſibly unjuſt

to
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to puniſh any man for doing that which was never

in his power to avoid: ' And in p . 341. to confirm

his opinion, he quotes one of the Fathers, fay

ing, Why doib God command, if man bath not free

will and power to obey ? And again, in the fame and

the next page, Who will not cry out, that it is folly

to command him , that baib not liberty to do what is

commanded ; and that it is unjuſt to condemn him ,

that bas it not in his power to do what is required ?

And in p . 373. he cites another ſaying, A law

is given to him that can turn to both parts ; i. e . obey

or tranſgrefs it : but no law can be againſt bim who is

bound by nuture .

AND yet the ſame Dr. Whitby aſſerts, that fallen

Man is nut able to perform perfect obedience. In

P. 165 , he has theſe words: 6 The nature of

Adam had power to continue innocent, and

without Sin ; waereas, it is certain our nature

never had ſo . " But if we have not power to

continue innocent and without Sin , then Sin is

inconſiſtent with Neceſſity, and we may be ſinful

in that which we have not power to avoid ; and

thoſe ihings cannot be true, which he aflerts elle

where, nanely, “ That if we be neceffitated ,

" neither Sins of omiſſion nor commiſſion ,

would deferve that name,” ( p . 348.) If we have

it not in our power to be innocent, then we have

it not in our power to be blameleſs : and if ſo, we

are under a Neceſſity of being blame-worthy.

And how does this conſiſt with what he ſo often

afferts, that Neceffity is inconſiſtent with blame

or praiſe ? If we have it not in our power to per

form perfect obedience to all the commands of

God, then we are under a Neceſſity of breaking

fome commands, in ſome degree ; having no

power to perform ſo much as is commanded.

And if ſo, why does he cry out of the unreaſon

ableneſs
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ableneſs and folly of commanding beyond what

men have power to do ?

+

AND Arminians in general are very inconſiſtent

with themſelves in what they ſay of the inability

of fallen Man in this reſpect. They ftrenuouſly

maintain, that it would be unjuſt in God, to re

quire any thing of us beyond our preſent power

and ability to perform ; and alío hold , that we

are now unable to perform perfect obedience, and

that Chriſt died to ſatisfy for the imper feЕtions of

our obedience, and has made way, that our imper.

fect obedience might be accepted inſtead of per

fect : wherein they ſeern intenſibly to run them

ſelves into the groffeſt inconſistence . For, (as I

have obſerved ellewhere) “ they hold , that God,

in mercy to mankind, has aboliſhed that rigora

ous conftitution or law, at they were under

originally ; and initead of it, has introduced a

more mild conftitution , and put us under a

new law, which requires no more than imper

fect ſincere obedience, in compliance wish our

poor infirm impotent circumſtances fince the

fall."

Now, how can theſe things be made con.

fiftent ? I would aſk , what law theſe imperfec

tions of our obedience are a breach of ? If they

are a breach of no law, that we were ever under,

then they are not Sins . And it they be not sins,

what need of Chriſt's dying to fatisty for them ?

But if they are Sins, and the breach of tome

law, what law is it ? They cannot be a breach of

their new law ; for that requires no other than

imperfect obedience, or obedience with imper

fections : and therefore to havę obedience attend.

ed with imperfections, is no breach of it , for it

is as much as it requires. And they cannot be a

breach
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breach of their old law ; for that, they ſay, is

entirely aboliſhed ; and we never were under it.

They fa' , it would not be juſt in God to require

of us perfect obedience, becauſe it would not be

juſt.co require more than we can perform , or to

puniſh us for failing of it . And, therefore, by

their own ſcheme, the imperfectio
ns of our obe

dience do not deſerve to be puniſhed. What need

cherefore of Chriſt's dying, to fatisfy for them ?

What need of his ſuffering, to ſa isfy for that

which is no fault, and in its own nature de.

ferves no ſuffering ? What need of Chriſt's dying,

to purchaſe, that our imperfe&t obedience ſhould

be acce, ted , when, according to their ſcheme, it

would be unjuſt in itſelf, that any other obedi

ence than imperfeet ſhould be required ? What

'need of Chriſt's dying to make way for God's

accepting ſuch an obedience, as it would be un

jult in Him not to accept? Is there any need of

Chriſt's dying, to prevail with God not to do

unrighteouſ
ly ?-_ If it be ſaid , that Chriſt died to

faristy that old law for us, that ſo we might not

be under it , but that there might be room for

our being under a inore mild law, ftill I would

inquire, what need of Chriſt's dying, that we

might not be under a law , which (by their prin

ciples ) ir would be in itfelf unjuſt that we ſhould

be under, whether Chriſt had died or no, be

caufe , in our preſent ſtate, we are not able to

keep it ?

So the Arminians are inconſiſtent with them

felves, not only in what they ſay of the need of

Chriſt's fatisfaáion to atone for thoſe imperfec

cions, which we cannot avoid, but alſo in what

they ſay of the grace of God , granted to enable

men to perform the fincere obedience of the new

law.
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law. " I grant (ſays Dr. Stebbing *) indeed, that

by reaſon of original Sin , we are utterly dif

abled for the performance of the condition,

without new grace from God . But I ſay then ,

that he gives ſuch a grace to all of us, by

which the performance of the condition is truly

poſſible: and upon this ground he may, and

doth moſt righteouſly require it. ” If Dr. Steb

bing intends to ſpeak properly, by grace he muſt

mean, that affiftance which is of grace, or of

free favour and kindneſs. But yet in the ſame

place he ſpeaks of ic as very unreaſonable, unjuſ

and cruel, for God to require that, as the con .

dition of pardon, that is become impoſſible by

original Sin. If it be ſo, what grace is there in

giving aſſiſtance and ability to perform the con

dition of pardon ? Or why is that called by the

name of grace, that is an abſolute debt, which

God is bound to beſtow , and which it would be

unjuſt and cruel in Him to wich-hold , ſeeing he

requires that, as the condition of pardon, which he

cannot perform without it ?

SECTION IV.

Command and Obligation to Obedience, confiftens

with moral Inability to obey.

I?

T being ſo much inſiſted on by Arminian wri.

ters, that neceſſity is inconſiſtent with Law or

Command, and particularly, that it is abſurd to

ſuppoſe God by his Command ihould require that

of men which they are unable to do ; not allow

ing in this caſe for any difference that there is

between

* Treatiſe on the Operations of the Spirit. Second Edit.

p. 112, 113
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between natural and moral Inability ; I would

therefore now particularly conſider this matter.

AND , for the greater clearneſs, I would dif

tinctly lay down the following things.

1. The ' will itſelf, and not only thoſe actions

which are the effects of the will , is the proper

object of Precept or Command . This is, luch

or ſuch a ſtate or acts of men's wills , is in many

caſes, properly required of them by Commands;

and not only thoſe alterations in the ſtate of

their bodies or minds that are the conſequences

of volition . This is moſt manifeft ; for it is

the ſoul only that is properly and directly the

ſubject of Precepts or Comınands ; that only be

ing capable of receiving or perceiving Commands.

The motions or ſtate of the body are matter of

Command, only as they are ſubject to the ſoul,

and connected with its acts. But now the ſoul

has no other faculty whereby it can , in the moſt

direct and proper ſenſe, conſent, yield to , or

comply with any Command, but the faculty of

the will ; and it is by this faculty only, that the

foul can directly diſobey, or refuſe compliance :

for the very notions of confenting, yielding, ac•

cepting, complying, refuſing, rejecting, &c. are, ac

cording to the meaning of the terms, nothing

but certain acts of the will . Obedience, in the

primary nature of it, is the ſubmitting and yield

ing of the will of one to the will of another.

Diſobedience is the not conſenting, not complying

of the will of the commanded to the manifeſted

will of the commander. Other acts that are

not the acts of the will, as certain motions of

the body and alterations in the ſoul, are Obedi

ence or Diſobedience only indirectly, as they are

connected with the ſtate or actions of the will,

according
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1

Soaccording to an eſtabliſhed law of nature.

that it is manifeft, the will itſelf may be requir

ed : and the being of a good will , s the moſt

proper, direct and immediate ſubject of Com,

mand , and if this cannot be prescribed or re

quired by Command or Precept, nothing can ;

for other things can be required no oih -rwiſe than

as they depend upon , and are the fruits of a good

will.

Corol. 1. If there be ſeveral acts of the will,

or a ſeries of acts, one following another, and

one the effect of another, the firſt and uetermining

aet is properly the ſubject of Command, and noc

only the conſequent acts, which are dependent

upon it . Yea , it is this more eſpecially, which

is that, which Command or Precept has a proper

reſpect to ; becauſe it is this act that determines

the whole affair : in this act the Obedience or

Diſobedience lies , in a peculiar manner ; the

conſequent acts, being all ſubject to it, and go

verned and determined by it . This determining

governing act muſt be the proper object of Pre

cept, or none.

Corol. 2. It alſo follows, from what has been

obſerved, that if there be any ſort of act, or

exertion of the foul, prior to all free acts of the

will, or acts of choice in the caſe, directing and

determining what the acts of the will ſhall be ;

that act or exertion of the ſoul cannot properly

be ſubject to any Command or Precept, in any

reſpect whatſoever, either directly or indirectly,

immediately or remotely. Such acts cannot be

ſubject to commands directly, becauſe they are

no acis of thewill; being by the ſuppoſition prior

to all acts of the will, determining and giving

riſe to all its acts : they not being acts of the

will ,
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will, there can be in them no conſent to, or

compliance with any command. Neither can

they be ſubject to Command or Precept indireétly

or remotely ; for they are not ſo much as the effects

or conſequences of the will, being prior to all its

So that if there be any Obedience in that

original act of the ſoul, determining all voli

tions, it is an act of Obedience wherein the will

has no concern at all ; it preceding every act of

will . And therefore, if the foul either obeys or

diſobeys in this act, it is wholly involuntarily ;

there is no willing Obedience or rebellion, no

compliance or oppoſition of the will in the af-.

fair and what ſort of Obedience or rebellion is

this ?

1

And thus the Arminian notion of the freedom

of the will conſiſting in the ſoul's determining

its own acts of will, inſtead of being eſſential

to moral agency, and to men's being the ſub

jects of moral government, is utterly inconfif

tent with it. ' For if the foul determines all its

aets of will, it is therein ſubject to no Com

mand or moral government, as has been now

obſerved ; becauſe its original determining act is

no act of will or choice, it being prior, by the

ſuppoſition, to every act of will . And the ſoul

cannot be the ſubject of Command in the act of

the will' itſelf, which depends on the foregoing

determining act, and is determined by it ; in as

much as this is neceffary , being the neceffary

conſequence and effect ofthat prior determining

act, which is not voluntarily. Nor can the marr

be the ſubject of Command or government in

his external accions; becauſe theſe are all necef.

ſary , being the neceffary effects of the acts of

the will themſelves. So that mankind, accord

ing to this ſcheme, are ſubjects of Command or

moral
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1

moral
government in noching at all , and all their

moral agency
is entirely excluded, and no rooin

for virtue or vice in the world.

So that it is the Arminian ſcheme, and not the

ſcheme of the Calviniſts, that is utterly inconſiſtent

w th moral government, and with all uſe of

laws, precepts, prohibitions, pronyles or threa

tenings . Neither is there any way whatſoever to

make their principles conſiſt with theſe chings..

For if it be ſaid, that there is no prior determin

ing act of the ſoul, preceding the acts of the

will, but that volitions are events that come to

paſs by pure accident, without any determining

cauſe, this is moſt palpably inconsiſtent with all

uſe of laws and precepts ; for nothing is more

plain than that laws can be. of no uſeto direci

and regulate perfect accident : which, by the ſup

polition of its being pure accident, is in no caſe

regulated by any thing preceding ; but happens ,

thisway or that, perfectlyby chance, without any

cauſe or rule . The perfect uſeleſſneſs of laws

and precepts alſo follows from the Arminian no

tion of indifference, as eſencial to that liberty,

which is requiſite to virtue or vice. For the

end of laws is to bind to one fide; and the end

of Commands is to turn the will one way : and

therefore they are of no uſe, unleſs they turn or

bias the will that way. But if liberty conſiſts

in indifference, then their biaſſing the will one

way only, deſtroys liberty ; as it puts the will

out of equilibrium . So that the will , having a

bias, through the infuence of binding law, laid

upon it, is not wholly left to itſelf, to determine

itſelf which way it will , without influence from

without

Q

II . HAVA
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II . Having ſhewn that the will itſelf, eſpe

cially in thoſe acts, which are original , leading

and determining in any caſe, is the proper ſub

ject of Precept and Conimand , and not only thoſe

alterations in the body, ' &c . which are the effects

of the will ; I now proceed , in the ſecond place,

to obferve that the very oppoſition or delect of

the will itſelf, in that act, which is its original

and determining cet in the caſe ; I ſay, the will's

oppoſition in this cet to a thing proposedor com

manded, or its failing of compliance, implies a

moral inabiliiy to that thing : or, in other words,

whenever a Command requires a certain ſtate or

act of the will , and the perſon commanded not .

withſtanding the command and the circumſtan

ces under which it is exhibited; ſtill finds his

will oppoſite or wanting, in that, belonging to

its ſtate or acts, which is original and determining in

the affair, that man is morally unable to obey that

Command.

This is manifeſt from what was obſerved in the

firſt part, concerning the nature of moral Inabi

lity , as diſtinguiſhed from natural: where it was

obſerved, that a man may then be ſaid to be

morally unable to do a thing, when he is under

the influence of prevalence or a contrary inclina

tion, or has a want of inclination, under ſuch

circumſtances and views. It is alſo evident, from

what has been before proved, that the will is ai

ways, and in every individual act, neceſſarily de.

termined by the ſtrongeſt motive; and ſo is al

ways unable to go againſt the motive, which, all

things conſidered, has now the greateſt ſtrength

and advantage to move the will. - But not fur

ther to infiit on theſe things, the truth of the

poſition now laid down, viz. that when the will

is oppoſite to , or failingof a compliance with a

thing
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thing in its original determining inclination or act ,

it is not able to comply, appears by the conſide

tation of theſe two things.

1

1. The will in the time of that diverfe or op

poſite leading act or inclination , and when ac

tually under the influence of it , is not able to ex

ert itſelf to the contrary, to make an alterations

in order to a compliance. The inclination is

unable to change itſelf ; and that for this plain

reaſon , that it is unable to incline to change it

felf, Preſent choice cannot ac preferit chuſe to be

otherwife : for what would be at preſent to chufe

fomething diverſe from what is at preſent choſen.

If the will, all things now conſidered, inclines

or chufes to go that way, then it cannot chuſe,

all things now conſidered , to go the other way,

and fo cannot chuſe to be made to go the other

way. To fuppoſe that the mind is now fin

cerely inclined to change itſelf to a different ind

clination, is to ſuppofe the mind is now truly

inclined otherwiſe than it is now inclined. The

will may oppoſe ſome future remote act that it is

expoſed to, but not its own prefent ace,

2. As it is impoſſible that the will ſhould com

ply with the thing commanded, with reſpect to its

leading all, by any act of its own, in the time

of that diverſe or oppoſite leading and original

aft , or after it has actually come under the in

fluence of that determining choice or inclination ; ſo

it is impoffible it ſhould be determined to a com

pliance by any foregoing act ; for, by the very

ſuppoſition, there is no foregoing act; the op

pofite or non -complying act beingthat act which

is original and determining in the caſe. Therefore

it muſt be fo , that if this firſt determining a £t be

Q?
found
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found non-complying, on the propoſal of the

Command, the mind is morally unable to obey.

For to ſuppoſe it to be able to obey, is to ſuppoſe

it to be able to determine and cauſe its firſi detera

mining act to be otherwiſe, and that it has power

better to govern and regulate its firſi governing and

regulating ait, which is abſurd ; for it is to jup

poſe a prior act of the wiil , cetermining its firſt

determining act ; that is , an act prior to the firſt,

and leading and governing the original and go

verning act of all , which is a contradiction.

Here if it ſhould be ſaid , that although the

mind has not any ability to willcontrary to what

it does will, in the original and leading act of the

will, becauſe there is ſuppoſed to be no prior act

to determine and order it otherwiſe, and the will

cannot immediately change itſelf, becauſe it can

not at preſent incline to a change ; yet the mind

has an ability for the preſent to forbear to pro

ceed to action , and taking time for deliberacion ;

which may be an occaſion of the change of the

inclination.

I ANSWER , ( 1. ) In this objection that ſeems to

be forgotten , which was obſerved before, viz . that

the determining to take the matter into conſi

deration , is itſelf an act of the will : and if

this be all the act wherein the mind exerciſes

ability and freedom , then this, by the ſuppofi.

tion , 'muſt be all that can be commanded or re

quired by Precept. And if this act be the com

manding act, then all that has been obſerved con

cerning the commanding act of the will remains

true, that the very want of it is a moral Inability

to exert it , &c. (2.) Weare ſpeaking concern

ing the firſt and leading act of the will in the

cale, or about the affair ; and if a determining

to
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to deliberate, or, on the contrary, to proceed

immediately without deliberating, be the firſt and

leading act ; or whether it be or no, if there be

another act before it , which determines that ; or

whatever be the original and leading act ; ſtill the

foregoing proof ſtands good, that the non- com

pliance of the leading act implies moral Inability

to comply.

If it ſhould be objected , that theſe things

make all moral Inability equal , and ſuppoſe men

morally unable to will otherwiſe than they ac

tually do will, in all caſes, and equally ſo in every

Inſtance.

In anſwer to this objection, I deſire two things

may be obſerved . Firſt, That if by being equally

unable be meant as really unable ; then , ſo far as

the Inability is merely moral, it is true, the will,

in every inſtance, acts by moral neceſſity, and

is morally unable to act otherwiſe, as truly and

properly in one caſe as another; as i humbly

conceive, has been perfectly and abundantly de

monſtrated by what has been ſaid in the preced

ing part of this Eftay. But yet; in ſome re .

fpect, the inability may be ſaid to be greater in

fomeinſtances than others : though the man may

be truly unable, ( if moral inability can truly be

called Inability,) yet he may be further from be.

ing able to do ſome things than others. As it is

in things, which men are naturally unable to do.

A perſon, whoſe ſtrength is no more than ſuffi

cient to lift the weight of one hundred pounds,

is as truly and really unable to lift one hundred

and one pounds, as ten thouſand pounds; but

yet he is further from being able to lift the latter

weight than the former ; and ſo , according to

common uſe of ſpeech, has a greater Inability

Q3 for
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for it . So it is in moral Inability . A man is

truly morally unable to chuſe contrary to a pre

ſent inclination , which in the leaſt degree pre

vails ; or, contrary to that motive, which, all

things conſidered, has 'ſtrength and advantage

now to move the will , in the leaſt degree, ſu

perior to all other motives in view : but yet he

is further from ability to reſiſt a very ſtrong ha

bit, and a violent and deeply rooted'inclination,

or a motive vaſtly exceeding all others in ſtrength .

And again, the Inability may, in ſome reſpects, be

called greater in fome inſtances than others, as it

may be more general and extenſive to all acts of that

kind. So men may be ſaid to be unable in a dif

ferent ſenſe, and to be further from moral abi.

Jity, who have that moral Inability which is gene

ral and habitual, than they who have only that

Inability which is occafional and particular * . Thus

in caſes of natural Inability ; he that is born blind

may be ſaid to be unable to ſee, in a different

manner, and is , in ſome reſpects, further from

being able to ſee, than he whoſe ſight is hindered

by a tranſient cloud or miſt,

And beſides, that which was obſerved in the

firſt part of this diſcourſe, concerning the Inability

which attends a ſtrong and ſettled babit ſhould be

here remembered , viz . that fixed habit is attend.

ed with this peculiar moral Inability, by which

it is diftinguiſhed from occafional volition, namely,

that endeavours to avoid future volitions of that

kind , which are agreeable to ſuch a habit, much

more frequently and commonly prove vain and

inſufficient. For though it is impoſſible there ſhould

be any true fincere deſires and endeavours againſt

a pre

See this diſtinction of moral inability explained in

; 'ART I. Sect. IV.
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a preſent volition or choice, yet there may be

againſt volitions of that kind , when viewed at a

diſtance . A perſon may deſire and uſe means to

prevent future exerciſes of a certain inclination ;

and , in order to it, may with the habit might be

removed ; bụt his deſires and endeavours may be

ineffectual. The man may be ſaid in ſome ſenſe

to be unable ; yea, even as the word unable is a

relative term , and has relation to ineffectual endea

vours , yet not with regard to preſent, but remote

endeavours.

ė
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Secondly, It muſt be borne in mind, according

to what was obſerved before, that indeed no In

ability whatſoever, which is merely moral, is pro

perly called by the name of Inability ; and that in

the ſtricteſt propriety of ſpeech, a man may be

ſaid to have a thing in his power, if he has it ac

his election , and he cannot be ſaid to be unable

to do a thing, when he can, if he now pleaſes,

or whenever he has a proper, direct and imme

diate deſire for it . As to thoſe deſires and en

deavours, that may be againſt the exerciſes of a

ſtrong habit, with regard to which men may be

faid to be unable to avoid thoſe exerciſes, they

are remote deſires and endeavours in

ſpects. Firſt, as to time; they are never againſt

preſent volitions, but only againſt volitions of

ſuch a kind, when viewed at a diſtance. Secondly,

as to their nature ; theſe oppoſite deſires are not

directly and properly againitthe habit and incli

nation itſelf, or the volitions in which it is exer

ciſed ; for theſe, in themſelves conſidered , are

agreeable : but againſt ſomething elſe, that attends

them , or is their conſequence; the oppoſition of

the mind is levelled entirely againſt this ; the in

clination or volitions themſelves are not at all op

poſed directly, and for their own fake , but only

indirectly

two re
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indirectly and reniotely on the account of ſome

thing alien and foreign.

ot

III . THOUGH 'the oppoſition of the will fitfelf,

or the very want of will to a thing commanded,

implies a moral Inability to that thing ; yet, if it

be, as has been already ſhewn, that the beingofa

good ſtate or act of will, is a thing moft pro

perly required by Command; then, in fomecases,

fuch a ffa'e or act of will may properly be re

quired, which at preſent is not, and which may

alſo be wanting after it is commanded. And

therefore thoſe things may properly be com

mandes, which men have a moral Inability for.

Such a ſtate, or act of the will , may be re

quired by Command , as does not already exiſt.

For it that volition only may be commanded to

be which already is , there could be no uſe of Pre

cept ; Commands in all caſes would be perfectly

vain and impertinent. And not only may fuch a

will be required, as is wanting before the . Com

mand is given, but alſo ſuch as may poſſibly be

wanting afterwards , ſuch as the exhibition of the

Command may not be effectual to produce or

excite . Otherwiſe, no ſuch thing as diſobedience

to a proper and rightful Command is poffible, in

any caſe'; and, there is no caſe fuppoſable or pot.

fible, wherein there can be an inexcufable or faul

ty diſobedience. Which Arminians cannot affirm ,

confiftently with their principles : for this makes

Obedience to juft and proper Commands always

neceſſary; and diſobedience impoffible. And fo

the Arminian would overthrow himſelf, yielding

the very point we are upon , which he ſo ftrenu .

ouſly denies , viz. that law and Command are con

liſtent with neceſſity,

IF
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: If merely that Inability will excuſe diſobe

Jience, which is implied in the oppoſition or de

fect of inclination, remaining after the Command

is exhibited , then wickedneſs always carries that

in it which excufes it. It is evermore fo, that by

how much the more wickedneſs there is in a man's

heart, by ſo much , is his inclination to evil the

ftronger, and by fo much the more, therefore, has

he of moral Inability to the good required . His

moral Inability, conſiſting in the ſtrength of his

evil inclination , is the very thing wherein his

wickedneſs confifts ; and yet , according to Armi

nian principles, it muſt be a thing inconfiftent

with wickedneſs ; and by how much the more he

has of it, by ſo much is he the further from wick

ednefs,

C : THEREFORE, on the whole, it is manifeft, that

moral Inability alone ( which conſiſts in diſincli

nation ) never renders any thing improperly the

ſubject matter of Precept or Command, and never

can excuſe any perſon in diſobedience , or want of

conformity toacommand.

: NATURAL Inability, ariſingfrom the want ofna

tural capacity, or external hindrance ( which alone

is properly called Inability ) without doubt wholly

excufes, or makes a thing improperly the matter

of Command. If men are excuted from doing

or acting any good thing, ſuppoſed to be com .

manded , it muſt be through ſome defecç or obu

ftacle that is not in the will it felf, but intrinſic to

it ; either in the capacity of underſtanding, or

body, or outward circumſtances.

Here two or three things may be obſerved,

f . As
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1. As- to ſpiritual duties or acts, or any good

thing in the ſtate or imminent acts of the will

itſelf, or of the affections (which are only certain

modes of the exerciſe of the will), if perſons are

juftly excuſed , it muſt be through want of capa.

city in the natural faculty of underſtanding. Thus

lhe fame fpiritual duties, or holy affections and

exerciſes of heart, cannot be required of men, as

may be of angels ; the capacity of underſtand

ing being ſo much inferior. Șo men cannot be

required to love thoſe amiable perſons, whom they

have had no opportunity to ſee, or hear of, or

come to the knowledge of, in any way agreable

to the natural ſtate and capacity of the human

underſtanding . But the inſufficiency of motives

will not excuſe ; unleſs their being inſufficient

arifes not from the moral ſtate of the will or in

clination itſelf, but from the ſtate of the natural

underſtanding. The great kindneſs and generoſi y

of another may be a motive inſufficient to excite

gratitude in the perſon, that receives the kindneſs,

through his vile and ungrateful temper : in this

caſe, the inſufficiency of the motive ariſes from

The ftate of the will or inclination of heart, and

doss, not at all excuſe. But if this generoſity is not

fufficient to excite gratitude, being unknown, there

being no means of information adequate to the

Ytare, and meaſure of the perſon's faculties, this

inſufficiency is attended with a natural Inability,

which entirely excuſes.

2. As to ſuch motions of body, or exerciſes

and alterations of mind, which does not conſiſt in

the imminent acts or ſtate of the will itſelf, but

are ſuppoſed to be required as effects of the

will ; I ſay, in ſuch ſuppoſed effects of the will, in

caſes wherein there is no want of a capacity of

underſtanding ; that Inability, and that only ex

cuſes
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į

cuſes, which conſiſts in want of connection be

tween them and the will. If the will fully com.

plies, and the propoſed effect does not prove, ac

cording to the laws of nature, to be connected,

with his volition, the man is perfectly excuſed ; he

has a natural Inability to the thing required. For

the will itſelf, as has been obſerved, is all that

can be directly and immediately required by Com

mand ; and other things only indirectly , as con

nected with the will. If therefore there be a full

compliance of will, the perſon has done his duty ;

and if other things do not prove to be connected

with his volition, that is not owing to him.

3. Both theſe kinds of natural Inability that

have been mentioned, and ſo all Inability that ex

cuſes, may be reſolved into one thing ; namely ,

want of natural capacity or ſtrength ; either

capacity of underſtanding, orexternal ſtrength .

For when there are external defects and obſtacles,

they would be no obſtacles, were it not for the

imperfection and limitations of underſtanding and

ſtrength .

/

5

Corol. If things for which men have a moral

Inability, may properly be the matter of Precept

or Command , then they may alſo of invitation and

counſel. Commands and invitations come very

much to the ſame thing ; the difference is only

circumſtantial : Commands are as much a mani.

feitation of the will of him that ſpeaks, as invi.

tations, and as much teſtimonies of expectation

of compliance. The difference between them lies

in nothing that touches the affair in hand. The

main difference between Command and invitation

conſiſts in the inforcement of the will of him

who commands or invites . In the latter it is his

kindneſs, the goodneſs which his will ariſes from ;

in
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in the former it is his authority. But whatever be

the ground of the will of him that ſpeaks, or the

enforcement of what he ſays, yet feeing neither

his will nor expectation is any more teſtified in

the one cafe than the other ; therefore a perſon's

being directed by invitation, is no more an evi

dence of ingincerity in him that directs, in mani

felting either a will, or expectation which he has

not, than his being known to be morally unable

to do what he is directed to by command. - So that

all this grand objection of Arminians againſt the

Inability of fallen men to exert faith in Chrift, or

to perform other ſpiritual goſpel-duties, from the

ſincerity of God's counſels and invitations, muſt

be without force . '

SECTION V.

That Sincerity of Deſires and Endeavours, which

is furpoſed to excuſe in the Non -performance

of things in themſelves good, particularly con .

fidered.

ITO

T is what is much inliſted on by many, that

fome men, though they are not able to per

form fpiritual duties, ſuch as repentance of fin ,

love to God, acordial acceptance of Chriſt as

exhibited and offered in the goſpel, &c, yet they

may fincerely deſire and endeavour theſe things,

and therefore muſt be excuſed ; it being unreaſon ,

able to blame them for the omiſſion of thoſe things ;

which they ſincerely deſire and endeavour to dog

but cannot do.

C1)

CONCERNING this matter, the following things

may be obſerved .

1. WHAT
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1

:

1

1

1

1. What is here ſuppoſed, is a great miſtake,

and groſs abfurdity ; even that men may ſincerely

chufe and delire thoſe ſpiritual duties of love,

acceptance, choice, rejection, &c . conſiſting in

the exerciſe of the will itſelf, or in the diſpoſition

and inclination of che heart ; and yet not be

able to perform or exert them. This is abfurd ,

becauſe it is abſurd to ſuppoſe that a man lhould

directly, properly and ſincerely incline to have an

inclination , which at the ſame time is contrary

to his inclination : for that is to ſuppoſe him not

to be inclined to thar, which he is inclined to . If

a man , in the ſtate and acts of his wiil and in

clination, does properly and directly fall in with

thoſe duties, he therein performs them : for the

duties themſelves conſiſt in that very thing ; they

conſiſt in the ſtate and acts of the will being ſo

formed and directed . If the foul properly and

ſincerely falls in with a certain propoſed act of

will or choice, the ſoul therein makes that choice

Even as when a moving body falls in

with a propofed direction of its motion, that is

the ſame thing as to move in that direction ,

2. That which is called a deſire and willingneſs

for thoſe inward duties, in ſuch as do not per.

form , has reſpect to theſe duties only indirectly

and remotely , and is improperly repreſented as a

willingneſs for them ; not only becauſe (as was

oblerved before) it reſpects thoſe good volitions

only in a diſtant view, and with reſpect to future

time ; but allo becauſe evermore, not theſe things

themſelves, but ſomething elſe, that is alien and

foreign, is the object that terminates theſe voli.

tions and deſires.

its own .

A DRUNKARD, who continues in his drunken

nefs being under the power of a love, and vio.

lent
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lent appetite to ſtrong drink , and without any

love to virtue ; but being alſo extremely cove

tous and cloſe, and very much exerciſed and

grieved at the diminution of his eſtate, and prof

pect of poverty , may in a fort defire the virtue of

temperance ; and though his preſent will is to

gratify his extravagant appetite, yet he may with

he had a heart to forbear future acts of intempe

rance, and forfake his exceffes, through an un .

willingneſs to part with his money : but ſtill he

goes on with his drunkennefs ; his wiſhes and en

deavours are inſufficient and ineffectual: ſuch a

man has no proper, direct, fincere willingneſs to

forſake this vice, and the vicious deeds which be .

long to it : for he acts voluntarily in continuing

to drink to exceſs : his defire is very improperly

called a willingneſs to be temperate ; it is no

true deſire of that virtue ; for it is not that vir

tue, that terminates his wiſhes ; nor have they

any direct reſpect at all to it. It is only the ſave

ing bis money, and avoiding poverty , that ter.

minates, and exhauſts the whole ſtrength of his

deſire. The virtue of temperance is regarded

only very indirectly and improperly, even as a

neceſſarymeans of gratifying the vice of covetouf

nefs.

So, a man of an exceeding corrupt and wicked

heart, who has no love to God and Jefus Chriſt,

but, on the contrary , being very profanely and

Carnally inclined , has the greateft diftaſte of the

things of religion , and enmity againſt them ;

yet being of a family, that from one generation

to another, have moſt of them died, in youth, of

an hereditary conſumption ; and ſo havnig little

hope of living long ; and having been inſtructed

in the neceſſity of a ſupreme love to Chriſt, and

gratitude for his death and ſufferings, in order

to

1
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1

.

2

;

to his ſalvation from eternal miſery ; if under

theſe circumſtances he ſhould , through fear of

eternal torments, with he had ſuch a diſpoſition :

out his profane and carnal heart remaining, he

continues fill in bis habitual diſtate of, and en

mity to God and religion , and wholly without

any exerciſe of that love and gratitude, ( as doubt

leſs the very devils themſelves, notwithitanding

all the deviliſhneſs of their temper, would wiſh

for a holy heart, if by that means they could gec

out of hell :) in this caſe, there is no ſincere

Willingneſs to love Chriſt and chuſe him as his

chief good : theſe holy difpofitions and exerciſes

are not at all the direct object of the will : they

truly ſhare no part of the inclination, or deſire of

the ſoul; but all is terminated on deliverance

from torment : and theſe graces and pious voli

tions, notwithſtanding this forced conſent, are

looked upon undeſirable ; as when a fick man , de

fires a dole he greatly abhors, to ſave his life.

From theſe things it appears,

3. That this indirect Willingneſs which has

been ſpoken of, is not that exerciſe of the will

Kwhich the command requires; but is entirely a

different one ; being a volition of a different na

ture, and terminated altogether on different objects ;

wholly falling ſhort of that virtue of will, which

the command has reſpect to.

D

1

í

4. This other volition , which has only fome.

indirect concern with the duty required, cannot

excule for the want of that good will itſelf,

which is cominanded ; being not the thing which

anſwers and fulfils the command, and being

wholly deſtitute of the virtue which the com

mand ſeeks.

FURTHER
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· FURTHER to illuſtrate this matter. If a child

has a moſt excellent father, that has ever treated

him with fatherly kindneſs and tenderneſs, and

has every way, in the higheſt degree, merited

his love and duritul regard, being withal very.

wealthy ; but the fon is of ſo vile a dispoſition,

that he inveterately hates his father ; and yet,

apprehending that his hatred of him is lké tó

prove his ruin, by bringing him finally to po

verty and abject circumſtances, through his fa

ther's diſinheriting him, or otherwiſe ; which is

exceeding croſs to his avarice and ambition ; he,

therefore, wiſhes it were otherwiſe : but remain

ing under the inviſible power of his vile and ma

lignant diſpoſition, he continues ſtill in bis ſettled

hatred of his father. Now , if ſuch a fon's in

direct willingneſs to have love and honour to

wards his father, at all acquits or excufes before

God, for his failing of actually exerciſing thefe

diſpoſitions towards him , which God requires, it

muſt be on one of theſe accounts. ( 1.) Eicher

that it anſwers and fulfils the command. But

this it does not, by the fuppofition ; becauſe the

thing, commanded is love and honour to his

worthy parent. If the command be proper and

juſt, as is ſuppoſed, then it obliges to the thing

commanded : and ſo nothing elſe but that can an

ſwer the obligation. Or, ( 2. ) It muſt be at leaſt,

becauſe there is that virtue or goodneſs in his

indirect willingneſs, that is equivalent to the

virtue required ; and ſo balances or countervails

it, and makes up for the want of it. But that

alſo is contrary to the ſuppoſition. The willing

neſs the ſon has merely from a regard to money

and honour, has no goodneſs in it, to counter

vail the want of the pious filial reſpectre

quired.

SIN .
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Sincerity and reality, in that indirect willing

nefs, which has been ſpoken of, does not makeit

the better. That which is real and hearty is ofteti

called fincere ; whether it be in virtue or vice.

Some perſons are ſincerely bad ; others are fin

cerely good ; and others may be fincere and hearty ;

in things , which are in their own nature indifferent ;

as a man may be ſincerely deſirous of eating when

he is hungry. But a being ſincere, hearty and in

good earneſt, is no virtue, unleſs it be in a thing

that is virtuous . A man may be fincere and

hearty in joining a crew of pirates , or a gang of

robbers. When the devils cried out, and bea

ſought Chrift not, to torment them , it was no

niere pretence ; they were very hearty in their

deſires not to be tormented : but this did not

make theirwill or deſires virtuous. And if men

have fincere deſires, which are in their kind and

nature no betier, it can be no excuſe for the wand

of any required virtue:

AND as a man's being fincere in ſuch an indirect

defire or willingneſs to do his duty ,to do his duty , as has been

mentioned, cannot excufe for the want of per

formance ; fo it is with Endeavours ariſing from

ſuch a willingneſs. The endeavours can have no

more goodneſs in them , than the will which they

are the effect and expreſſion of. And, therefore,

however fincere and real, and however great a

perfon's Endeavours are; yea, though they ſhould

be to the utmoſt of his ability ; unleſs the will

which they proceed from be truly good and vir

tuous , they can be of no avail, influence or

weight to any purpoſe whatſoever, in a moral

ſenſe or reſpect. That which is not truly vir

tuous in God's fight, is looked upon, by Him, as

good for nothing : and ſo can be of no value,

weight or influence in his account, to recom

Ř nend,

7
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mend, ſatisfy, excuſe or make up for any moral

defect. For nothing can counter- ballance evil ,

but good. If evil be in one fcale, and we put

a great deal into the other, ſincere and earneſt

Deſires, and many and great Endeavours; yet, if

there be no real goodneſs in all, there is no weight

in it ; and fo it does nothing towards balancing

the real weight, which is in the oppoſite ſcale. It

is only like the fubftracting a thouſand noughts

from before a real number, which leaves the ſum

juſt as it was.

Indeed ſuch endeavours may have a negatively

good influence. Thoſe things, which have no

poſitive virtue, have no poffitive moral infuence ;

yet they may be an occaſion of perſons avoiding

ſome poflitive evils . As if a man were in the

water with a neighbour, that he had ill will to ,

who could not ſwim , holding him by his hand ;

which neighbour was much in debt to him ; '

and ſhould be tempted to let him ſink and drown ;

but ſhould refuſe to comply with the temptation ;

not from love to his neighbour, but from the

love of money , and becauſe by his drowning he

fhould loſe his debt ; that which he does in pre

ſerving his neighbour from drowning, is no

thing good in the fight of God : yet hereby he

avoids the greater guilt that would have been

contracted, if he had defignedly let his neigh

bour ſink and periſh. But when Arminians, in their

diſputes with Calvinifts, inſiſt ſo much on ſincere

Defires and Endeavours , as what muſt excuſe men,

muſt be accepted of God, &c. it is manifeft they

have reſpect to fome poſſitive moral weight or

influence of thoſe Deſires and Endeavours . Ac

cepting, juſtifying or excuſing on the account

of ſincere honeſt endeavours (as they are called )

and men's doing what they can, & c, has relation
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to ſome moral value, ſomething that is accepted

as good, and as ſuch, countervailing ſome de

fect.

But there is a great and unknown deceit, ari .

ſing from the ambiguicy of the phraſe, fincere

Endeavours. - Indeed there is a vaſt indiſtinctneſs

and unfixedneſs in moſt, or at leaſt very many of

the termſ uſed to expreſs things pertaining to mo

ral and ſpiritual matters .
Whence ariſe innume

rable miſtakes, ſtrong prejudices, inextircable conta

fuſion, and endleſs controverſy.

The word finceré is moſt commonly uſed to

ſignify ſomething that is good : men are habi

tuated to underſtand by it the ſame as honeſt and

apright; which terms excite an idea of ſomething

good in the ſtricteſt and higheſt ſenſe ; good in

the ſight of Him , who ſees not only the outward

appearance, but the heart . And; therefore, men

think that if a perſon be fincere, he will certainly

be accepted. If it be ſaid that any one is fincere

in his Endeavours, this ſuggeſts to men's minds

as much, as that his heart and will is good, that

there is no defect of duty , as to virtuous incli

nation ' ; he honefily and uprightly deſires and endea

vours to do as he is required , and this leads them

to ſuppoſe, that it would be very hard and unrea

fonable to puniſh him, only becauſe he is unſuc

ceſsful in his Endeavours, the thing endeavoured

being beyond his power. - Whereas it ought to be

obſerved , that the word ſincere has theſe different

ſignifications.

1. Sincerity, as the word is ſometimes uſed ;

fignifies no more than reality of Will and Endeaa

vour, with reſpect to any thing that is profeſſed

or pretended without any con Gideration of the

R2 nature
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nature of the principle or aim, whence this real

Will and true Endeavour ariſes . If a man has

ſome real deſire to obtain a thing, either direct

or indirect, or does really endeavour after a thing,

he is ſaid ſincerely to defire or endeavcur it ;

without any conſideration of the goodneſs or vir

tuouſneſs of the principle he aets from , or any

excellency or worthineſs of the end he acts for.

Thus aman, who is kind to his neighbour's wife,

who is ſick and languiſhing, and very helpful in

her caſe, makes a fhew of deſiring and endea

vouring her reſtoration to health and vigour ;

and not only makes ſuch a ſhew , but there is a

reality in his pretence, he does heartily and ear

neſtly deſire to have her health reſtored, and uſes

his true and utmoſt Endeavours for it ; he is ſaid

ſincerely to deſire and endeavour it, becauſe he

does ſo truly or really ; though perhaps the prin

ciple he acts from , is no other than å vile and

fcandalous paſſion ; having lived in adultery with

her, he earneſtly defires to have her health and vi

gour reſtored , that he may return to his criminal

pleaſures with her. Or,

1

2. By fincerity is meant, not merely a reallity of

Will and Endeavour of fome ſort or other, and

from ſome conſideration or other, but a virtucus

fincerity . " That is , that in the performance of

thoſe particular acts, that are the matter of vir

tue or duty, there be not only the matter, but the

form and eſſence of virtue, confiſting in the

aim that governs the act, and the principle ex

erciſed in it. There is not only the reality of

the act, that is as it were the body of the duty ;

but alſo the foul, which ſhould properly belongto

ſuch a body . In this ſenſe, a man is ſaid to be

fincere, when he acts with a pure intention ; not

from finiſter views, or bye-ends : he not only

in
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in reality deſires and ſeeks the thing to be done,

or qualification to be obtained, for ſomeend or

other ; but he wills the thing directly and pro

perly, as neither forced nor bribed ; the virtue of

the thing is properly the object of the will.

In the former ſenſe, a man is ſaid to be ſincere ,

in oppoſition to a mere pretence, and few of the

particular thing to be done or exhibited, without any

real Deſire or Endeavour at all . In the latter

ſenſe, a man is ſaid to be ſincere, in oppoſition

to that few of virtue there is in merely doing the

matter of duty, without the reality of the vir

tue itſelf in the ſoul, and the effence of it, which

there is a ſhew of. A man may be ſincere in the

former ſenſe, and yet in the latter be in the light

of God, who ſearches the heart, a vile hypo,

crite.

In the latter kind of ſincerity, only, is there

any thing truly valuable or acceptable in the

fight of God. And this is the thing, which in

Scripture is called fincerity, uprightneſs, integrity,

truth in the intvard parts, and a being of a perfet

heart. And if there be ſuch a ſincerity, and ſuch

a degree of it as there ought to be, and there be

any thing further that the man is not able to

Ferform , or which does not prove to be connected

with his ſincere Deſires and Endeavours, the man

is wholly excuſed and acquitted in the fight of

God ; his will ſhall ſurely be accepted for his

deed : and ſuch a ſincere Will and Endeavour

is all that in ftrictneſs is required of him, by any

command of God . But as to the other kind of

ſincerity of Deſires and Endeavours, it having no

virtue in it, ( as was obſerved before) can be of

no'avail before God, in any caſe, to recommend,

R3 ſatisfy,

.
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ſatisfy, or excufe, and has no poſitive mora!

weight or influence whatſoever.

V

Corol. 1. Hence it may be inferred, that no:

thing in the reaſon and nature of things ap

pears, from the conſideration of any moralweight

of that former kind of ſincerity, which has been

ſpoken of, at all obliging us to believe, or leading

us to ſuppoſe, that God has made any poſitive

Promiſes of ſalvation, or grace, or any ſaving

affiftance, or any ſpiritual benefit whatſoever, to

any Deſires, Prayers, Endeavours, Striving, or

Obedience of thoſe, who hitherto have no true vir

tue or holineſs in their hearts ; though we ſhould

ſuppoſe ail the Sincerity, and the utmoſt degree of

Endeavour, that is poffible to be in a perſon with.

out holineſs.

Some object againſt God's requiring, as the con

dition of lalyațion, thoſe holy exerciſes, which are

the reſult of a fupernatural renovation , ſuch as a

ſupreme reſpect to Chriſt, love to God , loving

holineſs for its own fake, &c. that theſe inward

difpofitions and exerciſes are above men's power,

as they are by nature, and therefore that we may

conclude, that when men are brought to be fin

cere in their Endeavours, and do as well as they

can , they are accepted ; and that this muſt be all

that God requires, in order to men's being received

as the objects of his favour, and muſt bę whaç

God has appointed as the condition of ſalvation.

concerning which, I would obſerve, that in ſuch

a marines of ſpeaking of men's being accepted,

becaufe, they are ſincere, and do as well as they can ,

there is evidently a \uppoſition of ſome viſtue,

ſome degree of that which is truly good ; though

does not go ſo far as were to be wilhed . For if

men
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to

bo

1

men do what they can , unleſs their ſo doing be

from ſome good principle, diſpoſition, or exer

ciſe of heart, fome virtuous inclination or act

of the will', their fo doing what they can, is in

ſome reſpects not a whit better than if they did

nothing at all . In ſuch a caſe, there is no more

poſitive moral goodneſs in a man's doing what

he can , than in a wind-mill's doing what it can ;

becauſe the action does not more proceed from

virtue ; and there is nothing in ſuch fincerity

of Endeavour, or doing whatwe can, that ſhould

render it any more a proper or fit recommenda

tion to poſitive favour and acceptance, or the

condition of any reward or actual benefit, than

doing nothing ; for both the one and the other

are alike nothing, as to any true moral weight or

value.

le

Eo

$

10

01

of

Corol. 2. Hence alſo it follows, there is no

thing that appears in the reaſon and nature of

things, which can juſtly lead us to determine,

thatGod will certainlygive the neceſſary means

of ſalvation , or ſome way or other beſtow true

holineſs and eternal life on thoſe Heatben , who

are ſincere, (in the ſenſe above explained) in their

Endeavours to find out the will of the Deity,

and to pleaſe him , according to their light, that

they may eſcape his future diſpleaſure and wrath ,

and obtain happineſs in the future ſtate, through

his favour,

R4 SEC,
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SECTION VI.

Libe ty of Indifference, not only not neceſſary to

Virtue, but utterly inconſiſtent with it , and all,

either virtuous or vicious Habits or Inclinations,

inconſiſtent with Arminian Notions of Liberty and

moral Agency

T
O

O fuppofe ſuch a freedom of will , 'as Armi.

nians taik of, to be requiſite to Virtue and

Vice, is many ways contrary to common ſenſe.

If Indifference belongs to Liberty of Will , as

Arminians ſuppoſe, and it be eſſential 10 a vir

tuous action , that it be performed in a ſtate of Li

berty, as they alſo ſuppoſe ; it will follow , that

it is effential to a virtuous action , that it be per

formed in a ſtate of indifference ; and if it be

performed in a ſtate of Indifference, then doubt

leſs it muſt be performed in the time of indif

ference. And ſo it will follow , that in order to

the virtuouſneſs of an act, the heart muſt be in

different in the time of the performance of that

act, and the more indifferent and cold the heart

is with relation to the act, which is performed,

ſo much the better ; becauſe the act is performed

with ſo much the greater Liberty. But is this

agreable to the light of nature ? Is it agreable to

the notions, which mankind , in all ages, have

of Virtue, that it lies in that which is contrary

to Indifference, eyen in the Tendency and Inclina

tion of the heart to yirtuous action, and that the

ſtronger the Inclination, and ſo the further from

Indifference, themore virtuous the beaſt , and ſo

much
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much the more praiſe-worthy the aɛt which pro

ceeds from it ?

If we ſhould ſuppoſe (contrary to what has been

before demonſtrated ) that there may be an act of

will in a ſtate of indifference ; for inſtance, this

act, viz. The will's determining to put itſelf

out of a ſtate of Indifference, and give itſelf a

preponderation one way, then it would follow ,

on Arminian principles, that this act or determi

nation of the will is that alone wherein Virtue

confifts, becauſe this 'only is performed, while the

mind remains in a ſtate of Indifference, and ſo

in a ſtate of Liberty : for when once the mind

is put out of its equilibrium , it is no longer in

ſuch a ſtate ; and therefore all the acts, which

follow afterwards, proceeding from bias, can have

the nature neither of Virtue nor Vice. Or if the

thing, which the will can do, while yet in a ftate

of Indifference, and ſo of Liberty, be only to fuf.

pend acting, and determine to take the matter

into conſideration, then this determination is that

alone wherein Virtue conſiſts, and not proceeding

to action after the ſcale is įurned byconſidera

tion . So that it will follow , from theſe principles,

all that is done after the mind, by any means,

is once out of its equilibrium and already poffef.

ſed by an Inclination, and ariſing from that In

clination, has nothing of the nature of Virtue

or Vice, and is worthy of neither blame nor

praiſe. But how plainly contrary is this to the

univerſal ſenſe of mankind, and to the notion

they have of ſincerely virtuous actions ? Which

is , that they are actions, which proceed from a

heart well diſpoſed and inclined ; and the ſtronger,

and the more fixed and determined the good diſpo

fition of the heart, the greater the ſincerity of

Virtue, and ſo the more of the truth and reality

of

1
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of it . But if there be any acts, which are done

in a ſtate of equilibrium , or ſpring immediately

from perfect Indifference and coldneſs of heart,

they cannot ariſe from any good principle or diſ

poſition in the heart ; and, conſequently, accord

ing to common senſe , have no ſincere goodneſs

in them, having no Virtue of heart in them . Το

have a virtuous heart, is to have a heart that fa

vours Vircuz, and is friendly to it, and not one

perfectly cold and indifferenc about it.

1

And beſides, the adtions that are done in a ſtate

of Indifference , or that ariſe immediately out of

ſuch a itate, cannot be virtuous, becauſe, by the

ſuppoſition , they are not determined by any pre

ceding choice. For if there be preceding choice,

then choice intervenes between the act and the

ftate of Indifference ; which is contrary to the

fuppoſition of the act's ariſing immediately out

of Indifference. But thoſe acts which are not

determined by preceding choice, cannot be vir

cuous or vicious by Arminian principles, becauſe

they are not determ ned by the will. So that nei

ther one way , nor the other, can any actions be

virtuous or vicious, according to Arminian princi.

ples. If the action be determined by a preceding act

ofchoice , it cannot be virtuous ; becauſe the action

is not done in a ſtate of Indifference, nor does

immediately ariſe from ſuch a ſtate ; and ſo is not

done in a ſtate of Liberty. If the action be not

determined by a preceding act of choice, then it

cannot be virtuous; becauſe then the will is not

ſelf determined in it. So that it is made certain,

that neither Virtue nor Vice can ever find any

place in the univerſe.

MOREOVER , that it is neceſſary to a virtuous

action that it be performed in a ſtate of Indit

ference,
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ference, under a notion of that being a ſtate of

Liberty, is contrary to common ſenſe ; as it is a

dictate of common ſenſe, that Indifference itſelf,

in many caſes, is vicious, and ſo to a high degree.

As if when I ſee my neighbour or nearfriend , and

one who has in the higheſt degree merited of me,

in extreme diſtrefs, and ready to periſh , I find an

Indifference in my heart with reſpect to any thing

propoſed to be done, which I can eaſily do, for

his relief. . So if it ſhould be propoſed tome to

blafpheme God, or kill my father, or donumberleſs

other things, which might be mentioned ; the be

ing indifferent, for a moment, would be highly

yicious and vile.

And it may be further obſerved , that to ſup

poſe this Liberty of Indifference is eſſential to

Virtue and Vice, deſtroys the great difference of

degrees of the guilt of different crimes, and

takes away the heinouſneſs of the moſt flagitious

horrid iniquities ; ſuch as adultery, beſtiality,

murder, perjury, blaſphemy, &c. For, according

to theſe principles, there is no harm at all in

having the mind in a ſtate of perfect Indiffer

ence with reſpect to theſe crimes ; nay, it is ab

ſolutely neceſſary in order to any Virtue in avoid.

ing them, or Vice in doing them . But for the

mind to be in a ſtate ofIndifference with reſpect

to them , is to be next door to doing them : it is

then infinitely near to chuſing, and ſo committing

the fact : for equilibrium is the next ſtep to a

degree of preponderation ; and one, even the

Jeaſt degree of preponderation (all things con

ſidered) is choice. And not only ſo , but for the

will to be in a ſtate of perfect equilibrium with

reſpect to ſuch crimes, is for the mind to be in

ſuch a ſtate, as to be full as likely to chuſe them

as to refuſe them, to do them as to omit them . And

if

1
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if our minds muſt be in ſuch a ſtate , wherein it is

as near to chuſing as refuſing, and wherein it

muſt of neceſſity , according to the nature of

things, be as likely to commit them , as to re

frain from them ; where is the exceeding heinouſ

neſs of chuſing and corninitting them ? If there

be no harm in often being in ſuch a ſtate , where.

in the probability of doing and forbearing are ex

actly equal , there being an equilibrium , and no

more tendency to one than the other ; then , ac :

cording to the nature and laws of ſuch a con:

tingence, it may be expected, as an inevitable con

ſequence of ſuch a diſpoſition of things , that we

ſhould chule them as often as reject them : that

it ſhould generally ſo fall out is neceſſary, as equa

lity in the effect is the natural conſequence of the

equal tendency of the cauſe , or of the antecedent

ſtate of things from which the effect ariſes. Why

then ſh uld we be ſo exceedingly to blame, if it

does ſo fall wuc ?

It is many ways apparent, that the Arminians

ſcheme of Liberty is utterly inconſiſtent with the

being of any ſuch things as ei her virtuous or vi

cious Habits or Diſpoſitions. If Liberty of In

difference be effential to moral agency, then there

can be no Virtue in any habual Inclinations of

the heart ; which are contrasy co indifference, and .

imply in their nature the very deſtructii n and

excluſiun of it . They ſuppoſe nothing can be vir- :

tuous, in which no Liberty is exerciled ; but how

abſurd is it to talk of exerciſing indifference under

bias and preponderation !

And if ſelf determining power in the will be

neceſſary to moral agency , praiſe, blame, &c.

then nothing done by the will can be any fur

ther praiſe or blame-worthy, than ſo far as the

will
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will is moved, ſwayed and determined by itſelf,

and the ſcales turned by the fovreign power the

will has over iticif. And chercfore the will muſt

- not be put out of its balance already , ' the pre

ponderation muſt not be determined and effected

before -hand ; and to the ſelf-determining act an

ticipated. Thus it appears another way, thac

habitual bias is inconſiſtent with that Liberty,

which Arminians ſuppoſe to be neceſſary to Virtue

or Vice ; and ſo it follows, that habitual bias it

ſelf cannot be either virtuous or vicious .

The ſame thing follows from their doctrine

concerning the Inconſiſtence of Neceflity with Li .

berty, Praiſe, Diſpraiſe, &c . None will 'deny,

that Bias and Inclination may be ſo ſtrong as to

be invincible, and leave no poſſibility of the

will's determining contrary to it ; and ſo be at

tended with Neceflity. This Dr. Whitby allows

concerning the will of God, Angels , and glori

fied Saints, with reſpect to good , and the will

of Devils, with reſpect to evil. Therefore, if

Necefficy be inconſiſtent with Liberty ; then, when

fixed Incination is to ſuch a degree of Ilrength ,

it utterly excludes all Virtue, Vice, Praiſe or

Blame. And, if ſo, then the nearer habits are

to this ſtrength , the more do they impede Li

berty , and ſo dimin :ſh Praile and Blame. If

very ſtrong Habits deſtroy Liberty , the leffer

ones proportionably hinder it, according to their

degree of ſtrength . And therefore it will follow ,

that then is the act moft virtuous or v.cious,

when performed without any Inclination or ha

bitual Bia at all ; becauſe it is then pertormed

with moft liberty .

Every prepoffering fixed Bias on the mind

brings a degree of moral Inability for the con

trary i
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trary ; becauſe ſo far as the mind is biaffed and

prepoſſeſſed, ſo much binderance is there of the

contrary. And therefore if moral Inability be

conſiſtent with moral agency, or the nature of

Virtue and Vice, then , ſo far as there is any ſuch

thing as evil diſpofiton of heart, or habitual de .

pravity of Inclination ; whether coverouſneſs ,

pride, malice, cruelty, or whatever elſe ; ſo much

the more excuſeable perſons are ; ſo much the

Jefs have their evils acts of this kind the nature

of Vice. And, on the contrary, whatever excel

lent Diſpoſitions and Inclinations they have, ſo

much are they the leſs virtuous .

It is evident, that no habitual diſpoſition of

heart, whether it be to a greater or leſs degree,

can be in any degree virtuous or vicious , or the

actions which proceed from them at all praiſe or

blame-worthy. Becauſe, though we ſhould ſup

poſe the Habit not to be of ſuch ſtrength , as

wholly to take away all moral ability and ſelf

determining power ; or hinder but that, although

the act be partly from Bias, yet it may be in

part from ſelf-determination ; yet in this caſe, all

that is from antecedent Bias muſt be ſet aſide,

as of no conſideration , and in eſtimating the de .

gree of Virtue or Vice, no more muſt be conſi

dered than what ariſes from ſelf- determining

power, without any influence of thar Bias, be

cauſe Liberty is exerciſed in no more : ſo that

all that is the exerciſe of habitual Inclination, is

thrown away, as not belonging to the morality

of the action. by which it appears, that no ex

erciſe of theſe Habics, let them be ſtronger or

weaker, can ever have any thing of the nature of

either Virtue or Vice.

1

HERE
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Here if any one ſhould ſay , that notwithſtand

ing all theſe things, there may be the nature of

Virtue and Vice in the Habits of the mind ; be

cauſe theſe Habis may be the effects of thoſe acts,

where n the mind exerciſed Liberty ; that how

ever the forementioned reaſons will prove that no

Habits, which are natural , or that are born or

created with us, can be either virtuous or vicious ;

yet they will not prove this of Habits, which

have been acquired and eliabliſhed by repeated

free acts.

3

1

To ſuch an objector I would- fay, that this

evaſion will not at all help the matter. For if

freedom of will be effential to the very nature of

Virtue and Vice, then there is no Virtue or Vice

but only in that very thing, wherein this . Liberty

is exerciſed. If a man in one or more things,

that he does, exerciſes Liberty, and then by thoſe

acts is brought into ſuch circumſtances, that his

Liberty ceaſes, and there follows a long ſeries of

acts or events that come to pafs neceſſarily ; thoſe

conſequent acts are not virtuous or vicious, re

wardable or punilhable ; but only the free acts

that eſtabliſhed this neceſſity ; for in them alone

was the man free. The following effects, that

are neceſſary , have no more of the nature of Vir

tue or Vice, than health or fickneſs of body

have properly the nature of Virtue or Vice, being

the effects of a couple of tree acts of tempe

rance or intemperance ; or than the good qua.

lities of a clock are of the nature of Virtue,

which are the effects of free acts of the acti

ficer ; or the goodneſs and ſweetneſs of the fruits

of a garden are moral Virtues, being the effects

of the free and faithful acts of the gardener. If

Liberty be ablolutely requiſice to the morality of

actions, and neceffity wholly inconfiftent with it,

.

as
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as Arminians greatly inſiſt ; then no neceſſary effects

whatſoever,' let the cauſe be never ſo good or bad,

can be virtuous' or vicious ; but the virtue or vice

muſt be only in the free cauſe. Agreably to this,

Dr. Whitby fuppofes, the neceflity that attends the

good and evil Habits of the ſaints in heaven , and

damned in hell, which are the conſequence of their

free acts in their ſtate of probation, are not re

wardable or puniſhable.

On the whole, it appears, that if the notions

of Arminians concerning liberty and moral agen

cy be true, it will follow , that there is no virtue

in any ſuch Habits or qualities as humility ,

meekneſs, patience, mercy, gratitúde, generó

ſity, heavenly -mindedneſs ; nothing at all praiſes

worthy in loving Chriſt above father and mother,

wife and children, or our own lives ' ; or in de.

light in holineſs, hungering and thirſting after

righteouſneſs, love to enemies, univerſal benes

volence to mankind : and , on the other hand,

there is nothing at all vicious, or worthy of difi

praiſe, in the moſt ſordid , beaitly, * malignant, de

viliſh diſpoſitions ; in being ungrateful, profane,

habicually hating God , and things ſacred and

holy ; or in being moſt treacherous, envious and

cruel towards men . For all theſe things are

Diſpoſitions and Inclinations of the heart. And in

ſhort, there is no ſuch thing as any virtuous or

vicious quality of mind ; no such thing as inhes

rent viriue and holineſs, or vice and fin : and -

the ſtronger thoſe Habits or Diſpoſitions are,

which uſed to be called virtuous and vicious, the

further they are from being fo indeed , the more

violent men's lufts are, the more fixed their

pride, envy, ingratitude and malicioufneſs, ſtill

the further are they from being blame-worthy. If

there be a man that by his own repeated acts, or

by
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by any other means, is come to be of the moſt

helliſh Lifpofition, deſperately inclined to treat his

neighbour's with injuriouſneſs, contempt and ma

lignicy ; the further they ſhould be from any

Diſpoſition to be angry with him, or in the least

to blame him . So, on the other hand, if there

be a perſon who is of a moft excellent fpirit,

ſtrongly iriclining him to the moſt aviable ac

tions, admirably meek , benevolent, &c . fo much

is he further from any thing rewardable or coma

mendable. On which prinriples, the man Jeſus

Chriſt was very far froin being praiſe -worthy for

thofe acts of holinefs and kindneſs , which He

performed, theſe propenfities being ſtrong in

his heart. And above all , the infinitely holy

and gracious God is infinitely remote from any

thing commendable, his good Inclinations being

infinitely ſtrong, and He, therefore, at the ut : noft

poffible diſtance from being ac liberty . " And in

all cafis, the ſtronger the inclinations of any are

to Virtue, and the more they love it, the leſs vir.

cuous they are ; and the more they love wicked .

neſs, the leſs vicious. Whether theſe things

are agreeable to Scripture, let every Chriſtian, and

every man who has read the Bible, judge : and

whether they are agreable to common fenfe, les

every one judge, that has human underſtanding

in exerciſe .

b

1

1

!

1

C

And , if we purſue theſe principles, we ſhall find

that Virtue and Vice are wholly excluded out of

the world , and that there never was, nor ever

can be any luch thing as one or the other ; either

in God , angels or men. No Propenſity , Diſ

poſition or Habit can be virtuous or vic ous, as

has been ſhewn ; becauſe they, fo far as they take

place, dettroy the freedom of the will, the

toundation of all moral agency , and exclude all

agency,
Capacity
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capacity of either Virtue or Vice.—And if Ha

bits and Diſpoſitions themſelves be not virtuous

nor vicious, neither can the exerciſe of theſe

Diſpoſitions befo : for the exerciſe of Bias is not

the exerciſe of free ſelf-determining, will, and ſo

there is no exerciſe of liberty in it . Conſe

quently, no man is virtuous or vicious, either in

being well or ill - diſpoſed , nor in acting from a

goodor bad Diſpoſition. And whether this Bias

or Diſpoſition, be habitualor not, if it exiſts but

a moment before the act of will, which is the

effect of it, it alters not the caſe, as to the ne

ceffity of the effect. Or if there be no previous

Diſpoſition at all , either habitual or occaſional,

that determines the act, then it is not choice

that determines it : it is therefore a contingence,

that happens to the man, ariſing from nothing

in him ; and is neceſſary, as to any Inclination or

Choice of his ; and therefore, cannot make him

either the better or worſe, any more than a tree

is better than oiher trees, becauſe it oftener hap

pens to be lic upon by a ſwan or nightingale:

or a rock more vicious than other rocks, becauſe

rattle-ſnakes have happened oftener to crawl over

it. So, that there is no Virtue, nor Vice in good

or bad Diſpoſicions, either fixed or tranſient ;nor

any Virtue or Vice in acting from any good or

bad previous Inclination ; nor yet any virtue or

vice, in acting wholly without any previous In

clination. Where then ſhall we find room for

Virtue or Vice ?

ÉSECO
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to lway and turn its inclination one way, is the

SECTION VII .

Arminian Notions of moral Agency conſiſtent with all

Influence of Motive and Inducement, in either

virtuous or vicious delions.

S Arminian notions of that liberty, which

is effential to virtue or vice, are incon.

litent with common fenle; in their being incon .

ſiſtent with all virtuous or vicious habits and dila

poſitions į ſo they are no leſs fo in their incon

fiſtency with all influence of Mutives in moral

altiotis .

It is equally againſt thoſe notions ofliberty of

will , whether there be, previous ' n the act of

choice, a preponderancy of the inclination, or a

preponderancy of thole citcumſtances, which

have a tendency to move the inclination . And,

indeed, it comes to juſt the ſame thing : to ſay,

the circumſtances of the mind are ſuch as tend

A

1

►

faine thing as to fay, the inclination of the

mind, as under ſuch circumſtances, tends that

way:1

1

1

Or if any think it moſt proper to ſay, that

Motives do alter the inclination, and give a new

bias tợ che mind, it will not alter the cafe, as

to the preſent argument. For if Motives ope.

rate by giving the mind an inclination , then they

op r..te by dettroying the mind's indifference, and

it under a bias. But to co this, is to de

ſtroy the Arminian freedom : it is not to leave the

will to its own felf-determination, but to bring

it into fubjection to the power of fomething ex

S 2
trinfic,

laying

.
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trinſic, which operates upon it, ſways and deter

mines it, previous .co its own determination . So

that what is done from Motive, cannot be either

virtuous,or vicious.And beſides, if the acts of

the will are excited by Motives, thoſe Molives

are the cauſes of thoſe acts of the will ; which

makes the acts of the will neceſſary , as effects

neceſſarily follow the efficiency of the cauſe.

And if the influence and power of the Motive

cauſes the volition , then the infuence of the Mo

tive determines volition , and volition does not de

termine itſelf ; and ſo is not free , in the ſenfe

of Arminians (as has been largely ſhewn afready)

and conſequently can be neither virtuous nor vi

cious .

The ſuppoſition, which has already been taken

notice of as an inſufficient evaſion in other caſes,

would be, in like manner, impertinently alledged

in this caſe ; namely, the ſuppoſition that li

berty conſiſts in a power of ſuſpending action for

the preſent, in order to deliberation. If it ſhould

be faid , Though it be true, that the will is under

a neceſſity of finally following the ſtrongeſt Mo

tive ; yet it may , for the preſent, forbear to act

upon the Motive preſented , till there has been

opportunity thoroughly to conſider it, and com

pare its real weightwith the merit of other Mo

tives . I anſwer as follows:

HERE again , it muſt be remembered, that if de

termining thus to ſuſpend and confider, be that

act of the will, wherein alone liberty ' is exer

ciſed , then in this all virtue and vice muſt con

lift ; and the acts that follow this conſideration ,

and are the effects of it, being neceffary, are no

inore virtuous or vicious than ſomegood or bad

events, which happen when they arefaſt afleep ,

and
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and are the conſequences of what they did when

chey were awake. Therefore, I would here ob.

ſerve two things :

271. To ſuppoſe, that all virtue and vice in

every caſe, conſiſts in determining, whether to

take time for confideration or not, is not agre

able to common ſenſe. For, according to ſuch a

ſuppoſition , the moſt horrid crimes, adultery,

murder, ſodomy, blaſphemy, & c. do not at all

confift in the horrid nature ofthe things themſelves,

but only in the neglect of thorough conſidera

tion before they were perpetrated, which brings

their viciouſneſs to a ſmall matter, and makes all

crimes equal. If it be ſaid, that neglect of con.

fideration, when ſuch heinous evils are propoſed

to choice, is worfer than in other caſes : I anſwer,

this is inconfiftent, as it ſuppoſes the very thing

to be , which, ac the ſame time,is ſuppofednotto

be; it ſuppoſes all moral: evil, all viciouſneſs

and heinouſneſs, does not conſiſt - merely in the

want of confideration . It ſuppoſes ſome crimes

in themſelves, in their own nature, * to be more

heinous than others , antecedent to conſideration

or inconfideration, which lays the perſon under a

previous obligation to conſider in ſome caſes more

than others.

3

72. If it were ſo , that all virtue and vice, in

every caſe, conſiſted only in the act of the will,

whereby in determines whether to conſider or no,

: it would not alter the caſe in the leaſt, as to the

preſent argument. For ſtill in this act of the

will on this determination , it is induced by ſome

11 Motive, and neceſſarily follows the ſtrongeſt Mo

Octive , and ſo is neceffarily, even in that act where

bin alone it is either virtuous or vicious,

phs jis is

ONE

3

1
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One thing more I would obſerve, concerning

the inconfidence of Arminian notions of moral

agency with the influence of Motives.- fup .

poſe none will deny, that iç iş poffible for Mo

tives to be ſet before the mind ſo powerful, and

exhib.ed in ſo ſtrong a light, and under fo ad

vantageous circumſtances, as to be invincible ;

and ſuch as the mind cannot but yield to. In

this caſe, Arminians will doubtleſs ſay, liberty

is deſtroyed . And if ſo, then if Motives are

exhibited with halt ſo much power, they hinder

liberty in proportion to their ſtrength , and go

half way towards deſtroying it . If a thouſand

degrees of Motives abolithall liberty, then five

hundred take it half away. If one degree of

the in Auence of Motive does not all infringe

cr diminish liberty then no more do cwo degrees

for nothing doubled, is ſtill nothing. And if

two degr. es do ngdiminiſh the wili's liberty ,

no moredo four, eight , fixteen , or fix thouſand.

For nothing multiplied never ſo much comes to

but nothin : If there be nothing in the nature

of m tive or moral fuaſion , that is at all oppo

ſite to ..berty, then the greacelt degree oi it çan

pot hurt liberty. But if there be any thing in the

pature of the thing, that is againſt liberty ,

then the leaſt degree of it hurts i in fome de

gree , and conſequently hurts and diminiſhes vir

tuę. ' If invincible Moțives, to that action which

is gooi , take away all the freedom of the act,

anj fo all the virtue of it , then the more force .

able the Motives arę, ſo much the worli, ſo much

the lets virtue ; and the weaker the Motives are ,

the better for the cauſe of virtue ; and none is

beſt of all.

Now let it be conſidered , whether theſe things

are agrcable to common lenſe. If it ſhould be

allowed,
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allowed , that there are ſome inſtances wherein the

foul chufes without any Motive, what virtue can

there be in ſuch a choice ? ' I am ſure, there is no

prudence or wiſdom in it. Such a choice is

made for no good end ; for it is for no end at all .

If it were for any end, the view of the end

would be the Motive exciting to the act ; and if

the act be for no good end, and ſo from no good

aim , then there is no good intention in it : and,

therefore, according to all our natural notions of

virtue, no more virtue in it than in the motion

of the ſmoak, which is driven too and fro by the

wind, without any aim or end in the thing moved,

and which knows not whither, nor why and

wherefore, it is moved.

Corol. 1. By theſe things it appears, that the

argument againſt the Calviniſts, taken from the

uſe of counſels, exhortations, invitations, ex

poſtulations, & c. ſo much inſiſted on by Armini.

ans,' is truly againſt themſelves. ' For theſe things

can operate no other way to any good effect,

than as in them is exhibited Motive and Induce

ment, tending to excite and determine the acts of

the will . But it follows, on their principles, that?

the acts of will excitedby ſuch cauſes, cannot be

virtuous ; becauſe, ſo far as they are from theſe ,

they are not from the will's ſelf-determining

power. Hence it will follow , that it is not worth

the while to offer any arguments to perſuade

men to any virtuous volition or voluntary acm

tion ; it is in vain to fet before them the wiſdom

and aimiableneſs of ways of virtue, or the odi

ộuſneſs and folly of ways of vice. This no

tion of liberty and moral agency fruſtrates all

endeavours to draw men to virtue by inſtruc

tion or perſuaſion, precept or example : for

though theſe things may induce men to what is

materially
S4
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So it clearly follows, from theſe principles, that

God has no hand in any man's virtue, nor does

at all promote it, either by a phyſical or moral

infuence ; that none of the moral methods, He

ules with men to promote virtue in the world,

have genrency, to the attainment of that end

that aļl the inſtructions, which he has given to

njen, from the beginning of the world to this

day, by Prophets or Apollles, or by His Son

Jelus Chriſt , that all his counſels, invitations,

promiſes, • threatenings, warnings and exportu

lations , that al } , means, He has ufed with men,

in ordinances, or providences ; yca, all icfu.

ences of his pirii, ordinary and extraordinary,

have had no tendency at ali 10 exuite any one

thing morally good and como eudable, in any

rcfpect. - tor ihere is no way that theſe or any

Qiher means can romote virtue, but une of thefe

threr. Einner 11. ) By a phyſical operation on

the heart. But all tffi as wat are wrouyht in

men in this way, have no Virtue in thein, by

the
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the concurring voice of all Arminians. Or, (2.)

Morally, by exhibiting Motives to the under :

ſtanding, to excite good acts in the will . But

it has been demonitrated, that volitions, which

are excited by Motives, are neceſſary, and not

excited by a felf-moving power , and therefore,

by their principles, there is no Virtue in thein ,

Or, ( 3 :) By merely giving the" will an opportu

nity to determine itſelf concerning the objects

propoled, ei her to chuſe or reject, by itsown

uncauſed, unmoved, uninfuenced ſelf determi

nation. And if this be all , then all thoſe means

do no more to promote virtue than vice : for

they do nothing but give the will opportunity

to determine itſelf either way, either to good or

bad, without laying it under any bias to either ;

ard fo there is really as much of an opportunity

given to determine in favour of evil , as of

good,

Thus that horrid blafphemous conſequence will

certainly tollow from the Armin:andoctrine, which

they charge on others ; namely , that God acts an

inco fiftent part in uſing to many counſels, warn

ings, invitations, intreat es, & c.' with finners,

to induce them to forfake fin , and turn to the

ways of virtue ; ' and that all are inſincere and

fa lacious. It will follow , from their doctrine,

thaci God does theſe things when He knows, at

the same time, that they have no manner of

tendency to promote the effect, He ſeems to aim

at ; yea, knows that if they have any influence,

this very influence will be inconſistent with such

an effect, and will prevent it. But whatan im

putation of infincenty would this fix on Him ,

who is infinitely holy and true! So that their's

is the doctrine which, if purfued in its confe .

quences; does horribly reflect on the moſt High,

and
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and fix on Him the charge of hypocriſy ; and

not the doctrine of the Calviniſt ; according to

their frequent, and vehement exclamations and

invectives.

Corol. 2. From what has been obſerved in this

ſection, it again appears, that Arminian principles

and notions, when fairly examined and purſued

in their demonſtrable conſequences, do evidently

fhut all virtue out of the world , and make it

impoffible that there Tould ever be any ſuch

thing, in any caſe ; or that any ſuch thing ſhould

ever be conceived of. For, by theſe principles,

the very notion of virtue or vice implies ab.

ſurdity and contradiction . For it is ablurd in

itſelf, and contrary to common ſenſe, to ſup

poſe a virtuous ace of mind without any good

intention or aim; and , by their principles, it is

abſurd to ſuppoſe a virtuous act with a good in .

tention or aim ; for to act for an end, is to act

from a Motive. So that if we rely on theſe prin

ciples, there can be no virtuous act with a good

deſign and end ; and it is felf -evident, there can

be none without: conſequently there can be no

virtuous act at all

Corol. 3. It is manifeſt, that Arminian notions

of moral agency, and the being of a faculty of

will, cannot conſiſt togeth -r ; and that if there

be any ſuch thing as either a virtuous or vici

ous act, it cannot be an act of the will ; nö will

can be at all concerned in it . For that act which

is performed without inclination, without Motive,

without end, muſt be performed without any

concern of the will . To ſuppoſe an act of the

will without theſe, implies a contradiction. If

the ſoul in its act has no motive or end ; then ,

in that act (as was obſerved before) it ſeeks no

thing,
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thing, goes after nothing, exerts no inclination to

any
th ng ; and this implies, that in that act it

delires nothing, and chufes nothing ; ſo that there

is no act of choice in the cale : and that is as

much as to ſay, there is no act of will in the caſe .

Which very effectually ſhuts all vicivus and vir .

tuous acts out of the univerſe ; in as much as,

according to this, there can be no vicious or vir .

tuous act wherein the will is concerned ; and ac.

cording to the plaineſt dictates of reaſon , and the

light of nature, and allo the principles of Armi.

nians themſelves, there can be no virtuousor vicious

act wherein the will is not concerned . And there .

fore there is no room for any virtuous or vicious

acts at all .

Corol. 4. If none of the moral actions of intelli )

gent beines are influenced by either previous . Ino

clination or Motive, another ſtrange thing will

follow ; and this is, that God not only cannot

fore know any of the future moral actions of his

Creatures, but he can make no conjecture, can

give no probable gueſs concerning them . For,

all conjecture in things of this nature, muſt de.

pend on ſome diſcerning or appreherſion of here

two things, previous Diffofition, and Moirve, which,

as has been obſerved, Arminian notions of moral

agency, in their real conſequence, allogecher ex.

clude.

PART
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Wherein the chief Grounds of the Reaſonings

i* of ARMINIANs, in Support and Defence of

the forementioned Notions of LIBERTY,

MORAL AGENCY, &c. and againſt the Op

poſite Doctrine, are conGidered .

SECTION 1. "

w

Ibe: Efience of the Virtue and Vice of Diſpoſitions

1. of the Heart, and Axts of the Will, lies not in their

Cauſe, but their Nature.

NE main foundation of the reaſons, which

are brought to eſtablilh the forementioned

notions of liberty, virtue, vice, &c. is a ſup

poſition, that the virtuouſneſs of the diſpoſitions ,

or acts of the will, confifts nor in the nature of

theſe diſpoſitions or acts, but wholly in the Origin

Cor Cauſe of them : fo that if the diſpoſition of the

mind , or actsof the will, be never ſo good, yet if

the Cauſe of the diſpoſition or act be not our vir

tue,
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tue, there is nothing virtuous or praiſe-worthy in

it , and, on the contrary, if the will, in its inclia

nation or acts, be never ſo bad, yet, unleſs it ariſes

from ſomething that is our vice or fault, there is

nothing vicious or blame-worthy in it. " Hence

their grand objection and pretended demonſtra :

tion, or felf-evidence, againſt any virtue and com

mendableneſs, or vice and blame-worthineſs, of

choſe habits or acts of the will , which are not from

fone virtuous or vicious determination of the will

itſelf.

Now, if this matter . be well conſidered, it will

appear to be altogether a miſtake, yea, a groſs

abſurdity ; and that it is nioſt certain, that if

there be any ſuch things, as a virtuous or vicious

diſpoſition, or volition of mind, the virtuouſneſs

or viciouſneſs of them conſiſts not in the Origin

or Cauſe of theſe things, but in the Nature of

them .

** If the Efrence of virtuouſneſs or commendable

neſs , and of viciouſneſs or fault, does not lie in

the Nature of the diſpolitions or acts of mind,

which are ſaid to be our virtue or our fault, but

in their Caule, then it is certain it lies no where

at all. Thus, for inſtance, if the vice of a vicious

act of will, lies not in the Nature of the act, but

the Cauſe , ſo that its being of a bad Nature will

not make it at all our fault, unleſs ic arifes from

fome faulty determination of our's, as its Cauſe,

or ſomething in us that is our fault ; then , for

the ſame reafon, neither can the viciouſneſs of

that Cauſe lie in the Nature of the thing itſelf,

bui in its Cauſe : that evil derermination of our's

is nut our fault, meroly becauſe it is of a bad

Nature, unleſs it ariſes from fome Caule in us

that is our fault. And when we are come to

this
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this higher Cauſe, ſtill the reaſon of the thing

holds good ; though this Cauſe be of a bad Na

ture, yet we are not at all to blame on that account,

unleſs it ariſes from ſomething faulty in us . Nor

yet can blame-worthinets lie in the Nature of this

Cauſe, but in the Caule of bat . And thus we

muſt drive faultineſs back from ſtep to ttep , from

a lower Cauſe to a higher, in infinitum : and that

is, thoroughly to banilh it from the world , and to

allow ir no poſſibility of exiſtence any where in the

univerſalityof things . On theſe principles, vice,

or moral evil , cannot conſiit in any thing that is an

effect ; becauſe fault does not conſilt in the Nature

of things, but in their Cauſe ; as well as becauſe

effects are neceſſary, being unavoidably connected

with their Cauſe : cherefore the Caule only is to

blame, And to it follows, that faultineſs can

lie only in that Cauſe, which is a Cauſe only, and no

effect of any thing. Nor yet can it lie in this ; for

then it muit lie in the Nature of the thing itſelf ;

not in its being from any determination of our's,

nor any : hing faulty in us which is the Cauſe, nor

indeed from any Cauſe at all ; for, by the ſuppo .

fition, it is no effect, and hasno Caufe. And chus

he that will maintain, it is not the Nature of ha.

bics or acts of will that makes them virtuous or

faulty, but the Caule, mut immediately run him

felf out of his own affertion ; and in maintaining

it, will inſenſibly contradict and deny it.

1

This is certain , that if effects are vicious and

faulty, not from their Nature, or from any thing

inherent in ihem, but becauſe they are from a bad

Cauſe, ic muſt be on account of the badneſs of

the Caute : a bad effect in the will muſt be bad ,

becauſe the Cauſe is ba ; or of an evil Nature, or

bas badneſs as a quality inherent in it : and a good

cffect
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effect in the will muſt be good , by reaſon of the

goodneſs of the Cauſe, or its being of a good Kind

and Nature. And if this be what is meant, the very

fuppoſition of fault and praiſe lying not in the Na

cure of the thing, but the Caule, contradicts itſelf,

and does at leaſt reſolve the Effence of virtue and

vice into the Nature of things, and ſuppoſes it ori

ginally to conſiſt in that.- And if a caviller has a

Inind to run from the abſurdity, by ſaying, “ No,

the fault of the thing which is the Cauſe, lies

not in this, that the Cauſe itſelf is of an evil

Nature, but that the Cauſe is evil in that ſenſe,

that it is from another bad Cauſe:” Still the

abſurdity will follow him ; for, if ſo, then the

Cauſe before charged is at once acquitted , and all

the blame muſt be laid to the higher Cauſe, and

muſt conſiſt in that's being evil, or of an evil Nature.

So now , we are come again to lay the blame of the

thing blame-worthy, to the Nature of the thing,

and not to the Cauſe. And if any is ſo fooliſh as

to go higher ſtill, and afcend from ſtep to ſtep,

till he is come to that, which is he firſt Caule

concerned in the whole affair, and will ſay, all the

blame lies in that ; then , at laft, he muſt be forced

to own, that the faultineſs of the thing, which he

ſuppoſes alone blame-worthy, 'lies wholly in the

Nature of the thing, and not in the Original or

Cauſe of it ; for the ſuppoſition is, that it has no

Original, it is determined by no act of our's, is

cauied by nothing faulty in us, being ablolutely

without any Caufe. And ſo che race is at an end,

but the evader is taken in his flight.

It is agreable to the natural nocions of man .

kind, that moral evil , with its defert of diſike

and abhorrence, and all its other ill -defervinys,

confiftsin a certain. de;urmity in the Natureof cer

tain: difpofitions of the heart and acts of the

will ;
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will ; and not in the deformity of ſomething elfie

diverſe from the very thing itelf, which delerves

abhorrence, ſuppoled to be the Cauſe of ic.

Which would be abſurd , becauſe that would be

to ſuppoſe a thing, that is innocent and not evil,

is truly evil and fauley , becauſe another thing is

evil. It implies a contradiction ; for it would

be to ſuppoſe, the very thing, which is morally

evil and blame-worthy, is innocent and not blame.

worthy ; but that ſomething elle, which is its

Cauſe, is only to blanie. To ſay, chat vice does

not conſiſt in the thing which is vicious, but in

its Cauſe, is the ſame as to lay , that vice does not

confift in vice, but in that which produces it.

Ir is true, a Cauſe may be to blame, for being

the cauſe of vice : it may be wickedneſs in the

Cauſe, that it produces wickedneſs. But it would

imply a contradiction, to ſuppoſe that th. le two

are the ſame individual wickednefs.", The wicked

act of the Caufe in producing wickedneſs, is

one wickedneſs ; and the wickednefs produced,

if there be any produced , is and her. And there,

fore, the wickedness of the latter does not lie in

the tormer, but is diftinct from it ; and the wick .

edneſs of both lies in the evil Nature of the things,

which are wicked.

Thi thing, which makes fin hateful, is that by.

which it deferves puniſhment; which is but the

expreſſion of hatred. And that, which renders,

virtuc lovely , is the fame with chat, on the ac

count of which, it is fic to receive praiſe and re

ward ; which are but the expreſſions of eſteem

and love. But that which makes vice hateful,

is its hateful Nature , and that which renders

virtue lovely, is its amiable Nature. It is a cer

tain beauty or deformity that are inherent in that

good
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good or evil will, which is the foul of virtue and

vice ( and not in the occaſion of it ) which is their

worthineſs of eſteem or diſeſteem , praiſe or diſa

praiſe, according to the common ſenſe of man.

kind . If the Cauſe or occaſion of the riſe of an

hateful diſpoſition or act of will, be alſo hateful;

ſuppoſe another antecedent evil will; that is en

tirely another ſin, and deſerves puniſhment by it

felf , under a diſtinct confideration . There is wor .

thineſs of dilpraiſe in the Nature of an evil voli

tion, and not wholly in ſome foregoing act, which

is its Caufe ; otherwiſe the evil volition , which

is the effect, is no moral evil , any more than

fickneſs, or ſome other ' natural calamity, which

ariſes from a Cauſe morally evil.

Thus, for inſtance,ingratitude is hateful and

worthy of diſpraife, according to common ſenſe ;.

not becauſe ſomething as bad, or worſe than in

gratitude, was the Cauſe that produced it's bút

becauſe it is hateful in itſelf , by its own inherent

deformity. So the love of virtue is amiable,

and worthy of praiſe, not merely becauſe ſome

thing elſe went before this love of virtue in our

minds, which cauſed it to take place there ; for

inſtance, our own choice ; we choſe to love vir

tue, and, by ſome method or other, wrought our.

ſelves into the love of it , but becauſe of the

amiableneſs and condeſcendency of ſuch a diſpoſi

tion and inclination of heart. If that was the

caſe, that we did chuſe to love virtue, and ſo

produced that love in ourſelves, this choice it.

ſelf could be no otherwiſe amiable or praife wor

thy, than as love to virtue, or ſome other ani.

able inclination, was exerciſed and implied in it.

If that choice was amiable at all, it muſt be fa

on account of fome amiable quality in the Na

ture of the choice. If we chofeto love virtue,

T not
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not in love to virtue, or any thing that was

good, and exerciſed no ſort of good diſpoſition

in the choice, the choice itſelf was not vircú

ous, nor worthy of any praiſe, according to com

mon ſenſe, becauſe thechoice was not of a good

Naiure.

It may not be improper here to take notice of

ſomething ſaid by an author, that has lately

made a mighty noiſe in America . 6 A necefa

ſary holineſs (ſays he*) is no holineſs. -Adam

could not be originally created in righteouſneſs

and true holineſs, becauſe he muſt chuſe to

be righteous, before he could be righteous.

And therefore he muſt exiſt, he muſt be creat

ed, yea , he muſt exerciſe thought and reflec

tion, before he was righteous. " There is much

more to the fame effect in that place, and alſo in

P. 437, 438, 439, 440. If theſe things are fo ,

it will certainlyfollow , that the firſt chulingto be

righteous is no righteous choice ; there is no

righteouſneſs or holineſs in it ; becauſe no chuf

ing to berighteous goes before it. Forhe plainly

ſpeaks of chufing to be rigbteous, as what muſt go

before righteouſneſs: and that which follows the

choice, being the effect of the choice, cannot

be righteouſneſs or holineſs : for an effect is a

thing neceſſary , and cannot prevent the influence

or efficacy of its Cauſe ; and therefore is una

voidably dependent upon the Cauſe : and he

ſays, a neceſſary holineſs is no' bolineſs. So that

neither cana choice of righteouſneſs be righte

ouſneſs or holineſs, nor can any thing that is

conſequent on that choice, and the effect of it,

be righteouſneſs or holineſs ; nor can any thing

that is without choice, be righteouſneſs or holi,

Serip . Doc, of Original Sing p . 180. 3d . Edit...

neſs,
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heſs. So that by his fcheme, all righteouſneſs and

holineſs is at once ſhut out of the world , and no

door left open, by which it can ever poſſibly enter

into the world .

I SUPPOSE, the way, that men came to entertain

this abfurd inconſiſtent notion, with reſpect to

internal inclinations and volitions themſelves, (or

notions that imply it , ) viz . that the Eſſence of

their moral good or evil lies not in their Nature,

but their Cauſe ; was, that it is indeed a very plain

dictate of common ſence, that it is ſo with reſpect

to all outward actions, and ſenſible motions of the

body ; that the moral good or evil of them does

not lie at all in the motions themſelves ; which,

taken by themſelves, are nothing of a moral na

ture ; and the Effence of all the moral good or

evil that concerns them, lies in thoſe internal dif

poſitions and volitions, which are the Cauſe of

them. Now, being always uſed to determine this,

without heſitation or diſpute, concerning external

A tions ; which are the things, that in the com

mon uſe of language are ſignified by ſuch

phraſes, as men's a &tions, or their doings ; hence;

when they came to ſpeak of volitions , and inter

nal exerciſes and their inclinations, under the ſame

denominations of their actions, or wbat they do,

they unwarily determined the caſe muft alſo be

the ſame with theſe, as with external actions ; not

conſidering the valt difference in the Nature of

the caſe.

If any ſhall ſtill object and ſay, why is it not

neceſſary that the Caufe ſhould be confidered, in

order to determine whether any thing be worthy

of blame or praiſe ? is it agreable to reaſon and

common ſenſe , that a man is to be praiſed or

blamed

T2
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blamed for that, which he is not the Cauſe or au

thor of, and has no hand in ?

I ANSWER, ſuch phraſes as being the Cauſe, being

the author, having a hand, ant the like, are am

biguous. They are moſt vulgarly underſtood for

being the deſigning voluntary Cauſe, or Cauſe by

antecedent choice : and it is moſt certain, that

men are not, in this ſenſe, the Cauſes or authors

of the firſt act of their wills, in any caſe ; as

certain as any thing is; or ever can be ; for no

thing can be more certain, than that a thing is

not before it is , nor a thing of the ſame kind

before the firſt thing of that kind ; and fo no

choice before the firſt choice.- As the phraſe ,

being the author, may be underſtood , not of be

ing the producer by an antecedent act of will ;

but as a perſon may be ſaid to be the author of

the act of will itfelf, by his being the imme

diate agent, or the being that is acting, or in ex

erciſe in that act ; if the phraſe of being the author,

is uſed to ſignify this, then doubtleſs common

ſenſe requires men's being the authors of their own

acts of will, in order to their being eſteemed

worthy of praiſe or diſpraiſe, on account of them.

And common ſenſe teaches, that they muſt be the

authors of external a &tions, in the former ſenſe ,

namely, their being the Cauſes of them by an act

of will or choice, in order to their being juſtly

blamed or praiſed : but it ,teaches no ſuch thing

with reſpect to the acts of the will themſelves.

But this may appear more manifeſt by the things,

which will be obſerved in the following ſection ,

SE C
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SECTION II.

The Falſeneſs and inconſiſtence of that metaphyſ

cal Notion of Action, and Agency, wbich ſeems

to be generally entertained by the Defenders of

the Arminian D.Etrine concerning Liberty, moral

Agency, &c.

O of

NE thing, that is made very much a ground

argument and ſuppoſed demonſtration by

Arminians, in defence of the fore-mentioned prin

ciples, concerning moral agency , virtue, vice,

& c. is their metaphyſical notion of Agency and

A tion. They ſay , unleſs the ſoul has a ſelf-de

termining power, it has no power of Attion ; if

its volitions be not cauſed by itſelf, but are excited,

and determined by ſome extrinfic cauſe, they can

not be the foul's own acts ; and that the foul can

not be active, but muſt be wholly paffive, in thoſe

effects which it is the ſubject of neceſſarily, and

not from its own free determination ,

Mr. Chubb lays the foundation of his ſcheme

of liberty, and of his arguments to ſupport it,

very much in this poſition, that man is an agent,

and capable of a &tion . Which doubtleſs is true :

but ſelf-determination belongs to his notion of Ac .

tion, and is the very eſſence of it. Whence he

infers that it is impoſſible for a man to act and

be acted upon, in the ſame thing, at the ſame

time; and that nothing, that is an action , can

be the effect of the action of another : and he

inſiſts, that a neceſſary Agent,or an Agent that is

neceſſarily determined to act, is a plain contra

diEtion .

T3 BUT
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But thoſe are a precarious ſort of demonſtra ,

tion, which men build on the meaning that they

arbita ily affix to a word ; eſpecially when that

meaning is abſtrute, inconſiſtent, and intirely di

verſe from the original ſenſe of the word in com

mon ſpeech.

: That the meaning of the word Astion, as Mr.

Chubb and many others uſe it, is utterly unintel.

ligible and inconſiſtent, is manifeft, becauſe it be

longs to their notion of an Action, that it is ſome.

thing wherein is no paſſion or paſſiveneſs ; that

is (according to their ſenſe of paſſiveneſs) it is

under the power, influence or action of no cauſe,

And this in plies, that action hasno cauſe, and ,

is no effect , for to be an effect implies paſive

nefs, or the being ſubject to the power and Ac

tion of its caule. And yet they hold , that the

mind's Action is the effect of its own determina

tion, yea, the mind's free and voluntary deter

mination , which is the ſame with free choice,

So that Action is the effect of ſomething preced

ing, even a preceding, act of choice; and con

ſequently, in this effect the mind is paffive, ſub

ject to the power and Action of the preceding

cauſe, which is the foregoing choice, and there,

fore cannot be active. So that here we have this

contradiction, that action is always the effect of

foregoing choice ; and therefore cannot be Ac

tion ; becauſe it is paffive to the power of that pre

ceding cauſal choice ; and the mind cannot be

active and paſſive in the ſamething, at the ſame

tiine.
Again, they ſay, neceffity is utterly incon.

ſiſtent with Action, and a neceſſary Action is a

contradiction : ind ſo their notion of Acțion im,

plies contingence, and excludes all neceſſity. And

therefore, their notion of Action implies, that it

has no neceſſary dependence of connection with

any
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but yet

any thing foregoing ; for fuch a dependence or

connection excludes contingence, and implies

neceſſity . And yet their notion of Action im

plies neceffity, and ſuppoſes that it is neceſſary ,

and cannot be contingent. For they ſuppoſe, that

whatever is properly called Action, muſt be de

termined by the will and free choice ; and this

is as much as to ſay, that it muſt be neceſſary ,

being dependent upon, and determined by ſome

thing foregoing ; namely, a foregoing act of

choice. Again, it belongs to their notion of

Adion, of that which is a proper and mere act ,

that it is the beginning of motion, or of exertion

of
power ; it is implied in their notion of

Action, that it is not the beginning of motion or

exertion of power , but is conſequent and depen ,

dent on a preceding exertion of power, viz . the

power of will and choice : for they ſay there is

no proper Action but what is freely chofen ; or,

which is the fame thing, determined by a fore

going act of free choice. But if any of them

îhallſee cauſe to deny this, and ſay they hold no

ſuch thing as that every Action is choſen or de

termined by a foregoing choice ; but that the

very firſt exertion of will only , undetermined

by any preceding act, as properly called Action ;

then I ſay, ſucha man's notion of Action implies

necefficy ; for what the mind is the ſubject of,

without the determination of its own previous

choice, it is the ſubject of neceſſarily, as to any

hand, that free choice has in the affair, and,

without any ability, the mind has to prevent

it, by any will or election of its own ; becauſe

by the ſuppoſition it precludes all previous acts

of the will or choice in the caſe, which might

prevenr it. So that it is again, in this other way,

implied in their notion of act, that it is both

neceſſary and notneceſſary. Again , it belongs to

their

1
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their notion of an axt, that it is no effect of a

pre-determining bias' or preponderation, but

ſprings immediately out of indifference ; and this

implies, that it cannot be from foregoing choice,

which is foregoing preponderation : if it be not

habitual, but occaſional, yet if it cauſes the act,

it is truly previous, efficacious and determining.

And yet, at the same time, it is eſſential to their

notion of the act, that it is what the Agent is the

Author of freely and voluntarily, and that is, by

previous choice and deſign,

So that, according to their notion of the act,

conſidered with regard to itsconſequences, theſe

following things are all eſſential to it ; - viz . That

it ſhould be neceſſary, and not neceſſary ; that it

ſhould be from a cauſe, and no cauſe ; that it

ſhould be the fruit of choice and deſign, and not

the fruit of choice and deſign ; that it ſhould be

the beginning of motion or exertion , and yet

conſequent on previous exertion ; that it ſhould

be before it's ; that it ſhould ſpring immdiately

out of incifference and equilibrium , and yet be

the effect of preponderation ; that it ſhould be

ſelf-originated , and alſo have its original from

ſomething elſe ; that it is what the mind cauſes it

felf, of its own will, and can produce or prevent,

according to its choice or pleaſure, and yet what

the mind has nopower to prevent, precluding all

previous choice in the affair,

So that an act, according to their metaphyſical

notion of it, is famething of which there is no

idea ; it is nothing but a confuſion of the mind,

excited by words without any diſtinct meaning,

and is an abſolute non -entity ; and that in two

reſpects ; (1.) There is nothing in the world

that ever was, is, or can be, to anſwer the things

which
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which muſt belong to its defcriprion, according

to what they ſuppoſe to be effential to it . And

( 2. ) There neither is, nor ever was, nor can be,

any notion or idea to anſwer the word, as they

uſe and explain it. For if we ſhould ſuppole any

fuch notion, it would many ways deſtroy itſelf.

But it is impoffible any idea or notion ſhould

ſubſiſt in the mind , whoſe very nature and el

fence, which conſtitutes it, deſtroys it.-If- fome

learned philoíopher, who had been abroad, in

giving an account of the curious obſervations he

had made in his travels, ſhould ſay, “ He had

been in Terra del Fuego, and there had ſeen an

an mal, which he calls by a certain name,

that begat and brought forth itſelf, and yet

had a fire and dam diftinct from itſelf ; that

it had an appetite, and was hungry before it

had a being ; that his maſter, who led him,

and governed him at his pleaſure, was always

governed by him, and driven by him where he

plealed ; that when he moved, he always took

a ſtep before the firſt ſtep ; that he went with

his head firſt , and yet always went tail fore

moſt ; and ths, though he had neither head

nor tail :" it would be no impudence at all, to

tell ſuch a traveller, though a learned man, that

he himſelf had no notion or idea of ſuch an ani.

mal, as he gave an account of, and never had ,

nor eyer would have.

As the forementioned notion of Action is very

inconſiſtent, ſo it is wholly diverſe from the ori.

ginal meaning of the word. The more uſual

fignification of it , in vulgar ſpeech, ſeems to be

ſome motion or exertion of pewer, that is volun.

tary , or that is the effeat of the will ; and is uſed

in the ſame fenſe as doing : and moſt commonly

it is uſed to ſignify outward Asions. So thinking is

often

$
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often diſtinguiſhed from a &ting ; and defiring and

willing, from doing.

Besides this more uſual and proper ſignification

of the word Aation , there are other ways in which

the word is uſed , that are leſs proper, which yet

have place in common ſpeech. Oftentimes it is

uſed to ſignify ſome motion or alteration in in

animate things, with relation to ſome object

and effect . So the ſpring of a watch is ſaid to

a £t upon the chain and wheels ; the fun -beams,

to act upon plants and trees ; and the fire, to act

upon wood . Sometimes , the word is uſed to

ſignify motions, alterations, and exertions of

power, which are ſeen in corporal things, con

ſidered abſolutely ; eſpecially when theſe motions

ſeem to ariſe from ſome internal cauſe which is

bidden ; ſo that they have a greater reſemblance

of thoſe motions of our bodies, which are the ef .

fects of natural volition, or inviſible exertions of

will. So the fermentation of liquor, the opera

tions of the loadſtone, and of electrical bodies,

are called the Action of theſe things . And ſome

times , the word Action is uſed to ſignify the ex

erciſe of thought, or of will and inclination : ſo

meditating, loving, hating, inclining, diſinclin

ing, chuſing and refuſing, may be fometimes

called acting ; though more rarely ( unleſs it be .

by philoſophers and metaphyſicians ) than in any .

of the other ſenſes,

But the word is never uſed in vulgar ſpeech

in that ſenſe, which Arminian divines uſe it in,

namely, for the ſelf determinate exerciſe of the

will , or an exertion of the ſoul that ariſes with

out any neceſſary connection, with any thing fore

going. If a man does ſomething voluntarily, or

as the effect of his choice, then in the moſt pro ..

per
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1

per fenſe, and as the word is moſt originally and

commonly uſed , he is faid to a &t : but whether

that choice or volition be ſelf-determined , or no ,

whether it be connected with foregoing habitual

bias, whether it be the certain effect of the ſtrong

eft motive, or ſome intrinſic cauſe , never comes

into conſideration in the meaning of the word .

And if the word action is arbitarily uſed by

fome men otherwiſe , to ſuit fonie ſcheme of me.

taphyfic or morality, no argument can reaſon

ably be founded on ſuch a uſe of this term, to

prove any thing but their own pleaſure. For

divines and philoſophers ftrenuouſlyto urge luch

arguments, as though they were ſufficient to fup

port and demonſtrate a whole ſcheme of moral

philofophy and divinity, is certainly to erect a

mighty edifice on the land, or rather on a ſhadow .

Andthough it may now perhaps, through cuſtom ,

have become natural for them to uſe the word in

this ſenſe ( if that may be called a ſenſe or mean

ing, which is inconſiſtent with itſelf) yet this does

not prove, that it is agreable to the natural notions

men have of things, or that there can be any

thing in the creation that ſhould anſwer ſuch a

meaning. And though they appeal to experi

ence , yet the truth is, that men are fo far from

experiencing any ſuch thing, that it is impoffible

for them to have any conception of it.

If it ſhould be objected, that Action and Paſion

are doubtleſs words of a contrary fignification;

but to ſuppoſe that, the Agent, in its Action, is

under the power and influence of fomething in

trinſic , is to confound Action and Paffion , and

make them the ſame thing.

I AN
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I ANSWER , that Action and Paſſion are doubt.

leſs, as they are ſometimes uſed, words of op

poate fignification ; but not as ſignifying oppoſite

exiſtences, but only oppofite relations. The words

cauſe and effect are terms of oppoſite ſignifica

tion ; but, nevertheleſs, if I aſſert, that the ſame

thing may, at the ſame time, in different re

fpects and relations, be both cauſe and effect,

this will not prove that I confound the terms.

The ſoul may be both active and paſive in the

fame thing in different reſpects ; active with re

lation to one thing, and pave with relation to

another. The word Paſſion , when ſet in oppo

Gition to Action, or rather activeneſs, is merely a

relative : it ſignifies no effect or cauſe, nor any

proper exiſtence ; but is the fame with Paffiveneſs,

or a being paffive, or a being acted upon by ſome

thing. Which is a mere relation of a thing to

ſome power or force exerted by ſome cauſe, pro..

ducing ſome effect in it, or uponit. ' And Action,

when ſet properly in oppoſition to Paſſion , or

Paſivenefi, is no real exiſtence ; it is not the ſame

with AN áction , but is a mere relation : it is the

Activeneſs of ſomething on another thing, being

the oppolite relation to the other, viz . a relation

of power, or force, exerted by ſome cauſe, to

wards another thing, which is the ſubject of the

effect of that power. Indeed , the word action

is frequently uſed to ſignify ſomething notmerely

relative, but more abſolute, and a real exiſtence ;

as when we fay an Action ; when the word is not

uſed tranſitively, bụt abſolutely, for ſome motion

or exerciſe ofbody or mind. without any rela

tion to any object or effect : and as uled thus,

iç is not properly the oppoſite of Pafion ; which

ordinarily ſignifies nothing abſolute, bui merely

the relation of being acted upon. And therefore if

the word Action be uſed in the likę relative ſenſe,

then

1
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then Action and Paſſion are only two contrary

relations. And it is no abſurdity to ſuppoſe, that

contrary relations may belong to the ſame thing,

at the ſame time, with reſpect to different things.

So to ſuppoſe, that there are acts of the foul by

which a man voluntarily moves, and acts upon

objects, and produces effects, which yet them

ſelves are effects of ſomething elſe, and wherein

the ſoul itſelf is the object of ſomething acting

upon , and influencing that, do not at all con

found Action and Paſſion. The words may never

theleſs be properly of oppoſite ſignification : there

may be as true and real a difference between aft

ing and being cauſed to act, though we ſhould ſup

pofe the ſoul to be both in the ſame volition , as

there is between living and being quickened; or made

to live . It is no more a contradiction ,to fuppofe

that Action may be the effect of ſome other cauſe,

beſides the Agent, or Being that acts , than to

ſuppoſe, that life may bethe effect ofſome other

cauſe, beſides the Liver, orthe Being that lives,

in whom life is called to be.

The thing, which has led men into this incon:

fiftent notion of Action, when applied to voli .

tion, as though it were effential to this internal

Action , that the Agent ſhould be ſelf - determined

in it, and that the will ſhouldbe the cauſe of it,

was probably this , that according to the ſenſe

of mankind , and the common uſe of language, it

is ſo , with reſpect to men's : external :Actions ;

which are whatoriginally, and according to the

vulgar uſe and moſt proper ſenſe of the word,

are called Actions. Men in theſe are ſelf-directed,

ſelf determined , and their wills are the cauſe of

the motions of their bodies, and the external

things that are done , ſo that unleſs men do them

voluntarily , and of choice, and the Action be

deter ,
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determined by their antecedent volition , it is no

Action or Doing of theirs. Hence ſome meta:

phyſicians have been led unwarily, but exceeding

abſurdly, to ſuppoſe the ſame concerning volition

itſelf, that that alſo muſt be determined by the

will ; which is to be determined by antecedent

volition , as the motion of the body is ; not con

fidering the contradiction it implies.

1

But it is very evident, that in the metaphyſical

diſtinction between Action and Paffion (though

long fince become common and the general

vogue) due care has not been taken to conform

language to the nature of things, or to any dif.

tinct clear ideas . As it is in innumerable other

philofophical, metaphyſical terms, uſed in theſe

diſputes, which has occafioned inexpreſſible dif

ficulty , contention, error and confuſion.

And thus probably it cameto be thought, that

neceſſity was inconſiſtent with Action , as theſe

terms are applied to volition. Firſt, theſe terms

Action and Neceſity are changed from their origi

nal meaning, as ſignifying external voluntary Ac.

tion and Conſtraint, in which meaning they are

evidently inconſiſtent) to ſignify quite other

things, viz . volition itſelf, and certainty of ex

iſtence. And when the change of fignification is

made, care is not taken to make proper allow

ances and abatements for the difference of fenfe ;

but ftill the fame things are unwarily attributed

to Action and Neceffty, in the new meaning of the

words, which plainly belonged to themin their

firſt fenſe ; and on this ground, maxims are efta .

bliſhed without any real foundation, as though

they were the moſt certain truths, and the most

evident dictates of reaſon .

But
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But however ſtrenuouſly it is maintained, that

what is neceſſary cannot be properly called Action,

and that a neceſſary Action is a contradiction , yet

it is probably there are few Arminian divines, who,

if thorougly tried , would ſtand to theſe princi

ples. They will allow , that God is, in the higheſt

ſenſe, an active Being, and the higheſt Fountain

of Life and Action ; and they would not probå

bly deny, that thoſe, that are called God's acts of

righteouſneſs, mulineſs and faithfulneſs, are truly

and properly God's acts, and God is really a holy

Agent in them ; and yet, I truft, they will not

deny, that Got neceſſarily acts juſtly and faith

fully, and that it is impoſſible for Him to act un

righteouſly and unholily .

SECTION II.

The Reaſons why fome think it contrary to common

Senfe , to ſuppoſe thoſe Things which are neceffary,

to be worthy of either Praiſe or Blame.

II

T is abundantly affirmed and urged by Armi

nian writers, that it is contrary to common.

Senſe, and the natural notions and apprehenfions

of mankind , to ſuppofe otherwiſe than that ne

ceffity ( making no diftinction between natural

and moral neceflity ) is inconſiſtent with Virtue

and Vice, Praiſe and Blame, Reward and Puniſh

ment. And their arguments from hence have

been greatly triumphed in ; and have been not a

little perplexing to many, who have been friendly

to the truth, asclearly revealed in the holy Scrip

tures : it has feemed to them indeed difficult, to

reconcile Calviniſtic doctrines with the notions,

men commonly have of juſtice and equity. And

the
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the true reaſons of it ſeem to be theſe that

follow .

I. It is indeed a very plain dictate of common

Senſe , that natural neceſſity is wholly inconfif.

tent withjuſt Praiſe or Blame. If men do things

which in themſelves are very good , fit to be

brought to paſs, and very happy effects, pro

perly againſt their wills, and cannot help it ; or

do them from a neceſſity that is without their

wills, or with which their wills have no concern

or connection ; then it is a plain dictate of com

mon ſenſe, that it is none of their virtue, nor any

moral good in them ; and that they are not wor

thy to be rewarded or praiſed ; or at all eſteemed,

honoured or loved on that account. And, on the

other hand, that if, from like neceffity, they do

thoſe things which in themſelves are very un

happy and pernicious, and do them , becauſe they

cannot help it ; the neceſſity is ſuch , that it is all

one whether they will them , or no ; and the rea

ſon why they are done, is from neceflity only,

and not from their wills ; it is a very plain dic

tate of common Senſe, that they are not at all to

blame ; there is no vice, fault, or moral evil at

all in the effect done ; nor are they, who are thus

neceſſitated, in any wiſe worthyto be punished ,

hated, or in the leaſt diſreſpected, on that ac

count.

11

In like manner , if things, in themſelves good

and deſirable , are abſolutely impoſſible, with a

natural impoſſibily, the univerlal reaſon of man

kind teaches, that this wholly and perfectly excuſes

perſons in their not doing them .

And it is alſo a plain dictate of common Senſe,

that if the doing things, in themſelves good, or

avoido
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avoiding things in themſelves evil , is not abſolutely

impoſſible, with ſuch a natural impoffibility, but

very difficult, with a natural difficulty ; that is,

a difficulty prior 10, and not at all conſiſting in will

and inclination itſelf, and which would remain

the ſame, let the inclination be what it will ; then

a perſon's neglect or omiffion is excuſed in ſome

meaſure, though not wholly ; his fin is leſs ag

gravated, than if the thingto be done were ealy.

And if inſtead of difficulty and hinderance, there

be a contrary natural propenſity in the ſtate of

things , to the thing to be done, or effect to be

brought to paſs, abſtracted from any conſidera

tion of the inclination of the heart ; though the

propenſity be not ſo great as to mount to a na

tural neceſſity ; yet being fome approach to it,

ſo that the doing the good thing be very much

from this natural tendency in the ſtate of things,

and but little from a good inclination ; then it is

a dictate of common Senſe, that there is ſo much

the leſs yirtue in what is done ; and ſo it is leſs

praiſe -worthy and rewardable. The reaſon is eaſy,

viz. becauſe ſuch a natural propenſity or ten

dency is an approach to natural neceffity ; and

the greater the propenſity, ſtill fo much the nearer

is the approach to neceſſity. And, therefore, as

natural neceffity takes away or ſhuts out all vir

tue, fo this propenſity approaches to an abo

lition of virtue ; that is, it diminiſhes it . And,

on the other hand, natural difficulty, in the ſtate

of things, is an approach to naturalimpoſſibility ,

And as the latter, when it is complear and abſo

ſolute, wholly takes away Blame ; fo fuch difficulty

takes away fome Blame, or diminiſhes Blame ; and

makes the things done to be leſs worthy of puy

niſhment.

U II. MEN
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II . Men, in their firſt uſe of ſuch phraſes as

theſe, muft, cannot, cannut help.it, cannot avoid it, ne

ceſſary, unable, impoſible, unavoidable, irrefiſtible, &c.

ule them to ſignity a neceſſity of conſtraint or

reſtraint, a natural neceſſity or impoflibility ; or

ſome neceſſity that the will has nothing to do in ;

which may bę, whether men will or no ; and

which may be ſuppoſed to be juſt the ſame, let

men's incļinations and deſires be what they will,

Such kind of terms in their original uſe, I ſup

poſe, among all nations, are relative; carrying in

their ſignification ( as was before obſerved ) are

ference or reſpect to fome contrary will, deſire

or endeavour, which , it is fuppoſed, is, or may

be, in the caſe. All men find, and begin to find

in early childhood, that there are innumerable

things that cannot be done, which they deſire to

do ; and innumerable things which they are averſe

to , that muſt be, they cannot avoid them, they

will be, whether they chuſe them or no. It is to

expreſs this neceflity, which men ſo ſoon and ſo

often find, and which fo greatly and early affects

them in innumerable caſes, that ſuch terms and

phraſes are firſt formed ; and it is to ſignify fuch

à neceſſity , that they are firſt uſed, and that they

are moſt conſtantly uſed , in the common affairs

of life; and not to ſignify any ſuch metaphy

dical, ſpeculative and abſtract notion , as that

connection in the nature or courſe of things,

which is between the ſubject and predicate of a

propoſition, and which is the foundation of the

certain truth of that propoſition ; to ſignify which,

they who employ themſelves in philoſophical

inquiries into the firſt origin and metaphyſical

relations and dependences of things, have bor

rowed theſe terms, for want of others. But

we grow up from our cradles in a uſe of ſuch

termiş and phraſes entirely different from this ,

and
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and carrying a ſenſe exceeding diverſe from that,

in which they are commonly uſed in the contro

verſy between Arminians and Calviniſts. And it

being, as was faid before, a dictate of the univer.

ſal ſenſe of mankind, evident to us as ſoon as we

begin to think , that the neceſſity ſignified by theſe

terms, in the ſenſe in which we firſt learn them,

does excuſe perſons, and free them from all Faule

or Blame ; hence our ideas of excuſableneſs or

faultleſſneſs is tied to theſe terms and phraſes by

a ſtrong habit, which is begun in childhoou , as

ſoon as we begin to ſpeak , and grows upwith us,

and is ſtrengthened by conſtant uſe and cuſtom ,

the connection growing ſtronger and ſtronger,

THE habitual connection, which is in men's

minds between Blameleſſneſs and thoſe foremen

tioned. terms, muft, cannot, unable, neceſſary, im .

pollible, unavoidable, &c. becomes very ſtrong ;

becauſe, as ſoon as ever men begin to uſe reaſon

and ſpeech they have occaſion to excuſe them

ſelves, from the natural neceſſity ſignified by theſe

terms, in numerous inttances.- I cannot do it-1

could not help it.-- And all mankind have conſtant

and daily occaſion to uſe ſuch phraſes in this ſenſe,

to excuſe themſelves and others, in almoſt all the

concerns of life, with reſpect to diſappointments,

and things that happen, which concern and affect

ourſelves and others, that are hurtful , or diſagre

able to us or them , or things deſirable, that we of

others fail of.

That a being accuſtomed to an union of diffe

rent ideas, fromearly childhood, makes the ha

bitual connection exceeding Itrong, as though ſuch

connection were owing to nature, is manifeſt in

innumerable inſtances . : It is altogether by ſuch

an habitual connection of ideas, that men judge

U2 of
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of the bigneſs or diſtance of the objeéts'of ſight,

from their appearance. Thus it is owing to ſuch

ä connection early eſtabliſhed, and growing up

with a perſon, that he judges a mountain , which

he fees at ten miles diſtance, to be bigger than his

nofe, or further off than the end of it. Having

been uſed ſo long to join a confiderable diſtance

and magnitude with ſuch an appearance, men

imagine it is by a dictate of natural ſenſe :

whereas, it would be quite otherwiſe with one

that had his eyes newly opened, who had been

born blind : he would have the ſame viſible ap

pearance, but natural ſenſe would dictate no ſuch

thing, concerning the magnitude or diſtance of

what appeared,

.

III. When men , after they had been ſo habi.

tuated to connect ideas of Innocency orBlameleff

neſs with ſuch térms , that the union ſeems to be

the effect of mere nature, come to hear the ſame

terms uſed, and learn to uſe them themſelves in

the forementioned new and metaphyſical ſenſe, to

ſignify quite another ſort of neceſſity, which has

no ſuch kind of relation to a contrary ſuppoſable

will and endeavour ; the notion of plain andma

nifeſt Blameleſſneſs, by this means, is, by a ſtrong

prejudice, infenfibly and unwarily transferred to

å cafe to which it by no means belongs: the

change of the uſe of the terms , to a fignification

which is very diverſe, not being taken notice of,

or adverted to. And there are ſeveral reaſons,

why it is not,

1. THẾ terms, as ufed by sphiloſophers,fare

not very diſtinct and clear in their meaning : few

uſe them in a fixed determined fenfe. On the

contrary, their meaning is very vague and con

fuſed. Which is what commonly appears to the
words
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words uſed to ſignify things intellectual and

njoral, and to expreſs what Mr. Locke calls mixt

modes. If men had a clear and diſtinct under

ſtanding of what is intended by theſe metaphy

ſical terms, they would be able more eaſily to

compare them with their original and common

Senfe ; and to would not be ſo eaſily led into de

luſion by no ſort of terms in the world, as by

words of this fort.

4

2. The change of the ſignification of the terms

is the more intenſible, becauſe the things ſigni

fied, though indeed very different, yet do in ſome

generals agree . In neceſſity, that which is vulgarly

ſo called , there is a ſtrongconnection between the

thing ſaid to be neceſſary, and ſomething ante

cedent to it, in the order of naturé ; ſo there is

alſo in philoſophical neceſity. And though in both

kinds of neceſſity, the connection cannot be called

by chat name, with relation to an oppoſite will

or endeavour, to which it is ſuperior ; which is

the caſe in vulgar neceſſity ; yet in both , the

connection is prior to will and endeavour, and

fo, in ſome reſpect, ſuperior. In both kinds of

neceſſity, there is a foundation for ſome certainty

of the propoſition, that affirms the event.--- The

terms uſed being the ſame, and the things ſig ,

nified agreeing in theſe and ſome other general

circumſtances, and the expreffions as uſed by

philoſophers being not weil defined, and ſo of ob

ſcure and looſe lignification ; hence perſons are

not aware of the great difference ; had the no

tions of innocence or faultineſs, which were ſo

ſtrongly aſſociated with them , and were ſtrictly

united in their minds, ever ſince they can remem

ber, remain united with them ſtill, as if the union

were altogether natural and neceſſary; and they

U 3
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that go about to make a ſeparation, ſeem to them

to do great violence even to nature itſelf.

IV. Another reaſon why it appears difficult to

reconcile it with reaſon , that men ſhould be

blamed for that which is neceſſary with a moral

neceffity (which, as was obſerved before, is a fpe

cies of philoſophical neceffity) is , that for want of

due confideration, men inwardly entertain that

apprehenſion, that this neceſſity may be againſt

men's wills and ſincere endeavours . They go away

with that notion, that men may truly will, and

wiſh and ſtrive that it may be otherwiſe ; but

that invincible neceſſity ſtands in the way. And

many think thus concerning themſelves : fome,

that are wicked men, think they wiſh that they

were good, that they loved God and holineſs : but

yet do not find that their wiſhes produce the ef

fect. The reaſons, why men think , are as follow :

( 1. ) They find what may be called an indireEt wil.

lingneſs to have a better will, in the manner before

obferved. For it is impoſſible, and a contradiction

to ſuppoſe the will to be directly and properly

againſt itſelf. . And they do not conſider, that this

indirect willingneſs is entirely a different thing

from properly willing the thing that is the duty

and virtue required ; and that there is no virtue

in that ſort of willingneſs which they have. They

do not conſider, that the volitions , which a wicked

man may have that he loved God , are no acts of

the will at all againſt the moral evil of not loving

God ; but only fome diſagreable conſequences.

But the making the requiſite diſtinction requires

more care of reflection and thought, than moſt

men are uſed to . And men , through a prejudice in

their own favour, are diſpoſed to think wellof their

own deſires and difpofitions, and to account thein

good and virtuous, though their reſpect to vir

fue
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tue be only indirect and remote, and it is nothing

at all that is virtuous that truly excites or ter

minates their inclination . ( 2. ) Another thing,

that inſenſibly leads and beguiles men into a ſup

poſition that this moral neceſſityor impoſſibility

is , or may be, againſt men's wills and true en

deavours , is the derivation and formation of the

terms themſelves, that are often uſed to expreſs

it, which is ſuch as ſeems directly to point to,

and holds this forth . Such words, for inſtance,

as unable, unavoidable, impoſſible, irreftible ; which

carry a plain reference to a ſuppoſable power ex .

erted , endeavours uſed, reſiſtence made, in op

poſition to the neceſſity : and the perſons that

hear them, not conſidering nor ſuſpecting, but that

they are uſed in their proper ſenſe : that ſenſe

being therefore underſtood, there does naturally,

and as it were neceſſarily ariſe in their minds a

ſuppoſition , that it may be ſo indeed , that true

deſires and endeavours may take place, but that

invincible neceflity ſtands in the way, and renders

them vain and to no effect.

V. ANOTHER thing, which makes perſons more

ready to ſuppofe it to be contrary to reaſon , that

men ſhould be expoſed to the puniſhments threa

tened to fin , for doing thofe things which are

morally neceffary, or not doing thoſe things mo

rally impoffible, is, that imagination ſtrengthens

the argument, and adds greatly to the power and

influence of the ſeeming reaſons againſt it , from

the greatneſs of that puniſhment. To allow that

they may be juſtly expoſed to a ſmall puniſhment,

would not be ſo difficult. Whereas, if there were

any good reaſon in the caſe, if it were truly a

dictate of reaſon, that ſuch neceſſity was incon

fiſtent with faultineſs, or juſt puniſhment, the

demonſtration would be equally certain with re

ſpect

U.4
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ſpect to a ſmall punishment, or any puniſhment

at all , as a very great one:but it is not equally

eaſy to the imagination . They that argue againſt

the juſtice of damning men for thoſe things that are

thus neceſſary, ſeem to make their argument the

ſtronger, by ſetting forth the greatneſs of the

puniſhment in ſtrong expreſſions :-That a man

ſhould be caſt into eternal burnings, that he should be

made to fry in bell to all eternity for those things which

be had no power to avoid, and was under a fatal, un

fruſtrable, invincible neceſſity of doing.

1

SECTION IV.

It is agreable to common Senſe, and the natural

Notions of Mankind, to ſuppoſe moral Neceſity

to be conſiſtent with Praiſe and Blame, Rewardand

Puniſhment.

W given, whyitappears difficulttofome

,

,

perſons, to reconcile with common Senſe the

praiſing or blaming, rewarding or puniſhing thoſe

things which are morally neceſſary, are thought

ſatisfactory , or not ; yet it moſt evidently appears ,

by the following things, that if this matter be

rightly underſtood, ſetting aſide all deluſion ariſ

ing from the impropriety and ambiguity of

terms, this is not at all inconſiſtent with the na

tural apprehenſions of mankind, and that ſenſe

of things which is found every where in the com

mon people ; who are furtheit from having their

thoughts perverted from their natural channel,

by metaphyſical and philoſophical fubtilties ; but,

on the contrary, altogether agreable to, and the

very
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very voice and dictate of this natural and vulgar

Senſe .

I. This will appear, if we conſider what the vul

gar Notion of blame-worthineſs is . The idea , which

the common people, through all ages and nati

ons, have of faultineſs, I ſuppoſe to be plainly

this ; a perſon's being or doing wrong, with his own

will and pleaſure ; containing theſe two things ;

1. His doing wrong, when he does as be pleaſes.

2. His pleaſures being wrong. Or, in other words,

perhaps more intelligibly expreſſing their Notion ;

a perſon having his heart wrong, and doing wrong

from his heart. And this is the ſum total of the

matter.

The common people do not aſcend up in their

reflections and abſtractions to the metaphyſical

ſources, relations and dependencies of things ,

in order to form their Notion of faultineſs or

blame-worthineſs. They do not wait till they

have decided by their refinings, what firſt deter

mines the will ; whether it be determined by ſome

thing extrinſic, or intrinſic ; whether volition de

termines volicion , or whether the underſtand .

ing determines the will ; whether there be any

ſuch thing as metaphyſicians mean by contin

gence ( if they have any meaning ; ) whether there

be a ſort of a ſtrange unaccountable fovereignty in

the will , in the exerciſe of which, by its own fo .

vereign acts, it brings to paſs all its own ſovereign

acts. They do not take any part of their Nocion

of fault or blame from the reſolution of any ſuch

queſtions. If this were the caſe, there are mul

titudes, yea the far greater part of mankind ,

nine hundred and ninety-nine out of a thouſand,

would live and die, without having any ſuch No

tion , as that of fault, ever entering into their

heads,

1
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heads, or without ſo much as one having any con

ception that any body was to be either blamed

or commended for any thing. To be ſure, it

would be a long time before men came to have

ſuch Notions. Whereas it is manifeft, they are

ſome of the firſt Notions that appear in children ;

who diſcover, as foon as they can think, or ſpeak ;

or act at all as rational creatures , a Senſe of defert.

And, certainly , in forming their Notion of it, they

make no uſe of metaphyſics. All the ground

they go upon , conſiſts in theſe two things; ex

perience and a natural ſenſation of a certain fit

neſs or agreableneſs, which there is in uniting fuchi

moral evil as is above deſcribed , viz. a being or

doing wrong with the will, and reſentment in

others, and pain inflicted on the perſon in whom

this moral evil is . Which natural Senſe is what we

call by the name of conſcience.

.

It is true, the common people and children ,

in their notion of any faulty act or deed , of any

perſon, do ſuppofe that it is the perſon's own ačt

and deed . But this is all that belongs, to what

they underſtand by a thing's being a perſon's

own deed or action ; even that it is ſomething done

by him of choice. That ſome exerciſe or mo

tion ſhould begin of itſelf, does not belong to

their Notion of an action , or doing. If fo , it

would belong to their notion of it, that it is

fomething, which is the cauſe of its own tégin

ning: and that is as much as to fay, that it is

before it begins to be. Nor is their notion of an

action fome motion or exercife, that begins acci

dentally , without any caufe or reaſon ; for that

is contrary to one of the prime dictates of com

mon Senſe,namely, that every thing that begins to

be, has ſome cauſe or reaſon why it is,

THE
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ous terms.

The common people, in their Notion of a

faulty or praiſe worthy deed or work done by

any one, do fuppoſe, that the man does it in the

exerciſe of liberty. But then their Notion of

liberty is only a perſon's having opportunity of

doing as he pleaſes . They have no Notion of

liberty conſiſting in the will's firſt acting, and

ſo cauſing its own acts ; and determining, and

fo cauſing its own determinations ; or chuſing,

and ſo cauſing its own choice. Such a Notion

of liberty is what none have, but thoſe that have

darkened their own minds with confuſed meta

phyſical ſpeculation , and abſtruſe and ambigu

If a man is not reſtrained from act

ing as his will determines, or conſtrained to act

otherwiſe ; then he has liberty, according to com

mon Notions of liberty, without taking into

the idea that grand contradiction of all, thede

terminations of a man's free will being the ef

fects of the determinations of his free will.

Nor have men commonly any Notion of freedom

conſiſting in indifference. For if ſo, then it would

be agreable to their Notion , that the greater in

difference men act with , the more freedom they

act with ; whereas, the reverſe is true. He that

in acting, proceeds with the fulleſt inclination ,

does what he does with the greateſt freedom ,

according to common Senſe. And ſo far is it

from being agreable to common Senſe, that ſuch

liberty as conſiſts in indifference is requiſite to

praiſe or blame, that, on the contrary , the dictate

of every man's natural ſenſe through the world

is, that the further he is from being indifferentin

his acting good or evil, and the more he does

either with full and ſtrong inclination, the more

is he eſteemed or abhorred, commended or con

demned .

II . IX
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II . If it were inconfiftent with the cornmon

Senſe of mankind , that men ſhould be either to

be blamed or commended in any volitions, they

have, or fail of, in caſe of moral neceflity or im .

poſſibility ; then it would furely alſo be agreable

to the fame Senſe and reaſon of Mankind , that

the nearer the caſe approaches to ſuch a moral

neceſſity or impoſſibility, either through a ſtrong

antecedent moral propenſity, on the one hand,*

or a great antecedent oppoſition and difficulty, on

the other, the nearer does it approach to a being

neither blameable nor commendable ; fo that acts

exerted with ſuch preceding propenſity, would be

worthy of proportionably leſs praiſe ; and when

omitted, the act being attended with ſuch diffi

culty, the omiſſion would be worthy of the leſs

blame. It is ſo, as was obſerved before, with

natural neceſſity and impoſſibility, propenſity and

difficulty : as it is a plain dictate of the ſenſe of

all mankind, that natural neceſſity and impoffi

bility take away all blame and praiſe ; and there

fore, that the nearer the approach is to theſe,

through previous propenſity or difficulty, ſo

praiſe and blame are proportionably diminiſhed.

And if it were as much a dictate of common

Senſe, that moral neceſſity of doing, or impoſſi

bility of avoiding, takes away all praiſe and

blame, as that natural neceſſity or impoſſibility

does this ; then , by a perfect parity of reaſon ,

it would be as much the dictate of common

Senſe, that an approach to moral neceſſity of de

ing, or impoſſibility of avoiding, diminiſhes praiſe

and blame, as , that an approach to naturaline.

ceſſity and impoſſibility does ſo. It is equally the

voice of common Senſe, that perſons are excufable

* It is here argued, on ſuppoſition that not all propenſity

implies inoral neceſſity , but only ſome very high degrees

which none will deny,

in
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MOR Eover , it is manifeſt that it is no part

of the Notion , which mankind commonly have of

a blameable or praiſe worthy act of the will, that

it is an act which is not determined by any ante.

cedent bias or motive, but by the ſovereign power

of the will itſelf , becauſe, if ſo , the greater

hand ſuch cauſes have in determining , any acts of

the will , ſo much the lets virtuous or vicious

would they be accounted ; and the leſs hand, the

more virtuous or vicious . Whereas, the reverſe

is true : men do not think a good act to be the

leſs praiſe-worthy, for the agent's being much

determined in it by a good inclination or a good

motive, but the more. And if good inclination

or morive, has but little influence in determining

the agent, they do not think his act ſo much the

more virtuous, but the leſs. And fo concerning

evil acts, which are determined by evil motives or

inclinations.

Yes, if it be ſuppoſed, that good or evil diſpo

fitions are implanted in the hearts of men, by

nature itſelf (which , it is certain, is vulgarly

ſuppoſed in innumerable caſes) yet it is not com

monly luppoſed, that men are worthy of no praiſe

or difpraiſe for ſuch diſpoſitions ; although what

is natural, is undoubtedly neceſſary , nature be

ing prior to all acts of the will whatſoever.

Thus , for inſtance, if a man appears to be of a

very haugbıy or malicious diſpoſition, and is ſup

poſed to be lo by his natural temper, it is no

vulgar Notion, no dictate of the common Senſe

and apprehenſion of men, that ſuch diſpoſitions

are no vices or moral evils, or that ſuch perſons

are not worthy of diſeſteem , or odium and diſ

honour ; or that the proud or malicious acts which

fow from ſuch natural diſpoſitions, are worthy of

no reſentment. Yea, ſuch vile natural diſpoſitions,

and
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and the ſtrength of them, will commonly be men

tioned rather as an aggravation of the wicked

acts that come from ſuch a fountain , than an

extenuation of them . It being natural for men

to act thus, is often obſerved by men in the

height of their indignation : they will ſay , “ It

is his very nature : he is of a vile natural

temper ;
it is as natural to him to act ſo, as it

is to breathe ; he cannot help ſerving the devil,

& c." But it is not thus with regard to hurt

ful miſchievous things, that any are the ſubjects

ør occaſions of, by natural neceffity, againſt their

inclinations. In ſuch a caſe, the neceffity, by

the common voice of mankind, will be ſpoken

of as a full excuſe.---- Thus it is very plain, that

common Senſe makes a vaſt difference between

theſe two kinds of neceffity, as to the judgment

it makes of their influence on the moral quality

and deſert of men's actions,

And theſe dictates of men's minds are fo na

tural and neceſſary, that it may be very much

doubted whether the Arminians themſelves have

ever got rid of them ; yea, their greateſt doctors,

that have gone furtheft in defence of their meta

phyſical Notions of liberty, and have brought

their arguments to their greateſt ſtrength, and,

as they ſuppoſe, to a demonſtration, againſt the

conſiſtence of virtue and vice with any neceffi

ty : it is to be queſtioned , whether there is ſo

much as one of them, but that, if he ſuffered

very much from the injurious acts of a man ,

under the power of an invincible haughtineſs and

malignancy of temper, would not, from the

forementioned natural ſenſe of mind, reſent it far

otherwiſe, than if as great ſufferings came upon

him from the wind that blows, and fire that

burns by natural necellity ; and otherwiſe than he

would,
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would, if he ſuffered as much from the conduce

of a man perfectly delirious ; yea, though he firſt

brought his diſtraction upon him ſome way by his

own fault.

Some ſeem to diſdain the diſtinction that we

make between natural and moral neceſity as though

it were altogether impertinent in this contro

verfy : " that which is neceſſary (ſay they ) is

neceſſary ; it is that which muſt be, and cannot be

prevented. And that which is impoſible, is

impoſſible, and cannot be done : and, therefore,

none can be to blame for not doing it. ” And

fuch compariſons are made uſe of, as the com

mancing of a man to walk , who has loſt his legs,

and condemning and puniſhing him for not obey

ing; inviting and calling upon a man, who is shut

up in a ſtrong priſon , to come forth, & c. But,

in theſe things, Arminians are very unreaſonable.

Let common Senſe deter.nine whether there be

not a great difference between thoſe two cafe ;

the one, that of a man who has offended his

Prince, ard is caſt into prilon ; and after he has

lain there awhile, the King comes to him , calls

him to come forth to him ; aud tells him , that if

he will do ſo , and will fall down before him , and

humbly beg his pardon, he ſhall be forgiven, and

fet at liberty, and alſo be greatly enriched , and

advanced to honour : the priſoner heartily re

pents of the folly and wickedneſs of his offence

againſt his Prince, is thoroughly diſpoſed to abaſe

himſelf, and accept ofthe King's offer ; but is

confined by ſtrong walls, with gates of braſs ,

and bars of iron. The other caſe is , that of

a man who is of a very unreaſonable ſpirit, of a

haughty, ungrateful, wilful diſpoſition ; and,

moreover, has been brought up in traiterous prin .

ciples ; and has his heart poffeffed with an ex
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treme and inveterate erimity to his lawful fove

reign ; and for his rebellion is caſt into priſon ,

and lies long there, loaded with heavy chains ,

and in miſerable circumſtances . At length the

compaſſionate Prince comes to the priſons orders

his chains to be knocked off, and his priſon :

doors to be ſet wide open ; calls to him, and tells

him ; if he will come forch to him, and fall

down before him , acknowledge that he has created

him unworthily, and aſk his forgiveneſs; he

ſhall be forgiven, fet at liberty, and fec in a

place of great dignity and profit in his court,

But he is ſtout and ftomachful, and full of

haugbry malignity, that he cannot be willing to

accept the offer : his rooted ſtrong pride and

malice have perfect power over him , and as it

were bind him, by binding his heart: the oppo .

fition of his heart has the maſtery over him,

having an influence on his mind far ſuperior to

the King's grace and condeſcenſion, and to all

his kind offers and promiſes . Now, is it agre

able to common Senſe, to affert änd ſtand to it,

that there is no difference between theſe two

caſes, as to any worthineſs of blame in the pri

foners , becauſe, forſooth, there is a neceſſity in

both, and the required act in each caſe is impor:

fible ? It is true, a man's evil diſpoſitions may

be as ſtrong and immoveable as the bars of a

caftle. Butwho cannot fee, that when a man,

in the latter caſe, is ſaid to be unable to obey the

command, the expreſſion is ufed improperly, and

not in the ſenſe it has originally and in common

ſpeech ? and that it may properly be ſaid to be

in the rebel's power to come out of priſon, ſee

ing he can eaſily do it if he pleaſes ; though by

reaſon of his vile temper of heart, which is fixed

and rooted, it is impoſſible that it ihould pleaſe

him ?

X
Upon
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m
conſiſtent

Upon the whole, I preſume there is no perſon

of good underſtanding, who impartially confi.

ders the things which have been obſerved , but

will allow, that it is not evident, from the dictates

of the common Senſe, or natural Notions of man.

kind , that moral neceſſity is inconſiſtent witin

Praiſe and Blame. And, therefore, if the Armi

nians would prove any ſuch inconſiſtency, it muſt

be by ſome philoſophical and metaphyfical argu

ments, and not common Senfe.

There is a grand illuſion in the pretended de

monſtration of Arminians from common Senſe.

The main ſtrength of all theſe demonſtrations

lies in that prejudice, that ariſes through the infen

fible change of the uſe and meaning of ſuch terms

as liberty, able, unable, neceſary, impoſſible, un

avoidable, invincible, action, &c. from their ori.

ginal and vulgar Senſe, to a metaphyſical Senſe,

entirely diverſe ; and the ſtrong connection of the

ideas of Blameleſſneſs, &c. with ſome of theſe

terms, by an habit contracted and eſtabliſhed ,

while theſe terms were uſed in their firſt mean

ing. This prejudice and deluſion, is the founda

tion of all thoſe poſitions, they lay down as max

ims, by which moſt of the Scriptures, which they

alledge in this controverſy , are interpreted, and

on which all their pompous demonftrations from

Scripture, and reaſon depend. From this ſecret

deluſion and prejudice they have almoſt all their

advantages.: it is the ſtrength of their bulwarks,

and the edge of their weapons. And this is the

main ground of all the right they have to treat

their neighbours in ſo affuming a manner, and

to inſuleothers, perhaps as wiſe and good as

themſelves, as weak bigots, men that dwell in the

dark caves of ſuperſtition, perverſely fet, obſtinately

ſhutting their eyes againſt the noon -day light, ene

mies
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mies to common Senſe, maintaining the firfi- börn of

abſurdities; & c. & c. But perhaps an impartial

conſideration of the things, which have been ob

ſerved in the preceding parts of this enquiry, may

enable the lovers of truth better to judge whoſe

doctrine is indeed abſurd, abſtruſes ſelf-contradictory,

and inconſiſtent with common Senſe, and many

ways repugnant to the univerſal dictates of the

reafon of niankind.

Corol. From things which have been obſerved,

it will follow , that it is agreable to common Senſe

to ſuppole, that the glorified ſaints have not

their freedom at all diminiſhed , in any reſpect ;

and that God himfelf has the higheſt poſible

freedom , according to the true and proper mean

ing of the terms and chat he is in the higheſt

poffible reſpect, an agent , and active in the exer

ciſe of his infinite holineſs ; though he acts therein

in thehigheſt degree, neceſſarily : and his actions

of this kind are inthe highelt, moſt abſolutely

perfect manner virtuous and praiſe-worthy ; and

are fo, for that very reaſon , becaufe they are moit

perfectly neceſſary .

1

ند۔ےہ

SEC.
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SECTION V.

Concerning thoſe Objections, that this Scheme of

Neceffity render's all Means and Endeavours for

the avoiding of Sin, or the obtaining Virtue and

Holineſs, vain , and to no Purpoſe ; and that it

makes Men no morethan mere Machines in affairs

of Morality and Religion.

A

RMINIANS ſay, if it be ſo, that fin and

virtue come to paſs by a néceſſity con

liſting in a ſure connection of cauſes and effects,

antecedents, and conſequents , it can never be

worththe while to uſe any Means or Endeavours

to obtain the one, and avoid the other ; ſeeing

no endeavours can alter the futurity of the event,

which is become neceffary by a connection already

eſtabliſhed .

But I deſire, that this matter may be fully con

fidered ; and that it may be examined with a

thorough ſtrictneſs, whether it will follow that

Endeavours and Means, in order to avoid or ob

tain any future thing, muſt be more in vain , on

the ſuppoſition of ſuch a connection of antece

dents and conſequents, than if the contrary be

ſuppoſed.

FOR Endeavours to be in vain, is for them not

to be lucceſsful ; that is to ſay , for them not even

tually to be the means of the thing aimed at,

which cannot be, bur in one of theſe two ways ;

either firſt, that although the Means are uled ,

yet the event aimed at does not follow : or, le

condly,
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condly, If the event does follow , it is not becauſe

of the Means, or from any connection or depen

dence of the event of the Means, the event would

have come to paſs, as well without the Means, as

with them. If either of theſe two things are the

caſe, then theMeans are notproperly ſucceſsful,

and are truly in vain . The ſucceſsfulneſs or un

ſucceſsfulneſs, of Means, in order to an effect, or

their being in vain or not in vain, conſiſts in

thoſe Means being connected, or not connected ,

with the effect, in ſuch a manner as this, viz .

That the effect is with the Means, and not

without them ; or, that the being ofthe effect is, on

thee one hand, connected with Means, and the

want of the effect, on the other hand, is con .

nected with the want of the Means. If there be

ſuch a connection as this between Means and

end, the Means are not in vain ; the more there

is of ſuch a connection, the further they are from

being in vain ; and the leſs of ſuch a connection,

the more they are in vain .

Now , therefore, the queſtion to be anſwered,

order to determine, whether it follows from

this doctrine of the neceſſary connection between

foregoing things, and conſequent ones, that Means

uſed in order to any effect, are more in vain tnan

they would be otherwiſe) is, whether it follows

from it, that there is leſs of the forementioned

connection between Means and effect; that is,

whether, on the ſuppoſition of there being a real

and true connection between antecedent things

and conſequent ones, there muſt be leſs ofa

connection between Means and effect, than on

the ſuppoſition of there being no fixed connec

tion, between antecedent things and conſequent

ones : and the very ftating of this queſtion is

fufficient to anſwer it. It muſt appear to every

X 3 one
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one that will open ' his eyes, thať this queſtion

cannot be affirmed , without the groſſeft abſurdity

and inconfiftence. · Means are foregoing things,

and effects are following things : And if there

were no connection between foregoing things and

following ones, there could be no connection be

tween Means and end , and ſo all Means would

be wholly vain and fruitleſs. For it is by virtue

of fome connection only , that they become fuc

ceſsful: It is ſome connection obſerved, or re

vealed , or otherwiſe known , between antecedent

things and following ones that is what directs

in the choice of Means . And if there were no

fuch thing as an eſtabliſhed connection, there

could be no choice, as to Means ; one thing

would have no more tendency to an effect, than

another ; there would be no fuch thing as ten

dency in the caſe. All thoſe things, which are

fucceſsful Means of other things, do therein

prove connected . antecedents of them : and

therefore to aſſert, that a fixed connection be

tween antecedents and conſequents makes Means

vain and uſeleſs, or ſtands in the way to hinder

the connection between Means and end , is juſt

fo ridiculous , as to ſay, that a connection between

antecedents and conſequents ſtands in the way

to hinder a connection between antecedents and

conſequents.

Nor can any ſuppoſed connection of the fuck

ceffion or train of antecedents and confequents,

from the very beginning of all things, the con

nection being made already ſure and neceffary;

either by eſtablished laws of nature, or by theſe

together, with a degree of fovereign immediate

interpofitions of divine power, on ſuch and fuch

occafions, or any other way (if any other there

be ;) I ſay,no luch neceffáty connection of a lea

ries
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ries of antecedents and conſequents, can in the

leaſt tend to hinder, but that the Meanswe uſe

may belong to the ſeries , and ſo may be ſome of

thoſe antecedents which are connected with the

conſequents we aim at, in the eſtabliſhed courſe

of things. Endeavours which- wewe ute, are

things that exiſt ; and, therefore, they belong to

the general chain of events ; all the paris of

which chain are ſuppoſed to be connected : and.

ſo Endeavours are ſuppoſed to be connected with

ſome effects, or ſome conſequent things or other.

And certainly this does not hinder , but that the

events, they are connected with, may be thoſe,

which we aim at, and which we chuſe, becauſe

we judge them moſt likely to have a connection

with thoſe events, from the eſtabliſhed order and

courſe of things which we obſerve, or from ſome

thing in divine Revelation .

Let us ſuppoſe a real and ſure connection be

tween a man's having his eyes open in the clear

day-light, with good organs of fight, and fee.

ing ; ſo that ſeeing is connected with his opening

his eyes, and not ſeeing with his not opening

his eyes ; and alſo the like connection between

ſuch a man's attempring to open his eyes, and

his actually doing it : the ſuppoſed eſtabliſhed

connection between theſe antecedents and conſe

quents, let the connection be never ſo ſure and

neceſſary, certainly does not prove that it is in

vain, for a man in fuch circumſtances, 'to attempt

to open his eyes, in order to ſeeing : his aiming at

that event, and the uſe of the Means, being the

effect of his will , does not break the connection,

or hinder the ſucceſs.

So that the objection we are upon does not lie

againſt the doctrine of the neceffity of events

by a certainty of connection and conſequence :

х4 On
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On the contrary, it is truly forcible againſt the

Arminian doctrine of contingence and ſelf -deter

mination ; which is inconfiftent with ſuch a con

nection . If there be no connection between thoſe

events, wherein virtue and vice confift, and any

thing antecedent ; then there is no connection

between theſe events and any Means or Endea

vours uled in order to them : and if ſo , then

thoſe means muſt be in vain . The leſs there is

of connection between foregoing things and for

lowing ones, fo much the leſs there is between

Means and end, Endeavours and ſucceſs ; and in

the ſame proportion are Means and Endeavours

įneffectual and in vain .

It will follow from Arminian principles, that

there is no degree of connection between virtue

or vice, and any foregoing event or thing: or,

in other words, that the determination of the

exiſtence of virtue or vice do not in the leaſt de

pend on the influence of anything that comes

to paſs antecedently, from which the determina

tjon of its exiſtence is, as its cauſe, Means, or

ground ; becauſe, ſo far as it is ſo, it is not from

lelf-determination : and, therefore, fo far there is

nothing of the nature of virtue or vice. And to

it follows, that virtue and vice are not at all, in

any degree dependent upon, or connected with ,

any foregoing event or 'exiſtence, as its cauſe,

ground, orMeans. And if ſo, then all foregoing

Means inuft be totally in yaịn ,

Hence it follows, that theſe cannot, in any

conſiſtence with the Arminian ſcheme, be any

realonable ground of ſo much as a conjecture

concerning the conſequence of any Means and

Endeavours, in order to eſcaping vice or obtain ,

ing virtue, or any choice or preference of Means,

as
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as havinga greater probability of ſucceſs by fome

than others; either from any natural connection

or dependence of the end on the Means, or

through any divine conftitution, or revealed way

of God's beſtowing or bringing to paſs there

things, in confequence of any Means, Endea

vours, Prayers, or Deeds. Conjectures, in this

latter caſe, depend on a ſuppoſition , that God

himſelf is the Giver, or determining Cauſe of the

events fought: buc if they depend on ſelf deter .

mination , then God is not the determining or

diſpoſing Author of them : and if theſe things

are notof his diſpoſal, then no conjecture can

be made, from any revelation he has given , con

cerning any way or method of his diſpoſal of

them .

Yea, on theſe principles, it will not only fol.

low , that men cannot have any reaſonable ground

of judgment or conjecture, that their Means and

Endeavours to obtain virtue or avoid : vice, will

be ſucceſsful, but they may be ſure, they will not ;

they may be certain , that they will be in vain ;

and that if ever the thing, which they feek , comes

to paſs, it will not be at allowing to the Means

they uſe. For. Means and Endeavours can have

no effect at all, in order to obtain the end, but

in one of theſe two ways: either, ( 1. ) Through a

natural tendency and influence, to prepare and

diſpoſe the mind more to virtuous acts, either

by cauſing the diſpoſition of the heart to be more

in favour of ſuch acts, or by bringing the mind

more into the view of powerful motives and in

ducements : or , ( 2.) By putting perfons more

in the way of God's beſtowment of the benefit.

But neither of thefe can be the caſcaia Nondhe

latter ; for, as has been juſt now obſerved, it does

pot conſiſt with the Arminian notion.cof ſelf-deter

mination,
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mination , which they ſuppoſe effential to virtue,

that God ſhould be the Beſtower, or ( which is

the ſame thing) the determining, diſpoſing Av.

thor of Virtue. Not the former ; for natural in

fluence and tendency luppoſes cauſality and con

nection ; and ſuppoles neceſiity of event, which

is inconſiſtent with Arminian liberty. A ten

dency of Means, by biaffing the heart in favour

of virtue, or by bringing the will under the in

quence and power of motives in its determi

nations, are both inconſiſtent with Arminian li

berty of will , conſiſting in indifference, and love .

reign felf-determinacion, as has been already de ,

monſtrated .

But for the more full removal of this prejudice

againſt the doctrine of neceſſity, which has been

maintained , as though it tended to encourage a

total neglect of all Endeavours as vain ; the fol,

lowing things may be conſidered ,

The queſtion is not, Whether men may not

thus improve this doctrine : we know that many

true and wholeſome doctrines are abuſed : but,

whether the doctrine gives any juſt occaſion for

ſuch an improvement , or whether, on the fup

poſition of the truth of the doctrine, ſuch a uſe

of it would not be unreaſonable ? If any
ſhall

affirm , that it would not, but that the very na,

ture of the doctrine is ſuch as gives juſt occaſion

for it, it muſt be on this ſuppoſition ; namely,

that ſuch an invariable neceſſity of all things al

ready fettled, muft render the interpoſition of

all Means, Endeavours, Concluſions or Actions

of ours, in order to the obtaining any future

end whatſoever, perfectly inſignificant ; becauſe

they cannot in the leaſt alter or vary the courſe

and feries of things, in any event orcircumſtance ;

all
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all being already fixed unalterably by neceffity :

and that therefore it is folly, for men to uſe

any Means for any end ; but their wiſdom , to ſave

themſelves the trouble of Endeavours , and take

their eaſe. No perſon can draw ſuch an inference

from this doctrine, and come to ſuch a conclu.

fion, without contradicting himſelf, and going

counter to the very principles he pretends to act

upon : for he comes to a concluſion, and takes

a courſe , in order to an end, even his eaſe, or the

faving himſelf from trouble ; he ſeeks ſome hing

future, and uſes Means in order to a future thing,

even in his drawing up that concluſion, that he

will ſeek nothing, and uſe no Means in order to

any thing in future ; he feeks his future eaſe, and

the benefit and comfort of indolence. If prior

neceſſity, that determines all things, makes vain

all actions or concluſions of ours, in order to any

thing future ; then it makes vain all concluſion's

and conduct of ours, in order to our future eaſe.

The meaſure of our eaſe, with the time, man

ner and every circumſtance of it , is already fixed ,

by all-determining neceſſity, as much as any

thing elſe. If he ſays within himſelf, “What

future happineſs or miſery 1 ſhall have, is al

ready, in effect, determined by the neceſſary

courſe and connection of things ; therefore, I

will ſave myſelf the trouble of labour and

diligence, which cannot add to my determined

degree of happineſs, or diminiſh my mifery ;

but will take my eaſe, and will enjoy the com

fort of noth and negligence." Such à man

contradicts himſelf : he lays, the meaſure of his

future happineſs and miſery is already fixed, and

he will not try to diminiſh the one, or add to the

other : but yer, in his very concluſion , he con

tradicts this; for, he takes up this concluſion, ta

add to his future happineſs, by the eaſe and com

fort
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fort of his negligence ; and to diminiſh his future

trouble and milery, by ſaving himſelf the trouble

of uſing Means and taking Pains.

THEREFORE perſons cannot reaſonably make

this improvement of the doctrine of neceffity, that

they will go into a voluntary negligence of Means

fortheir own happineſs. For the principles they

muſt go upon, in order to this, are inconſiſtent

with their making any improvement at all of the

doctrine: for to make ſome improvement of it,

is to be influenced by it, to come to ſome volun

tary conclufion, in regard to their own conduct,

with ſome view or aim : but this, as has been

Ibuwn, is inconſistent with the principles they

pretend to act ypon, In ſhort, the principles ar

luch as cannot be acted upon at all, or, in any

reſpect, conſiſtently. And, therefore, in every

pretence of acting upon them , or making any

improvement at all of them , there is a ſelf-con

tradiction. * 1

As to that Objection againſt the doctrine,which

I have endeavoured to prove,that it makes men

no more than mere Machines; I would ſay, that

potwithltanding this doctrine, Man is entirely,

perfectly and unſpeakably different froma mere

Machine, in that he has reaſon and underſtand .

ing, and has a faculty of will, and ſo is capable

of volition and choice ; and in that, his will is

guided by the dictates or views of his undere

itandingi and in that his external actions and be .

haviour, and, in many refpects, alſo his thoughts,

and the exerciſes of his mind, are ſubject to his

ſo that he has liberty to act according to

his choice, and do what he pleaſes ; and by Means

of theſe things, is capable of moral habits and

moral acts , ſuch incļinations and actions as, ac

cording

will ;
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cording to the common ſenfe of mankind, are

worthy of praiſe, eſteem , love and reward ; or,

on the contrary, of difeſteem , deteſtation, indig .

nation and puniſhment.

In theſe things is all the difference from mere

Machines, as to liberty and agency, that would

be any perfection , dignity or privilege, in any

reſpect : all the difference that can be deſired,

and all that can be conceived of ; and indeed all

that the pretenſions of the Arminians themſelves

come to, as they are forced often to explain them

felves. ( Though their explications overthrow

and abolith the things afferted, and pretended to

be explained ) For they are forced to explain a

ſelf-determining power of will, by a power in

the foul, to determine as it chufes or wills ; which

comes to no more than this, that a man has a

power of chuſing, and, in many inſtances, can

do as he chuſes. Which is quite a different thing

from that contradi&tion, his having power of chu

ſing his firſt act of choice in the caſe.

Or , if their ſcheme makes any other difference

than this, between Men and Machines, it is for

the worfe: it is ſo far from ſuppuſing Men to

have a dignity and privilege above Machines,

that it makes the manner of their being deter.

mined ſtill more unhappy. Whereas, Machines

are guided by an underſtanding cauſe, by the

ſkilful hand of the workman or owner ; the will

of Man is left to the guidance of nothing, but

abſolute blind contingence,

2:ز
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SECTION VI.

Concerning that Objection againſt the Do&trine

whichhas been maintained that it agrees witls

the Stoical Doctrine of Fate ; and the Opinions of

Mr. Hobbes.

W

HEN . Calvinifts oppoſe the Arminian

notion of the freedom of will, and con

tingence of volition, and inſiſt that there are no

acts of the will, nor any other events whatfo

ever, but what are attended with ſome kind of

neceſſity ; their oppoſers cry out of them , as

agreeing with the antient Stoics in their doctrine

of Fate, and with Mr. Hobbes in his opinion of

Neceffity.

It would not be worth while to take notice of

ſo impertinent an Objection, had it not been urged

by ſome of the chief Arminian writers . There

were many important truths maintained by the

antient Greek and Roman philoſophers, and eſpeció

ally the Stoics, that are never the worſe for being

held by them. The Stoic philofophers, by the ge

neral agreement of Chriftian divines, and even Ar

minian divines, were the greateſt, wifeft, and moſt

virtuous of all the heathen philofophers ; and, in

their doctrine and practice, came the neareſt to

Chriſtianity of any of their ſects. How frequently

are the ſayings of theſe philoſophers, in many of

the writings and ſermons, even of Arminian divines,

produced , not as arguments of the falfeneſs of the

doctrines which they delivered , but as a confir

mation of ſome of the greateſt truths of the

Chriſtian Religion , relating to the Unity and Per

fections
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fections of the Godhead , a future ſtate, the duty

and happineſs of mankind, &c . as obſerving how

the light of nature and reaſon , in the wifeſt and

beſt of the Heathen, harmonized with, and con

firms the Goſpel of Jeſus Chriſt .

And it is very remarkable, concerning Dr.

Whitby, that although he alledges the agreement

of the Stoics with us, wherein he ſuppoſes they

maintained the like doctrine with us, as an argu .

ment againſt the truth of our doctrine ; yet, this

very Lr. Whitby alledges the agreement of the

Stoics with the Arminians, wherein he fuppofes

they taught the fame doctrine with them, as an

argument for the truth of their doctrine* So that

when the Stoies agree with them , this ( ic feems)

is a confirmation of their doctrine , and a confu

tation of ours , as fhewing that our opinions are

contrary to the natural fenfe and common reafon

of mankind : nevertheleſs , when the Stoics agree

with us, it argues no ſuch thing in our favour ;

but, on the contrary, is a great argument againſt

us , and fnews our doctrine to be heatheniſh .

It is obſerved by ſome Calviniſtic writers, that

the Arminians fymbolize with the Stoics, in ſome

of thoſe doctrines wherein they are oppoſed by

the Calvinifts ; particularly in their denying an

original, innate, total corruption and depravity

of heart ; and in what they held of man's ability

to make himſelf truly virtuous and conformed to

God ;-and in ſome other doctrines.

It may be further obſerved , it is certainly no

better Objection againſt our doctriue, that it

"agrees, in ſome reſpects with the doctrine of the

antient
+

* Whitby on the five Points , Edit. 3. p. 325, 326, 327 .
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æntient Stoic philoſophers, than it is againſt theirs;

wherein they differ froin us, that it agrees , in ſome

reſpects, with the opinion ofthe very worſt of the

heathen philoſophers, the followers of Epicurus;

that father of atheiſm and licențiouſneſs, and with

the doctrine of the Sadducees and Jeſuits.

I am not much concerned to know preciſely ;

what the antient Stoic philoſophers held concern

ing Fate, in order to determine what is truth ; as

though it were a ſure way to be in the right, to

take good heed to differ from them. It ſeems,

that they differed among themſelves ; and pro

bably the doctrine of Fate, asmaintained by moſt

of them, was, in ſome reſpects, erroneous. But

what ever their doctrine was, if any of them held

ſuch a Fare, as is repugnant to any liberty, confift .

ing in our doing as we pleaſe, I utterly deny ſuch

a Fate. If they held any ſuch fate, as is not con

ſiſtent with the commonand univerſal notions that

mankind have of liberty, activity , moral agency ,

virtue and vice ; I diſclaim any ſuch thing, and

think I have demonſtrated, that the ſcheme I

maintain is no ſuch ſcheme. If the Stoics, by

Fate, meant any thing of fuch a nature, as can

be ſuppoſed to ſtand in the way of the advantage

and benefit of the uſe of means and endeavours,

or make it leſs worth the while for men to de.

fire , and ſeek after any thing wherein their vir

tue and happinneſs conſiſts ; I hold no doctrine

that is clogged with any fuch inconvenience, any

more than any other ſcheme whatſoever ; and-by

no means fo nuch as the Arminian ſcheme of

contingence ; as has been fhewn. If they held

any ſuch doctrine of univerſal fatality, as is in

confiftent with any kind of liberty, that is or

can be any perfection, dignity, privilege or be

nefit, or any thing deſirable , in any reſpect, for

any

!
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any intelligent creature, or indeed with any li

berty chat. is poſſible or conceivable ; I embrace

no ſuch doctrine. If they held any ſuch doctrine

of Fate, as is inconſiſtent with the world's being

in all things ſubject to the diſpoſal of an intelli

gent wiſe agent, that preſides, not as the foul of

the world , but as the Sovereign Lard of the Uni

verſe,' governing all things by proper will,

choice and deſign , in the exerciſe of the moſt

perfect liberty conceivable, without ſubjection

to any conſtraint, or being properly under the

power or influence of any thing before, above or

without himſelf ; I wholly renounce any ſuch

doctrine.

This great

As to Mr. Hobbes's maintaining the fame doc

trine concerning neceſſity ;-Iconfeſs , it happens

I never read Mr. Hobbes. Let his opinion be

what it will, we need not reject all truth which

isdemonſtrated by clear evidence; merely becauſe

it was once held by ſome bad man.

truth, that Jeſus is the Son of God, was not ſpoiled

becauſe it was once and again proclaimed with a

loud voice by the devil. If truth is ſo defiled ,

becauſe it is poken by the mouth, or written by

the pen of fome ill -minded miſchievous man, that

it muſt never be received , we ſhall never know,

when we hold any of the moſt precious and evi

dent truths by a fure tenure. And if Mr. Hobbes

has made a bad uſe of this truth, that is to be

lamented ; but the truth is not to be thought

worthy of rejection on that account. It is com

mon for the corruptions of the hearts of evil men

to abuſe the beſt chings to vile purpoſes.

I MIGHT alſo take notice of its having been oba

ſerved, that the Arminians agree with Mr. Hobbes

Y in
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* in many more things than ' the Calviniſts. As, in

what he is ſaid to hold concerning original ſin , in

denying the neceſſity of ſupernatural illumination,

in denying infuſed grace, in denying the doctrine

of juftification by faith alone ; and other things ,

Sobre

SECTION VII.

Concerning the Neceſſity of the Divine Will.

OME may poſſibly, object againſt what has

been ſuppoſed of the abſurdity and inconſi

itence of a ſelf -determining power in the will, and

the impoſſibility of its being otherwiſe, than that

the will ſhould be determined in every cafe by

ſome motive, and by a motive which (as it ftands

in the view of the underſtanding ) is of ſuperior

ſtrength to any appearing on the other ſide ;

that if theſe things are true, it will follow , that

not only the will of created minds, but the will

of God Himſelf is neceſſary in all its determina .

tions. Concerning whieh, ſays the Author of the

Ejay on the Freedom of Will in God and in the Grea

ture (pag. 85, 86.) “ What ſtrange doctrine is

“ this, contrary to all our ideas of the dominion

6 of God ? does it not deſtroy the glory of his

" liberty of choice, and take away from the

« Creator and Governor and Benefactor of the

“ world, that moſt free and Sovereign Agent, all

► the glory of this ſort of freedom ? does it

“ not ſeem to make him a kind of mechanical

“ medium of fate, and introduce . Mr. Hobbes's

“ doctrine of fatality and Neceſſity, into all

" things that God hath to do with ? Does it not

“ ſeem to reprefent the bleffed God, as a Being

4 of vaſt underſtanding , as well as power and

« efficiency ,

* Dr. Gill, in his Anſwer to Dr. Whitby. Vol. III .

P. 183 , &c.
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• efficiency , but ſtill to leave him without a

• will to chufe among all the objects within his

to view ? In ſhort, it ſeems to make the bleſſed

"God a ſort of Almighty Minifter of Fate, un

•s der its univerſal and fupreme influence ; as it

“ was the profeſſed ſentiment of ſome of the an

6 cients, that Fate was above the gods.

This is declaiming, rather than arguing, and

an application to men's imaginations and preju

dices, tather than to mere reaſon.But I would

calmly endeavour to conſider, whether there be

any reaſon in this frightful repreſentation . - But;

before I enter upon a particular confideration of

the matter, I would obſerve this : that it is rea

fonable toſuppoſe, it ſhould be much more diffi

cult to exprefs or conceive things according to

exact metaphyſical truth, relating to the nature

and manner of the exiſtence of things in the Di

vine Underſtanding and Will, and the operation

of theſe faculties ( if I may ſo call them ) of the

Divine Mind, than in the human mind ; which is

infinitely more within our view; and nearer to a

proportion to the meaſure of our comprehenſion,

and more commenfurate to the uſe and import of

human ſpeech. Language is indeed very deficient,

in regard of terms to expreſs preciſe trathcon

cerning our own minds, and ther faculties and

operatrons. Words were firſt formed to expreſs

external things ; and thoſe that are applied to

exprefs things internal and ſpiritual, are almoſt

all borrowed, and uſed in a fort of figurative

fenſe. Whence they are, moſt of them, attended

with a great deal of ambiguity and unfixednefs

in their fignification , occaſioning innumerable

doubts, difficulties and confuſions in enquiries

and controverſies, about things of this nature.

But language is much leſs adapted to expreſs

thingsY 2
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things in themind of the incomprehenſible Deity,

preciſely as they are.

We find a great deal of difficulty in conceiving

exactly of the nature of our own ſouls. And

notwithſtanding all the progreſs, which has been

made, in paſt and preſent ages, in this kind of

knowledge, whereby our metaphyfics, as ic re

lates to theſe things, is brought to greater per

fection than once it was ; yet, here is ſtill work

enough left for future enquiries and reſearches,

and room for progreſs ſtill to be made, for many

ages and generations. But we had need to be

infinitely able metaphyſicians, to conceive with

clearneſs, according to ftrict, proper and perfect

truth, concerning the nature of the DivineEllence,

and the modes of the action and operation of the

powers of the Divine Mind.

And it may be noted particularly, that though

we are obliged to conceive of ſome things in God

as conſequent and dependent on others, and of

ſome things pertaining to the Divine Nature and

Will as the foundation of others, and ſo before

others in the order of nature : as, we muſt con

ceive of the knowledge and holineſs of God as

prior, in the order of nature, to his happineſs ;

the perfection of his underſtanding, as the foun

dation ofhis wiſe purpoſes and decrees ; the ho

linels of his nature, as the cauſe and reaſon of

his holy determinations. And yet, when we fpeak

of caule and effect, antecedent and conſequent,

fundamental and dependent, determining and de

termined, in the firſt Being, who is felf-exiſtent,

independent, of perfect and abſolute ſimplicity

and immutability , and the firſt cauſe of all things ;

doubtleſs there muſt be leſs propriety in ſuch re

preſentations, than when we Ipeak of derived de

pendent
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pendent beings, who are compounded, and liable

to perpetual mutation and ſucceſſion.

Having premiſed this , I proceed to obſerve con

cerning the forementioned Author's exclamation ,

about the neceſary DeterminationofGod's Will, in all

things, by what he ſees to be fitteſt and beſt.

That all the ſeeming force of ſuch objections

and exclamations muſt ariſe from an imagination,

that there is ſome ſort of privilege or dignity in

being without ſuch a moral Neceflity, as will

make it impoſſible to do any other, than always

chuſe what is wiſeſt and beſt ; as though there

were ſome diſadvantage, meanneſs and ſubjection ,

in ſuch a Neceſſity ; a thing by which the will

was confined , kept under, and held in fervitude

by ſomething, which , as it were, maintained a

ſtrong and invincible power and dominion over it,

by bonds that held him faſt, and that he could, by.

no means, deliver himſelf from . Whereas, this

muſt be all mere imagination and deluſion. It is

no diſadvantage or diſhonour to a being, neceſſa

rily to act in the moſt excellent and happy man

ner, from the neceſſary perfection of his own na

ture. This argues no imperfection,inferiority or

dependance, nor any want of dignity, privilege

or aſcendency *. It is not inconliſtent with the

abſoluteY 3

. “ It might have been objected, with more plauſible .

“ neſs, that the Supreme Cauſe cannot be free, becauſe he

" muſt needs do always what is beſt in the whole. But this

“ would notat all ſerve Spinoza's purpoſe ; for this is a Neceſ

“ fity , not of nature and of fate , but of fitneſs and wiſdom ; a

** Neceflity confiftent with the greateſt freedom , and moſt

“ perfect choice. For the only foundation of this Neceflity is

“ ſuch an unalterable rectitude of will, and pertection of

* wiſdom , as makes it impoflible for a wiſe being to act fool

* iſhly." Clark's Demonftration of the Being and Attributes

of God, Edit. 6, p. 64.

" Though
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abfolute and moſt perfect fovereignty of God ,

The ſovereignty of God is his ability and au

thority to do whatever pleaſes him ; whereby He

doib éccording to his will in the armies of heaven,

and umongst the inhabitants of tbe earth, and none

ban ſtay his band, or ſay unto him , what dof thou ?--

The following things belong to the ſovereignty of

God ; viz. ( 1.) Supreme, Univerſal, and Infinite

Power ; whereby he is able to do what he pleaſes,

without controul, without any confinement of

that power, without any ſubjection, in the leaſt

meaſure, to any other power ; and fo without any

hinderance or reſtraint, that it ſhould be either

impoffible, or at all difficult, for him to accom

pliſh his Will ; and without any dependence of

his power ' on any other power, from whence it

fhould be derived, or which it ſhould ſtand in any

Aeed of : ſo far from this, that all other power

is derived from him , and is abſolutely dependent

on him. ( 2. ) That He has ſupreme authority ;

abfolute

Though God is a moſt perfect free Agent, yet he cannot

“ but do always what is belt and wiſeſt in the whole. The

“ reafon is evident ; becauſe perfect wildom and goodnels

are as fleady and certain principles of action, as Neceſſity

" itſelf ; and an infinitely wiſe and good being, indued with

" the moſt perfect liberty , can no more chuſe to act in con

" tradiation to wiſdom and goodneſs, than a neceſſary agent

can act contrary to the Neceſity by which it is acted ; it

" being a's great an abſurdity and impofl blity in choice , for

Infinite Wiſdom to chuſe to act unwiſely, or Infinite Good

« nefs to chuſe what is not good , as it would be in nature,

“ for abſolute neceffity to fail of producing its neceſſary

“ effect. There was, indeed, no Neceſſity in nature, that God

" ſhould at firſt create ſuch beings as he has created , or indeed

“ any being at all; becaufe he is, in Himſelf, infinitely happy

" and all- lufficient. There was, alſo, no Neceſſity in nature,

s that he hould preſerve and continue things in being , after

they were created ; becauſe he would be felf -ſufficient with,

$ 6 out their conrinuance, as he was before their creation ,

But it was fit andwiſe and good , that Infinite Wiſdom ſhould

6 manifeft
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abſolute and moſt perfect right to do what he

wills , without ſubječtion to any ſuperior autho

rity , or any derivation of authority from any

other, or limitation by any diſtinct independent

authority, either fuperior, equal, or inferior

he being the head of all dominion, and foun

tain of all authority , and alſo without reſtraint

by any obligation, implying either ſubjection,

derivation, or dependence, or proper limitation.

( 3.) That his Will is ſupreme, underived, and

independent on any thing without himſelf ; be

ing in every thing determined by his own coun

fel, having no other rule but his own wiſdom

his will not being ſubject to, or reſtrained by the

will of any other, and other wills being perfectly

ſubject to his. ( 4.) That his Wiſdom , which

determines his will, is ſupreme, perfect, unde

rived , ſelf -ſufficient and independent ; ſo that it

may be ſaid , as in Iſai. xl. 14. With whom took He

counſel ? And who inſtrụcted Him and taught him in

the

;

Y 4

>"manifeſt, and Infinite Goodneſs communicate itſelf ; and

“ therefore it was neceſſary, in the ſenſe of Neceſſity I am

“ now ſpeaking of, that things ſhould be made at ſuch a time,

ss and continued ſo long, and indeed with various perfections

" in ſuch degrees, as Infinite Wiſdom and Goodneſs ſaw it

" wiſelt and beſt that they fhould .” Ibid. p . 112 , 113 ,

“ It is not a fault, but a perfection of our nature, to de- ,

“ fire, will andac, according to the laſt refult of a fair ex

amination . This is ſo far from being a reſtraint or di.

“ munition of freedom , that it is the very improvement and

“ benefit of it : it is not an abridgement, iç is the end and

“ uſe of our liberty ; and the further we are removed from

“ ſuch a determination, the nearer we are to miſery and fla

" very. A perfect indifference in the mind , not determin .

“ able by its lait judgment, of the good or evil that is thought

“ to attend its choice, would be ſo far from being an advan ,

tage and excellency of any intellectual pature, that it

" would be as great an imperfection , as the want of indiffe

rency to act, or not to act, till determined by the will,

" would be an imperfection on the other fide - It is as

" much
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the path: of judgment, and taught Him knowledge,

and foewed bim the way of underſtanding - here

is no other Divine Sovereignty but this : and this

is properly abſolute fovereignty : no other is defi

rable ; nor would any other be honourable, or

happy : and indeed, there is no other conceivable

or poſible. It is the glory and greatneſs of the

Divine Sovereign, that God's Will is determined

by his own infinite all-fufficient wiſdom in every

thing ; and in nothing at all is either directed by

any inferior wiſdom , or by no wiſdom ; wherea

by it would becomeſenſeleſs arbitrarineſs, deter

mining and acting without reaſon , deſign or

end.

IF God's Will is ſteadily and ſurely determined

in every thing by Jupreme wiſdom , then it is in

every thing neceſſarily determined to that which

is moſt wiſe . And, certainly, it would be a dif.

advantage and indignity, to be otherwiſe. For if

the

“ much a perfe & ion , that defire or the power of preferring

“ ſhould be determined by good , as thai the power of acting

$ ſhould be determined by the will : and the certainer ſuch

determination is , the greater the perfection . Nay, were

“ we determined by any thing but the laſt reſult of our own

minds; judging of thegood or evil of any action , we were

not free. This very end of our freedom being, that we

" might attain the good wechaſe; and , therefore, every man

” is brought under a Neceſſity by his conftitution , as an in

" telligent being, to be determined in willing by his own

" thought and judgment, what is beſt for him to do ; elſe

s he would be under the determination of ſome other than

“ himſelf, which is want of liberty. And to deny that a

© man's will , in every determination, follows his own judg.

“ ment, is to ſay, that a man wills and acts for an end that

- he would not have, at the ſame time that he wills and acts

" for it." For if he preters it in his prefent thoughts, be.

“ fore any other, it is plain he then thinks better of it, and

$o would have iç before any other ; unleſs he can have, and

$ pot have it ; will, and not will it, at the ſame time

con
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the Divine Will was not neceſſarily determined to

that, which in every cafe is wiſeſt and belt, it

muft be fubject to ſome degree of undeſigning

contingence , and ſo in the fame degree liable to

evil. ToTo ſuppoſe the Divine Will liable to be

carried hither and thither at random , by the un.

certain wind of blind contingence, which is

guided by no .wiſdom , no motive, no intelli

gent dictate whatfoever, ( if any ſuch thing

were poffible) would certainly argue a great de

gree of imperfection and meanneſs, infinitely un

worthy of the Deity.-If it be a diſadvantage,

for the Divine Will to be attended with this mo .

pal Necefſity, then the more free from it, and the

more

$s contradiction too manifeſt to be admitted If we look up

on thoſe ſuperior beings above us, who enjoy perfect hapa

$ 6 pineſs, we ſhall have reaſon to judge, that they are more

“ iteadily determined in their choice of good than we ; and

“ yet we have no reaſon to think theyareleſs happy, or leſs

• free, than we are. And if it were fit for ſuch poorfinite

« creatures as we are, to pronounce what Infinite Wiſdom

qs and Goodneſs could do, I think we might ſay, that God

" himſelf cannot chuſe what is not good. The freedom of the

« Almighty binders not his being determined by what is beſt.

“ But to give a right view of this miſtaken part of liberty ,

5 let meaſk , Would any one be a changeling, becauſe he is

« « ! eſs determined by wiſe determination, than a wiſe man ?

" Is it worth the name of freedom , to be at liberty to play

" the fool, and draw fame and miſery upon a man's ſelf ?,

© If to break looſe from the conduct of reaſon , and to want

" that reſtraint of examination and judgment, that keeps us

“ from doing or chuſing the worſe ,be liberty, true liberty,

« mad men and fools are the only free men . Yet , I think,

ço no body would chuſe to be mad, for the ſake of ſuch li..

şi berty, but he that is mad already . Lock , Hum. Und:

• Vol. I. Edit. 7. p . 215, 216.

“ This Being , havingall things always neceſſarily in view ,

!! muſt always,and eternally will, according to his infinite

“ comprehenſion of things ; that is , muft will all things

" that are wiſeft and be itto be done. There is not getting

!! free of this conſequence. If it can will at all, it mult will

!! this way. To be capable of knowing, and not capable of

“ willing ,
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more left at random , the greater dignity and ad :

vantage. And, conſequently, to be perfectly free

from the direction of underſtanding, and univers,

fally and entirely left to ſenſeleſs unmeaning con-,

tingence, to act abſolutely at random , would be

the ſupreme glory.

It no more argues any dependence of God's

Will, that his ſupremely wiſe volition is neceſ

ſary, than it argues a dependence of his being,

that his exiſtence is neceſſary. , If it be ſomething

too low, for the Supreme Being to have his Will

determined by moral Neceſſity, ſo as neceſſarily ,

in every caſe , to will in the higheſt degree holily .

and happily ; then whyis it notallo ſomething too

low, for him to have his exiſtence, and the in,

finite

“ willing, is not to be underſtood . And to be capable of

" willing orherwiſe than what is wiſeſt and beft, contradicts

" that knowledge which is infinite. Infinite Knowledge muſt

“ direct the wil without error. Here then , is the origin of

“ moral N. cefſity ; and that is really, of freedom --- Perhapsit

may be faid , when the Divine Will is determined, from the

si conſideration of the eternal aptitudes of things, it is as

s * neceffarily determined , as if it were phyſically im pelled, if

" that were poſſible . But it is unſkilfulneſs, to ſuppoſe this

an objection. The great principle is once eſtabliſhed, viz .

• That the Divine Will is determined by the eternal reaſon

“ and aptitudes of things, inſtead of being phyſically im

" pelled ; and after that, the more ſtrong and neceſſary this

« determination is, the more perfect the Deity muſt be al

« lowed to be : it is this that makes him an amiable and

" adorable Being, whoſe Will and Power are conſtantly, im

mutably determined, by the confideration ofwhat is wiſeft

" and belt ; inſtead of a furd Being, with power, but without

"diſcerning and reaſon . It is the beauty of this Neceſity ,

" that it isAtrong asfate itſelf, withall the advantage of reajon

“ and goodneſs..-Ic is ſtrange, to ſee men contend, thatthe

“ Deiry is not free, becauſe he is neceſſarily rational, im

«« motably good and wife ; when a man is allowed ſtill the

“ perfecter being, the more fixedly and conſtantly his will is

6. determined by reaſon and truth. Enquiry into the Nature

of the Hum . Soul. Edit . 3. Vol . ll . p . 403, 4046

.
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finite perfection of his nature,' and his infinite

happineſs determined by Neceſſity ? It is no more

to God's diſhonour, to be neceſſarily wiſe, than

to be neceſſarily holy . And , if neither of them

be to his diſhonour, then it is not to his diſho .

nour neceffarily to act holily and wiſely. And if

it be not diſhonourable to be neceſſarily holy

and wiſe, in the higheſt poſſible degree, no more

is it mean and diſhonourable, neceſſarily to act

holily and wiſely in the higheſt pofſible degree ;

or, which is the fame thing, to do that, in every

caſe,'which , above all other things, is wiſeft and

beſt .

The reafon why it is not diſhonourable, to

be neceſſarily moſt holy, is , becauſe holineſs in

itſelf is an excellent and honourable thing. For

the fame reaſon , it is no diſhonour to be necef

farily snoſt wife, and, in every caſe, to act moſt

wiſely, or do the thing which is the wiſeſt of

for wiſdom is alſo in itſelf excellent and

honourable.

all ;

The forementioned Author of the Eſay on the

Freedom of Will; &c . as has been obferved, repre

ſents that doctrine of the Divine Will's being in

every thing neceſſarily determined by ſuperior

fitneſs, as making the bleſſed God a kind of Al.

mighty Miniſter and mechanical medium of fate :

and he inſiſts, p. 93, 94. that this moral Ne

ceſſity and impoſſibility is , in effect, the fame

thing with phyſical and natural Neceſſity and

impoffibility : and in p . 54, 55. he ſays, “ The

ſcheme which determines the will always and

certainly by the underſtanding, and the un

derſtanding by the appearance of things,

ſeems to take away the true nature of vice

and virtue. For the ſublimeſt
of virtues, and

the
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the vileſt of vices, ſeem rather to be matters of

fate and Neceſfity, flowing naturally and neceſſa

rily from the exiſtence, the circumſtances, and

prefent ſituation of perſons and things : for this

exiſtence and ſituation neceſſarily makes ſuch an

appearance to the mind ; from this appearance

flows a neceffary perception and judgment, con

cerning theſe things ; this judgment neceſſarily

determines the will : and thus, by, this chain

of neceſſary cauſes, virtue and vice would loſe

their nature, and become natural ideas and ne

ceſſary things, inſtead of moral and free ac

tions. "

And yet this fame Author allows. p. 30, 31 .

That a perfectly wiſe being will conſtantly and

certainly chuſe what is moſt fit ; and ſays, p. 102,

103 “ I grant, and always have granted, that

whereſoever there is ſuch antecedent ſuperior fit

neſs of things, God acts according to it, ſo as

never to contradict it ; and, particularly, in all

his judicial proceedings as a Governor , and Dis

tributer of rewards and puniſhments .” Yea, he

ſays expreſsly, p. 42. 66 That it is not poflible

for God to act otherwiſe, than according to this

fitneſs and goodneſs in things. ”

So that, according to this Author, putting theſe

ſeveral paſſages of this Eſſay together, there is no

virtue, nor any thing of a moral nature, in the

moſt ſublime and glorious acts and exerciſes of

God's holineſs, juſtice, and faithfulneſs ; and he

never does any thing which is in itſelf ſupreme

ly worthy, and, above all other things, fit and

excellent, but only as a kind of mechanical me.

dium of fate ; and in what he does as the judge,

and moral Governor of the world, he exerciles no

moral
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moral excellency ; exerciſing no freedom in theſe

things , becauſe he acts by moral Neceſfity,

which is, in effect, the ſame with phyſical or na

tural Neceflity ; and therefore, he only acts by an

Hobbiſtical fatality ; as a Being indeed of vaſt under

ſtanding, as well as power, and efficiency ( as he ſaid

before) but without a will to chuſe, being a kind of

Almighty Miniſter of fate, ačting under a ſupreme

influence. For he allows, that in all theſe things,

God's Will is determined conſtantly and certainly

by a ſuperior fitneſs, and that it is not poſſible

for him to act otherwife. And if theſe things

are ſo, what glory or praiſe belongs to God for

doing holily and juſtly, or taking the moſt fit,

holy , wife and excellent courſe, in any one in

ſtance ? Whereas, according to the Scriptures,

and alſo the common ſenſe of mankind, it does

not, in the leaft, derogate froni the honour of any

being, that through the moral perfection of his

nature, he neceſſarily acts with ſupreme wiſdom

and holineſs : bur, on the contrary, his praiſe is

the greater : herein conſiſts the height of his

glory .

The ſame Author, p. 56. fuppoſes, that herein

appears the excellent charaEter of a wife and gooit

man, that though he can chufe contrary to the fineſs

of things, yet te does not ; but ſuffers bimſelf to be

direEted by fitneſs ; and that, in this conduct, he

imitates the bleſſed God. And yet, he ſuppoſes it is

contrariwiſe with the bleffed God ; not that he

ſuffers himſelf to be directed by fitneſs, when

be can chufe, contrary to the fitneſs of things, but

that be cannot chufe contrary to the fitneſs of things ;

as he ſays, p. 42.-Ibat it is not posſible for God to

a &t otherwiſe than according to this fitneſs, where

there is any fitneſs or goodneſs in things : Yea, he

fuppoſes, p . 31. That if a man were perfeetly wife

and
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and good, be could not do otherwiſe than be conftantij

and certainly determined by the fitneſs of things.

One thing more I would obſerve, before I cons

.clude this ſection , and that is , that if it deros

gates rothing from the glory of God, to be ne

ceffarily determined by ſuperior fitnels in ſome

things, then neither does it to be thus determined

in all things ; from any thing in the nature of

fuch neceſſity, as at all detracting from God's

freedom , independence, abſolute lupremacy, or

any dignity or glory of his nature, ſtate or man .

ner of acting ; or as implying any infirmity , re

ftrainc, or ſubjection. And if the thing be ſuch

as well conſiſts with God's glory, and has no

thing tending at all to detract from it , then we

need not be afraid of aſcribing it to God in too

many things, left thereby we ſhould detract from

God's glory too much.

SECTION VIII.

Some further Objections againſt the moral Neceffity

of God's Volitions conſidered.

T

HE Author laſt cited , as has been ob.

ferved, owns that God, being perfectly

wile, will conſtantly and certainly chuſe what apa

pear's moſt fit, where there is a fuperior fitnefs

and goodneſs in things ; and that it is not poffible

for him to do otherwiſe. So that it is in effect

confeſſed , that in thofe things where there is any

real preferableneſs, it is no diſhonour, nothing in

any reſpect unworthy of God , for him to act

from Necellity ; notwithitanding all that can be

objected from the agreement of ſuch a Neceflity,

with
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with the fate of the Stoicks , and the Neceflit

maintained by Mr. Hobbes. From which it will

follow , that if it were ſo , that in all the different

things , among which God chuſes, there were

evermore a ſuperior fitneſs or preferableneſs on

one ſide, then it would be no diſhonour, or any

thing, in any reſpect unworthy, or unbecoming

of God, for his will to be neceſſarily determined

in every thing. And if this be allowed , it is a

giving up entirely the argument, from the un

ſuitableneſs of ſuch a Neceſſity to the liberty,

fupremacy, independence and glory of the Divine

Being ; and a reſting the whole weight of the

affair on the deciſion of another point wholly

diverſe ; viz. Whether it be so indeed, that in all

the various poffible things , which are in God's

view, and may be conſidered as capable objects

of his choice, there is not evermore a preferable

neſs in one thing above another. This is de

nied by this Author ; who ſuppoſes, that in

many inſtances, between two or more poſſible

things, which come within the view of the Di.

vineMind, there is a perfect indifference and

equality , as to fitneſs or tendency, to attain any

good end which God can have in view, or to

anſwer any of his deſigns. Now , therefore, I

would conſider whether this be evident,

The arguments brought to prove this, are of

two kinds. ( 1. ) It is urged , that, in many in

ſtances, we muſt ſuppoſe there is abſolutely no

difference between various poſſible objects of

choice , which God has in view : and ( 2. ) that

the difference between many things is ſo incon

ſiderable, or of ſuch a nature, that it would be

unreaſonable to ſuppoſe it to be of any conſe

quence ; or to ſuppoſe that any ofGod's wife de .

ſigns
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ſigns, would notbe anſwered in one way aswell

as the other. Therefore,
perly

· I. The firſt thing to be conſidered is, whether

there are any inſtances wherein there is a perfect:

likeneſs, and abſolutely no difference, between

different objects of choice, that are propoſed to

the divine underſtanding ?

And here, in the firſt place, it may be worthy

to be conſidered, whether the contradiction there

is in the terms of the queſtion propoſed, does not

give reaſon to ſuſpect, that there is an incon

liſtency in the thing ſuppoſed. It is inquiredy

whether different objects of choice may not be

abſolutely without difference ? If they are abfo

lutely without difference, then how are they different

objects of choice ? If there be abſolutely no diffe

rence, in any reſpect, then there is no variety or

diſtinčtion : for diſtinction is only by ſome dife :

férence. And if there be no variety among pro

poſed objects of choice, then there is noopportu

nity for variety of choice, or difference of determie

nation. For that determination of a thing, which

is not different in any refpect, ' is not a different

determination, but the ſame. That this is no

quibble, may appear more fully anon.

The arguments, to prove that the Moſt High,

in fome inſtances, chuſes to do one thing rather

than another, where the things themſelves are per

fectly without difference, are two.

1. That the various parts of infinite time and

ſpace, abſolutely conſidered, are perfectly alike,

and do not differ at all one from another : and

that therefore, when God determined to create

the
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the world in ſuch a part of infinite duration and

ſpace, rather than others, he determined and pre

ferred, among various objects, between which

there was no preferableneſs,and abſolutely no dif

ference:

Antw . This objection ſuppoſes an infinite length

of time before the world was created , diſtinguiſhed

by ſucceſſive parts, properly and truly fo ; or a

ſucceſſion of limited and unmeaſurable periods

of time, following one another, in an infinitely

long ſeries : which muſt needs be a groundleſs

imaginacion.' The eternal duration which was

before the world, being only the eternity of God's

exiſtence , which is nothing elſe but his immea

diate, perfect and invariable poffeffion of the

whole of his unlimited life, together and at once ;

Vise interminabilis, tota fimul & perfiEla podelio:

Which is ſo generally allowed, that I need not

ſtand to demonſtrate ic *.

Z So

. " if all created beings were taken away, all poſſibility

“ of any mátation of ſucceſſion, of one thing to another,

st would appear to be alſo removed . Abſtract ſucceſſion in

eternity is ſcarce to be underſtood. What is ir that fuc-,

ceeds one minute to another, perhaps velut unda ſuper

* venit indam . But when we imagine this , we fancy that

" the minutes are things ſeparately exiſting . This is the

of common notion ; and yet it is a manifeſt prejudice. Time

* is nothing but the exiſtence of created fucceſive beings ,

“ and eternity the neceſſary exiſtence of the Deity . Therefore,

66 if this neceſſary being hảch no change or ſucceſſion in his

“ naturé, his exiſtence mult of courfe be unſucceſſive. We

66 ſeem to commit a double Overſight in this caſe ; firſt, we

o find fucceffion in the neceſſary nature and exiſtence of the

6 Deity himſelf ; which is wrong, if the reaſoning above be

it conclufive. And then , we aſcribe it's ſuccellion to enternity,

* confidered abſtractedly from the Eternal Being ; and fup

poſe it, one knows not what, a 'thing ſubſiſting by itſelf,

" and flowing, one minute after another. This is the work

* of pure imagination , and contrary to the reality of things :

* 6 Hence
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So this objection ſuppoſes an extent of ſpace

beyond the limits of the creation, of an infi

nite length; breadth and depth, truely and pro

perly diſtinguiſhedinto different meaſurable parts,

limited at certain ftages , one beyond another, in

an infinite ſeries. Which notion of abſolute and

infinite ſpace is doubtlefs as unreaſonable, as that

now mentioned , of abſolute and infinite duration.

It is as iniproper, toimagine that the immenfity

and omnipreſence of God is diſtinguiſhed by a

ſeries of miles and leagues, one beyond another ;

as that the infinite duration of God is diftin

guiſhed by months and years, one after another.

A diverſity and order of diſtinct parts, limited by

certain periods, is as conceivable, and does as na

turally obtrude itſelf on our imagination, in one

caſe as the other , and there is equal reaſon in

each caſe, to ſuppoſe that our imagination de

ceives us. It is equally improper, to talk of months

and years of the Divine. Exiſtence, and mile ...

ſquares of Deity : and we equally deceive our

ſelves

« Hence the common metaphorical expreſions ; Time runs

" a -pace, let us lay hold on the preſent minute, and the like. The

si philoſophers themſelves miſlead us by their illuſtration .

" They compare eternity to the motion of a point running

so on for ever, and making a traceleſs infinite line . Here the

“ point is ſuppoſed a thing actually fubfting, repreſenting

" the preſentminute; and then they aſcribe motion or fuc

si ceſſion to it : that is , they ałcribe motion to a mere non

" entity, to illuſtrate to us a ſucceſſive eternity, made up of

rí finite fucceffive parts. we allow an all- perfect

i mind , which hath an eternal , immutable and infinite com

« prehenfion of all things, always (and allow it we mult )

• the diſtinction of paſt and future vanithes with reſpect to

• ſuch a mind . In a word , if we proceed_ſtep by ſtep , as

* above, the eternity or exiſtence of the Deity will appear

to be Virce interminabilis, tota, fimul & perfe & a polelta

“ how much loever this may have been a paradox hitherto ."

Enquiry into the Nature of the Human Souli" Vol. ii . 409 , 410 .

411. Edit. 3 .

If once
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Lelves, when we talk of the world's being diffe

rendy, fixed , with relpect to either of thele forts

of meaſures. I think , we know , not what we

mean, ifwe fay , the world might have been dif,

ferently placed from what it is, in the broad ex.

papſe of infinity ; or , that it might have been dif

ferently fixed in the long line ofeternity : and all

arguments and objections, which are built on the

imaginations we are apt to have of infinite exten

fion or duracion, are buildings founded on ihaz

dows, or caſtles in the air

12. The ſecond argument; to prove that the

Moſt High wills one, ching rather than another

without any ſuperior fitneſs or preferableneſs in

the thing preferred , is God's actually placing in

different parts of the world , particles, or atoms

of matter, that are perfectly equal and alike. The

forementioned Author ſays, p. 78 ; & c. " If one

would defcend to the minute ſpecific particles, of

which different bodies are compoſed, we ſhould

ſee abundant reaſon to believe, that there are

thouſands of ſuch little particles, or atoms of

matterz - which are perfectly equal and alike, and

could give no diftinct determination to the Wilt

of God, where to place them . He there in.

stances in particles of water, of which there are

fuch immenſe numbers, which compoſe the rivers

and oceansof this world ; and the infinite myriads

of the luminous and fiery particles, which com

poſe the body of the Sunz ſo many, that it would

be very unreaſonable to ſuppoſe no two of them

fhould be exactly equal and alike.

i 1994

* Anfw . ( 1. ) To this.I anſwer : that as wemult

ſuppoſematter tobe infinitely diviſible, ic is very

unlikely, that any two; of all theſe particl -s , are

exactly equal and alike ; ſo unlikely, that it is a

itoulandZ a
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thouſand to one, yea , an infinite number to one,

but it is otherwiſe : and that although we ſhould

allow a great fimiliarity between the different par

ticles of water and fire, as to their generalna

ture and figure; and however ſmall we ſuppoſe

thoſe particles to be, it isinfinitely unlikely , that

any two of them ſhould be exactly equal in die

menſions and quantity of matter. If we ſhould

fuppoſe a great many globes of the fame nature

with the globe of the earth, it would be very

ſtrange, if there were any two of them that had

exactly the ſame number of particles of duft and

water in them . But infinitely leſs ſtrange , than

that two particles of light Thould have juſt the

fame quantity of matter . For a particle of light,

according to the doctrine of the infinite divifi

bility of matter, is compoſed of infinitely more

affignable parts, than there are particles of duft

andwater in the globe of the earth . And assit

is infinitely „plikely, that any two of theſeparti

cles ſhould be equal; ſo it is, that they thould be

alike in other reljects : , to inſtance in the confi

guration of their ſurfaces. If there were very ma

ny globes, of the nature of the earth , it would be

very unlikely that any two fhould have exactly

the fame aumber of particles of duſt, Water

and ſtone, in their ſurfaces, and all poſited ex

actly alike, one with reſpect to another, without

any difference, in any part diſcernable either by

the naked eye or microſcope; but infinitely leſs

ftrange, than that two particles oflight ſhould

be perfectly of the fame figure. For there are

infinitely more affignable real parts on the ſurface

of a particle of light, than there are particles of

duft, water and ſtone, on the ſurface of the ter- ,

i sentrial Globe.

Anfw .

21 :
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Anſw . (2. ) But then , fuppoſing that there are

two particles, or atomsof matter, perfectly equal

and alike, which God has placed in different parts

of the creation ; as I will not deny it to be poſ

fiblefor God to make two bodies perfectly alike,

and put them in different places ; yet it will not

follow , that two different or diftinct acts or ef

fects of the Divine Power have exactly the ſame

fitneſs for the ſame ends. For theſe two diffe

rent bodies are not different or diſtinct, in any

other reſpects than thoſe wherein they differ :

they are two in no other reſpects than thoſe

wherein there is a difference. If they are per

fectly equal and alike in themſelves, then they can

be diſtinguiſhed , orbe distince, only in thoſe

things which are called circumſtances ; as place,

time, reft, motion , or ſome orher preſent or

paſt circumſtances or relations. For it is, diffe

rence only that conſtitutes diſtinction . If God

makes two bodies, in themſelves every way equal

and alike, and agreeing perfectly in all other cir

cumſtances and relations, but only their place ; .

then in this only is there any diſtinction or dupli

city. The figure is the ſame, the meaſure is the

ſame, the ſolidity and reſiſtance are the fame,

and every thing the fame, but only the place,

Therefore what the Will of God determines, is

this, namely, that there ſhould be the fame fie

gure, the ſame extenſion , the fame reſiſtance,

& c. in two different places . And for this deter

mination he has ſome reaſon. There is ſome

end, for which ſuch a determination and act

has a peculiar fitneſs, above all other acts . Here

is no one thing determined without an end , and

no one thing without a fitneſs for that end , ſu

perior to any thing elſe. If it be the pleaſure of

God to cauſe the ſame reſiſtance, and the ſame

figure, to be in two different places and ſituati

2 3
Oils
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ons, we can no more juſtly argue from it, that

here muſt be ſome detei niination or act of God's

will, that is wholly without motive or end , then

wecan argue, thatwhenever, in any caſe it is a

man's will to 1peak the ſame words, or make

the ſame founds at two different times there

muf te fome determination or act of his will

without any motive or end. The difference of

place, in the farm -r caſe, proves no more than

the difference of timedues in the other. If any

one ſhould ſay, with regard to the former cafe ,

that there muſt be ſomething determined without

an end ; viz. that of thoſe two ſimilar bodies,

this in particular Phould be made in this place,

and the other in the other, and Tould enquire,

why the Creator did notmake them in a tranſ

polition , when both are alike, and each would

equally have ſuited either place . The enquiry

ſuppoſes ſomething that is not true; namely, that

thetwo bodies differ and are diftinct in other res

fpects beſides their place. So that with this dis

tinction inherent in them , they might, in their firſt

creation, have been tranſpoied , and each might

have begun jis exiſtence in the place of the other.

Let us, for clearneſs fake, fuppoſe, that God

had, at the beginning, made two globes, each of

an inch diameter, both perfect ſpheres, and per

fectly folid, without pores, and perfectly alike in

every reſpect, and placed them near one to anos

ther, one towards the right hand, and the other

towards the left, without any difference as to

time, motion or reſt, paſt or prefent, or any

circumſtance, but only their place , and the queſ

tion ſhould be aſked, why God in their creation

placed them ſo ? Why that which is made on the

right hand, was not made on the left, and tiče

verſa ?? Let it be well conſidered , whether there

be
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be
any fenſe in ſuch a queſtion ; and whether the

enquiry does not ſuppoſe ſomething falfe and ab .

ſurd . Let it be conſidered , what the Creator muſt

have done otherwiſe than he did , what different

act of will or power he muſt have exerted, in or.

der to the thing propoſed . All that could have

been done, would have been to have made two

ſpheres, perfectly alike; in the faine places where

he has made them , without any difference of the

things made, either in themſelves or in any circum .

ftance ; ſo that the whole effect would have been

without any difference, and, therefore, juſt the

ſame. the fuppofition, the two fpheres are

different in no other reſpect but their place ; and

therefore in other reſpects they are the ſame.

Each has the ſame roundneſs ; it is not a diſtinct

rotundity, in any other refpect but its fituation.

There are, alſo, the ſame dimenſions, differing in

nothing but their place. And ſo of their reſiſtance,

and every thing elſe that belongs to them ,

Here, if any chuſe to ſay, “ that there is a dif

ference in another reſpect, viz . that they are not

NUMERICALLY the ſame : that it is thus

with all the qualities that belong to them : that it

is confeſſed, they are , in ſome reſpects, the fame ;

that is , they are both exactly alike ; but yet nume

rically they differ. Thus the roundneſs of one is

not the ſame numerical, individual roundneſs with

that of the other." Let this be fuppoſed ; then

the queſtion about the determination of the Die

vine ' Will in the affair, is , why did God will,

that this individual roundneſs ſhould be at the

right hand, and the other individual roundneſs at

the left ? why did not he make them in a con

trary poſition ? Let any rational perfon confider,

whether ſuch queſtions be not words without a

meaning ; as much as if God ſhould fee fit for

Z 4 fone
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fomeends; tocauſe the ſamefounds to be repeated

or made at two different times , the ſounds being

perfectly the fame inevery other reſpect, but only

one was a minute after the ocber , and it ſhould

be asked , upon it, why God cauſed theſe ſounds,

numerically different, toſucceed one the otherin

fuch a manner ? Why he did not make that indi

vidual found , which was in the firſt minute , to be

in the ſecond .And the individual ſound of the

laſt minute to be in the firſt ; which enquiries

would be even ridiculous ; as, I think, every pero

fon mult ſee , i at once, in thecaſe propoſed oftwo

founds, being o ly: the ſame repeated, abſolutely

without any difference, but that one circunia

Kance of time. If the Moſt High fees it will

anſwer ſome good end , that the ſame found ſhould

be made by lightening at two diflinct times,

and therefore wills that it ſhould be ſo, muft it

needstherefore be , thạc herein there is fome, act:

of God's will without any motive or endt God :

ſaw fit often , at diſtinct times, aod on different

occaſions, to ſay: the very fame words to Mojes :p

panely, thoſe, Iam Jehovah. And would it not

be unreaſonable to infer, as a certain consequence,

from this, that here muſt be ſome act or acts of

the Divine Will, in determining and diſpoſing

theſe words exactly alike, at different times, wholly,

without aim or inducement ? But it would be no

more unreaſonable than to ſay , that there muſt

be an act of God's without any inducement; if

he fees it beſt, and , for ſome reaſons, determines,

that there ſhall be the ſame reſiſtance, thellandi

dimenſions, and the ſamefigure, in ſeveral diftince

places. p you

-4018

olf, in the inſtance of the two fpheres, perfęcılyy

alikes it be ſuppoſed poffible that God might have

made them in a contrary poſitionſ that which is

i visoko
made
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made at the righc hand, being made at the left ;

then I aſk , Whether it isnot evidency equally

that in theplace of the right-hand globe, that he

might have madethat numerically different from

what it is, and numerically different from what

he did make it , though perfectly alike, and in the

fame place ; and atthe ſame time , and in every

reſpect, in the ſame circumſtances and relations ?

Namely, whether he might not liave made it

numerically the ſame with that wbich he has now

made at the left hand , and fo have left that

which is now .created at the right hand, in a ſtare

of non- exiſtence ? And, if ſo, whether it would

not have been poſſible to have made one in that

place, perfectly like theſe, and yet numerically

differing from both ? And let it be conſidered,

whether, from this notion of a numerical diffe .

rence in bodies, perfectly equal and alike, which

numerical difference is ſomething inherent in the

bodies themſelves, and diverſe from the difference

of place or time, or any circumſtance whatfo

ever , it will not follow , that there is an infinite

number of numerically different poſſible bodies ,

perfectly alike, amo g which God chuſes, by a

felf-determining power, when he goes about to

create bodies.

Therefore let us put the caſe thus : Suppofing ,

that God , in the beginning, had created but one

perfectly ſolid fphere, in a certain place ; and it

Thould be enquired, Why God created that indi-:

vidual ſphere, in that place, at that time? And

why he did not create another ſphere perfectly i

like it , but numerically different, in the ſame

place, at the ſame time ? or why he choſe to

bring inco being there, that very body, rathers

than any of the infinite number of other bodies,

perfectly

ܝܰ݁ܕ
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perfectly like it ; either of which he could have

made there as well , and would have anſwered his

end as well ? Why he cauſed to exiſt, at that

place and time, that individual roundneſs, rather

than any other of the infinite number of individual

rotunditres, just like it ? Why that individual

reſiſtance, rather than any other of the infinite

number of poſible reſiſtances, juſt like it ? And

it might as reafonably be aſked,Why, when God

firſt cauſed it co thunder, he cauſed that individual

found then to be made, and not another juſt like

it ? Why did he make choice of this very ſound,

and reject all the infinite numberof other poffible

ſounds jutt like it, but numerically differing from

it, and all differing one from another ? I think ,

every body muſt befenfible of the abſurdity and

nonſenſe of what is ſuppoſed in ſuch enquiries.

And , it we calmly attend to the matter, we ſhall

be convinced, that all ſuch kind of objections as;

I am anſwering, are founded on nothing but the

imperfection of our manner of conceiving things,

and the obſcureneſs of language, and great want

of clearneſs and preciſion in the fignification of

terms.

If any ſhall find fault with this reaſoning, that,

it is going a great length into metaphyſical nice

ties and ſubtilties ; I anſwer, the objection which

they are in reply to , is a metaphyſical ſubtility ,

and muſt be treated according to the nature

of it * .

* II. ANOTHER thing alledged is, that innume

rable things which are determined by the Divine

Will,

“ For men to have recourſe to ſubtilties, in railing difo

“ ficulties, and then complain, that they ſhould be taken off

si by minutely examining theſe ſubtilties, is a ſtrange kind

to di procedure. " Nature of the Human Soul, vol . 2 , p . 331 .
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Will, and chofen and done by God rather than

ochers, differ from thoſe that are not chofen in ſo

inconfiderable a manner, thar it would be un

reafonable to ſuppofe the difference to be of any

confequence, or that there is any fuperior fitneis

or goodneſs, that God can have reſpect to in the

determination .

To which I anſwer ; it is impoffible for us to

determine, with any certainty or evidence, that

becauſe the difference is very ſmall, and appears

to us of no conſideration , therefore there is ab ..

folutely no ſuperior goodneſs, and no valuable

end, which can be propoſed by the Creator 'and:

Governor of the world, in ordering ſuch a diffe

rence . The forementioned author mentions many

inſtances. One is , there being one atom in the

whole univerſe 'more , or leis. But, I think , it

would be unreaſonable to ſuppoſe, that God made

One atom in vain, or without any end or 'motive.

He made nor one atom , but what was a work of

his Almighty Power, as much as the whole globe

of the earth , and requires as much of a conſtant

exertion of Almighty Power to uphold it ; -and

was made and is upheld underſtandingly , and

on deſign, as much as if no other had been made

but that. And it would be as unreaſonable to

fuppofe, that he maite it without anything

really aimed at in ſo doing, as much as to fupa

pofe, that he made the planer Jupiter withouç

aim or deſign.

" It is poſſible, that the moſt minute effects of

the Creator's power, the ſmalleſt affignable diffe

rence between the things which God has made,

may be actended , in the whole feries of events,

and the whole compaſs and extent of their in

Auence, with very great and imporiane confe

quences .
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quencesa, If the laws of motion and gravitation

laid down by Sir Iſaac Newton, hold univerſally,

there is not one atom , nor the left allignable part

of an atom , but what has influence, every mo

ment, throughout the whole material univerſe, to

cauſe every part to be otherwiſe than it would be,

if itwere not for thatparticular corporeal exiſtence,

And however the effect is inſenſible for the pre

ſent, yet it may , in length of time, become
great

and important,

To illuſtrate this, let us ſuppoſe two bodies

moving the ſame way, in ſtraight lines, perfectly

parallel one to another ; but to be diverted from

this parallel courſe, and drawn one from another,

as much as might be by the attraction of an atom ,

at the diſtanceof one of the furtheft of the fixed

ſtars from the earth ; theſe bodies being turned

out of the lines of their parallel motion, will, by,

degrees, get further and further diftant, one from

the other ; and though the diſtance may be im

perceptible for a long time, yet at length it may

become very great. So the revolution of a planet

round the fun being retarded or accelerated,

and the orbit of its revolution made
greater or

leſs, and more or leſs elliptical; and to its perio

dical time, longer or ſhorter, no niore than inay

be by the inħuence of the leaſt atom, might,

in length of time, perform a whole revolution

fooner or later than otherwiſe it would have done ;

which might make a vaſt alteration with regard

to millions of important events. So the influ

ence of the leaft particle may, for ought we

know , have ſuch effect on ſomething in the con

ftitution of ſome human body, as to cauſe another

thought to ariſe in the mind at a certain time,

than otherwiſe would have been ; which , in length

of time, (yea, and that not very great) might oc

caſion
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caſion a vaſt alteration through the whole world

of mankind . And fo innumerable other ways

might be mentioned, wherein the leaſt affignable

alteration may poſſibly be attended with great con

ſequences.

-5 ANOTHER argument, which the fore-mentioned

author brings againſt a neceſſary determination of

the Divine Will, by a ſuperior fitneſs, is , that ſuch

doctrine derogates from the freeneſs ofGod's grace

and goodneſs, in chuſing the objects of his favour

and bounty , and from the obligation upon men to

ibankfulneſs for ſpecial benefits . P. 89 , & c.

viIn anſwer to this objection, I would obſerve,

1. That it derogates no more from the good

neſs of God, to ſuppoſe the exerciſe of the bene

volence of his nature to be determined by wif.

dom, than to ſuppofe it determined by chance,

and that his favours are beſtowed altogether at

random , his will being determined by nothing

but perfect accident, without any end or defign

whatſoever : which muſt be the caſe, as has been

demonſtrated , if Volition be not determined by a

prevailing motive. That which is owing to per

fect contingence, wherein neither previous in .

ducement, nor antecedent choice has any hand ,

is not owing more to goodneſs or benevolence,

than that which is owing to the influence of a

wiſe end. It

125 . lc jtale

-12 . It is acknowledged, that if the motive that

determines the Will of God, in the choice of the

objects of his favours, be any morál quality

the object, recommending that object to his be

nevolence above others, his chuſing that object is

not ſo great a manifeſtation of the freeneſs and

ſovereignty of his Grace, as if it were otherwiſe.

Buc
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But there is no Neceffity offuppofing this, in order

to our ſuppofing that he has fome wife end in

view , in determining to beſtow his favours on

one perfon rather than another. We are to diftin

guiſh between the merit of the objeết of God's Fas

vour, or a moral qualification of the object attract

ing that favour and recommending to it, and the

natural fitneſs of huch a determination of the age of

God's goodneſs, to anſwer fomewile defign of his

own, fome end in the view of God's Omniſciences

le is God's own act, that is the proper and im

mediate object of his Volition .

i

3. I SUPPOSE that none will deny, but that, in

ſome inſtances, God acts from wife deſign inde

termining the particular ſubjects of his favours :

none will ſay , I prefume, that when God diftin

guilhes, by his bouncy, particular focieties or per

ions, He never , in any inſtance, exerciſes any

wiſdom in ſo doing, aiming at ſome happy con

ſequence. And , if ic be not denied to be ſo in fome

inſtances, then I would enquire, whether, in theſe

inſtances, God's goodnels is leſs manifelted, than

in thoſe wherein God has no aim or end at all

And whether the ſubjects have leis cauſe of

thankfulneſs ? And it lo, who ſhall be thankful

for the beltowment of diftinguiſhing mercy , with

that enhancing circumſtance of the diſtinction's

being made without an end ? How lhall it be

known when God is influenced by ſome wiſe aim,

and when not ? It is very manifeft, with reſpect

to the apoſtle Paul, that God had wife epds in

chuſing him to be a Chriftian and an Apoftle,

who had been a perſecutor, & c. The apoſtle

himſelf mentions one end. 1 Tim . ia ia 5 , 46 .

Cbriſt Jefus came into the world to fave finner sa of

whom I am chief. Howbeit, for ibis caufe I oblained

mercy, that in mefirſt, Jejus Chriſt migbi shew forth

all
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alt long -Jaffering , for a pattern to them who ſhould

bereafter believe on Him to life everlaſting . But yet

the apoſtle never looked on it as a diminution of

the freedom and riches of Divine Grace in his

election, which he fo often and ſo greatly magni

fies. This brings me to obſerve,

4. Our ſuppoſing ſuch a moral Neceſſity in the

acts of God's will, as has been fpoken of, is ſo

far from neceſſarily derogating from the riches of

God's grace to ſuch as are the choſen objectsof

his favour, that, in many inſtances, this moral

Neceſſity may ariſe from goodneſs, and from the

great degree of it. God may chuſe this object

ratherthan another, as having a ſuperior fitneſs

to anſwer the ends, deſigns and inclinations of

his goodneſs ; being more ſinful, and fo more

miſerable and neceſſicous than others ; the inclina.

tions of Infinite Mercy and Benevolence may be

more gratified , and the gracious deſign of God's

ſending his Son into the world , may be more

abundantly anſwered, in the exerciſes of mercy,

towards ſuch an object, rather than another.

:: One thing more I would obſerve, before I

finiſh what I have to ſay on the head of the Ne ,

cefüty of the acts of God's will , and that is,

that ſomething much more like a ſervile ſub

jection of the Divine Being to fatal Neceffity, will

follow from Arminian principles, than from the

doctrines which they oppoſe. For they (at leatt

moſt of them ) ſuppoſe, with reſpect to all events

that happen in the moral world, depending on

the Volitions of moral agents, which are the moft

important events of the univerſe, to which all

others are ſubordinate; I ſay, they ſuppoſe, with

refpect to theſe, that God has a certain foreknow

ledge of them , antecedent to any purpoſes or

decrees
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decrees of his about them . And if ſo tħey have a

fixed certain futurity, prior to any deſigns or

volitions of his, and independent on them , and

to which his volitions muſt be ſubject, as he

would wiſely accommodate his affairs to this fixed

futurity of the ſtate of things in the morat

world . So that here, inſtead of a moral necef

fity of God's Will, ariſing from , or confiſting ing

the infinite perfection and bleſſedneſs of the Di.

vine Being, we have a fixed unalterable ſtate of

things, properly diſtinct from the perfect nature of

the Divine Mind, and the ſtate of the Divine

Will and Deſign, and entirely independent on

theſe things, and which they have no hand in, be

Cauſe they are prior to them ; and which God's

Will is truly fubject to, being obliged to conform

or accommodate himſelf to ' it, in all his purpoſes

and decrees, and in every thing he does in his

diſpofals and government of the world ; the

moral world being the end of the natural ; fo

that all is in vain, that is not accommodated to

that ſtate of the moral world, which conſiſts in,

or depends upon , the acts and ſtate of the wilis

of moral agents, which had a fixed futurition

from eternity. Such a ſubjection to neceflity as

this , would truly argue an inferiority and ſervi.

tude, that would be unworthy of the Supreme

Being ; and is much more agreeable to the notion

which many of the heathen had of Fale, as above

the gods, than that moral neceſſity of fitneſs and

wiſdom which has been ſpoken of ; and is truly

repugnant to the abfolute ſovereignty of God,

and inconſiſtent with the ſupremacy of his will ;

and really ſubjects the will of the Moft High, to

the will of his creatures, and brings him into de

pendence upon chem .

*

SECT.
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Concerning that Objection againſt the Doctrine which

has been maintained , that it makes GOD the.

Author of Sin

T is urged by Arminians, that the doctrine

of the neceſſity of men's volitions, or their

neceſſary connection with antecedent events and

circumſtances, makes the firſt cauſe, and fuprene :

order of all things, the Author of Şin ; in chat

he has ſo confticuted the ſtate and courſe of :

things, that , ſinful yolitions become neceſſary,

in conſequence of his diſpoſal. Dr.Wbitby, in

his Diſcourfe on the Freedom of the Will *, cites

one of the ancients, as on his fide, declaring thai

this opinion of the neceflity of the will ab.

ſolves Sinners, as doing nothing of their own

accord which was evil , and would caſt all the

blame of all the wickedneſs committed in the

world, upon God, and upon his Providence, if

that were admitted by the affertors of this fate ; ?

whether he himſelf did neceffitate them to do thele.

things, or ordered matters ſo, that they ſhould

be conſtrained to do them by ſome other cauſe . ''

And the doctor ſays, in another place t, “ In the

nature of the thing, and in the opinion of philo,

ſophers, cauſa deficiens, in rebusneceſariis, ad caufam

per le efficientem reducenda eft. In things neceſſary, *

the deficient caufe muſt be reduced to the efficient.

And in this caſe the reafon is evident ; becauſe s

che not doing what is required , or not avoiding

what is forbidden, being a defect, muſt follow

fromА а

* On the five Points, p. 361. + Ibid. p . 486 .
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from the poſition of the neceſſary cauſe of that

deficiency."

CONCERNING this, I would obſerve the following

things.

1. If there be any difficulty in this matter, it is

nothing peculiar to this ſcheme ; it is no difficulty

or diſadvantage, wherein it is diftinguiſhed from

the ſcheme of Arminians ; and, therefore, not ſea

ſonably objected by them .

: Dr. Whitby fuppofes, that if Sin neceffarily

follows from God's withholding, affiſtance, or if

that affiſtance be not given , which is abſolately

neceſſary to the avoiding of Evil; then, in the na

ture of the thing, God muſt be as properly the

Author of that Evil, as if he were the efficient

cauſe of it. From whence, according to what he

himſelf fays of the devils and damned ſpirits,

God muft be the proper Author of their perfect

unreſtrained wickedneſs : he muſt be the efficient

cauſe of the great pride of the devils, and of

their perfectmalignity againft God, Chrift, his

faints, and all that is good, and of the infatiable

cruelty of their difpofition. For he allows, that

God has fo forſaken them, and does fo withhold his

affiſtance from them , that they are incapacitated

from doing good, and determined only to evil *.

Ourdoctrine, in its conſequence, makes God the

Author of men's Sin in this world, no more, and

in no other fenſe, than his doctrine, in its confe

quence, makes God the Author of the helliſh pride

and malice of the devils . And doubtlefs the latter

is as odious an effect as the former.

AGAIN, if it will follow at all, that God is

the Author of Sin , from what has been ſuppoſed

. On the five points, p . 302, 305
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of a fure and infallible connection between antes

cedents and conſequents, it will follow becauſe of

this, viz . that for God to be Author or Orderer

of thoſe things which, he knows before -hand ,

will infallibly be attended with fuch a conſe

quence, is the fame thing, in effect, as for him to

be the Author of that conſequence. But, if this

be fo , this is a difficulty which equally attends

the doctrine of Arminians themſelves ; at leaft, of

thoſe of them who allow God's certain fore -know .

ledge of all events. For, on the fuppoſition of

ſuch a fore-knowledge, this is the caſewith reſpect

to every Sin that is cominitted : God knew, that

if he ordered and brought to pafs ſuch and ſuch

events , ſuch Sins would infallibly follow. As

før inſtance, God certainly foreknew , long before

Judas was born, that if he ordered things fo, that

there ſhould be fuch a man born , at ſuch a time;

and at ſuch a place, and that his life ſhould be

preſerved, and that he ſhould , in Divine Provi.

dence, be led into acquaintance with Jeſus ; and

that his heart ihould be fo influenced by God's

Spirit or Providence; as to be inclined to be a

follower of Chriſt , and that he ſhould be one

of choſe twelve, which ſhould be choſen con

ftantly to attend him as his family , and that his

health ſhould be preſerved, ſo that he ſhould go

up to Jeruſalem , at the laſt Paffover in Chriit's

life ; and it ſhould be ſo ordered , that Judas ſhould

fee Chriſt's kind treatment of the woman which ,

anointed him at Bethany, and have that reproof

from Chriſt, which he had at that time, and ſee

and hear other things, which excited his enmity

againſt his Maſter, and other circumſtances ſhould

be ordered , as they were ordered ; it would be

what would moſt certainly and infallibly follow ,

that Judas would betray his Lord, and would ſoon

A2 % after
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after hang himſelf, and die impenitent, and be

ſent to hell, for his horrid wickedneſs.

THEREFORĖ , this ſuppoſed difficulty ought not

to be brought as an objection againſt the ſcheme

which has been maintained, as diſagreeing with the

Arminian ſcheme, ſeeing it is no difficulty owing

to ſuch a diſagreement ; but a difficulty wherein

the Arminians ſhare with us. That muſt be un .

reaſonably made an objection againſt our differing

from them, which we ſhould not eſcape or avoid

at all by agreeing with them.

And therefore I would obſerve ,

II . They who object, that this doctrine makes

God the Author of Sin, ought diſtinctly to ex

plain what they mean by that phraſe, The Autbor

of Sin. I know the phraſe, as it is commonly

uſed, ſignifies fomething very ill . If by the Au

thor of Sin, be meant the Sinner, the Agent, or Ac

tor of Sin, or the Doer of a wicked thing ; ſo it

would be a reproach and blafphemy, to ſuppoſe

God to be the Author of Sin. In this ſenſe, I

utterly deny God to be the Author of Sin re .

jecting ſuch an imputation on the Moſt High, as

what is infinitely to be abhorred ; and deny any

fuch thing to be the conſequence of what I have

laid down. But if, by the Author of Sin , is meant

the permitter, or not a hinderer of Sin ; and, at

the lame time, a diſpoſir of the ſtate of events,

in fuch a manner, for wiſe, holy , and moſt excel .

lent ends and purpoles, that Sin , if it be permit

ted or not hindered, will moft certainly and in

fallibly follow : I ſay, if this be all that is meant,

by being tlie Author of Sin , I do not deny that

God is the Author of Sin , (though I difike and

reject the phraſe, as that which by uſe and cuſ

tom is aptto carry another ſenſe ) it is no reproach

for
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for the Moſt High to be thus the Author of Sin.

This is not to be the Actor of Sin , but, on the con.

trary, of bolineſs. What God doth herein, is holy ;

and a glorious exercile of the infinite excellency of

his nature. And, I do not deny, that God's being

thus the Author of Şin, follows from what I have

laid down ; and, I aſſert, that it equally follows

from the doctrine which is maintained by moſt of

the Arminian divines.

That it is moſt certainly ſo, thatGod is in ſuch

a manner the Diſpoſer and Orderer of Sin, is

evident, if any credit is to be given to the Scrip

tures ; as well as becauſe it is impoſſible, in the na

ture of things, to be otherwiſe. In ſuch a manner

God ordered the obſtinacy of Pharaoh, in his re

fuſing to obey God's Commands, to let the peo

ple go. Exod iv. 21. I will harden bis heart, and

be shall not let the people go. Chap. vii. 2-5. Aaron

thy brother ſhall ſpeak unto Pharaoh, that he ſend the

children of Iſrael out of his land. And I will barden

Pharaoh's beart, and multiply my ſigns and my won .

ders in the land of Egypt. But Pharaoh fall not

bearken unto you ; that I may lay, mine band upon

Egypt, by great judgments, & c. Chap. ix. 12.

And the Lordbardened the beart of Pharaoh, and be

bearkened not unto them , as the Lord bad ſpoken unto

Móſes. Chap. X. 1 , 2.. And theLord said unto

Moſes, Go in unto Pharaoh ; for. I bave bardened

bis beart, and the beart of bis ſervants, that I might

jew theſe my higns before him , and that thou mayeſt

tell it in the ears of thy fon , and, tby ſon's ſon, what

things I bave wrougbi in Egypt, and my ſigns which

I have done amongſt them , that ye may know that I

- am the Lord. Chap. xiv. 4. And.I will barden

Pharaoh's heart, that be ſhall follow after them : and

I will be honoured upon Pharaoh, and upon all his

Hof , Ver, 8. And the Lord bardered the beart of

PharaohA 2 3
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Pharaoh King of Egypt, and he purſued after the

Children of Ifrael. And it is certain , thac in ſuch

a manner God , for w ſe and good ends , ordered

that event, Joſeph being ſold into Egypt, by hiş

brethren . Gen. xlv . 5 Now , therefore, be not

grieved, nor angry with yourſelves, ibat ye fold me

bither-; for God dia ſend me before you to preſerve lifes

Ver 7 ,8, God did ſend me before you to preſervera

poſterity in the earth, and to ſave your lives by a great

deliverance : ſa ibat now it was not you , that fent me

bither, but God . Pfal. cvii . 17. He sent a man be

fore them, even Jofeph, who was sold for a fervant.

It is certain , that thus God ordered the Sin and

Folly of Sibon King of the Amorites, in refuſing

to let the people of Iſrael paſs by him peaceably.

Deut. ii . 30. But Sihon King of Helhoon would

not let us pels by him ; for the Lord thy God bardened

bis ſpirit, and made bis heart obſtinate, that he might

deliver him into thine band, It is certain , that

God thus ordered the Sin and Folly of the Kings

of Canaan , that they attempted not to make peace

with Ifrael, but, with a ſtupid boldneſs and obftia.

nacy, fet themſelves violently to oppoſe them and

their God . Joſh. xi . 20. For it was of the Lord,

to barden tbeir hearts, that they fould come againſt

Hrael in battle, that he might deſtroy them utterly,

and that they might bave no favour ; but that be

might deſtroy them, as the Lord commanded Mofes.

It is evident, that thus God ordered the treach

erous rebellion of Zedekiab againſt the King of

Babylon. Jer. lii . 3 : For through the anger of the

Lord it came to paſs in Jeruſalem , and Judah, until

be bad caſt thein out from his preſence, that Zede

kiah rebelled againſt the King of Babylon. So 2 Kings

xxiv, 20. And it is exceeding manifeft, that God

thus ordered the rapine and unrighteous ravages

of Nebuchadnezzar, in ſpoiling and ruining the

pations round about. Jer. xxv. 2. Behold, I will

Send
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fend and take all the families of the north , ſaith the

Lord, and Nebuchadnezzar my fervant, and will

bring them againſt this land, and againſt all the na

tions round about ; and will utterly deſtroy them, and

make them an aſtoniſhment, and an biffing, and per ,

petual deſolations. Chap. xliii . 10, 11. I will ſend

and také Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, my

ſervant : and I will fet his throne upon theſe ſtones

that I have bid , and be ſhall spread his royal pavilion

aver them . And when he cometh, he fall [mite the

land of Egypt, and deliver ſuch as are for death to

death , and ſuch as are for captivity to captivity,

and ſuch asare for the ſword to the ſword. Thus

God repreſents himſelf as ſending for Nebuchadnez

zar, and taking of him and his armies, and bring ,

ing him againſt the nations, which were to be de

ftroyed by him, to that very end , that he mighf

utterly deſtroy them , and make them defolate ,

* and as appointing the work that he ſhould do,

fo particularly, that the very perſons were deſign ,

ed , that he ſhould kill with the ſword ; and thoſe

that ſhould be killed with famine and peſtilence,

and thoſe that ſhould be carried into captivity;

and that in doing all theſe things, he ſhould act

as his fervant ; by which, leſs cannot be intended ,

than that he ſhould ſerve his purpoſes and de,

ſigns. And in Jer. xxvii, 4, 5, 6. God declares,

how he would cauſe him thus to ſerve his de

ſigns, viz. by bringing this to paſs in his fove

reign diſpoſals, as the great Poffeffor and Gover

nor of the Univerſe, that diſpoſes all things juſt

as pleaſes him . Thus, faith the Lood of Hofts, the

God of Iſrael ; I bave made the earth , the man and

the beaſt, that are upon the ground, by my great

power, and my ſtretched out arm, and bave given it

unta whom it ſeemed meet unto me : and now I have

given all theſe lands into the hands of Nebuchad

pezzar MY SERVANT, and the beaſts of the

field
Aa4
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XXX . 24 , 25, 26. , Yea, God speaks of hiso terri.

field bave Igivenalſo 10 ferve bim . And Nebuchado

nezzar is ſpoken of as doing theſe things, by

having his arms Jirengthened by God, and having

God's Jword put into bis bands, for this end . Ezek .

bly ravaging and waſting the nations, and cru :

elly deſtroying all forts, without diſtinction of ſex

or age, as the weapon in God's hand, and the in

ſtrument of his indignation, which God makes ulę

of to fulfill his own purpoſes, and execute his own

vengeance. Jer li . 20, &c. Thou art my battle -axe,

and weapons of war. For with tbee will I break in

pieces ibe nations, and with thee I will deftroy kingdoms,

and with thee I will break in pieces the barfes and his

rider, and with thee I will break in pieces thechariot

and bis rider ; with thee alſo will I break in piecesman

and wiman ; and with thee will I break in pieces old

and young ; and with thee will I break in pieces the

young man and the maid, &c. It is reprefented, that

the deſigns of Nebuchadnezzar, andthoſe that de

ſtroyed 7 erufalem , never could have been accom

pliſhed, had not God determined them, as well as

they ; Lam . iii . 37. Who is be that faith, and it

cometh to pafs, and the Lord commandeth it nou ? And

yet the King of Babylon's thus deſtroying the na

țions, and eſpecially the Jews, is ſpoken of as his

great wickedneſs, for wihch God finally deſtroyed

him . Ifa. xiv . 4 , 5, 6, 12. Hab. ii. 5-12, and

Jer. chap. I. and li It is moſt manifeſt, that God ,

to ſerve his own deſigns, providentially ordered

Sbimei's curfing David. 2 Sam . xvi . 10, 11. The

Lord bath ſaid unto him curſe David .- Let him

curſe, for the Lord bath bidden bim .

do 4111

* It is certain, that God thus, for excellent,holy,

gracious, and glorious ends, ordered the fact

which they committed, who were concerned in

Chrift's
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Chriſt's death ; and that therein they did but ful.

fill God's deſigns. As, I truſt, no Chriſtian will

deny it was thedeſign of God , that Cheiit ſhould

be crucified , and that for this end , he came into

the world . It is very manifeſt, by many. Scrip

tures, that the whole affair of Chrilt's crucifixion,

with its circumſtances, and the treachery of Judas,

that made way for it, was ordered in God's

providence, in purſuance of his purpoſe ; not

withſtanding the violence that is uſed with thoie

plain Scriptures, to obſcure and pervert the ſenſe

of them . A &ts il. 23. Him being delivered , by the

determinate counſel apa foreknowledge of God, ye

bave takeny, and, wiib wicked bands, have crucified.

end Nain. Luke xxii. 21 , 2², + But bebold the

band of him ihat betrayeth me, is with me on Ibe

table : and truly the Sun of Man gaeth, as it was

determined. Acts iv. 27, 28. For of a truth ,

againſt the holy child Jeſus, whom thou hast anointed,

kotb Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Geniiles,

and ibe people of Iſrael, were gathered togeiber, for

to do wbatſoever tky, band and tby, counſel determined

kefore to be done. Acts iii. 17 , 18. And now , bre

şbren, I wob that ibrough ignorance ye did it, as did

alfo

" Grotiusa, as well as Beza, obſerves, Filoywyobs mult

here ſignify decree ; and Elſner has ſhewn that it has

* fignification:in approved Grèęk writers. And it is cer.

stain exdotc ſignifies one given up into the hands of an

« enemy.” Doadridgein Loc,

+ “ As this paſſage is not liauleto the ambiguities, which

ſome have apprehended in Aas ii , 23. and iv . 28. (which

« yet Teem on the whole to be parallel to it, in their most

49 natural conſtruction ) I look upon it as an evident proof,

that theſe things are, in the language of Scripture, taid

be determined or decreed (or exactly bounded and

i marked outbyGod, as the word wigiw meltnaturallyla

“ nifies) which he fees in fact will happen, in conſequence

of his volitions, without any neceffitating agency ; as well

as thoſe events, of which he is properly the Author."

Dodd, in Loc.

that
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alſo your rulers : but theſe things, which God before

bad shewed by the mouth of all his prophetsy that

Chriſt ſhould ſuffer, be hath fo fulfilled. So that what

theſe murderers of Chriſt did, is fpoken of as

what God brought to paſs or ordered , and that

by which he fulfilled his own word.

In Rev. xvii . 17. The agreeing of the Kings of the

earth to give ibeir kingdom to the beaſt, though it

was a very wicked thing in them, is ſpoken of as

a fulfilling God's Will, and what God hath put into

their hearts to do . It is manifeft that God fome

times permits Sin to be committed, and at the

fame time orders things ſo, that if he permits the

fact, it will come to paſs, becauſe, on ſome acá.

counts, he ſees ic needful and of importance, that.

it ſhould come to paſs. Matt. xviii . 7. It muſt

meeds be, that offences come ;but woto that man by

wbom the offence cometh. With 1 Cor. xi . 19. For ,

ibere muſt alſo be herefes among you, that they whickt:

are approved may be made manifeſt among you .

Thus it is certain and demonſtrable, from the

holy Scriptures, as well as the nature of things,

and the principles of Arminians, that God permits

Sin ; ana at the ſame time, ſo orders things, in

his Providence, that it certainly and infallibly will

come to paſs, in conſequence of his permiffion . .

I proceed to obſerve in the next place,

III. That there is a great difference between

God's being concerned thus, by his permiffon , in

an event and act, which, in the inherent fubject

and agent of it, is Sin, (though the event will

certainly follow on his permiſſion ) and his being

concerned in it by producing it and exerting the

act of Sin ; or between his being the Order of

its certain exiſtence, by not hindering it, under

certain
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certain circumſtances, and his being the proper

Actor or Author of it , by a poſitive Agency or Efi

ciency. And this, notwithſtanding what Dr. Whitby

offers about a faying of philoſophers , that caufa

deficiens in rebus necejſariis, ad caufam per fe efficie

entem reducenda eft. As there is a vaſt difference

between the ſun's being the cauſe of the light

fomeneſs and warmth of the atmoſphere, and

brightneſs of gold and diamonds, by its pre

fence and pofficive influence ; and its being the

occaſion of darkneſs and froft, in the nighi,

by its motion , whereby it descends below the

horizon. The motion of the fun is the oco

hon of the latter kind of events ; but it is not

the proper cauſe, efficient or producer of them ;

though they are neceffarily confequent on that

motion , under ſuch circumſtances : no more is

any action of the Divine Being the Cauſe of the

Evil of men's wills . If the fun were the proper

cauſe of cold and darkneſs , it would be the foun

tain of theſe things, as it is the fountain of light

and heat : and then ſomething might be argued

from the nature of cold and darkneſs, to a

likeneſs of nature in the fun ; and it might be

juſtly inferred , that the ſun itſelf is dark and

cold , and that his beams are black and froity.

But from its being the cauſe no otherwiſe than by

its departure, no ſuch thing can be inferred , but

the contrary , it may juftly be argued , that the

fun is a bright and hot body, if cold and dark

neſs are found to be the conſequence of its with

drawinent ; and the more conítantly and necef

ſarily theſe effects are connected with , and confined

to its ablence, the more ſtrongly does it a guc

the fun to be the fountain of light and hear.

So , inalmuch as Sin is not the Fruitofany pon

tive Agency or Influence of the Moſt High , bur,

on the contrary, ariles from the withholding of his

aćtion
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action and energy, and, under certain circum .

ftances, neceffarily follows,on the want of his in

fluence ; this is no argument that he is finful, or

his operation evil, or has any thing of the nature

of Evil ; but, on the contrary , that He, and his

Agency, are altogethergood and holy, and that

He is the Fountain of all Holineſs. It would

be strange arguing, indeed, becauſe men never

commit sin , but only when God leaves them to

tbemjeives, and neceſſarily fin , when he does fo,

and thererore their Sin is not from themſelves, but

from God ; and ſo , that God muſt be a finful

Being : as ſtrange as it would be to argue, be

cauſe it is always dark when the ſun is gone, and

never dark when the ſun is preſent, that therefore

all darkneis is from the fun , and that his diſk and

bcams must needs be black.

IV. If properly belongs to the Supreme and

Abfolute Governor of the Univerſe, to order all

important events within his dominion , by his

wiſdom : but the events in the moral world are

of the moſt important kind : ſuch as the moral

actions of intelligent creatures, and their conſe ,

quences .

These events will be ordered by ſomething,

They will either be diſpoſed by wiſdom , or they

will be diſpoſed by chance ; that is , they will be

difpoſed by blind and undeſigning cauſes, if that

were poſſible, and could be called a diſpoſal... Is

it not better, that the good and evil wbich hap

pens in God's world, ſhould be ordered, regu.

Jated , bounded and determined by the good plea

fure of an infinitely wiſe Being, who perfectly

comprehends within his underltanding and con

ftant view, the univerfality of things, in all

their extent and duration, and fees , all the influ

ence

L
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ence of every event, with reſpect to every indi

vidual thing and circumſtance, throughout the

grand ſyſtem , and the whole of the eternal feries

of conſequences ; than to leave theſe things to

fall out by chance, and to be determined by thoſe

cauſes which have no underſtandir.g or aim ?

Doubtleſs, in theſe important events, there is a

better and a worſe, as to the time, ſubject,

place, manner and circumſtances of their com

ing to paſs, with regard to their influence on the

itate and courſe of things. And if there be, it is

certainly beſt that they ſhould be determined to

that tiine, place, &c. which is beſt. And there

fore it is in its own nature fit, that wiſdom , and

not chance, ſhould order theſe things. So that

it belongs to the Being, who is the poffeffor of

infinite wiſdom , and is the Creator and Owner

of the whole ſyſtem of created exiſtences, and

has the care of all ; I ſay, it belongs to him , to

take care of this matter ; and he would not do

what is proper for him , if he ſhould neglect it .

And it is fo far from being unholy in him , to un

dertake this affair, that it would rather have been

unholy. co neglect it ; as it would have been a

neglecting what fitly appertains to him ; and , ſo

it wouldhave been a very unfit and unſuitable

neglect...,

Therefore the ſovereignty of God doubleſs ex

tends to this matter : eſpecially conſidering, that

if it ſhould be ſuppoſed to be otherwiſe, and God

fhould leave men's volitions, and all moral events ,

60 the determination and diſpoſition of blind

unmeaning cauſes, or they mould be left to

happen perfeetly without a caufe ; this would

be no more conſiſtent with liberty, in any no

tion of it, and particularly not in the Arminian

notion of it, than if there events were ſubject to

the
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the diſpoſal of Divine Providence, and the will

of man were determined by circumſtances which

are ordered and diſpoſed by livine Wiſdom , as

appears by what has already been obſerved. But

it is evident, that fuch a providential diſpoſing

and determining nen's moral actions, though it

infers a moral neceſſity of thoſe actions, yet ic

does not in the leaſt infringe the real liberty of

mankind ' ; the only liberty that common ſenſe

teaches to be neceſſary to moral agency , which,

as has been demonſtrated, is not inconbitent with

fuch neceſſity.

On the whole, it is manifeft, that God may bes

in the manner which has been deſcribed , the

Order and Diſpoſer of that event, which, in the

inherent ſubject and agent, is moral Evil ; and

yet His ſo doing may be no moral Evil . He may

will the diſpoſal of ſuch an event, and its com

ing to paſs for good ends, and his will nor be

an immoral or finful will, but a perfect holy

will. And he may actually, in his Providence,

fo difpoſe and permit things, that the event may

be certainly and infalliby connected with fuck

diſpoſal and perimiſfion, and his act therein noc

be an immoral vor unholy, but a perfect holy

act . Sin may be an evil thing, and yet that there

ſhould be ſuch a diſpoſal and permiffion , as that

it fhould come to pais, may be agood thing. This

is no contradiction , or inconſistence.Hofeph's

brethren's felling him into Egypt, conſider it only

as it was acted by them , and with respect to their

views and aims which were evil, was a very bad

thing ; but it was a good thing, as it was an

event of God's ordering, and conſidered with re

fpect to his views and aims which were good .

Genl. 20. As for you , we thought Evil againit mez

bai Goa meant it wto God. So the crucifixion of

Chriſt
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Chriſt, if we conſider only thoſe things which

belong to the event as it proceeded from his

murderers, and are comprehended within the com

paſs of the affair conſidered as their act, their

principles, diſpoſitions, views and aims ; ſo it was

one of the moſt heinousthings that ever was done ,

in many reſpects the moſt horrid of all acts ; but

conſider it, as it was willed and ordered of God,

in the extent of his deſigns and views, it was the

moſt admirable and glorious of all events , and

God's willing the event was the moſt holy volition

of God , that ever was made known to men ; and

God's act in ordering it, was a divine act, which,

above all others, manifeſts the moral.excellency of

the Divine Being.

The confideration of theſe things may help us

to a ſufficient anſwer to the cavils of Arminians,

concerning what has been ſuppoſed by many

Calviniſts,of a diſtinction between a ſecret and re

vealed Will of God, and their diverſity one from

the other ; ſuppoſing that the Calviniſts herein af

cribe inconſiſtent Wills to the Moſt High : which

is without any foundation . God's ſecret and re

vealed Will, or, in other words, his diſpoſing and

perceptive Will may be diverſe, and exerciſed in

diğimilar acts, the one in difapproving and oppo .

fing, the other in willing and determining, with

out any inconſiſtence. Becaufe, although theſe dif

fimilar exerciſes of the Divine Will may, in ſome

reſpects, relate to the ſame things, yet, in (trictneſs,

they have different and contrary objects, the one

evil and the other good. Thus, for inſtance, the

crucifixion of Chrift was a thing contrary to the

revealed or perceptive Will of God ; becauſe, as

it was viewed and done by his malignane murder

ers, it was a thing infinitely contrary to the holy

Nature of God , and lo neceffarily concrary to the

holy
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holy inclination of his heart, revealed in his law .

Yet this does not at all hinder but that the crucis

fixion of Chrift, conſidered with all thoſe glorious

conſequences, which were within the view of the

Divine Omniſcience, might be indeed, and there .

fore might appear to God to be, a gloriousevent ;

and conſequently be agreeable to his will, though

this will may be ſecret, i. e. not revealed in God's

Jaw. And thus conſidered , the Crucifixion of

Chriſt was not evil, but good. If the ſecret ex

ercifes of God's Will were of a kind that is difli

milar, and contrary to his revealed Will, reſpecto

ing the fame, or like objects, if the objects of

both were good, or both evil ; then , indeed, ta

afcribe contrary kinds of volition or inclination

to God, respecting theſe objects, would be to af

cribe an inconfiftent Will to God : but to aſcribe

to Him different and oppoſite exercises of hearts

reſpecting different objects, and objects contrary

one to another, is ſo far from fuppofing God's

Will to be inconſiſtent with itſelf, that it cannot be

fuppofed conſiſtent with itfelf any other way.

any Being to have a Will of choice reſpecting

good, and, atthe ſame time, a Will of rejection and

refuſal reſpecting evil, is to be very confiftent :

but the contrary , viz. to have the ſame Will to

wards theſe contrary objects, and to chuſe and love

both good and evil, at the ſame time, is to be very

inconliſtent.

way. For

/

THERE is no inconfiſtence in ſuppoſing, that

God
may hate a thing as it is in itſelf, and con

fidered fimply as evil, and yet that it may be his

Will it ſhould come to paſs, confidering all con

fequences. I believe, there is no perſon of good

underſtanding, who will venture to fay , he is

ceriain that it is impoffible it ſhould be beft, tak

ing in the whole compaſs and extent of exiſtence ,

and
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9 may

90 ° be any

and all conſequences in the endlefs. ſeries of

events , that there fhoald befuch: a thing as moral

evib in the world * And , if so , it willcertainly

Bbw follow ,

Here are worthy to be obſerved fome pasſages of a late

noted writer, of our pation,that no body who is acquainted

with him will fui ect to be very favourable to Calviniſm .

a ft is difficult' ( ſays Hey to handle the neceſity of evil in fuch

ac, a tanker, as not to tumble ſuch as, are not above being

4 alarmed at propofitions,which have anuncommonſound.

. But if philoſophers will but reflect calmly on the matter,

ir they will find that con Ghently with the unlimited power

it of the Supreme Cauſe it inay be laid, that in the belt or

« « dered fyftem , lewis matt have place --ürnbull's Prir

ciples of moral Philoſophy, P. , 327 , 3:28 . He is there ſpeaking

of moral evils, as

be ſeen .

Again the fame Author, in his ſecond til entitled, Chrif

tian Philofophy, p . 35. has theſe words: * If the Author and

• Governor of all things be infinitely perfect, then whatever

" is , is right; of all pollable fy items he hash choſen the belt :

* and, conſequently, there is no abſolute evil in theuniverſe,

“ This being the caſe, all the feeming imperfections or evils

6 in it are ſuch only in a partial view ; and, with reſpect to

<<the whole fyltem , they are goods. 11

“ Whence then comes evil, is the queſtion that

• bath, in allages, been reckoned the Gorgian knot in philo

• ſophy. And, indeed, if we own the exiitenceof evil in the

« world in an abſolute lente, we diametrically contradi & what

1 bath been juſt now proved of God. For if

" evil in the ſyſtem ,that is not good with reſpect to the whole,

o then is the whole notgood, but evil : or, at beft, very im

" perfect : and'an Author muſt be as his workmanſhip is ; as

is the effect, fuch is the cauſe. But the folution of this

difficulty is at hand ; That there is no evil in the. un : verſe.

• What !" are there no pains , no imperfections ? Is there no

si miſery, no vice in the world ? or are not theſe evils ?

· Evils indeed they are ; that is, thoſe of one fort are hurt

ful, and thofe of the other fort are equally hurtful, and

€ abominable: but they are not evil or miſchievous with re .

" ſpect to the whole ,”

Ibid. p. 42 • But Heis, at the ſame time, faid to create

ok evil, darkneſs, confufion ; and yet to do no evil, bus to be

!! the Author of good only . He is called the Father of Lights,

" the Author of every perfelt and good gift, with whom there

“ ! » no variableneſs nor jhadow of turning, who temptett no

16 ibid . p . 37

- man's
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follow , that an infinitely wiſe Being, who always

chufes what is beſt , muft.chufe that there ſhould

be ſuch athing. And, if ſo, then ſuch a choice

is not an evil, but a wiſe, and holy choice. And

if ſo , then that Providence which is agreeable to

Luch a choice, is a wife and holy Providence.

Men do will fin as fin , and ſo are the authors

and actors of it : they love it as ſin , and for

evil ends and purpoſes. God does not will fin as

fin , or for the ſake of any thing evil ; though ir

be his pleaſure 10 to order things, that, Heper

mitting, fin will come to paſs , for the ſake of the

great good that by his diſpoſal thall be the con

1equence. His willing to order things ſo that

evil ſhould come to pais, for the ſake of the con

trary good, is no argument that He does not hate

evil, as evil : and if ſo, then it is no reaſon why

he may not reaſonably forbid evil as evil, and

puniſh it as ſuch .

THE Arminians themſelves muſt be obliged ,

whether they will or no, to allow a diſtinction of

God's Will, amounting lo juſt the ſame thing

that Calviniſts intend by their diſtinction of a ſecret

and revealed Will. They muſt allow a diftinction

of thofe th ngs which God thinks beſt ſhould be

conſidering all circumſtances and conſequences,

and ſo are agreeable to his diſpoſing Will, and thoſe

things which he loves, and are agrecable to his

nature

* man , but giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not. And

* yet, by the prophet Ifaias, he is introduced ſaying of:

• Himſelf, I form light, and create aarkneſs ; I make peace, and

create evil : 1 ibe Lara , do all tbeje ikings. What is the

** meaning, the plain languageof all the, but that theLord

delighteth in goodneſs, and (as the Scripture {peaks) evil

is bis frange work ? He intends and purſues the univerſal

good of his creation ; and the evil which happens, is not

permitted for its own ſake, or through any plealure in evil,

of but becauſe it is requiſite to the greater good purſued a nuts
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nature, in themſelvès " confidered. Who is there

that will dare to ſay , that the hellith pride, malice

and cruelty of devils, are agreeable to God , and

what He likes and approves ? And yet, l'truft,

there is no Chriftian divine but what will allow,

that it is agreeable to God's Will fo to order and

difpofe things concerning them , fo to leave them

to themſelves, and give them up to their own

wickedneſs, that this perfect wickedneſs ſhould

be a neceſſary conſequence. Be ſure Dr. Whilby's

wordsdo plainly ſuppoſe and allow it * .

- These following things may be laid down as

maxims of plain truth, and indiſputable evi

dence,

1. THAT God is a perfectly bappy Being, in the

moſt abſolute higheſt-ſenſe poffible,

2. That it will follow from hence, that God is

free from every thing that is contrary to happineſs;

and ſo, that in ſtrict propriety of ſpeech ; there is

no fuch thing as any pain , grief, or trouble, in

God .

* 3. When any intelligent being is really croſſed

and diſappointed, and things are contrary to what

he truly delires, he is the leſs pleaſed, or has lefs

pleafure, his pleaſure and happineſs is diminiſhed, and

he ſuffers what is diſagreeable to him, or is the

ſubjectof fomethingthat is of a nature contrary to

joy and happineſs, even pain and grieft .

3. Bb2 FROM

Whitby on the five points, Edit . 2. 300, 305, 309.

+ Certainly it is not leſs abfurd anà unrealonable, to talk

ofGod's Will and Defires being truly and properly crolled ,

without his fufferingany uneaſineſs, or aliy thing grievous or

diſagreeable than it is to talk of ſomething that may be called

a revealed Will, which may, in ſome reſpect, be different

from a Petrerparpofe ; which purpoſe may be fulfilled, when

the other is oppofed .

1
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FROM this laſt axiom , it follows, that if na

diſtinction is to be admitted between God's hatred

of fin , and his will with reſpect to the event

and the exiſtence of lin, as the all-wiſe Determiner

of all events, under the view of all conſequences

through thewhole compaſs and ſeries of things 3

I ſay, then it cęıtainly follows, that the coming

to paſs of every individual act of ſin is truly, all

things conſidered , contrary to his Will, and that

his Will is really croſſed in it , and this in pro

portion as He hates it. And as God's hatred of

ſin is infinite, by reaſon of the infinite contra- ;

riety of his Holy Nature to fin , ſo his Will is

infinitely croſſed , in every act of ſip that happens..

Which is as much as to ſay, He endures that

which is infinitely diſagreeable to Him, by means

of every, act of fin that Hefees committed. And,

therefore, as appears by the preceding poſitions,

He endures truly and really, infinite grief or's

pain from every ſin . And ſo, He , muſt be infi

nitely croſſed , and ſuffer infinite pain, every day,

in millions and millions of inſtances : He muſt

continually be the fubject of an immenſe num

ber of real, and truly infinitely great crofſes and

vexations. Which would be to makehim infinitely

the moſt miſerable of all Beings.

If any objector ſhould fay ; all that theſe

things amount to, is, that Go may do evil that

good may come , which is juftly, eſteemed immoral ,

and finful in men ; and therefore may be juftly .

eſteemed inconſiſtent with the moral perfections

of God. I anſwer, that for God to diſpoſe and

permit evil , in the manner that has been ſpoken

of, is not to do evil that good may come ; for it

is not to do evil at all. In order to a thing's ,

being morally evil, there inuſt be one of theſe

things belonging to it : either it muſt be a thing

unfit
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unfit and unſuitable in its own nature ; or it muſt

have a bad tendency or it muſt proceed from an

evil difpofition ,and be done for an evil end . But

neither of theſe things can be attributed to God's

ordering and permitting ſuch events, as 'the imo

moral acts of creatures, for good ends. ( 1.) It

is not unfit in its own nature, that He ſhould do ſo .

Forit is in its own nature fit, that infinite wifdom ,

and not blind chance, ſhould difpofe moralgood

and evil in the world. And it is fit, that the

Being who has infinite wiſdom , ' and is the Maker,

Owner, and Supreme Governor of the World,

fhould take care of that matter. And, therefore,

there is no unfitneſs, or 'unſuitableneſs in his do

ing it. It may be unfit, and fo immoral, for any

other beings to go about to order this affair'; be

cauſe they are not poffeffed of a wiſdom , that in

any manner fits them for it ; and , in other reſpects,

they are not fit to be truſted with this affair , nor

does it belong to them,they not being the owners

and lords of the univerſe .

Weneed not be afraid to affirm , that if a wife

and good man knew with abſolute cercainty , it

would be beft, all things confidered, that there

ſhould be ſuch a thing as moral evil in the

world, it would not be contrary to his wiſdom

and goodneſs, for him to chuſe that it ſhould be

ſo ." It is no evil delire, to deſire good, and to

defire that which , all things confidered, is beft .

And it is no unwiſe choice, to chufe that that

ſhould be, which is beſt ſhould be ; and to chule

the exittence of chat thing concerriing which this:

is known, viz. that it is beſt it ſhould be, and ſo

is known in the whole to be'molt worthy to be

cholen. On the contrary, it would be a plain

defect in wifdom and goodneſs, for him not to

chrufe it. And the reaſon why he might not ora

derBb 3
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der it, if he wereable would not be becauſe he

might not deſire it, ibut only the ordering of that

matter does not belong to him . But it is noharm

for Him whois by rights and in the greateſt

propriety, the SupremeOrderer of all things, to

order every thing in ſuch a manner, as it would

be a point of wiſdom in Him to chule that they

ſhould be ordered. If it would be a plain defect

of wiſdom and goodneſs in a Being, not to chufe

that that ſhould be, which He certainly knows

it would, all things conſidered , be beſt ſhould

be ( as was but now.obſerved ) then it muſt be in

poffible for a Being who has no defect of wiſdom

and goodneſs, to do otherwiſe than chuſe it ſhould

be, and that, for this very reaſon, becauſe He

is perfectly wife and good. And if it be agreable

to perfect wiſdom and goodneſs for him tochuſe

that it ſhould be, and theordering of all things

ſupremely and perfectly belongs to him, it muſt

be agreeable to infinite wiſdom and goodneſs, to

that choice muſt alſo be good. It can be no harm

in one to whom it belongs to do bis Will in the

armies of heaven , and amongſt the inhabitants of the

earib, to execute a good volition. If this will

be good, and the object of bis Will be, all things

conlidered, good and beſt, then the chuſing or

willing it isnot willing evil that good may comes

And if ſo , then his ordering, aecording to that

Will, is not dring evil, that good may come,

2. It is not of a bad tendency, for theSupreme

Being thus to order and permit that moral evil

to be, which is beſt Thould come to pals. For

that it is of good tendency, is the very thing

ſuppoſed in the point now in queſtion . Chriſt's

Crucifixion , though a molt horrid fact in them that

perpe
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perpetrated it, was of moſt glorious tendency as

permitted and ordered ofGod . 3710D 1611 janin

1 :1 )!, 0 301 385X

3. Nor is there any need of, fuppofing, it prou

ceeds from any evil diſpoſition or aim : for bythe fup

poſition , what is aimed at is good, and good is the

actual iſſue, in the final reſult of things. 34

wers

SECTION X.

Concerning Sin's firſt Entrance into the World .

TH

HE things, which have already been offered,

may ſerve to obviate or clear many of the

objections which might be raiſed concerning Sin's

firſt coming into the world ; as though it would

follow from the doctrine maintained, that God

muſt be the Authorof the firſt Sin , through hisfo

diſpoſing things, that it ſhould neceſſarily follow

from his permiffion, that the finful act ſhould be

committed, &c . I need not, therefore, ſtand to

repeat what has been ſaid already, about fuch a

neceſſity's not proving God to be the Auchor of

Sin, in any ill ſenſe, or in any ſuch' ſenſe as to

infringe any liberty of man, concerned in his

moralagency, or capacity of blame, guilt and

puniſhment.

But,it ſhould nevertheleſs be faid, fuppoſing

the caſe ſo , that God; when he had made man,

might ſo order his circumſtances , that from theſe

circumſtances, together with his withholding fur

ther affiſtance and Divine Influence, his Sin would

infallibly follow , why might not God as well

have firſt made man with a fixed prevailing prin .

ciple of Sin .in his heart?

I ANSWERS
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I ANSWER , 1. Io was meet,if Sin did come into

exiſtence, and appear in the world , it should arife

from the imperfection which properly belongs to

acreature, asfuch , and thould appear foto do,

that it might appear not to be from God as the

efficient or fountaing But this could not have

been, if man : had been made at forft with Sin

in his heart ; nor unleſs the abiding principle and

habit of Sin were firſt introduced by an evil act

of the creature . If Sin had not aroſe from the

imperfection of the creature, it would not have

been ſo viſible, that it did not ariſe from God, as

the pofitive cauſe, and reall fource of it. But it

would require room that cannot be here allowed ,

fully to confider all the difficulties, whichhave

been ſtarted ,concerning the firſt Entrance of Sin

into the world .

And therefore,

2. I would obſerve, that objections againſt the

doctrine that has been laid down, in oppofition

to the Arminian notion of liberty , from theſe

difficulties, are altogether impertinent , becauſe

no additional difficulty is incurred, by adhering

toa ſcheme in this manner differing from theirs ,

and nonewould be removed or avoided, by agree

ing with, and maintaining theirs. Nothing that

the Arminians ſay , about the contingence, or "felfe

determining power of man's will, can ſerve to ex.

plain, with leſs aifficulty, how the firſt ſinful voli

tion of mankind could take place, and man be juft

ly charged with the blame of it . To lay, the will

was felf-determined , or determined by tree choices

in that lintul vylicion ; which is to ſay, that the

firſt lintul volition was determined bya foregoing

ſintul volition , is no folution of the difficulty,

It is an odd way of ſolving difficulties, to ad.

vance greater, in order to it. To ſay, two and

two
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two makes nine ; or, that a child begat his fa

ther, ſolves no difficulty : no more does it, to

fay, the firſt finful act of choice was before the

ficft finful act of choice, and choſe and deter

mined it, and brought it to paſs. Nor is it any

better ſolution, to ſay , the firſt linful volition

choſe, determined and produced itſelf ; which is

to fayy it was before itwas, Norwill it go any

further towards helping us over the difficulty, to

fay, the firft finful yolition aroſe accidentally ,

wachoutany cauſe at all ; any more than it will,

følve that difficult queſtion , How the world could

be made out of nothing ? to fay, it cameinto being

out of nothing, without any cauſe ; as , has been

already obſerved. And if we -fhould allow that

that could be, that the firſt sevil volition fhould

arife by perfect accident, without any cauſes

would relieve no difficulty, about God's laying

the blame of it to man. Forhow was man to

blame for perfecp accident, which bąd ng cauſe ,

and which , therefore, ke (to be ſure )- was not the

cauſe of, any, more than if it came by ſomeext

ternal cauſe ? Such kind of ſolutions arę : no bet.

ter, than if ſome perſon, going about to ſolve

ſomeof the ſtrange mathematicalparadoxes, about

infinitely great and ſmall quantities , as, that ſome

infinitely great quancities are infinitely greater than

ſome other infinitely great quantities , and alſo

that fome infinitely ſmall quantities, are infinitely

leſs than others, which we are infinitely little ; in,

order to a ſolution , hhould ſays that mankind have

been under a miſtake, in Tuppofioga greater quan .

tịcy to exceed a ſmaller ; and that a hundred, mul

tiplied by ten , makes but a ſingle unit.

1

**
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of a fuppoſed Inconſiſtence of thoſe Principles with

GOD's moral Character.

HE things which have been already ob

ſerved , may be ſufficientto anſwer moſt of

the objections, and ſilence the great exclamations!

of Arminians againft the Calvinifts, from the 1up .

poſed inconſiſtence of Calviniſtic principles with the

moral perfections of God , as exerciſed in his go

vernment of mankind . The conſiſtence of ſuch a

doctrine of neceſſity as has been maintained , with

the fitneſs and reaſonableneſs ofGod's commands,

promiſes and threatenings, rewards and punish

ments, has been particularly confidered : the

cavils of our opponents, as though our doctrine

of neceffity made God the author of fin ; have

been antwered ; and alſo their objection againft

theſe principles, as inconſiſtent with God's line

cerity, in his counſels, invitations and perſua

fions, has been already obviated , in what has

been obſerved, reſpecting the conſiſtence of what

Calvinifts ſuppoſe, concerning the ſecret and re

vealed will of God : by that it appears, there is

no repugnance in ſuppoſing it may be the ſecret

will of God, that his ordination and permiſſion of

evenis ſhould be ſuch, that it ſhall be a certain

confequence, that a thing never will come to

pafs ; which yet it is man's duty to do, and fo

God's perceptive will, that he fhould do ; and

this is the ſame thing as to tay, God may fin .

he may be fincere in commanding him , he may,

for the ſame realon , be fincere in counſelling, invit

ing and uſing perſuaſions with him to do it, Counfels

and
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and invitations are manifeſtations of God's per

ceptive will, or of what God loves, and what is

in itſelf, and as man's act, agreeable to his heart ;

and not of his diſpoſing will, and what he chuſes

as a part of nis sown infinite ſcheme of things,

It has been particularly thewn, PartIII. Sect. IV .

that ſuch a neceſſity as has been maintained, is not

incongſtentwith the proprietyand fitneſs of divine

commands; and for the ſame realon, noc incon

fiftent with the fincerity and invitations and couns

ſels, in the Corollary at the end of that Section .

Year it, hath been thewn, Part III. Sect. VII.

Corol ., 1. that this objection of Arminians, cong,

cerning the ſincerity, and uſe of divine exhortations,

invitations and countels, is demonftrably against

themſelves. barangan 3 : 1 ishga

NOTWITHSTAN
DING, I would further obſerve,

that the difficulty of reconciling the ſincerity of

counſels, invitations and perſuaſions with ſuch an

antecedent known fixedneſs of all events, as has

been ſuppoſed, is not peculiar to this ſcheme, as:

diſtinguiſhed from that of the generality of Armia

nians, which acknowledge the abſolute foreknow,

ledge of God : and therefore, it would be una

realonably brought as an objection againſt my

differing from them. The main ſeeming diffi

culty in the caſe is this , that God, in counſel

ling, inviting and perſuading, makes a few of

aiming at, ſceking and uſing endeavours for the

thing exhorted and perſuaded to ; whereas, it is

impoſſible for any intelligent being truly to ſeek,

or uſe endeavours fora thing, which he at the

ſame time koows, moſt perfectly, will not come

to paſs; and that it is abſurd to ſuppoſe, hemakes

the obtaining of a thing his end, in his calls

and counſels, which he, at the ſame time, intale

libly knowswill not be obcained by thele means,

Now ,
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Now, ifGod knows this, in the utmoſt certainty

and perfection, the way by which he comes by

this knowledge makes no difference. If heknows

it isby the necellity, which he fees in things, or

by ſome other means, it alters not the cafe. But

it is in effect allowed by Arminians themſelves,

that God's inviting and perſuading men to do

things, which he at the same time, certainly

knows will not be done, is no evidence of infin

cerity ; becauſe they allow , that God has a cere

tain foreknowledge of all men's ſinful actions

and omiſſions. And as this is thus implicitly al

lowed by moſt Arminians, fo 'all that pretend to

own the Scriptures to be the word of God , muſt

be conſtrained to allow it God commanded and

counſelled Pharaoh to let his people go ; and uſed

arguments and perſuaſions to induce him to it :

he laid before him arguments taken from bis in .

finice Greatneſs and almighty Power, ( Exod. vii.

16.) and forewarned him of the fatal conſequen- ..

ces of his refufal, from time to time";" ( chap.

vii. 1, 2 , 20, 21. chap. ix . 1 ,--- 5 . 13-17 . and

X. 3, 6. ) He commanded Mofes, and the elders

of Iſrael, to go and beſeech Pharaoh to let the

people go ; and at the ſame tiine told them , he

knew ſurely that he would not comply to siti "?

Exod . iii 18, 19. And thou ſhalt come, thou and the

elders of Iſrael, unto the king of Egypty andyou !

Jall ſay unto kim ; the LordGod of the Hebrews

bath met with us , and now let us go, we befeecle tbee,

three days journey into the wilderneſs, that we mioy's

facrifice unto the Lord our God : and, tiam fure, that

theking of Egypt will not let you go. So our Bleffed

Saviour, the evening wherein he was betrayed,

knew that Peter would ſhamefully deny him , beo

tore the mornings for he declares it to him with

affeverations, to Thew the certainty of it ; and

tells the diſciples, that all of them fhould beofer

tended
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fended becauſe of him that night ; Mattberé

xxvi. 31-35. Fobn xiii. 38. Luke xxii. 31,-34

foon xvi. 32. And yet it was their duty to avoid

thefe things; they were very finfulthings, which

God had forbidden , and which ie was their duty

towatch and pray againſt ; and they were obliged

to do fo from the counſels and perſuaſions Chriſt

uſed with them , at that very time, fo to do ;

Matthew XXVI. 41. Watch and pray, that ye entet

Not into temptation. So that whatever difficulty

there can be in this matter, it can be no objeca

tion againſt any principles which have been mains

tained in oppofition to the principles of Armi

nians ; nor does it any more concern me to rea

move the difficulty , than it does them , or indeed

all, that call themſelves Chriſtians, and acknow

ledge the divine authority of the Scriptures.- New

vertheleſs, this matter may poſſibly (God allowa

ing) bemore particularly and largely conſidered ,

in fome future diſcourſe, on the doctrine of pre

deſtination .

But I would here obſerve, that however the

defenders of that : notion of liberty of will,

which ! haveoppofed, exclaim againſt the doc

trine of Calviniſts, as tending to bring men into

doubts concerning the moral perfeétions of God ;

it is their ſcheme, and net che ſcheme of Calvi

nifts, that indeed is juftly chargeable with this.

For it is one of the moſt fundamental points of

their ſcheme of things, that a freedom of will,

confitting in ſelf-determination, without all -nez

ceffity, is eſſential to moral agency. This is the

ſame thing as t'o ſay, that ſuch a determination

of the will, without all neceffity , muſt be in "all

intelligent beings, 'in thoſe things, wherein theyt

are moral agents, orin their moral nets : and from

this is will follow , that God's will is not necef.-3

ſarily
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farily determined , in any thing he does, as

mcal agent, or in any of his acts that are of amora

nature .. So that in all things, wherein , he acts

bolily, juftly and truly, he does not act neceſſarily's ,

or his will is not neceſſarily determined to act ho

lily and juſtly , becauſe, if it were neceffarily deter

mined, hewould not be a moral agent in thus acts

ing , his will would be attended with neceſſity

which, they fay, is inconſiſtent withimør al-agency I

“ He can act no otherwiſe ; He is at no liberty

in the affair ; He is determined by unavoidable

invincible necelfity : therefore ſuch agency is no “

moral agency ; yea, no agency at all , properly

ſpeaking : a neceffary agent is no agent: He being

paſſive,and tubject to neceſity , what he does is

no act of his, but an effect of a neceffity prior to

any act of his . " This is agreeable to their manner

of arguing. Now then, what is become of all our

prool of the moral perfections of God ? How

can we prove, that God certainly will, in any one

inſtance, do chat which is juſt and holy ; ſeeing

his will is determined in the matter by no necef

ſity ? Wehave no other way of proving that any

thing certainly will be, but only by the necefficy,

of the event. Where we can fee no neceſſity,

but that the thing may be, or may not be, there

we are unavoidably left at a loſs. We have nos

ocher way properly and truly to demonſtrate thei

moral perfections of God, but the way that Mr.

Chubb proves them, in p . 252 , 261, 262, 263. of

his Tracts, viz . that God muft neceffarily per

fectly know , what is moſt worthy and valuable in

itſeit, which, in the nature of things, is beſt and

fittelt to be done. And , as this is moít eligible in

itfelt, he, being omniſcient, muſt ſee it to be fo ;

and being buth omniſcientand ſelf-fufficient, can

not have any tempracion to reject it ' ; and to mult

neceffarily
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neceſſarily will that which is beſt. And thus, by

this neceſſity ofthe determination ofGod's will to

what is good and beſt, we demonſtrably eſtabliſh

God's moral character ,

Corol. From thingswhich have been obſerved,

it appears, that moſt of the arguments from

Scripture, which Arminians make uſe of to ſup

port their ſcheme, are no other than begging ibe

queſtion. For in theſe chcir arguments, they de

termine in the firſt place, that without ſuch a

freedom of will as they hold, men cannot be pro

per moral agents, nor the ſubjects of command

counſel, perſuaſion, invitation, promiſes, threaten

ings, expoſtulations, rewards and puniſhments ;

and that without ſuch freedom it is to no purpoſe

for men to take any care , or uſe any diligence,

endeavours or means , in order to their avoiding

fin , or becoming holy, eſcaping puniſhment or

obtaining happineſs: and having Tuppoſed theſe

things, which are grand things in queſtion in the

debate, then they heap up Scriptures, containing

commands, counſels, calls, warnings, perſualions,

expoftulations, promiſes and threatenings ; (as

doubtleſs they may find enough ſuch ; the Bible

is confeſſedly full of them , from the beginning to

the end) and then they glory, how full the Scrip

ture is on their fide, how many more texts there

are chat evidently favour their ſcheme, than ſuch

as ſeem to favour the contrary. Buc'let them firſt

make manifeft the things in queſtion, which they

ſuppoſe and take for granted, and thew them to

be confiftent with themſelves ; and produce clear

evidence of their truth ; and they have gained

their point, as all will confeſs, without bringing

one Scripture. For none denies, that there are

commands, counſels, promiſes, threatenings, &

in the Bible. · But unleſs they do theſe chings,

1

their
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Ir may further be obferved , that fuck scrip2

tures, as they bring, are really againſt them, and

not for them. Asit has been demonftrated, that

it is their ſcheme, and not ours, that is inconi

fiftent with the uſe of motives and perſuaſives, or

any mo al means whatfoever, to induce men to

the practice of virtue, or abſtaining from wicka

edneſs : their principles, and not ours, are tes

pugnant to moral agency, and inconſiſtent with

moral government, with law or precept, with

the nature of virtue of vice, reward or puniſh

ment, and with everything whatſoever of a mos

ral nature, either on the part of the moral gover >

nor, or in the ſtate, actions or conduct of the

fubject.

SECTION XII.

Of a fuppoſed Tendency of theſe Printiples to

Atheiſm and Licentiouſneſs,

The

F any object againſt what has been maintained

that it tends to Atheiſm ; I know not on what

grounds fuch an objection can be raiſed; unleſs it:

be, that fome Atheiſts have held a doctrine of

neceſſity which they ſuppoſe to be like this. But

if it be ſo , I am perſuaded the Arminians would

not look upon it juſt, that their notion of freest

dom and contingence fhould be charged with a

tendency to all the errors that ever any em

braced, who have held ſuch opinions. The Stoic

philofophers, whom the Calviniſts are charged with

agreeing with, were no Atheiſts, but the greateſt

Theists , and neareft a-kin to Chriftians instheir

opinions
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opinions concerning the unity and the perfections

of the Godhead, of all the heathen philoſphers,

And Epicurus, that chief father of Atheiſm , main

tained no ſuch doctrine of neceſity, but was the

greatelt maintainer ofcontingence.

The doctrine of neceffity , which ſuppoſes a

neceſſary connection of all events, on ſome ante

cedent ground and reafon of their exiſtence, is

the only medium we have to prove the being of a

God . And the contrary doctrine of contingence,

even as maintained by Arminians ( which certainly

implies or infers, that events may come into ex

iſtence, or begin to be, without dependence on

any thing foregoing, as their cauſe, ground or

reaſon ) takes away all proof of the being of God ;

which proat is lummarily expreſſed by the apoitle,

in Rom. i. 20. And this is a tendency to Albeiſm

with a witneſs. So that, indeed, it is the doctrine

of Arminians, and not of the Calviniſts, that is

juſtly charged with a tendency to Atbeiſin ; it bem

ing built on a foundation that is the utter luba .

verfion of every demonſtrative argument for the

proof of a Deity ; as has been ſhown, Part 11.

Sect. III.

AND whereas it has often been ſaid , that the

Calviniſtie doctrine of necetlicy taps the founda

tions of all religion and virtue, and tends to the

greateſt Licentiouſneſs of practice : this uvjec

tion is built on the pretence, that our doctrine

renders vain all means and endeavours, in order

to be virtuous and religious. Which pretence

has been already particularly conſidered in the 5th

Seation of this Part ; where it has been demons

ftraeed that this doctrine has no ſuch tendency ; .

but that fuch a tendency is truly to be chared

on the contrary doctrine : inalinuch as the no

tron
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tion of contingence, which their doctrine implies,

in its certain conſequences, overthrows all connec

cion in every degree, between endeavour and event,

means and end .

Om te

AND beſides, if many other things, which havo

been obſerved to belong to the Arminian doctrine,

or to be plain conſequences of it, be conſidered ,

there willappear jult reaſon to fuppoſe that, it is

that which muſt rather tend to Licentiouſneſs.

Their doctrine excufes all evil inclinations, which

men find to be natural ; becauſe in ſuch inclina

tions , they are not ſelf-determined , as ſuch incli

na ions are not owing to any choice or deter

mination of their own wills . Which leads men

wholly to juſtify themſelves in all their wicked

actions, ſo far as natural inclination has had a

hand in determining their wills, to the com

miſſion of them. Yea , theſe notions , which fup

pole moral neceſſity and inability to be incon

ſiſtent with blame or moral obligation, will di

rectly lead men to juſtify the vileft acts and prac

tices , from the ſtrength of their wicked inclina

tions of all ſorts ; ſtrong inclinations inducing a

moral neceſſity ; yea, to excuſe every degreeof

evil inclination , ſo far as this has evidently pre

vailed , and been the thing which has de ermined

their wills : becauſe, fo far as antecedent incli

nation determined the will, ſo far the will was

without liberty of indifference and ſelf-determi

nation , Which , at laſt, will come to this, that

men will juſtify themſelves in all the wickednefs

they commit. It has been obſerved already, that

this ſcheme of things does exceedingly diminih

the guilt of fin , and the difference between the

greateſt and fmalleſt offences ; *and if it be

purſued in its real conſequences, it leaves room

Han for

* Part III. Sect. VI.
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for no ſuch thing, as either virtue or vice, blame

or prajfe in the world, *And then again , how naa

turally does this notion of the ſovereign felf-deter

mining power of the will, in all things, virtuous or

vicious , and whatſoever deſerves either reward or

puniſhment, tend to encourage men to put off

the work of religion and virtue, and turning trom

ſin to God ; it being that which they have a love

reign power to determine themselves to, jutt when

they pleaſe ; or if not, they are wholly excuſable

in going on in fin , becauſe of their inability to do

any other.

If it thould be ſaid , that the tendency of this

doctrine of neceſſity, to Licentiouſnels, appears

by the improvement many at this day actually

make of it, to juſtify thmſelves in their diffutute

courſes , I will not deny that ſome men do una

reaſonably abuſe this doctrine, as they do many

other things, which are true and excellent in cheir

own nature : but I deny that this proves, the

doctrine itſelf has any tendency to Licentiouſ

neſs. I think, the cendency of doctrines, by

what now appears in the world, and in our na

tions in particular, may much more juſtly be ara

gued, from the general effect which has been ſeen ,

to attend the prevailing of the principles of Ar

minians, and the contrary principles ; as both have

had their turnof general prevalence in our na

tion. If it be indeed, as is pretended, that Cal

viniſtic doctrines undermine the very toundation

of all religion and morality, and enervace and

diſannul all rational motives to holy and vitu

ous practice ; and that the contrary doctrines

give the inducements to virtue and godneis

their proper force, and exhibic religion in a ram

C001 Cc 2

tional

20 * Part III. Sect . VI . Ibid . Sect. VII. Part IV . Sect. ſo

Part III. Sect. III, Cerol. 1. alter che firſt head .
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tional light, tending to recommend it to the rea

ſon of mankind, and enforce it in a manner that

is agreable to their natural notions of things: I

ſay , if it be thus, it is remarkable, that virtue

and religious practice ſhould prevail moſt, when

the fora er doctrines, ſo inconſiſtent with it, pre

vailed almoſt univerſally : and that ever fince the

latter doctrines, fo happily agreeing with it, and

of ſo proper and excellent a tendency to promote

it, have been gradually prevailing, vice, pro

phaneneſs, luxury and wickedneſs of all forts, and

contempt of all religion, and of every kind of

ſeriouſneſs and ſtrictneſs of converſacion , fhould

proportionably prevail ; and that theſe things

ihould thus accompany one another, and riſe and

prevail one with another, now for a whole age

together. It is remarkable, that this happy re

medy (diſcovered by the free enquir.es, and lupe.

rior ſente and wiſdom of this age) againſt the per

nicious effects of Calviniſin , fo inconſiſtent with

religion , and tending to much to banith all virtue

from the earth, ſhould, on ſo long a trial , be at

tended with no good effect ; but that the confe .

quence ſhould be the reverſe of amendment ; that

in proportion as the remedy takes place, and is

thoroughly applied , ſo the diſeale ſhould prevail ;

and the very fame dilmal effect take place, 'to the

higheſt degree, which Calviniſtic doctrines are ſup

poted to have ſo great a tendency to ; even the

baniſhing of religion and virtue, and the prevail

ing of unboundid Licentiouſneſs of manners.' If

theſe things are truly lo, they are very remarkable,

and matter of very curious ſpeculation.

SE C
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SECTION XIII.

Concerning that Obji Elion againſt the Reaſoning, by

which the Calviniſtic doétrine is ſupported, that

it is metaphyſical and abſtruſe.

IT

(T has often been objected againſt the defenders

of Calviniſtic principles , that in their reaſonings ,

they run into 'nice fcholaftic diſtinctions , and ab

ftrufe metaphyſical ſubrilties, and ſet theſe in OPP0

ſition to common ſenſe. And it is poſſible, that,

after the former manner, it may be alledged

againſt the Realoning by which I have endeavoured

to confute the armini an ſcheme of liberty and

moral agency, that it is very abſtracted and meta

phyſical. Concerning this, I would obſerve the

following things :

I. If that be made an objection againſt the

foregoing Reaſoning, that it is metaphyſical, or

may properly be reduced to the ſcience of meta

phyſics, it is a very impertinent objection ; whe

ther it be ſo or no, is not worthy of any iſpute or

controverly. If the Reaſoning be good , it is as

frivolous to enquire what ſcience it is properly re

duced to, as what language it is delivered in :

and for a man to go about to confute the argu

ments of his opponent, by telling him, his ar

guments are metaphyſical, would be as weak as to

tell himn , his arguments could not be fubituntial,

becauſe they were written in French or Latin . The

question is not, whether what is faid be

metaphyſics, phyfius, logic, or mathematics,

Latin, French , Engliſh, or Mohawk ? But whe

ther the reaſoning be good , and the arguments

truly concluſive ? 1 he foregoing arguments are

с с 3 no
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by metaphyſics only, that we can demonſtrate,

that God is not limited to a place, or is not mu

table: that he is not ignorant, or forgetful, that

it is impoſſible for him to lie, or be unjuſt, and

that there is one God only, and not hundreds or

thouſands. And, indeed, we have no ſtrict de

monftration of anything, excepting mathema

tical truths, but by metaphyſics. We can have

no proof, that is properly demonſtrative, of any

one propoſition, relating to the being and nature

of God, his creation of the world , the dependence

of all things on him, the nature of bodies "or

{pirits, the nature of our own ſouls, or any of the

great truths of morality and natural religion, but

what is metaphyſical. I am willing, my argu

ments ſhould be brought to the telt of the ſtricteft

determinate meaning of the terms I uſe, ſhould

be inlisted on ; but let not the whole be rejected,

as if all were contuted , by fixing on it the epithet,

metaphyfica !.

II. If the reaſoning, which has been made uſe

ef, be in ſome fenſe metaphyſical, it will notfol

low
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the ſchools.

thoſe things which
o

low , that therefore it muſt needs be abſtruſe, un

I humbly conceive, the foregoing reaſoning, at

be

longing to it , depends on no abitruſe definitions

or diſtinctions, or terms without a meaning, or

of very ambiguous and undetermined fignifica .<

tion, or any points of ſuch abſtraction and ſub

tilty, as tends to involve the attentive under

ſtanding in clouds and darkneſs. There is no

high degree of refinement and abſtruſe ſpecula.

tion , in determnining, that a thing is not before

it is, and ſo cannot be the cauſe of itſelf ; or that

the firſt act of free choice, has nor another act

of free choice going before that, to excite or die

rect it ; or in determining, that no choice is made,

while the mind remains in a ſtate of abfolute in

differences that preference and equilibrium never

co-exiſt ; and that therefore no choice is made in

a ſtate of liberty , conſiſting in indifference: and

that ſo far as the will is determined by "motives,

exhibited and operating previous to the act of

the will, ſo far it is not determined by the act of

the will i felf ; that nothing can begin to be,

which before was not, without a cauſe, or

ſome antecedent ground or reaſon, why it then

begins to be ; that effects depend on their caules,

and are connected wich them ; that virtue is not

the worſe, nor fin the beter, for the ſtrength of

inclination, with which ic is practild, and the

difficulty which thence arifes of doing otherwiſe ;

that when it is already infallibly known, that the

thing will be, it is not a thing contingent whe

ther it will ever be or no ; or that it can be truly

ſaid , notwithſtanding, that it is not neceffa:y it

Ihould be, but it either may be, or may not be.

And the like might be obſerve of many other

pol things

CC4
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things which belong to the foregoing Rea.

ſoning:

If any ſhall ſtill ftand to it, that the foregoing

Reaſoning is nothing but metaphyſical lophiltry ;

and that it muſt be 10, that the teeming forceof

the arguments all depends on ſome fallacy and

wile that is hid in the obfcurity, which always

attends a great degree of metaphyſical abſtrac

tion and refinement, and ſhall be ready to ſay,

“ Here is indeed ſomething that tends to con

found the mind, but not to ſatisfy iç : for who,

can ever be truly ſatisfied in it, that men are

fitly blamed or commended , puniſhed or re

warded for thoſe volitions which are not from

themſelves, and of whoſe exiſtence they are

not the cauſes.
Men may refine, as much as

they pleaſe, and advance their abſtract noti

ons, and make out a thouſand ſeeming con

tradictions, to puzzle our underſtanding ; yet

there can be no fatisfaction in ſuch doctrine as

this : the natural ſenſe of the mind of man

will always reſiſt it." * I humbly conceive, that

ſuch

re

* A certain noted Author of the preſent age fays, the are

guments for necesſity are nothing but quibbling, or logomachy,

aling words without a meaning, or begging the queſtion.-- I do

not know what kind of neceſſity any authors, he may
have

ference to, are advocates for ; or whether they have managed

their arguments well , or ill . As to the arguments I have

made uſe of, if they arequibbles they may be Thewn fo : fuch

knots are capable of beitg untied , and the trick and cheat

may be detected and plainly laid open . If this be fairly done,

with reſpect to the grounds and reaſons I have relied upong

I thall have juſt occaſion, for the future , to be filent, if not to

be aſhamea of 'my argumentations. I am willing my proofs

fhould te thor: ughlyexamined ; and if there be nothing but

begging the queſtion, or mere ligomachy or diſpute of words,

let it be made manifeſt, and mewn how the teeming ftrength

of
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and that the acts of my wall are myuwo

ſuch an objector, if he has capacity and hu

mility and calmneſs of ſpirit, ſufficient imparti

ally and thoroughly to examine himſelf, will find

that he knows not really what he would be at ;

and indeed, bis difficulty is nothing but a mere

prejudice, from an inadvertent cuſtomery uſe of

words, in a meaning that is not clearly under

ſtood ,

of the argument depends on my uſing words without a means

ing, or ariſes from the ambiguity of term , or my making
uſe

of words in an indeterminate and unſteady manner ; and that

the weight of my reaſons reft mainly on fuch a foundation :

and then , I ſhall either be ready to retr -ct what I bëve urged ,

and thank the man that has done the kind part, or Thall be

juftly expoſed for my obltinacy .

The ame Author is abundant in appealing, in this affair,

from what he calls logomachy and popbiſty, to experience.

A perſon can experience only what pfis in his own mind.

But yet , as we may well ſuppole, that all men have the same

human faculties ; ſo a man may well argue from his owo ex

perience to that of others, in th ngs tha: ſhew the nature of

thoſe faculties, and the manner of their operation. But then

one has as good ight: 10 alleage his experience, as another.

As to my own txperience , 1 find, that in innumerable things

I can do as I will ; that the motions of my -hods , in many re

ſpects, inftantaneoutly follow the acts of my will concern ng

thoſe motions ; and that my will has ſome command o iny

thoughts ;

that they are acts of my will ; the volitions of my ou n mand ;

or, in other words, that what I wili , I will . which, I pre

fume, is the ſum of what others experience in this afiwis.

But as to finding by experience , that my will is originally

determined by itſelf ; or that, my will firt chuling whar voli:

tion there ſhall be, the choten volition accordingly follows ;

and that thisis the first rite of the determination of my will

in any affair ; or that any volition riles in my mind contin.

gently ; declare, I know nothing in myſ.lt, by experience,

of this nature ; and nothing that ever I experie ced , carries

the leaſt appearance or lhadow of any ſuch thing, or gives

me any more realon to ſuppoſe or ſuspect any such thing,

than to ſuppoſe that my volitions exiſted twenty years before

they exiſted It is true, I find myſelf 'poli ffed of my voliti

ons, before I can ſee the effectual power of an cauſe to pro

duce them ( for the power and efficacy ofthe caule is not feen

but

į . .
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how will thathelse

ſtood, nor carefully reflected upon . Let the

objector reflect again, if he has candor and pati,

ence enough, and does not ſcorn to be at the trou

ble of clole attention in the affair.He would

have a man's volition be from kimſelf. Let it be

from bimſelf, moſt primarily and originally of any

way conceivable ; that is, from his own choice :

juſtly blamed or praiſed, unleſs that choice itſelf

be blame or praile -worthy ? And how is the choice

itſelf ( an ill choice, for inſtance) blame-worthy,

according to theſe principles, unleſs that be from

himſelf too, in the ſame manner ; that is, from

his own choice ? But the original and firſt-deter,

mining choice in the affair is not from his choice :

his choice is not the cauſe of it. And if it

be from himſelf ſome other way, and not from

his choice, furely that will not help the matter :

If it be not from himſelf of choice, then it is not

from himſelf voluntarily ; and if ſo , he is furely

no more to blame, than if it were not from him .

ſelf at all. It is a vanity to pretend it is a fufficient

anſwer to this, to ſay, that it is nothing but meta

phyſical refinement and ſubtily, andto attended

with obſcurity and uncertainty.

If it be the natural ſenſe of our minds, that

what is blame-worthy in a man muſt be from

himſelf, then it doubtleſs is alſo , that it muſt be

from ſomething bad in himſelf, a bad choice, or

bad

but by the effect ) and this, for aught I know , may make ſome

imagine, that volition has no cauſe, or that it produces it

felf . But I have no more reaſon from hence to determine

any ſuch thing , than I have to determine that I gave myſelf

myown being, or that I came into being accidentally with

out a cauſe, becauſe I firſt found myſelf poffefled of being,

before I had knowledge of a cauſe of my being.
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kad difpofition. But then our natural ſenſe is , that

this bad choice or diſpoſition is evil in itſelf, and

the man blame-worthy for it, on its own account,

without taking into our notion of its blame

worthineſs, another bad choice, or diſpoſition

going before this, from whence this ariſes : for

that is a ridiculous abſurdity , running us into an

immediate contradiction , which our natural ſenſe

of blame-worthineſs has nothing to do with, and

never comes into the mind, nor is ſuppoſed in the

judgment we naturally make of the affair. As

was demonſtrated before, natural ſenſe vloes not

place the moral evil of volitions and diſpoſitions

in the cauſe of them, but the nature of them.

An evil thing's being FROM a man, or from

ſomething antecedent in him, is not eſſential to

the original notion we have of blame-worthineſs :

but it is its being the choice of the heart ; as

appears by this, that if a thing be from us, and

pot from our choice, it has not the nature
of

blame-worthineſs or ill -deſert, according to our

natural ſenſe . When a thing is from a man, in

that fenſe , that it is from his will or choice, he

is to blame for it, becauſe his will is IN IT : ſo

far as the will is in it, blame is in it, and no fur

ther. Neither do we go any further in our no

tion of blame, to 'enquire whether the bad will

be FROM a bad will : there is no conſidera

tion of the original of that bad will ; becauſe,

according to our natural apprehenſion
, blame

originally confifts in it. Therefore a thing's being

from a man , is a ſecondary conſideration
, in the

notion of blame or ill-deſert. Becauſe thoſe

things, in our external actions, are molt properly

faid to be from us, which are from ourchoice :

and no other external actions, but thofe that are

from us in this ſenſe, have the nature of blame;

and
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and they indeed , not fo properly becauſe they are

from us, as becauſe we are in tbem, i . e. our wills

are in them ; not ſo much becauſe they are from

fome property of ours, as becauſe they are our

properties.

However, all theſe external actions being truly

from us, as their caule ; -and we being ſo uſed, in

ordinary ſpeech, and in the common affairs of

life, to ſpeak of men's actions and conduct

that we ſee, and that affect human ſociety, as

deſerving ill or well , as worthy of blame or

praiſe ; hence it is come to paſs, that philoſophers

have incautiouſly taken all their meaſures of good

and evil , praiſe and blame, from the dictates of

common ſenſe, about theſe overt afts of men ;

to the running of every thing into the moſt lamen

table and dreadful confuſion . And, therefore, I

obferve,

III . It is ſo far from being true (whatever may

be pretended) that the proof of the doctrine

which has been maintained, depends on certain

abſtruſe, unintelligible, metaphyſical terms and

notions ; and that the Arminian ſcheme, without

needing ſuch clouds and darkneſs for its de

fence, is fupported by the plain dictates of com

mon ſenſe ; that the very reverſe is moſt cer

tainly true, and that to a great degree. It is fact,

that they, and not we have confounded things

with metaphyſical, unintelligir le notions and

phraſes, and have drawn then from the light of

plain truth , into the groſs darkneſs of abitrule

metaphyſical propoſitions, and words without a

meaning. Their pretended demonftrations de

pend very much on ſuch unintelligible, meta

phyſical phraſes, as ſelf-determination, and love

reignty of the will; and the metaphyſical fenfe

they
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ing

they put on ſuch terms, as neceſſity, contingency,

"
action, agency , &c . quite diverſe from their mean

ing as uſed in common ipeech ; and which , as

they uſe them , are without any conſiſtent mean

or any manner of diſtinct conſistent ideas

as far from it as any of the abftrufe terms and

perplexed phraſes of the peripatetic philoſo

phers, or the moſt unintelligible jargon of the

ſchools, or the cant of the wildelt fanatics. Yea,

we may be bold to ſay, theſe metaphyſical terms,

on which they build lo much, are what they

uſe without knowing what they mean themſelves;

they are pure metaphyfical founds, without

any ideas whatſoever in their minds to antwer

them ; inaſmuch as it has been demonftrared ,

that there cannot be any nötion in the mind con

liſtent with theſe expreſſions, as they pretend

to explain them ; because their explanations de

ſtroy themſelves . No ſuch notions as imply ſelf

contradiction, and ſelf-abolition , and this a great

many ways, can fubfiſt in the mind ; as there

can be no idea of a whole which is leſs than

any of its parts, or of folid extenſion without

dimenſions, or of an effect which is before its

cauſe . Arminians improve theſe terms, as

terms of art, and in their metaphyſical mean

ing, to advance and eſtabliſh thote things which

are contrary to common fenſe , in a high degree.

Thus, inttead of the plain vulgar notion of liberty,

which all mankind, in every part of the face

of the earth , and in all ages, have ; conſiſting

in opportunity to do as one pleaſus ; they have

introduced a new ſtrange liberty , conſifting in

indifference, contingence, and fulf.determination ;

by which they involve tnemlelves and others in

great obſcurity, and manifold gr ſs inconhitence,

So, inſtead of placing virtue and vice, as.com

mon ſenſe places them very much, in fixed bias

and
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and inclination, and greater virtue and vice in

ſtronger and more eſtabliſhed inclination ; theſe,

through their refinings andabſtruſe notions, ſup

poſe a liberty conſiſting in indifference, to be

effential to all virtue and vice. So they have rea .

foned themſelves, not by metaphyſical diſtinctions,

but by metaphyſical confuſion, into many princi

ples about moral agency, blame, praiſe, reward and

puniſhment, which are , as has been ſhewn, exceed

ing contrary to the common ſenſe of mankind ;

and perhaps to their own ſenſe, which governs

them in common life.

THE

.

acture

1
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W

HETHER the things which have been

alledged , are liable to any tolerable an

ſwer in the ways of calm, intelligible and ſtrict

reafoning, I muſt leave others to judge : but I

am ſenſible they are liable to one ſort of anſwer.

It is not unlikely, that ſome, who value themſelves

on the ſuppoſed rational and generous principles

of the modern faſhionable divinity , will have their

indignation and diſdain raiſed at the fight of this ,

diſcourſe, and on perceiving what things are

pretended to be proved in it. And if they think

it worthy of being read, or of ſo much notice as

to ſay much about it, they may probably renew

the uſual exclamations, with additional vehe

mence and contempt, about the fate of the bea

then, Hobbes's Nirefly, and making men mere

machines; accumulating the terrible epithets of

fatal, unfruftrable, inevitable, irreſiſtible, &c. and

it may be, with the addition of borrid and blaf

phemous ; and perhaps much ſkill may be uſed to

ſet forth things, which have been ſaid, in colours

which ſhall be ſhocking to the imaginations , and

moving to che affions of thoſe, who have either

too little capacity, or too much confidence of the

opinions
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opinions they have imbibed, and contempt of

the contrary, to try the matter by any ſerious and

circumfpect examination *. Or difficulties may

be ſtarted and inſiſted on, which do not belong to

the controverſy ; becauſe, let them be more or

leſs real , and hard to be reſolved, they are not

what are owing to any thing diftinguiſhing
of

this ſcheme from that of the Arminians, and would

not be removed nordiminiſhed by renouncing the

former, and adhering to the latter. Or ſome par.

ticular things may be picked out, which they

may think will found harſheſt in the ears of the

generality ; and theſe may be gloffed and de.

fcanted on, with tart and contemptuous
words ;

and from thence, the whole treated with triumph

and inſulae

It is eaſy to fee, how the deciſion of moſt of the

points in controverſy, becween Calvinifts and Ar

minians, depends on the determination of this grand

article concerning tbe Freedom of the Will requiſite

to moral agency ; and that by clearing and eſta

bliſhing

* A writer of the preſent age, whom I have ſeveral times

hadoccation to mention , ſpeaks once and again of thoſe who

hoid the doctrine of Neceſity, as ſcarcely worthy of the name

of philolophers, wmnI do not know , whether he has reſpect to

any particular notion of neceſity, that fome may have main

tained ; and, if ſo, what doctrine of neceſſity is it that he

means . Whether I am worthy of the name of a philofo

pher, or not , would be a queſtion little to the preſent pur

pole. If any, and ever ſo many , ſhould deny it, I ſhould

not think it worth the whie to enter into a dispute on that

queſtion : though at the ſame time I might expect, fome

better anſwer thould be given to the arguments brought for

the cruth of the doctrine I maintain ; and I might further rea

fonably defire, that it might be confidered, whether it does

not become thoſe, who are truly worthy of the name of philo

sophers , to be fendible, that there is a difference between argk

ment and contempt ; yea, and a difference between the codtempo

ciolencis of the person that argues, and the inconclufiveneſs of

ine arg 975 :nts he utfers.
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bliſhing the Calviniſtic doctrine in this point, the

chief arguments are obviated , by which Arminian

doctrines in general are ſupported, and the con

trary doctrines demonſtratively confirmed. Hereby

it becomes manifeſt, that God's moral govern

ment over mankind , his treating them as moral

agents, making them the objects of his com

inands, counſels, calls , warnings , expoftulations,

promiſes, threatenings, rewards and puniſhments,

is not inconſiſtent with a determi ring diſpoſal of

all events , of every kind, throughout the uni

verſe, in bis Providence ; either by poſitive effi

ciency, or permiſlion. Indeed , ſuch an univerſal

determining Providence, infers ſome kind of ne

ceflity of all events , ſuch a necellity as implies

an infallible previous fixedneſs of the futurity of

the event : but no other neceſſity of moral events,

or volitions of intelligent agents, is needful in

order to this , than moral neceſſity ; which does

as much aſcertain the futurity of the event, as

any other neceſſity. But, as has been demon

ſtrated, ſuch a neceffity is not at all repugnant

to moral agency, and a reaſonable uſe of com

mands, calls, rewards, puniſhments, &c. Yea ,

not only are objections of this kind againſt the

doctrine of an univerſal determining Providence, re.

movedby what has been ſaid ; but the truth of

ſuch a doctrine is demonſtrated. As it has been

demonſtrated, that the fucurity of all future events

is eſtabliſhed by previous neceſity, either name,

tural or moral ; ſo it is manifeft, that the ſove.

reign Creator and Diſpoſer of the world has or

dered this neceſſity, by orderinghis own conduct,

either in deſignedly acting, or forbearing to act.

For, .as the being of theworld is from God, ſo

the circumſtances in which it had its being at

firſt, both negative and poſſitive, muſt be ordered

by him, in one of theſe ways; and all the necef

Dd
fary
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fary confequences of theſe circumſtances, muft

be ordered by him. And God's active and pofi

tive interp fitions, after the world was created ,

and the conſequences of theſe interpofitions ; alſo

every inſtanceof his forbearing to interpoſe, and

the ſure confequences of this forbearance, muſt

all be determined according to his pleaſure. And

therefore every event, which is the conſequence

of any thing whatſoever, or that is connected

with any foregoing thing or circumſtance, either

pofitive or negative, as the ground or reaſon of

its exiſtence, muſt be ordered of God ; either by

a deſigning efficiency and interpoſition, or a de

ligned forbearing to o ;erate or interpoſe. But, as

has been proved, all events whatſoever are neceſ.

farily connected with ſomething foregoing, either

poſſitive or negative, which is the ground of its

exiſtence. ' It follows, therefore, that the whole

ſeries of events is thus connected with ſomething

in the ſtate of things, either poſitive ornegative,

which is original in the ſeries ; i.e. ſomething

wh ch is connected with nothing preceding that,

but God's own immediate conduct, either his act

ing or forbearing to act. From whence it follows,

that as God deſignedly orders his own conduct,

and its connected conſequences, it muſt neceffa

rily be, that he deſignedly orders all things.

The things, which havebeen ſaid, obviate ſome

of the chief objections of Arminians againſt the

Calviniſtic doctrine of the total depravity and cor

ruption of man's nature, whereby his heart is

wholly under the power of fin , and he is utterly

unable, without the interpoſition of ſovereign

grace, ſavingly to love God, believe in Chriſt,

or do any thing that is truly good and acceptable

in God's fight. For the main objection againſt

this doctrine is, that it is inconfiftent with the

freedom
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freedom of man's will; conſiſting in indifference

and ſelf-determining power ; becauſe it ſuppoſes

man to be under a neceflity of ſinning, and that

God requires things of him , in order to his avoid

ing eternal damnation, which he is unable to do ;

and that this doctrine is wholly inconſiſtent with

the fincerity of counſels, invitations , &c. Now,

this doctrine ſuppoſes no other neceſity of ſinning,

than a moral neceſſity ; which , as has been ſhewn,

does not at all excuſe fins and ſuppoſes no other

inability to obey any command, or perform any

duty, even the iſoft ſpiritual and exalted, but a

moral inability, which , as has been proved , does

not excuſe perſons in the non -performance of any

good thing, or make them not to be the proper

objects of commands, counfels and invitations.

And, moreover, it has been ſhewn, that there is

not, and never can be, either in exiſtence, or ſo

much as in idea, any ſuch freedom of will, con

fiſting in indifference and ſelf-determination, for

the ſake of which , this doctrine of original fin is

caſt out ; and that no ſuch freedom is neceſſary,

in order to the nature of ſing and a juſt deſert of

puniſhment.

The things, which have been obſerved, do alſo

take off the main objections of Arminians againſt

the doctrine of efficacious grace ; and , at the ſame

time, prove the grace of God in a finner's con

verſion (if there be any grace or divine influence

in the affair ) to be efficacious, yea , and irreſiſtible

too, if by irreſiſtible is meant, that which is at

tended with a moral neceſſity , which it is impof

fible ſhould ever be violated by any reſiſtance.

The main objection of Arminians againſt this doc

trine is, that it is inconfiftent with their felf-deter

mining freedom of will ; and that it is repug

nant to the nature of virtue, that it ſhould be

Dd2
wrought

1
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wrought in the heart by the determining efficacy

and power of another, inſtead of its being owing

to a ſelf-moving power ; that, in that caſe, the

good which is wrought, would not be our virtue,

but rather God's virtue ; becauſe it is not the per

fon in whom it is wrought, that is the determin

ing author of it , but God that wrought it in him .

But the things, which are the foundation of theſe

objections, have been conſidered , and it has been

demonſtrated, that the libercy of moral agents

does not conſiſt in ſelf-determining power ; and

that there is no need of any ſuch liberty, in order

to the nature of virtue ; nor does it at all hinder,

but that the ſtate or act of the will may be the

virtue of the ſubject, though it be not from ſelf

determination , but the determination of an in

trinſic cauſe : even ſo as to cauſe the event to be

morally neceſſary to the ſubject of it . And as

it has been proved , that nothing in the ftate or

acts of the will of man is contingent ; but that,

on the contrary, every event of this kind is ne

ceſſary, by a moral neceſſity ; and has alſo been

now demonſtrated , that the doctrine of an uni

verſal determining Providence, follows from that

doctrine of neceſſity, which was proved before :

and fo that God does deciſively , in his Provi.

dence, order all the volitions of moral agents,

either by positive influence or permiſſion : and

it being allowed , on all hands, that what God

does in the affair of man's virtuous volitions,

whether it be more or leſs , is by fome poſitive in

fluence, and not by meer permiſſion, as in the

affair of a ſinful volition : if we put theſe things

together, it will follow , that God's affiti ance or

intuence, muſt be determining and deciſive, or

muſt be attended with a moral neceſſity of the

event ; and ſo , that God gives virtue, holineſs

and converſion to finners, by an influence which

deter
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determines the effect, in fuch a manner, that the

effect will infallibly follow by a moral neceſſity ;

which is what Calvinifts mean by efficacious and

irreſiſtible grace.

The things, which have been ſaid , do likewiſe

anſwer the chief objections againſt the doctrine

of God's univerſal and abſolutté decree, and afford

infallible proof of this doctrine , and of the doc.

trine of abſolute, eternal, perfonal election in par

ticular. The main ob ections againſt theſe doc

trines are, that they infer a neceſſity of the voli

tions of moral agents , and of the future moral

ftate and acts of men , and ſo are not conſiſtent

with thoſe eternal rewards and puniſhments,

which are connected with converſion and impeni

tence ; nor can be made to agree with the rea.

fonableneſs and ſincerity of the precepts , calls,

counſels, warnings and expoftulations of the

Word ofGod ; or with the various methods and

means of grace, which God uſes with finners, to

bring them to repentance ; and the whole of that

moral government, which God exerciſes towards

mankind : and that they inter an inconſiſtence

between the ſecret and revealed Will of God ; and

make God the author of lin . But all theſe things

have been obviaced in the preceding diſcourſe.

And the certain truth of hefe doctrines , con

cerning God's eternal purpoſes, will foilow from

what was juſt new obferved concerniny God's uni

verſal Providence , how it intallibly follows from

what has been proved, that God orders all events,

and the volitions of moral agents among It ochers,

by ſuch a deciſive difporal, that the events are

infallibly connected with his diſpoſal . For it God

diſpoſes all events, ſo that the intailıbli existence

of the events is decided by bis Providenie, then

be, doubtleſs , thus orders and decides things know

ingly,
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ingly, and on deſign. God does not do what he

does, nor order what he orders, accidentally and

unawares ; either without, or beſide his intention .

And if there be a foregoing deſign of doing and or

dering as he does, this is the fame with a purpoſe

or decree. And as it has been ſhewn, that nothing

is new to God, in any reſpect, but all things are

perfectly and equally in his view from eternity ;

hence it will follow , that his deſigns or purpoſes

are not things formed anew, founded on any

new views or appearances, but are all eternal

purpoſes. And as it has been now ſhewn, how

the doctrine of determining efficacious grace cer

țainly follows from things proved in the forego .

ing diſcourſe ; hence will neceſſarily follow the

doctrine of particular, eternal, abſolute election.

For if men are made true ſaints, no otherwiſe

than as God makes them fo , and diftinguiſhes

them from others, by an efficacious power and in

fluence of his , that decides and fixes the event ;

and God thus makes ſome faints, and not others ,

on deſign or purpoſe, and ( as has been now ob

ferved ) no deſigns of God are new ; it follows, that

God thus diftinguiſhed from others, all that ever

become true ſaints, by his eternal deſign or decree.

I might alſo fhew , how God's certain forenow

ledgemuſt ſuppoſe an abſolute decree, and how

ſuch a decree can be proved to a demonſtration

from it : but that this diſcourſe may not be

ļengthened out too much , that muſt be omitted

for the preſent.

From theſe things it will inevitably follow ,

that however Chriſt in ſome ſenſe may be ſaid to

die for all, and to redeem all viſible Chriſtians, yea,

the whole world by his death ; yet there muſt be

ſomething particular in the deſign of his death,

with reſpect to ſuch as he intended ſhould actu

ally
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of men.

ally be ſaved thereby. As appears by what has

been now ſhewn, God has the actual ſalvation or

redemption of a certain number in his proper ab

ſolute deſign, and of a certain number only ; and

therefore ſuch a deſign only can be proſecuted

in any thing God does, in order to the ſalvation

God purſues ' a proper deſign of the

ſalvation of the elect in giving Chriſt to die,

and proſecutes ſuch a deſign with reſpect to no

other , mọit itrictly ſpeaking ; for it is impoſſible,

that God ſhould proſecute any other deſign than

only ſuch as he has : he certainly does not, in the

higheſt propriety and ſtrictneſs of ſpeech, purſue

a deſign that he has not. - And, indeed, ſuch a

particularity and limitation of rede.nption will

as intalliby follow , from the doctrine of God's

foreknowledge, as from that of the decree. For

it is as impoffible, in ſtrictneſs of ſpeech, that God

ſhould proſecute a deſign, or aim a : a thing,

which Hle at the ſame time moſt perfectly knows

will not be accompliſhed, as that he ſhould uſe

endeavours for that which is beſide his decree,

1

Br the things which have been proved, are

obviated ſoine of the main objections againſt the

doctrine of the infallible and neceſſary perfe

verance of ſaints, and ſome of the main foundations

of this doctrine are eſtabliſhed . The main pre

judices of Arminians againſt this doctrine ſeem to

be theſe ; they ſuppole luci a neceffary, infallible

perfeverance to be repugnant to the freedom of

the will ; that it muſt be owing to man's own

ſelf determining power, that he first becomes vircu

ous and holy ; and fo , in like manner, it must be

left a thing contingent, to be determined by the

fame freedom of will, whether he will perfevere

in virtue and holineſs , and that otherwiſe his

continuing ftedfaſt in faith and obedience would

not
Da 4
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not be his virtue, or at all praiſe-worthy and re.

wardable ; nor could his perleverance be properly

the matter of divine commands, counſels and pro

miſes, nor his apoſtacy be properly threatened,

and men warned againſt it . Whereas , we find all

theſe things in ſcripture : there we find ſtedfaſt

neſs and perſeverance in true Chriſtianity, repre

fented as the virtue of the ſaints , ſpoken of aş

praiſe-worthy in them , and glorious rewards pro

miſed to it ; and alſo find, that God makes it the

ſubject of his commands, counſels and promiſes ;

and the contrary, of threatenings and warnings ,

But the foundation of theſe objections has been re

moved, in its being ſhewn that moral neceſſity and

infallible certainty of events is not inconfiftent

with theſe things ; and that, as to freedom of wil!

lying in the power of the will to determine itſelf,

there neither is any ſuch thing, nor need any of it , in

order to virtue, reward, commands, counſels, &c.

And as the doctrines of efficacious grace and

abſolute election do certainly follow from things,

which have been proved in the preceding diſ

courfe ; fo fome of the main foundations of the

doctrine of perſeverance, are thereby eſtabliſhed.

If the beginning of true faith and holineſs, and

a man's becoming a true faint at firſt, does not

depend on the ſelf-determining power of the will,

but on the determining efficacious grace of God ;

it may well be argued , that it is alſo with reſpect

to men's being continued ſaints, or perſevering

in faith and holineſs. The converſion of a ſin

ner being not owing to a man's ſelf - determina.

tion, but to God's determination, and eternal

election, which is abſolute, and depending on

the ſovereign will of God ; and not on the free

will of man ; as is evident from what has been

faid; and it being very evident from the Scrip

tures,

2
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tures, that the eternal election which there is of

faints to faith and holineſs, is alſo an election of

them to eternal ſalvation : hence their appoinc

ment to ſalvation muſt alſo be abſolute, and not

depending on their contingent, felf -determining

will . From all which it follows, that it is ablo .

Jutely fixed in God's decree, that all true ſaints

fall perſevere to actual eternal ſalvation.

But I muſt leave all theſe things to the con

ſideration of the fair and impartial reader ; and

when he has maturely weighed them , I would pro

poſe it to his conſideration, whether many of the

firſt reformers, and others that ſucceeded them,

whom God in their day made the chief pillars of

his church , and greateſt inſtruments of their de

liverance from error and darkneis , and of the

ſupport of the cauſe of piety among them, have

not been injured , in the contempt with which

they have been treated by many late writers, for

their teaching and maintaining ſuch doctrines as

are commonly called Calviniſtic. Indeed , ſome of

theſe new writers, at the fame time that they

have repreſented the doctrines of thele antient

and eminent divines, as in the higheſt degree ri

diculous, and contrary to common ſense, in an

oftentation of a very generous chariiy, have al

lowed that they were honeft well -meaning men :

yea, it may be ſome of them, as though it were

in great condeſcenſion and compallion to i hem,

have allowed , that they did pre ty , well for the

day which they lived in, and conſidering the great

diſadvantages they laboured under : when, at the

ſame time, their manner of ſpeaking has na

turally and plainly ſuggeſted to the minds of their

readers, that they were perſons, who through

the lowneſs of their genius, and greatneſs of the

bigotry, with which their mindswere thackled ,

and
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and thoughts confined, living in the gloomy caves

of ſuperſtition, fondly embraced, and demurely

and zealouſly taught the moſt abſurd , filly and

monſtrous opinions, worthy of the greateſt con

tempt of gentlemen poffefſed of that noble and

generous freedom of thought, which happily

prevails in this age of light and enquiry . When,

indeed , ſuch is the caſe, that we might, if ſo

diſpoſed, ſpeak as big words as they, and on

far better grounds. A'd really all the Arminians

on earth might be challenged without arrogance

or vaniiy, to make theſe principles of theirs, where

in they mainly differ froin their fathers, whom they

ſo much deſpiſe, confiftent with common fenfe

yea , and perhaps to produce any doctrine ever

embraced by the blindeſt bigot of the Church of

Rome, or the moſt ignorant Muſulman, or ex

travagant enthuſialt, that might be reduced to

more demonſtrable inconſiſtencies, and repug

nancies to common ſenſe, and to themſelves ,

though their inconfiitencies indeed may not lie ſo

deep, or be ſo artfully vailed by a deceitful am

biguity of words, and an indeterminate ſignifi

cation of phraſes.-- I will not deny , that theſe

gentlemen , many of them , are men of great

abilities, and havebeen helped to higher attain .

meņts in philoſophy, than thoſe antient divines,

and have done great ſervice to the Church of God

in fome reſpects: but I humbly conceive, that their

differing from their fathers, with ſuch magiſterial

afſurance, in theſe points in divinity, muſt be ow- ,

ing to ſome other cauſe than ſuperior wiſdom.

It may alſo be worthy of conſideration, whe

tủer the great alteration, which has been made

in the ſtate of things in our nation, and ſome

other parts of the Proteſtant world , in this and

the pait age, by the exploding fo general Calvin

niſtic
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niſtic doctrines, that is ſo often ſpoken of as

worthy to be greatly rejoiced in by the friendsof

truth, learning and virtue, as an inſtance of the

great increaſe of lightin the Chriſtian Church ; I

jay, it may be worthy to be conſidered, whether

this be indeed a happy change, owing to any ſuch

cauſe as an increaſe of true knowledge and under

ſtanding in things of religion ; or whether there

is not reaſon to tear, that it may be owing to ſome

worſe cauſe.

And I deſire it may be conſidered , whether the

boldneſs of ſome writers may not be worthy to

be reflected on, who have not ſcrupled to ſay,

that if theſe and thoſe things are crue (which yet

appear to be the demonftrable dictates of realon ,

as well as the cetain dictates of the mouth of the

Moſt High) then God is unjuſt and cruel , and

guilty of manifeſt deceit and double dealing, and

the like. Yea, ſome have gone ſo far, as confi .

dently to aſſert, that if any book which pretends

to be Scripture, teaches ſuch doctrines, that alone

is ſufficient warrant for mankind to reject it, as

what cannot be the Word of God . Some, who

have not gone ſo far, have ſaid, that if the Scripture

ſeems to teach any ſuch doctrines, lo contrary

to reaſon, we are obliged to find out ſome other

interpretation of thoſe texts , , where ſuch doc

trines ſeem to be exhibited . Others expreſs

themſelves yet more modeſtly : they expreſs a

tenderneſs and religious fear, leaſt they fhould re

ceive and teach any thing that ſhould ſeem to re .

flect on God's moral character, or be a diſpa

ragement to his methods of adminiſtration, in

his moral government ; and therefore expreſs

themſelves as not daring to embrace fome doc

grines, though they ſeem to be delivered in Scripo

gure, according to the more obvious and natural

con
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conſtruction of the words . But indeed it would

ſhew a truer modeſty and humility , if they would

more entirely rely on God's wiſdom and diſcern

ing, who knows infinitely better than we, what is

agreeable to his own perfections, and never in

tended to leave theſe matters to the deciſion of the

wiſdom and diicernirg of men ; but by his own

unerring inſtruction , to determine for us what the

truth is'; knowing how little our judyment is to

be depended on , and extremely prone, vain and

blind men are , to err in ſuch matters .

1

The truth of the caſe is , that if the Scripture

plainly taughe the oppoſite doctries, to thoſe

ihat are ſo much ftumbled at , viz the Arminian

doctrine of free-will, and others depending

thereon , it would be the greateſt of all difficul

ties that attend the scriptures, incompaiably

greater than ts containing any, even the moſt my

iterious of thoſe doctrines of the firſt reformers,

which our late free- thinkers have ſo fuperciliouſly

exploded .-- Indeed, it is a glorious argument of

the divinity of the holy Scriptures, that they teach

ſuch doctrines, which in one age and another,

through the blindneſs of men's minds, and ſtrong

prejudices of their hearts, are rejected, as moſt

abſurd and unreaſonable , by the wiſe and great

men of the worlds which yet, when they are

moſt carefully and ſtrictly examined, appear to be

exactly agreeable to the moſt demonitrable, certain ,

and natural dictates of reaſon. By ſuch things

ic
appears, that the fooliſhneſs of God is wifer than

men, and God does as is ſaid in 1 Cor. i . 19, 20.

For it is written, I will deſtroy the wiſdom of the

wife ; I will bring to nothing the underſtanding of the

prudent. Where is the wiſe ! Where is the ſcribe !

Where is the diſputer of this world ! Hath not God

made fooliſh the wiſdom of this world ? And as it is

uſed
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uſed to be in time paſt, ſo it is probable it will

be in time to come, as it is there written , in ver.

27, 28 , 29. But God bath choſen the fooliſh things

of the world, to confound the wije : and God bath

choſen the weak things of the world , to confound the

things that are migkty : and baſe ihings, of the world,

and things which are deſpiſed , bath Gad cho'en : yea ,

and things which are not, to bring to nought things

that are; that no flesh ſhould glory in his preſence.

Anien.
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Dietates. See Under- of Volitions of moral".

ftanding Agents, proved , P. 2 .

Sect .
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Sect. II. p. 137. - In- ciples, Piz . Sect. 3 : p.

conſiſtent with Contin

gence, P: 2. Sect. 12 . Grace, ics Freeneſs

p. 163. Proves Neceſ- confiftent, with themo

ſity as much as a de- ral Neceſſity of God's

cree, Ibid . p . 170. The · Will, P. 4. Sect. 8. p.

ſeeming difficulty of re 349 .

conciling it with the

ſincerity of his precepts,
H.

counſels, & c. not pe

culiar to the Calviniſtic H Abits, virtuous and

ſcheme, P. 4. Sect. 11 , vicious , inconſiſtent

P. 379 .
with Arminian princi

ples, P. 3. Sect. 6. p.

252 .

Heathen, of their Sal

GOD, his Being how ' vation , P. 3. Sect. 5. p.

known, P. 2. Sect. 247 .

3. p . 60. P. 4 , Sect. 12 . Hobbes, his Doctrine

p. 385. His moral Ex- of Neceſſity, P. 4. Sect.

cellencies neceſſary, yet 6. p. 321 .

virtuous and praiſe-wor

thy, P. 3. Sect. 1. p.
1 .

187. P. 4. Sect. 4. p.

307: The Neceſſity of Mpoſibility, the fame

his Volitions, P. 4. Sect. as negative Neceſſity ,

7. p . 322. Whether the P. 1. Sect. 3. p. 27 .

principles maintained in Inability, how the

this diſcourſe are incon . word is uſed in common

fiſtent with his moral ſpeech , ard how by

character, P.4. Sect. II . Metapbyſicians and. Aro

p. 378. How Armini. minians; P. 1. Sect. ž :

aniſm deſtroys the evi- p. 20, 27: P. 4. Sect.

dence of his moral per. 3. p. 290. Natural and

fections, Ibid . p. 382 . moral, P. I. Sect. 4. p.

Grace of th : Spirit, ex- 28. Moral, the ſeveral

cluded by Arminian prin : kinds of it, P. 1. Sect.

4. P.

Еe
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4. p. 35. P : 3. Sect. 4.

p . 230 -of fallen man L.

to perform perfect obe

dience, P.3. Sect. 3 p: LAWS, the end

218 . What does, and whereof is to bind

what does not excuſe to one ſide, render- d

men, P. 3. Sect. 3. p . uſeleſs by Arminian prin

215 . Ibid . Sect . 4. p. ciples , P. 3. Sect. 4. p.

233. P. 4. Sect . 3. p.p 225.

288 . Liberty, the Nature of

Inclinations ; fee Hafee Ha- it, P. 1. Sect. 5. p . 38 .

bits. The Arminian notion of

Indifference, whether it , Ibid. p. 40 . This

Liberty conſiſts in it, inconſiſtent with other

P. 2. Sect. 7. p . 88. Arminian Notions, P.2 .

Nor neceſſary to virtue, Sect. 9. p. 107, & c .

but inconſiſtent with it , Licentiouſneſs, whether

P... Sect . 6. p. 251 . the Calviniſtic doctrine

Indifferent Things,thoſe tends to it; P. 4. Sect..

which appear ſo , never 12 : p. 385.-See Endea

the objects of volition, vours.

P. I. Sect 2. p.9 . P. 2 .

Sect. 6. P 78. Whether M.

the Will can determine

itſelf in chuſing among MAchines,
whether

ſuch things, P.2. Sect. Calviniſm makes

men fuch, P.4. Sect. 5 .

Invitations, conſiſtent p . 316 .

with moral Neceſity Means, fee Endeavours,

and inability , P. 3. Sect. Metaphyſical Realon

4. p . 235. P. 4. Sect. ing ; ſee Altracted.

11. p . 378 .
But not To be juſtly objected

confiitent with Arminian againft the Arminian

principles. P. 2. Sect 9 , ſcheme, P. 4. Sect. 13 .

p . 112. P. 3. Sect. 7. p . 396 .

p . 263. P. 4. Sect. 11. Moral Agency, its Na

p. 381. ,
ture, P. 1. Sect. 5. p.41 .

Motives,

6. p . 79 .
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P. 218 .

Motives, what they conſiſtent with the free :

are, P. 1. Sect. 2. p . 7,8. neſs of his grace, Ibid .

The ſtrongeſt determin . Sect . 8. p. 349. - Ne

ing the Will , Ibid . p . cefſity of Chrift's Obe.

8. P. 2. Sect. 10. p. dience, &c . P. 3. Sect.

124. Arminian Princi. 2. p . 193. - Of the fin

ples inconſiſtent with of luch as are given up

their influence and uſe to fin , P. 3. Sect. 3. P.

in moral actions, P. 3 . 212.-of fallen man , in

Sect . 7. p. 259. P. 4. general, P. 3. Sect. 3.

Sect , 11. p . 384 . What Necef

Gity wholly excuſes men,

N.
P. 3. Sect. 4. p. 234.

P. 4. Sect. 3. p. 288.

N Alural Notions ; fee and Sect. 4. p. 300.

Common Senſe.

Neceſſity, how the

term is uſed in common

ſpeech, and how by phi. Bedience ; ſee Chriſt;

lofophers, P. 1. Sect. Commands; Neceſity.

3. p . 18. P. 4. Sect.

3. p . 288. — Philofo . P.

phical of various kinds,

Ibid . p. 293. natural p Articles perfeetly alike,

and moral, P. 1. Seci. of the Creator's pla.

4. p. 28. P. 4. Seçt. cing ſuch differently, P.

4. P. 304.-No Liberty 4. Sect. 8. p . 339.

without moral Necef Perſeverance of Saints,

P. 2. Sect . 8. P. CONCLUS. p. 407

101. Neceſſity and Con Promiſes, whether any

tingence, both incon- are made to the endea

fiſtent with Arminian Li- vours of unregenerate

berty , P. 2. Sect . 13. finners, P. 3. Sect. 5.

Neceſſity of Pi 246.

God's. Volition , P. 3 , Providence, univerſal

Sect. 1. p . 187. P. 4. and deciſive, CONCLUS.

Sect. 7. p. 322. This P. 401 .

RE

1

P. 182 .
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Stoic Philoſophers, great

R. Theiſts , P. 4. Sect. 12 .

p . 384. See Fate.

REdemptio
n particular, Suſpending Volition, of

CONCLUS. P. 406 . the liberty of the Will

Refurmers, the firſt, ſuppoſed to conſiſt in

how treated by many an ability for it , P. 2 .

lace writers, Conclus. Sect. 7 .Sect. 7. p . 97. P. 3 .

P. 409 . Sect . 4. p. 228. lbid.

Sect. 7. p. 2to.

S.

T.

SAinis in Heaven, their

Liberty, P. 4. Sect. T'Endency of thePrin

4. P. 307 . ciples here main

Scripture, of the Ar- tained , to Atheiſm and

minians arį u vents from licentiouſneſs, the ob.

thence, P. 4. Sect . 11. jestion conſidered and

P: 383 . retorted; P. 4. Sect. 12 .

Self d termining Power p. 384.

of the Will, its incon

fiftence, P. 2. Sect . 1 .
V.

p . 44. Evaſions of the

arguments aga ff itit Virtue and Vice, the

conſidered , P. 2. Sect . 2 . Being of neither of

p. 49. ſhewn to be im- chem confiftent with Ar

pertinent, Ibid . Sect . 5. minian principles ; See

P. 71 .
Arminian Do &trine. Their

Sin ; ſee. Author, En. Effence not lying in

11anice. their Cauſe, but their

Sincerity of Defires and nature, P. 4. Sect. I.

Endeavours, what is no

juſt excuſe, P. 3. Sect. Underfianding, how it

5. p . 236. The diffe.
de termines the Will, P.

renë forcs of fincerity, 1. Sect . 2. p . 17. P. 2.

Sect . 9. p . 106 . Dico

Sloin , noi encouraged tates
of the Under

by Calviniſm , P. 4. Sect. ſtanding and Will , as

5. p . 314 fup

P. 268.

Ibid. p. 243
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ſuppoſed by ſome, the tion, P. 1. Sect. 2. p.

ſame, P. 2. Sect. 9. p. 6, &c. The very be

113 ing of ſuch a faculty

Uneaſineſs, as ſuppo inconſiſtent with Ara

ſed to determine the minian Principles, P. 3.

Will, P. 1 .
Sect. 2 .

Sect. 7. p . 265. Of

p. 9 . God, ſecret and revealed,

Volition, not without P. 4. Sect. 9. p . 367.

a cauſe, P. 2 .2. Sect. 3 .
Arminian themſelves

p. 64. P. 2. Sect. 4. p. obliged to allow ſuch

69.
a diſtinction, Ibid. p.

370 .

W.
Willingneſs to Duty,

what is no excuſe for

WILL, its Nature, the neglect of it . See

P. I. Sect . 1. p. Sincerity.

1, & c. Its determina .
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R E M A R K S

ON THE

ESSAYS on the PRINCIPLES of MORALITY

and NATURAL RELIGION.

In a LETTER to a Miniſter of the CHURCH of

SCOTLAND :

By the Reverend Mr. JONATHAN ED .

WARDS, Preſident of the College of New

JERSEY, and Author of the late Inquiry into

the MODERN NOTIONS of the FREEDOM of

WILL.

Rev. SIR ,

HE intimations you have given me of the

I have written on the Freedom of the Will; &c . to

vindicate what is ſaid on the ſubject of liberty and

neceſſity , by the Author of the Eſays on the Princi

ples of Morality andNatural Religion, has occaſioned

my reading this Author's Effay on that ſubject,

with particular care and attention And I think

it muſt be evident to every one , that has read both

his Elay and my Inquiry, that our ſchemes are ex

ceeding reverſe from each other. The wide diffe

rence appears particularly in the following things.

This Authorluppoſes, that ſuch a neceſſicy takes

place with reſpect to all men's actions, as is incon.

fiſtent with liberty, * and plainly denies that nen

have any liberty in acting. Thus in p: 168. after

he had been ſpeaking or he neceſſity of our deter

minations,E e 4

* P. 160, 161, 164, 165 , and many
other places,
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minations, as connected with motives, he concludes

with ſaying, “ In ſhort, if motives are not under

our power or direction, which is confeffedly the

fact, we can at bottom have NO LIBERTY. "

Whereas, I have abundantly expreſſed it as my

mind , that man, in his moral actions, has true li

berty; and that the moral neceſſity, which univer

{ally takes place, is not in the leaſt inconſiſtent with

any thing that is properly called liberty, and with

the utmoſt liberty that can be deſired, or that can

poffibly exiſt or be conceived of. *

-I FIND that ſome are ape to think , that in that

kind of moral neceſſity of men's volitions, which

I ſuppoſe to be univerſal, at leaſt ſome degree of

liberty is denied ; that though it be true I allow

a ſort of liberty, yet thoſe who maintain a felf-deter

mining power in the will , and a liberty of contin

gence and indifference, hold an higher ſort of free

dom than I do : but I think this is certainly a great

miſtake. 40:14

LIBERTY, as I have explained it, in p. 38. and

other places, is the power , opportunity, or advantage

that any one has to do as he pleaſes, or condu &ting, IN

ANY RESPECTaccording to bis pleufure ; without cona

ſidering how his pleaſure comes to be 'aş it is. It

is demonſtrable, and, I think , has been deinonſtra

ted, that no neceſſity of men's volitions that I main

tain, is inconſiſtent with this liberty : and I think

it is impoſſibļe for any one to riſe higher in his con

ceptions of liberty than this : If any imagine they

deſire higher, and įhat they conceive of a higher

and greater liberiy than this, they are deceived,

and delude themſelves with confuſed ambiguous

words, inſtead of ideas If any one ſhould here

ſay, “ Yes, I conceive of a freedom above and

bęyonu the liberty a man has of conducting in

any

* Inquiry, P.38-43, 186, 187, 278-288 300, 307, 326,
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any reſpect as he pleaſes, viz. a liberty of chuſing

as he pleaſes . ” Such an one, if he rejected, would

either bluſh or laugh at his own inſtance, For,

is not chuſing as he pleaſes, conducting, IN SOME

RESPECT, according to his pleafure, and ſtill with

out determining how he came by that pleaſure ?

If he ſays , “Yes, I came by that pleaſure by my

own choice . ” If he be a man of common ſenſe,

by his time he will ſee his own ablurdity : for he

muſt needs ſee that his notion or conception, even

of this liberty, does not contain any judgment or

conception how he comes by that choict, which

firſt determines his pleafure, or which originally

fixed his own will reſpecting the affair. Or if

any ſhall ſay, “ That a man exerc fes liberty in

this , even in determining his own choice, but not

as he pleaſes, or not in conſequence of any choice,

preference, or inclination of his own, but by a

determination ariſing contingently out of a ſtate .

of abſolute indifference ; " this is not riſing higher in

his conception of liberty : as ſuch a determina

tion of the will would not be a voluntary deter

mination of it . Surely he that places liberty in a

power of doing ſomething not according to his own

choice, or from his choice, has not a higher notion

of it, than he that places it in doing as he pleales,

or acting from his own election.
If there were

a power in the mind to determine itself, but not

by its choice or according to its pleaſure, what

advantage would it give ? - and what liberty , worth

contending
for, would be exerciſed in it ? There

fore no Arminian, Pelagian, or Epicurean, can rife

higher in his conceptions
of liberty , than the

notions of it which I have explained : which

notion is apparently, perfectly confittent with the

whole of that neceſſity of men's actions, which I .

fuppoſe takes place. And I lcruple not to ſay, it is

beyond all their wits to invent a higher notion, or

form
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word ,

form a higher imagination of liberty ; let them

talk of fo: ereignty of the will, ſelf -determining power,

felf -motion, Jel direction, arbitrary deciſion, liberty, ad

utrumvis, power of chuſing differently in given cafes,

&c. &c, as long as they ill. It is apparent that

theſe men , in their ſtrenuous affirmation , and dif.

pute about theſe things , aim at they know not what,

hghting for fo nething they have no conception

of, lubítituting a number... f confuſed unmeaning

inſteadof things, and inſtead of thoughts,

They may be challenged clearly to explain what

they would have : they never can anſwer the

challenge.

The Author of the Ejays, through his whole

Efſay on Liberty and Neceſſity, goes on that ſup

poſition, that, in order to the being of real liberty,

a man muſt have a freedom that is oppoled to

moral neceſſity : and yet he ſuppoles, p . 175, that

Such a liberty muſt ſignify a power in the mind of asting

without and againſt molives, a power of ałting without

any viere, purpoſe, or deſign, and even of asting in

cantradi tion to our own deſires and averfions, and to

all our principles of action ; and is an abſurdity allo

gether in onjifient with a raional nature. Now, who

ever imagined ſuch a liberty as this, a higher fort

or degree of freedom , than a liberty of following

one'swwn view and purpotes, and acting agreeable

to his own inclinations and paſſions ? Who will ever

reafunably ſuppole that liberty, which is an abtur

dity altogether inconſiſtent with a rational nature,

to be a kind of liberty above that which is confif,

tent with the nature of a rational, intelligent, de.

figning agent.

The Author of the Elays ſeems to ſuppoſe fuch

a neceſſity to take place, as is inconſiſtent with ſome

fupputable Power OF ARBITRARY CHOICE ;*

that there is ſome liberty conceivable, whereby

men's

or

* P. 169.
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men's own actions might be more PROPERLY IN

THEIR Power ,* and by which events might be

more DEPENDENT ON OURSELVES : contrary to

what I ſuppoſe to be evident in my Inquiry. I What

way can be imagined, of our actions being nore

in our power, from our feives, or dependent on uurſiives,

than their being from our power to fulfil our own

choice, to act from our own inclination, purtue

our own views, and execute our own uefigns a Cera

tainly, to be able to act thus, is as properly baving

our actions in our power, and dependent on our.

ſelves, as a being liable to be the ſubjects of acts

and events, contingently and fortukouſly, without

deſire, view, purpoſe or deſign , orany principle of action

within ourſelves ; ' as we mult be, according to this

Author's own declared ſenſe, if our actions are per

formed with that liberty that is oppoſed to moral

neceſſity.

This Author ſeems every where to ſuppoſe, that

neceffity, moſt properly ſo called, artends atlinen’s

actions; and that the terms neceſſary, unavoidable,

impoſible, &c. are equally applicable to the caſe of

moral and natural neceffity. In p . 173 , he ſays,

The idea of neceſſary and unavoidable equally agrees,

both to' moral and phyſical neceſity. And in p. 184,

All things that fall out in the natural and moral world

are alike neceſſary. P. 174, This inclination and choice

is unavoidably cauſed or occafioned by the prevailing

motive. In this lies the neceſſity of our a & tions, that, in

fuck circumſtances, it was impoſſible we could at other

wife. He often expreſſes himſelf in like manner

elſewhere, ſpeaking in ſtrong terms of men's ac.

tions as unavoidable, what they cannot forbear, hav. "

ing no power over their own actions, the order of

them being unalterably fixed, and inſeparably linked

together, &c. |

ON

* P. 191 , 195 , 197, 206 . + P. 183 . P. 395 ; 396.

1 P. 180, 188, 193, 194,.195 , 197 , 198, 199, 205 , 206.
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On the contrary , I have largely declared, that

the connection between antecedent things and con

fequent ones , which takes place with regard to the

acts of me 's wills , which is called moral neceſfity ,

is called by the nanie of Neceſity improperly ; and

that all ſuch terms as mult, cannot, impoſſible, unable,

irreſiſtible, unavoidable; invincible, &c. when applied

here, are not .pplied in their proper, ſignification ,

and are either uted nonser ficaily , and with pertect

inſignificance, or in a fente quite diverſe from

their original and proper meaning, and their uſe in

common fpeech :* ;and, that ſuch a neceſſity as

attends the acts of men's wills , is more properly .

called certainty, than necefty ; it being no other than

the certain connection between the ſubject and

predicate of the propoſition which affirms their

exiſtence.t.

AGREABLE to what is obſerved in my Inquiry, I

I think it is evidently owing to a ſtrong prejudice

in perſons minds, ariſing from an intentib e habi...'

tual perverſion and: milapplication of fuch - like

terms, as neceſſary, impoffible,unable, unavoidable, in .

vincible, &c . that they are ready to think, that to

ſuppole a certain connection of men's volitions,

without any foregoing no ives or inclinations, or

any preceding moralinfluence whatſoever is truly

and properly to ſuppoſe ſuch a ſtrong irrefragable

chain of caules and effects, as Itands in the way of,

and makes utterly vain, oppoſite deſires and en

deavours, like immovable ani impenetrable moun

tains of brals ; and impeves our liberty like walls

of adamant, gates of braſs, and bars of iron : ;

whereas, all ſuch reprelentations fuggeſt ideas as

far from the truth , as the East is from the Weit.

Nothing

* Inquiry, P. 18-28, 32, 33 , 34, 36 , 37 , 232 , 289--293,

296, 304-308, 397, 398. + Inquiry, P. 22-24.

IPa28g293
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Nothing that I maintain , ſuppoſes that men are at

all hindered by any fatal neceffity , from doing, and

even willing and chuſing as they pleaſe, with full

freedom : yea with the highest degree of liberty

that ever was thought of, or that ever could pof.

ſibly enter into the heart of any man to conceive.

I know it is in vain 10 endeavour to make ſome

perions believe this, or at leaſt fully and ſteadily

to believe it : for if it be uemoni rated to them ,

ſtill the old prejudice remains, which has been long

fixed ty the uſe of the termsneceſary, muſt, cannot,

impoffible, &r , the aſſociation with thele terms of

certain ideas , inconſiſtent with liberty , is not bro

ken ; and the judgment is powertully warped by it ;

as a thing that has been long bent and grown ſtiff,

if it be ftraitened , will return to its former curvity

again and again .

The Author of the Eſays moſt manifeſtly ſup .

poſes, that it men had the truth concerning the real

neceſſity of all their actions clearly in view , they

would not appear to themſelves, or one another,

as at all praile-worthy or culpable, or under any

moral obligation, or accountable for their actions : *

which ſuppoles , that men are not to be blamed or

prailed for any of their actions, and are not under

any obligations, nor are truly accountable for any

thing they do, by reafin of this neceility ; which

is very contrary to what I have endeavoured to

prove, throughout the third part ofmyInquiry. I

humbly conceive it is there ſhewn , that this is fo

far from the truth , that the moral neceſſity of men's

actions, which truly take place, is requiſite to the

being ot virtue ana vice, or any thing praiſe wor

thy or culpable : thai - the liberty of inu fference

and coningence, which is advanced in oj polition

to that neceffity, is inconſiſtent with the being of

* P. 207 , 209, and other places.

theie ;
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theſes as itwould ſuppoſe that men are not deter

mined in what they do , by any virtuous or vicious

principles, nor act from any motives, intentions or

ains whatſoever'; or have any end , either good or

bad , in acting. And is it not remarkable, that this

Author ſhould ſuppoſe, that, in order to men's ac

tións truly having any deſert, they muſt be per

formed without any view , purpoje, defign, or deſire, or

any principle of action ,or any thing agreable to a rational

nature ? As it will appear that he does, if we com

pare , p. 206, 207, with p . 175 .

The Authorof the Ejays ſuppoſes, that God has

deeply implanted in man's nature, a ſtrong and in

vincible apprehenſion, or feeling, as he calls it , of

a liberty, and contingence of his own actions, op .

poſite to that neceffity which truly at ends them ;

and which in truth does not agree with real fact, *

is not agreable to ſtrict pbiloſophic truth,t is con

tradictory to the truth of things, I and which truth

contradicts ,f not tallying with the real plan : f and

that therefore ſuch feelings are deceitful,**

in reality of the deluſive kind.tt He ſpeaks of

them as a wiſe deluſion,If as nice artificial feel

ings, merely that conſcience may have a command

ing power :llll meaning plainly, that theſe feelings

áre a cunning artifice of the Author of Nature, to

make men believe they are free, when they are

not. $$ He ſuppoſes that, by theſe feelings, themo

ral world has a diſguiſed appearance.Itt And

other things of this kind he ſays. He ſuppoſes

that all felf-approbation, and all remorfe of con

ſcience, ail commendation or condemnation of

ourſelves or others , all ſenſe of deferr, and all that

is connected with this way of thinking, all the

ideas , which at preſent are ſuggeſted by the words

ought,

I P. 183. P. 186. § P. 205 .

** P. 203 , 204 , 211. tt P. : 83. I P. 209. Hil P. 2110

5 P. 153 11. P. 214.

are

* P. 200 . + P. 152 .
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ought, hould, ariſe from this deluſion, and would

entirely vaniſh without it. **

All which is very contrary to what I haveabun

dantly inſiſted on and endeavoured to demonſtrate

in my Inquiry ; where I have largely ſhewn, that it

is agrea le to the natural ſenſe of mankind, that

the moral neceſſity or certainty that acrends men's

actions, is confiitent with praiſe and blame, rew.ird

and punishment; t and that it is agreable to our

natural notions, that moral evil, with its deſert of

diflike and abhorrence, and all its other ill-defery

ings, confifts in a certaia deformity in the nature

of thediſpoſitions and acts of the beart, and not in

the evil of ſomething elle, diverſe from theſe, fup

poſed to be their cawle or occaſion

I MICHT well aſk here, heeher anv one is to be

found in the world of mankind, who is conſcious to

a ſenſe or feeling, naturally and deeply rooted in

his inind, that, in order to a man's performing any

action that is praiſe or blame-worthy, hemuſt exer!

ciſe a liberty chit implies and ſignifies a power ofacta

ing without any motive, view , deſign, defire, orprin

ciple ofaction ? For ſuch a liberty, this Authorlup

poles, that muſt be which is oppoſed to moral néceſs

ſity, as I have already oblerved once and again.

Suppoſing a man ſhould actually do good, index

pendent of defire, aim , inducement, principle or

end, is it a dictate of invincible natural fenſe, thae

his act is more meritorious of praile -worthy, than

if he had performed it for fome good end, and had

been governed in it by good principles and motives ?

and ſo I might aſk , on the contrary , with reſpecť

to evit accións.lt

The

* P. 160, 194, 199 , 205 , 206 , 207, 209 + Inquiry Part

IV . Sect. 4. throughout i la m Part IV . Sect. t rough

out and P. 395.- 97 . # Sce' this Maiter illuitrated in my

Inquiry, Part IV . Sect. 4. eſpecially , 302–304.
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The Author of the Eſſays fuppoſes thatthe libero

ty without neceffity , which we have a natural feels

ing of, inplies contingence : and , fueaking of this

contingence, he fometimes calls it by the name of

Chance . And it is evident chac his notion of it, or

rather what he fays abouc'it, implies things hap

pening looſely, fortuitously, by accident, and without a

cauſe * Now I conceive the Nighteft reflection may

be ſufficient to fatisfy any one, that fuch a con

tingence of men's actions, according to our natural

ſenſe, is , fo far from being eſſential to the mortality

or merit of thoſe actions , that it would deſtroy it ;

and that, on the contrary , the dependence of our

actions on ſuch cauſes, as inward inclinations, in

citements and ends, is eſſential to the being of it.

Natural fenſe teaches men, when they ſee any thing

done by others of a good or evil tendency, torin.

quire what their intention was ; what principles.

and views they were moved by, in order to judge

how far they are to be juſtified or condemned ;

and not to determine, that, in order to their being

approved or blamed at all , the action muſt be

performed altogether fortuitouſly, proceeding

from nothing, ariſing from no cauſe. Concern

ing this matter, I have fully expreſſed my mind

in the Inquiry t.

If the liberty, which we have a natural ſenſe of

as neceſſary to deſert, conſiſts in the mind's ſelf

determination, without being determined by previ

ous inclination or motive, then indifference is effen

tial to it , yea abſolute indifference ; as is obſerved

in my Inquiry J. But men naturally have no notion

of any ſuch liberty as this, as effential to the mo

çalıcy or demerit of their actions abuck on the con

trary, ſuch a liberty, if it were poflible, would be

inconſiſtens

P. 156 , 157, 158 , 159, 177 , 178 , 181 , 183 , 184 , 185• .

† P. 258-.-261 , 267 , 302, 303, and other places.

P. 89-911
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inconſiſtent with our natural notions of defert, as

is largely ſhown in the Inquiry * If it be agreeable

to natural ſenſe , that men muſt be indifferent in

determining their own actions; then , according to

the ſame, the more they are determined by inclina

tion, either good or bad, the leſs they have of de

fert : the more good actions are performed from

good diſpoſition , the leſs praiſe worthy ; and the

more evil deeds are from evil diſpoſicions, the leſs

culpable ; and , in general, the more men's actions

are from their hearts, the leſs theyare to be com

mended or condemned : which all muſt know is

very contrary to natural le ſe .

Moral neceſſity is owing to the power and goo

vernment of the inclination of the heart, either

habitual or occaſional, excited by inocive : but,

according to natural and common ſenfe, the more

a man does any thing with full inclination of

heart, the more is it to be charged to his account

for his condemnation , if it be an ill action, and

the more to be aſcribed to him for his praiſe, if it

be good.

If the mind were determined to evil actions by

contingence, from a ſtate of indifference, then

either there would be no fault in them, or elſe

the fault would be in being ſo perfectly indif

ferent, that the mind was equally liable to a bad

or good determination . Abd, if this indifference

be liberty , then the very effence of the blame or

fault would lie in the liberty itſelf, or the wicka

edneſs would, primarily and ſummarily, tie in

being a free agent. If there were no fault in

being indifferent, then there would be no fault

in the determination's being agreeable to ſuch a

ſtate of indifference : that is , there could

Ff
fault

no

Eſpecially in Part III. Sect. 6, and 7.
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Joinery

, termination to

fault be reaſonably found with this, bizi that

oppoſite determinations actually happen to take

place indifferently, ſometimes good and ſometimes

bad , as contingence governs and decides . And

if it be a fault to be indifferent to good and

evil, then ſuch indifference is no indifference

to good and evil, but is a

evil, or to a fault ; and ſuch an indifferent diſpo

ſition would be an evil, faulty diſpoſition , ten

dency or determination of mind. So inconfiftent

are theſe notions of liberty, as effential to praiſe

or blame. 13 in Buture

The Author of the Efays ſuppoſes men's na

tural delufive ſenſe of a liberty of contingence,

to be, in truth , the foundation of all the labour,

care and induſtry of mankind * ; . and that if

men's prattical ideas -bad been formed on the plan

of univerſal neceſſity, the ignava ratio, the įnac

tive doctrine of the Stoics, would have followed ;

and that there would bave been no Roomfor fore

thought about futurily, or any ſort of induſtry and

care + : plainly implying, that, in this caſe, men

would fee and know that all their induftry and

care fignified nothing, was in vain , and to no

purpoſe, orof no benefit; events being fixed in

an irrefragable chain , and not at all DEPENDING

on their care and endeavour; as he explains him

ſelf, particularly, in the inſtance of men's uſe of

means to prolong life I : not only very contrary

to what I largely maintain in my Inquiry g, but

alſo very inconſiſtently with his own Icheme, rin

what hefuppoſes of the ends for which God has

ſo deeply implanted this deceitful feeling in man's

nature ; in which he manifeſtly ſuppoſegmen's

il yorli care

• P. 1843

+ P. 189. P. 184 , 185 . $ Eſpecially

Part IV. Sect. 5:

1
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care and induſtry not to be in vain and of no be .

nefit, but of great uſe, yea of abſolute neceſſi: y,

inu order to the obtaining the moſt important

bends and neceſſary purpoſes of human life, and

to fulfil the ends of action to the BEST ADVAN

STAGE ; as ihe dargely declares * . Now, how ſhall

thete things be reconciled ? That, if men had

*açclear view of real truth , they would ſee thac

-there was no ROOM for their care and induſtry,

becaufe they would fee it to be in vain, and of no

benefit ; and yet that God, by having a clear

view of real truth, fees that their being excited

to care and induſtry, will be of excellenc uſe to

mankind, and greatly for the benefit of the

Norld, yea abſolutely neceſſary in order to ir :

land that therefore the great wiſdom and good

nefs of God to men appears, in artfully contriving

to put them on care and induſtry for their good,

which good could not be obtained without them ;

- and yet both theſe thingsare maintained at once,

Hand in the fame fentences and words by this Au

thor. The very reaſon he gives, why God has put

5 this deceitful feeling into men , contradiets and de.

ſtroys itſelf ; that God in his great goodneſs to

r mengave them ſuch a deceitful feeling, becauſe

cit was very uſeful and neceffary for them , and

- greatly for their benefit, or excites them to care

1 and induſtry for their owngood, which care and

y induſtry is uſeful and neceffary to that end ; and

get the very thing that this great benefit of care

randn induſtry is given as a reaſon for, is God's

2 deceiving men in this very point, in making them

? think their care and induſtry to be of great bene.

< ' fit to them , when indeed it is of none at all , and

syif they faw the real truth , they would ſee all their

Ff 2 endeas

P. 188-192 . and in many other places,
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endeavours to ber wholly uſeleſs, that there was

NO ROOM for them , and that the event does not a

all DEPEND' upon them *.

And belides, what this Author fays, plainly.ima

plies (as appears by what has been already obſerva

ed ) that it is neceffary men fhould be deceived,

by , being made to believe that future events are

contingent, and their own future actions free,

with loch a freedom , as fignifies that their ac.

tions are not ithe fruit of their own deſires, or

deſigns, but altogether contingent, fortuitous and

wiihout a caufe . But how ſhould a notion , af

liberty, conſiſting in accident or looſe chance,

encourage care and induſtry ? I ſhould think it

would rather entirely diſcourage every thing of

this nature. For ſurely , if our actions do not de

pend on our deſires and deſigns, then they do not

depend on our endeavours, flowing from our de

fires and deſigns. This Author binifelt ſeems

to ſuppole , that if men had , indeed , ſuch a liberty

of contingence, it would render all endeavours

to determine or move men's future volitions , in

yain : he ſays , that, in this caſe, il exbort to

inſiruit, to psommt, or to threaten, would be to no

purpote t . . Why ? Becauſe (as he himſelf gives

-the reaſon ), then cur will would be capricious and

arbitrary, and we should be thrown looſe altogether,

and our ' arbitrary power could do us good or ill only

by accident. But if ſuch a loole fortuitous ſtate

would render vain other endeavours upon us, for

the ſame reaton would it make uteleis our endea

vours on ourſelves : for events that are truly

contingent and accidental , and altogether looje

from, and independent of, all foregoing cauſes, are

independent on every foregoing cauſe within our .

felves , as well as in others.

} suge

• P. 188 , 189, &c. + P. 178, 213, 2146
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1 SUPPOSE that it is ſo far from being true, that

our minds are naturally poffeffed with a notion of

ſuch liberty as this, ſo itrongly , that it is im

poſſible to root it out, that indeed men have no

ſuch notion of liberty, at all , and that it is uto

terly impoſſible, by any means whatſoever to im

plant or introduce ſuch a notion into the mind.

As no ſuch notions as imply ſelf - contradiction and

ſelf - abolition can ſubſiſt in the mind, as I have

fhewn in my Inguiry * ; I think a mature ſenſible

conſideration of the matter, lufficient to ſatisfy

any one , that even the greateſt and moſt learned

advocate then felves. for liberty of indifference

and ſelf determination , have no ſuch notion ; and

that indeed they -mean ſomething wholly incon

ſiſtent with , and directly ſubverſive of, what they

ſtrenuouſly affiro ), and earneſtly contend for, By

a man's having a power of determining his owa

will, they plainly mean a power of determining

his will, as he pleaſes, or as he chutes ; which

ſuppoſes that the mind has a choice, prior to its

going about to confirm any action or determina

tion to it . And if they mean that they determine

even the original or prinie choice, by their own

pleaſure or choice, as the thing that cauſes and

directs it ; 1. ſcruple not molt boldly to affirm , that

they ſpeak they know not what, and that of which

they have no Dann r of idea ; becauſe no fuch

contradictory notion can come into, or have amo

mene's ſubſiſtence in, the wind of any man liv

ing, as an original or firſt choice being caulcd , or

brought inio being, by choice. After all , they fay,

they have no higher or other conceplion of li

berty, than that vulgar notion of it, which I con

tend for, viz. a man's having power or opportu

nity

• P. 259.258. See alſo P. 49 , 36, 57 , 73 , 74, 79, 183.

187 , 281 , 282 , 298-301 .

1
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mity to do as he chooſes: or if they had a notion

that every act of choice was determined bychoices

yet it would deſtroy their nation of the contins

gence of choice top then no one act of choice

would arife contingently, or front a ftate of in !

difference, but every individual act, in all the

feries, would ariſe from foregoing bias or prefer

ence, and from a cauſe predetermining and fixing

its exiſtence, which introduces at once fuchxa

chain of cauſes and effects, each preceding link

deciſively fixing the following as they would by

all ineans avoid.

* And fuch kind of deluſion and ſelf-contradiction

as this, does not ariſe in men's minds by nature )

it is not owing to any natural feeling which God

has ſtrongly fixed in the mind and nature of manag

but to falfe philofophy, and ſtrong prejudice,from

a deceitful abuſe of words, deis atuficial y nost

in the ſenſe of the Author of the Efays, fuppoſing

it to be a deceitful artifice of God ; but artificiak

as oppofed to natural, and , as owing to an artificial

deceitful management of terms; to darken and

sconfound the mind. Men have no ſuch thing

when they firſt begin to exerciſe reaſon ; butmutt

have a great deal of time to blind themfelves, with

metaphyſical confuſion, before they can embrace,

and reft in fuch definitions of liberty as are given ,

and imagine they underſtand them .

5. On the whole , I humbly conceive, that whoſo

ever will give himſelfthe trouble ofweighing, what

I have offered to conſideration in my Inquiry, muft

be ſenſible, that ſuch a moral necefſity ofnien's

"actions as I maintain, is not at all inconfiftent with

any liberty that any creature has, or can havezbas

a free, accountable, moral agent, and ſubject of

moral governmehr; and that this moral neceffity

is fo far from being inconſiſtent with praiſe and

blame, andthebenefitand ufe.ofmen's own care

and
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1

and labour, that, on the contrary , it implies the.

yery ground and reaſon, why men's actions are.

to be aſcribed to them as their own, in that man

ner as co ipfer deſert, praiſe and blare;, appro

bation and remorſe of conſcience, reward and

puniſhment ; and that it eſtabliſhes the inoral fyl

tem of the univerſe , and God's moral governm nt,

in every reſpect, with the proper ute of moţves,

exhortations, commands, counſels, promiles and

threatenings ; and the uſe and benefit ot endean

yours, care and induſtry : and that therefore there

is no need that the ſtrict philofophic truth ſhould

be at all concealed from men ; no danger in con

templation and prafound diſcovery in theſe things.

So far from chis, that the truth in this matter is:

of vaſtimportance, and extremely needful co be

known , and that the more clearly and perfectly

the real facts isknown, and the more conſtantly ic

is in view , the bester and particularly, that the

clear and full knowledge of that, which is the true

fyftem of the univerſe, in theſe relpects, would

greatly eſtabliſh the doctrines which teach the true

Chriſtian ſcheme of Divine Adminiftration in the

city of God, and the Goſpel of Jelus Chriſt, in its

moft important ' articles ; and that theſe chings

never can be well eſtabliſhed , and the oppoſite er

rors, fo ſubverſive of the whole Gospel, which at

this day ſo greatly and generally prevail, be well

confuted, or the arguments by which they are

maintained, anfwered, till theſe points are fettled :

while this is not done, it is, to me, beyond doubt,

that the friends of thoſe great Goſpel Truths, will

but poorly maintain their controverly with the

radverfaries of chole truths : they will be obliged

often to dodge, ſhuffle, hide, andturn their backs;

andthe latter will have a strong forc, from whence

they never can be drived , and weapons to uſe ,

swhich thoſewhomthey oppoſe will fiod ng Thield

to
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to ſcreen themfelves from ; and they will always

puzzle, confound, and keep under the friends of

found doctrine ; and glory, and vaunt themſelves

in their advantage over them ; and carry their

affairs with an high hand , as they have done al

ready for a long time paſt.

I CONCLUDE , Sir, with aſking your pardon for

troubling you with ſo much ſaid in vindication of

myfelf trom the imputation of advancing a fcheme

of neceſſity , of a like nature with that of the Au

thor of the Eſays on the principles of Morality and

Natural Religion. Conſidering that what I have

faid is not only in vindication of myſelf, but, as I

think, of the moſt important articles of moral

philoſophy and religion ; I truſt in what I know

of your candour, that you will excuſe ,

Your obliged friend and brother ,

3

STOCRBRIDGE,

July 25, 1757

J. EDWARDS.
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